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P E ’ ' ‘ A
o\ / ‘ IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

 CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE UNDER AW Docket N0-37 C.F.R. 1.248 °R°SS"2°'”
Applicant
Geoffre B. Hoese, et al.
Reexamination Control No. Date Filed

90/007,123 O7/19/2004
Title

Storage Router and Method for Providing Virtual
Local Stora - e

Group Art Unit Examiner
2182 Chen, Alan S.
Confirmation Number:
2293

Applicant hereby serves the Comments on Statement of Reasons for Patentability

and/or Comfirmation in the above referenced case to:

Larry E. Severin

Wang, Hartmann & Gibbs, PC
1301 Dove Street, #1050

Newport Beach, CA 92660

As per 35 U.S.C. §1.248 service is made via first class mail, certified, R.R.R. on

October 7, 2005

Respectfully submitted,

Sprinkle IP Law Group

£7»
ohn L. Adair

Reg. No. 48,828
Dated: October 7, 2005

1301 w. 25"‘ Street, Suite 408
Austin, Texas 78705

Tel. (512) 637-9223
Fax. (512) 371-9088

Enclosures
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Comments On Statement of Reasons for Patentability AW Docket No-

andlor Confirmation °R°55'”2°'14

Applicants
Goeffre B. Hoese, et al.
Reexamination Control No. Date Filed

90/007,123 07/19/2004
Title

Storage Router and Method for Providing Virtual
Local Stora - e

Group Art Unit Examiner
2182 Chen, Alan S.

Certificate of Mailin Under 37 C.F.R. 1.8

Commissioner for Patents I hereby certify that this correspondence is being deposited with
the United States Postal Service as First Class Mail in an

R0 Box 1450 envelope addressed to Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box

Alexandria, VA 223134 450 1450, Alexandria, VA 22312-1450 on October 7. 2005.
L1’ , A»-LJ

Signature
Dear Sir:

Julie H. Blackard
Printed Name

Applicants appreciate the Examiner’s allowance of or confirmation of Claims 1-14 of

United States Patent No. 5,941,972. Applicants submit the record as a whole makes evident

the reasons for allowance and that there are additional reasons for patentability not enumerated

by the Examiner. While Applicants agree with the Examiner’s reasons for patentability to the

extent such reasons are consistent with the record as a whole (as Applicants understand them

to be), Applicants do not acquiesce or agree to any characterization of the claims that place

unwarranted limitations or interpretations upon the claims, especially to the extent such

limitations or interpretations are inconsistent with the claim language, specification or prior

prosecution history in this case.
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Attorney Docket No. Customer ID: 44654
‘ CROSS1120—14 90/007,123

These “Comments on Statement of Reasons for Patentability and/or Confirmation” was

served via First Class Mail, Certified, R.R.R. on October 7, 2005 to Larry E. Severin of Wang,

Hartmann & Gibbs, PC, 1301 Dove Street, #1050, Newport Beach, CA 92660.

The Director of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is hereby authorized to charge

any fees or credit any overpayments to Deposit Account No. 50-3183 of Sprinkle IP Law Group.

Respectfully submitted,

Sprinkle IP Law Group

Attorneys for Applicant

&/
John L. Adair

Reg. No. '48,828

Date: October 7, 2005

1301 w. 25”’ Street, Suite 408
Austin, TX 78705

Tel. (512) 637-9223

Fax. (512) 371-9088
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Unittd Slatcs Palcnt and Trntlcnnarls Omen
Adams: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTSP.0. Box I450

Alamndria, Virginia 223|II~|-150ww\\‘.Im1ID.gnv

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION N0.

90/007,123 O7/I 9/‘Z004 5941972 1006-8900 4 2293
44654 7590 - 09/23/2005

SPRINKLE 11> LAW GROUP CH E , ALRK1301 W. 25TH STREET

sums 403
AUSTIN, TX 78705 34;/_)_

DATE MAILED: 09/2 3/2005

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication conceming this application or proceeding.

PTO-90C (Rev. 10/03)
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um mualams Ul:Jl’AKll\’l!.lV I ur 1;uMMn;xu«,'
Patent and Trademark Office

Address:AssssrmrcoMM1ssioNERFoaPATENrs

‘. . ” I Was*zingtonD.C.2(B31

APPLICATION NO! FIUNG DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTORI ATTORNEY DOCKET NO.
common, No_ PATENT lN REEXAMINATION
90/007,123 07/19/2004 594 I 972 I006-8900

Wang, Hartman & Gibbs, PC IV1301 Dove Street

Suite 1050 V ART UNIT PAPER
Newpon Beach, CA 92660 >

2182

DATE MAILED ? -3:3-a.S

Please find below andlor atiached an Office communication concerning this application or
proceeding. ' ‘

Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks

cc: SPRINKLE 11> LAW GROUP
1301 w. 25”‘ Strect
Suite 408

Austin, TX 78705

PTO-90C (Rev.3—98)
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Control No. Patent Under Reexamination

Notice of Intent to Issue 90/001123 5941972 '
Ex Parte Reexamination Certificate Examiner Art Unit ‘

Alan S. Chen 2182

- The MAIUNG DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet wim the correspondence address —

Prosecution on the merits is (or remains) closed in this ex parte reexamination proceeding. This proceeding is
subject to reopening at the initiative of the Office or upon petition. Cf. 37 CFR 1.313(a). A Certificate will be
issued inview of

(a) IE Patent owners communication(s) filed: 22 July 2005.
(b) El Patent owners late response filed: .
(c) E] Patent owner's failure to file an appropriate response to the Office action mailed:
(d) III Patent owners failure to timely file an Appeal Brief (37 CFR 41.31).
(e) E] Other: .
Status of Ex Parte Reexamination:

(f). Change in the Specification: D Yes IE No
(g) Change in the Drawing(s): D Yes IZI No '
(h) Status of the C|aim(s):

(1) Patent claim(s) confinned: 114,
(2) Patent claim(s) amended fincluding dependent on amended claim(s)):
(3) Patent claim(s) cancelled: . -
(4) Newly presented claim(s) patentablez
(5) Newly presented cancelled claims:

2. IE Note the attached statement of reasons for patentability and/or confinnation. Any comments considered
necessary by patent owner regarding reasons for patentability and/or confinnation must be submitted promptly
to avoid processing delays. Such submission(s) should be labeled: “Comments On Statement of Reasons for
Patentability and/or Confirmation.”

3. D Note attached NOTICE OF REFERENCES CITED (PTO-892).

4. E] Note attached LIST OF REFERENCES CITED (PTO-,1449 or PTO/SB/08).

5. The drawing correction request filed onj is: El approved E] disapproved.

6. [:1 Acknowledgment is made of the priority claim under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (f).
a)|:l All b)|:l Some* c)l:] None of the certified copies have

C] been received.
D not been received.‘
E] been filed in Application No. .
El been filed in reexamination Control No. .

E] been received by the International Bureau in PCT Application No.

* Certified copies not received:j

7. El Note attached Examiners Amendment.

8. E] Note attached Interview Summary (PTO-474).

9. [:1 Other: ____.

cc: Requester (if third party requester)
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office _
VPTOL-469 (Rev.9-O4) Notice of Intent to issue Ex Parte Reexamination Certificate Part of Paper No 09162005



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

REEXAMINATION 

REASONS FOR PATENTABILITY I CONFIRMATION 

Reexamination Control No. 90/007.123 Attachment to Paper No. 09162005. 

Art Unit 2182. 
t../jt- .:::o",f{'~ 
f\ Claims 1·14 are ellew~. 

The prior art disclosed by the patent owner and cited by the Examiner fail to teach or suggest, alone or in combination, all the limitations of the 
independent claims (claims 1, 7 and 11), particularly the map/mapping feature which is a one-to-one correspondence, as given in a simple table, 
the map physically resident on a router, whereby the router forms the connection bet'lyeen two separate entities over different transport mediums, 
such that neither entity determines where data is to be sent, but rather, the router solely dictates where the data will be sent; also the UNLLBP" 
feature refering to a tundamentallow level protocol defined by a specification/standard that is well known to one of ordinary skill in the art, where 
the NLLBP is used at the router for communications with both the first and second transport meqium. The SCSI protocol/standard is considered 
a NLLBP. TCP/IP, e.g., used in Ethernet communications, however, is not considered to be a NLLBP. 

PTOL-476 (Rev. 03-98) 

DONALD ~RKS 
SUPERVISORY PI( ENT EXAMINER 

.&;,u ffi~~~, 
DOy~Jt 

SUPERVISORY PATENT EXAMINER 
TECHNOLOGY CENTER 210 

/·KIMHUYNH 
RIMARY EXAMINER 

..... "~' 
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Reexamination Applicant(s)IPatent Under- - Reexamination

90/007,123 5941972

Requester Correspondence Address: E] Patent Owner ‘ D Third Party

LITIGATION REVIEW IX 72?
exam ‘er initials

Case Name Director Initials

Crossroads Systems, (Texas), Inc. v. Chaparral Network Storage. Inc..

Western District of Texas (00-CA-217) <1‘!/04}/M f;‘f;fi3“

Crossroads Systems, (Texas), Inc., v. Pathlight Technology, Inc.,

Western District of Texas (00-CA-248)

Crossroads Systems, (Texas), Inc v. Dot Hill Systems

Western District of Texas (03-CV-754)

COPENDING OFFICE PROCEEDINGS

J

W
W

4 I '

u.s. Patent and Trademark omce ' _ ooc, cone Rxpu_.u<r
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23457812345678901234567890B8888899999999900000000O01.111-1111111111112222222222212345678912345678017_34.5678OuOP55555555566666666777777777-/BMa|.|aI4|4|4I1;|;I1111111111111111111.m
P

AppIicant(s)IPatent under
Reexamination

Total Claims Allowed: 14

(Date)

aper No. 09162005

cnoss REFERENCE(S)

SUBCLASS (ONE SUBCLASS PER BLOCK)

SUFERVISORY PATENT EXAMINER
TF:f!H530E-0GY CENTER 21 00

(Primary Examiner)

o.NmunOCIn.m6:-mMPA

90/007,123
Examiner

Alan S. Chen

A ISSUE CLASSIFICATION

(Date)

Issue Classification

ORIGINAL

SU BCLASS

234567801234567890111111122222222223
1|

INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION

Assistant Examiner

(Legal Instruments Examiner)

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
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Part of Paper No. 20050124
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Examiner V

Fritz M Flemin

(Through numeral)
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Index of Claims
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U.S. Patent and Trademark Offioo
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Examine’ -
‘ Fritz M Flemin A ‘ .
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(INCLUDING SEARCH STRATEGY)
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"Hits Search duery . DB5 Plurals Time Stamp

3 @ad<"20010927" and (fibre adj US-PGPUB; 2005/08/22 08:44
channel near router) same SCSI USPAT; I .

EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

@ad<"19971231" and (fibre adj US-PGPUB; 2005/08/22 08;44
channel near router) same SCSI USPAT; ' -

r ' EPO; JPO;
. DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

@ad<"19971231" and fibre adj US-PGPUB; ' ‘ ‘ 2005/08/22 08:45
channel same SCSI USPAT; —

EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

@ad<"19971231" and fibre adj US-PGPUB; 2005/08/22 08:46.
channel near SCSI_ USPAT;

EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

S4 and router I US-PGPUB; 2005/08/22 08:45 '
USPAT; S ‘
EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;
_ IBM_TDB

@ad<"19971231" and fibre adj US-PGPUB; 2005/08/22 09:02
channel adj SCSI USPAT;

* EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

@ad<"19971231" and "fibre US-PGPUB; 2005/08/22 09:02
channel protocol for SCSI" ' USPAT; ’

EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

@ad<"19971231" and FCP and US-PGPUB; 2005/08/22 09:07
SCSI and fibre adj channel USPAT; »

. EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;

DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

Search History 9/6/05 2:32:06‘PM Page 1
C:\Documents and Settings\AChen\My _Documents\My Documents\EAST\Workspaces\Cases\90007125.wsp
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S8 and 9AID

@ad<"20010927" and network adj

attached adj storage and Fibre adj
channel near scsi

S13 and router

@ad<"19971231" and network adj
attached adj storage and Fibreadj
channel near scsi ’

@ad<"19971231" and Fibre adj
channel sa_me scsi same router

@ad<'?19971231" and ancor.asn.

@ad<"19971231" and an<ior.asn.
and SCSI

@ad<"19971231" and aneor.asn.
and Fibre

@ad<"19971231" and emerson
near steven.inv.

@ad<"19971231" and SCSI near2
FCP

US-PGPUB;
USPAT;

EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;
EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

US—PGPUB;
USPAT;

EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;

_IBM_TDB

US-PGPUB;
USPAT;
EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

US-PGPUB;
USPAT;

EPO; JPO; :
DERWENT;

é IBM_TDB

US-PGPUB;
USPAT;

_ EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;

IBM_TDB _

US-PGPUB; '
USPAT;

EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;
EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

US-PGPUB;
USPAT;
EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

US-PGPUB;
USPAT;
EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

2005/08/22 09:18

2005/08/22 09:19

2005/03/22 09:19

2005/09/03 14:23

2005/08/22 09:58

2005/08/22 09:59‘

2005/08/22 09:59

2005/08/22 09:59

2005/08/22 10:05 .

2005/08/30 14:19

Search History 9/6/05 2:32:06 PM Page 2 .
C:\D0cuments and Settings\AChen\My Documents\My Documents\EA5T\Workspaces\Cases\90007125.wsp
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@ad<'f1'9971231" and fibre adj '
channel and SCSI

S23 and map$5 '

S23 and LUN

S24 and LUN

S24 and virtual near local near

storage

523 and virtual near local near

storage

S23 and router

@ad<"19971231" and virtual adj
local adj storage and SCSI and
remote ‘

@ad<"19971231" and virtual adj
local adj storage and SCSI

@ad<"19971231" and virtual near

storage and SCSI

Search History 9/6/05 2:32:06 PM Page 3

US-PGPUB;
USPAT;

EPO; JPO;

' DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

US-PGPUB;
USPAT;

EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;
EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

US-PGPUB;
USPAT;

' EPO; JPO;
DERWENT; ‘
IBM_TDB

. US-PGPUB;

USPAT;
EPO; JPO;

_ DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

US-PGPUB;
USPAT;

EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;
EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

US-PGPUB;
‘ USPAT;

EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

US-PGPUB; -
USPAT;

EPO_,'_JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

US-PGPUB;
USPAT;

"EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

2005/08/30 14:48

2005/08/30 14:21

2005/08/30 14:21

2005/08/30 14:23

2005/08/30 14:22

2005/08/30 14:22-

2oo5/os/31o 14:23

2005/08/30 14:49

‘2005/08/30 14:49

2005/08/30 14:49

C:\Documents and Settings\AChen\My Documents\My Documents\EAST\Workspaces\Cases\90007125.wsp
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S32 and.remote

@ad_<"19971231" and router

same fiber adj channel

."642503S".pn. and remote and .
map

"6425035".pn. and remote and

map and_maps and mapping

‘ "6425035".ph. and remote and
map and maps and mapping and
native —

US-PGPUB;
USPAT;

EPO; JPO;
. DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

US-PGPUB;
USPAT;

EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;
EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

US-IPGPUB;
-USPAT;

V EPO;JPO;
DERWENT; ’

.IBM_'_T,DB ‘

US~PGPUB;
USPAT;
EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

2005/08/30 14:49

2005/09/05 12:11

2005/09/05 18:18

2005/09/05 18:55

2005/09/05 18:55

Search History 9/6/05 2:32:06 PM A Page 4
C:\Documents and Settings\AChen\My Documents\My Documents\EAST\Workspaces\Cases\900Q7125.wsp
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AccessDB#
SEARCH REQUEST FORM

Scientific and Technical Information Center

Requester’s Full Name Pinchus Laufer Examiner #: 73139 Date: 09/19/05
ArtUnit: NONE Phone Number.2-3599 Serial Number None

Mail Box Location: Results Format Preferred (circle): PAPER DISK E-MAIL

If more than one search is submitted, please prioritize searches in order of need.

Please provide a detailed statement of the search topic, and describe as specifically as possible the subject matter to be searched. Include the elected
species or structures, keywords, synonyms, acronyms, and registry numbers, and combine with the concept or utility of the invention. Define any
terms that may have a special meaning. Give examples or relevant citations, authors, etc, if known. Please attach a copy of the cover sheet, pertinent
claims, and abstract.

Title of Invention:

Inventors (please provide full names):

Earliest Priority Filing Date:

*For Sequence Searches Only‘'' Please include all pertinent information (parent, child, divisional, or issued potent numbers) along with the appropriate serial
number. '

5941972

*I'***'k*I**l"k'ki'tt**'k******i**i**Iiiiiitifiitiiitil'*il'**l'**'k*'|‘i'*i'**'l'*****I**I'*************kI'****'l**i'A‘*t

STAFF USE ONLY Type of Search Vendors and cost where applicable

Searcher: Shirelle Green Sequence (1?) 2 2
Searcher Phone #: 272-3487 AA Sequence (#) Dialog

Searcher Location: 4B28 Structure (1%) / gt 5-D
Date Searcher Picked Up: i i ‘ i Bibliographic
Date Completed: q I . Litigation
Scaicher Prep & Review Time: Fulltext

Clerical Prep Time: I Patent Family

Online Time: 3 Other

SEP 19 20.05

BY: .................. ,_
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1 of 1 DOCUMENT

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE GRANTED PATENT

5941972

Link to Claims Section

August 24, 1999

Storage router and method for providing virtual local storage

REEXAM-LITIGATE: July 19, 2004 - Reexamination requested by Natu J. Patel, Wang & Patel, Reexamination No.
90/007,123 (O.G. August 31, 2004) Ex. Gp: 2111

NOTICE OF LITIGATION

NOTICE OF LITIGATION Crossroads Systems, (Texas), Inc., a Texas corporation v. Pathlight Technology Inc., a
Delaware corporation, Filed Apr. 14, 2000, D. C. W.D. Texas, Doc. No. A-00-CA-248-IN 6/13/01 Consent Judgment

NOTICE OF LITIGATION

Crossroads Systems (Texas), Inc., a Texas Corporation v. Dot Hill Systems Corporation, a Delaware corporation, Filed
October 17, 2003, D.C. W.D. Texas, Doc. No. A-03-CA-754-55 ‘

INVENTOR: Hoese, Geoffrey B. - Austin, Texas, United States (US); Russell, Jeffry T. - Cibolo, Texas, United States
(US) ’

APPL-NO: 001799 (09)

FILED-DATE: December 31, 1997

GRANTED-DATE: August 24, 1999

ASSIGNEE-AT-ISSUE: Crossroads Systems, Inc., Austin, Texas, United States (US), 02

ASSIGNEE-AFTER-ISSUE: December 31, 1997 - ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS INTEREST (SEE
DOCUMENT FOR DETAILS)., CROSSROADS SYSTEMS, INC. 9390 RESEARCH BLVD., SUITE H-300 AUSTIN
TEXAS 78759, Reel and Frame Number: 08929/0290
November 16, 2000 - SECURITY AGREEMENT, SILICON VALLEY BANK LOAN DOCUMENTATION HG150
3003 TASMAN DR SANTA CLARA CALIFORNIA 95054, Reel and Frame Number: 11284/0218

April 3, 2002 - RELEASE, CROSSWORLDS SOFTWARE 577 AIRPORT BOULEVARD, SUITE 300
BURLINGAME CALIFORNIA 94010, Reel and Frame Number: 12785/0083

ENGLISH-ABST:

A storage router (56) and storage network (50) provide virtual local storage on remote SCSI storage devices (60,
62, 64) to Fiber Channel devices. A plurality of Fiber Channel devices, such as workstations (5 8), are connected to a
Fiber Channel transport medium (52), and a plurality of SCSI storage devices (60, 62, 64) are connected to a SCSI bus
transport medium (54). The storage router (56) interfaces between the Fiber Channel transport medium (52) and the
SCSI bus transport medium (54) . The storage router (56) maps between the workstations (58) and the SCSI storage
devices (60, 62, 64) and implements access controls for storage space on the SCSI storage devices (60, 62, 64) . The
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001799 (09) 5941972 August 24, 1999

storage router (56) then allows access from the workstations (58) to the SCSI storage devices (60, 62, 64) using native
low level, block protocol in accordance with the mapping and the access controls.
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Search — No Documents‘ Found ’ ' Page 1 of 1

No Documents Found!

No documents were found for your search terms

"5941972 or 5,941 ,972"

Click "Save this search as an Alert" to schedule your search to run in
the future.

-OR_

Click "Edit Search" to return to the search form and modify your
search.

Suggestions:

0 Check for spelling errors.
a Remove some search terms. .
o Use more common search terms, such as those listed in

"Suggested Words and Concepts"
o Use a less restrictive date range.

About LexisNexis | Terms and Conditions

Copyright © 2005 LexisNexis, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

http://www.lexis.com/research/zeroans?__m=b88d0b82b80b496a19f62a3982afd172&docnurn=1&... 9/19/2005
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Search - No Documents Found ' Page 1 of 1

No Documents Found!

No documents were found for your search terms

"5941972 or 5,941,972"

Click "Save this search as an Alert" to schedule your search to run in
the future. '

_oR_

Click "Edit Search" to return to the search form and modify your
search.

Suggestions:

o Check for spelling errors.
0 Remove some search terms.

o Use more common search terms. such as those listed in

"Suggested Words and Concepts"
o Use a less restrictive date range.

Save this Search as an Alert 2

About LexisNexis [ Terms and Conditions

Cogyright © 2005 LexisNexis, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

LEXIS-NEXIS

Library: PATENTS

File: JNLS

http://www.lexis.com/research/zeroans?_m=27eO582917090a23a5c2176487a505a5&docnum=l&... 9/19/2005
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1 of 9 DOCUMENTS

Copyright 2003 Business Wire, Inc.
Business Wire

December 2, 2003 Tuesday

DISTRIBUTION: High-Tech Writers; Business Editors

LENGTH: 765 words

HEADLINE: Hitachi and Crossroads License Technology

DATELINE: AUSTIN, Texas, Dec. 2, 2003

BODY:

...Ltd., a global leader in the storage market, today announced a cross-licensing arrangement covering access con-
trol technology.

Crossroads owns several patents, including U.S. Patent No. 5,941,972 and U.S. Patent No. 6,423,035, and Hitachi
owns several patents, including U.S. Patent No. 6,484,245. Both parties‘ patents cover the ability to control access from
hosts to storage devices using a
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Copyright 2003 Comtex News Network, Inc.
All Rights Reserved .

Copyright 2003 Knobiascom, LLC, All rights reserved.
Knobias.com

This content is provided to LexisNexis by Comtex News Network, Inc.

October 22, 2003 Wednesday

LENGTH: 74 words

HEADLINE: CRDS Files Patent Infringement Suit Against HILL

DATELINE: Ridgeland, MS

BODY:

...by Crossroads Systems Inc. (CRDS) on October 17, 2003. Dot Hill has not been served with the Complaint. The
suit alleges patent infringement by Dot Hill of United States Patent Nos. 5,941,972 and 6,425,035, relating to storage

routers and methods for providing virtual local storage.
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Copyright 2003 PR Newswire Association, Inc.
PR Newswire

October 22, 2003 Wednesday

SECTION: FINANCIAL NEWS

LENGTH: 446 words

HEADLINE: Dot Hill Systems Announces Complaint Filed By Crossroads Systems

DATELINE: CARLSBAD, Calif. Oct. 22

BODY:

...Austin, Texas by Crossroads Systems on October 17, 2003. Dot Hill has not been served with the Complaint. The
suit alleges patent infringement by Dot Hill of United States Patent Nos. 5,941,972 and 6,425,035, relating to storage_
routers and methods for providing virtual local storage.
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Copyright 2003 Business Wire, Inc.
Business Wire

August 21, 2003, Thursday

DISTRIBUTION: Business Editors/High-Tech Writers

LENGTH: 873 words

HEADLINE: XIOtech Licenses Crossroads Technology for Storage Networking Solutions

DATELINE: AUSTIN, Texas, Aug. 21, 2003

BODY:

...XIOtech has become the most recent licensee of Crossroads‘ patented access controls technology for utilization in
XIOtech's Magnitude product family.

Crossroads is the owner of several patents, including U.S. Patent No. 5,941,972 and U.S. Patent No. 6,423,035,
covering the ability to control access from hosts to storage devices using a variety of protocols. The Crossroads technol-
ogy further enables XIOtech's Magnitude product family to protect data
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Copyright 2003 Canada NewsWire Ltd.
Canada NewsWire

April 17, 2003, Thursday

SECTION: FINANCIAL NEWS

DISTRIBUTION: Attention Business Editors

LENGTH: 2765 words

HEADLINE: Nexia Reports Second Quarter 2003 Results and Provides Programs Update

DATELINE: MONTREAL, April 17

BODY:

...1,066,659
Administrative 439,595 512,565 888,815 885,812

Amortization 44,140 39,556 V 87,538 76,516
Interest on long-term V '

14,357 20,931 30,300 41,861

Deficit, beginning
of period 31,916,618 20,292,150 29,267,289 18,047,372

Deficit, end of

period 34,815,860 23,411,888 34,815,860 23,411,888

Basic and diluted

loss per share
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Copyright 2001 Business Wire, Inc.
Business Wire

October 17, 2001, Wednesday

DISTRIBUTION: Business Editors & High-Tech Writers

LENGTH: 769 words

HEADLINE: Chaparral Network Storage Ordered to Stop Shipping Products That Infringe On Crossroads Patent

DATELINE: AUSTIN, Texas, Oct. 17, 2001

BODY:

...Oct. 11, 2001, a judge has issued an injunction against Chaparral Network Storage Inc.'s RAID and router prod-
ucts that use access controls or LUN zoning because they willfully infringe the Crossroads 5,941,972 ("_972") patent, as
found earlier by a jury on Sept. 12, 2001.

Those infringing products are Fibre Channel-to-Ultra2 SCSI storage router models FS 1220 and FS 2620; the G-
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Copyright 2001 Business Wire, Inc.
Business Wire

September 17, 2001, Monday

DISTRIBUTION: Business Editors & Technology Writers

LENGTH: 761 words

HEADLINE: Crossroads Systems Wins Patent Infringement Lawsuit Against Chaparral Network Storage

DATELINE: AUSTIN, Texas, Sept. 17, 2001

BODY:

...global provider of connectivity for storage networking solutions, announced that a jury found Chaparral Network
Storage, Inc.'s RAID and router products using LUN zoning willfully infringe the Crossroads 5,941,972 ("972") patent.

The jury has awarded damages with a royalty amount of 5% for Chaparral's router product line and 3% for their
RAID product line. Crossroads will be pursuing an injunction based
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Copyright 2001 Omega Communications, Inc.
Intellectual Property Today

September, 2001

SECTION : REC EXPRESS TM; Recently Decided Patent Cases; Pg. 35

LENGTH: 740 words

BODY:

...9909l5
CATALINA LIGHTING
vs.

LAMPS PLUS, INC. & PACIFIC COAST LIGHTING
5,221,141-362/250; 353,904-D26/63

00-248 -- Filed:O00414
CROSSROADS SYSTEMS
vs.

PATHLIGHT TECHNOLOGY INC.

5,941,972-710/129

97-2601 -- Filed:9707l4
DCNL INC. & SABRINA S. DENEBEIM
vs.

CONAIR CORP.

365,685-D4/128; 366,152-D4/I28; 5,515,874-132/226

01-4291 --...
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Copyright 1999 The Austin American-Statesman
Austin American-Statesman (Texas)

August 30, 1999, Monday

SECTION: Business; Pg. D7

-LENGTH: 517 words

HEADLINE: AUSTIN PATENTS

BODY:

...model; Gary Randall Horn, Mohan Sharma, Leo Yue Tak Yeung.

* No. 5,939,869; low-power interconnection using magnetoresistive elements; Uttam Shamalindu Ghoshal.

Crossroads Systems Inc. I I

* No. 5,941,972; storage router and method for providing virtual local storage; Geoffrey B. Hoese.

Dell USA

"‘ No. 5,943,029; method and apparatus to provide non-DDC monitor characteristics to system software; Steven
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?us5941972/pn

** SS 1: Results 1

Search statement 2

?prt full nonstop legalall

1/1 PLUSPAT — (C) QUESTEL-ORBIT- image
PN - US5941972 A 19990824 [US5941972]

TI - (A) storage router and method for providing virtual local storage
PA - (A) CROSSROADS SYS INC (US)
PAO Crossroads Systems, Inc., Austin TX [US]
IN (A) HOESE GEOFFREY B (US); RUSSELL JEFFRY T (US)
AP US179997 19971231 [1997US—000l799]
PR US179997 19971231 [1997US—0001799]
IC (A) G06F-013/O0
EC GOEF-O13/4OD2

ORIGINAL (O) : 710315000; CROSS-REFERENCE (X) : 710002000
DT Corresponding document
CT US5748924; US5768623; US5809328; US58l2754; US5835496; US584825l

(A) United States patent _
AB A storage router (56) and storage network (50) provide virtual local

storage on remote SCSI storage devices (60, 62, 64) to Fiber Channel
devices. A plurality of Fiber Channel devices, such as workstations
(58), are connected to a Fiber Channel transport medium (52), and a
plurality of SCSI storage devices (60, 62, 64) are connected to a SCSI
bus transport medium (54). The storage router (56) interfaces between
the Fiber Channel transport medium (52) and the SCSI bus transport
medium (54). The storage router (56) maps between the workstations
(58) and the SCSI storage devices (60, 62, 64) and implements access
controls for storage space on the SCSI storage devices (60, 62, 64).
The storage router (56) then allows access from the workstations (58)
to the SCSI storage devices (60, 62, 64) using native low level, block
protocol in accordance with the mapping and the access controls.

LGST - (C) EPO

— US5941972 A 19990324 [US5941972]
— US179997 19971231 [1997US-0001799]
- 20001116 US/AS-A

ASSIGNMENT

OWNER: SILICON VALLEY BANK LOAN DOCUMENTATION HG150 3003; EFFECTIVE
DATE: 20000630

SECURITY AGREEMENT;ASSIGNOR:CROSSWORLDS SOFTWARE,
INC.;REEL/FRAME:O11284/0218
20020403 US/AS-A
ASSIGNMENT

OWNER: CROSSWORLDS SOFTWARE 577 AIRPORT BOULEVARD, SUITE; EFFECTIVE
DATE: 20020320 ’
RELEASE;ASSIGNOR:SILICON VALLEY BANK;REEL/FRAME:012785/0083
20040831 US/RR—A [+]
REQUEST FOR REEXAMINATION FILED
EFFECTIVE DATE: 20040719

UP 2004-44

1/1 CRXX - (C) CLAIMS/RRX
PN - 5,941,972 A 19990824 [US5941972]
PA - Crossroads Systems Inc
ACT - 20001116 REASSIGNED

SECURITY AGREEMENT

Assignor: CROSSWORLDS SOFTWARE, INC. DATE SIGNED: 06/30/2000
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Assignee: SILICON VALLEY BANK LOAN DOCUMENTATION HG150 3003 TASMAN DR
SANTA CLARA CALIFORNIA 95054

Reel 011284/Frame 0218

Contact: SILICON VALLEY BANK JACQUELYN LE LOAN DOCUMENTATION HG150
3003 TASMAN DR. SANTA CLARA, CA 95054

20020403 REASSIGNED
RELEASE

Assignor: SILICON VALLEY BANK DATE SIGNED: 03/20/2002

Assignee: CROSSWORLDS SOFTWARE 577 AIRPORT BOULEVARD, SUITE 300
BURLINGAME CALIFORNIA 94010

Reel 012785/Frame 0083

Contact: SILICON VALLEY BANK MICHELLE GIANNINI LOAN DOCUMENTATION
HA155 3003 TASMAN DR. SANTA CLARA, CALIFORNIA 95054

20040719 REEXAMINATION REQUESTED
ISSUE DATE OF 0.G.: 20040831

REEXAMINATION REQUEST NUMBER: 90/007123

Natu J. Patel, Wang & Patel, Newport Beach, CA

1/2 LITA - (C) Thomson Derwent
AN - P2001-26-10
XR - P2000-19-12

FS - PATENT (P)

PN US5941972 19990824 (Utility)
PF Crossroads systems Incorporated
DF Pathlight Technology Incorporated
CT TX, Western Dist.
DN . A-00-CA-248-JN

(FD 2000-04-14
AD 2001-06-13

ACT Consent judgment entered.

2/2 LITA - (C) Thomson Derwent
AN - P2000-19-12

FS PATENT (P)

PN US594l972 19990824 (Utility)
PF Crossroads Systems Incorporated
DF Pathlight Technology Incorporated
CT Tx, Western Dist. '
DN A-00-CA-248-JN
FD 2000-04-14

A complaint was filed.
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US District Court Civil Docket

U.S. District - Texas Western

(Austin)

1:03cV754

Crossroads Systems ( v. Dot Hill Systems Cor

This case was retrieved from the court on Monday, September 19, 2005

Date Filed: 10/17/2003 Class Code: PATTRD

Assigned To: Honorable Sam Sparks Closed: no
Referred To: Statute: 28:1338

Nature of suit: Patent (830) Jury Demand: Both

Cause: Patent Infringement Demand Amount: $0
Lead Docket: None NOS Description: Patent

Other Docket: None

Jurisdiction: Federal Question

Litigants Attorneys

Crossroads Systems (Texas), Inc, A Texas Corporation Alan D Albright
Plaintiff [COR LD NTC]

[Termz 03/08/2005]
Fish & Richardson .
One Congress Plaza
111 Congress Ave
4TH Floor
Austin , TX 78701
USA
(512) 391-4930
512/ 391-6837

Raymond W Mort
[COR LD NTC]
Dla Piper Rudnick G_ray Cary US, LLP
1221 S Mopac Expressway
Suite 400
Austin , TX 78746-6875
USA

(512) 457-7000
512/ 457-7001

J Eric Elliff

[COR LD NTC]
Morrison & Foerster LLP
5200 Republic Plaza
370 Seventeenth Street
Denver , CO 80202-5638
USA

(303)592-1500
(303)592-1510

Tracy L Mccreight
[COR LD NTC]
[Termz 03/08/2005]
Gray Cary ware & Freidenrich
1221 S Mopac Expwy
Suite 400
Austin , TX 78746-6875
USA

(512)457-7128

https ://courtlink.lexisnexis.com/ShowDocket.aspx _ 9/19/2005
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512/ 457-7001

Joseph P Reid
[COR LD NTC]
[Tennz 03/08/2005]
Gray Cary ware & Freldenrich LLP
401 B Street, Suite 2000
San Diego , CA 92101-4240
USA

(619) 699-2800
(619) 699-2701

John Allcock

[COR LD NTC]
Gray Cary Ware & Freidenrich, LLP
401 B Street
Suite 2000

San Diego , CA 92101-4240
USA '

(619) 699-2828
(619) 699-2701

John E Giust

[COR LD NTC]
[Term: 03/08/2005]
Gray Cary Ware & Freidenrich, LLP
401 B Street
Suite 2000

San Diego , CA 92101-4240
USA _
(619) 699-2828
(619) 699-2701

Matthew C Bernstein

[COR LD NTC]
[Term: 03/08/2005]
Gray Cary ware & Freidenrich, LLP
401 B Street
Suite 2000

San Diego , CA 92101-4240
USA

(619) 699-2828
619/ 699-2701

John Michael Guaragna
[COR LD NTC]
Dla Piper Rudnick Gray Cary US LLP
1221 South Mopac Expressway
Suite 400
Austin , TX 78746
USA
(512)457-7125
512/ 457-7001

Barry K Shelton
[COR LD NTC]
[Term: 03/08/2005]
Fish & Richardson, PC
111 Congress Avenue
4TH Floor
Austin , TX 78701
USA

(512) 391-4929
512/391-6837

Darius C Gambino

[COR LD NTC]
Dla Piper Rudnick Gray Cary US LLP
1650 Market Street
Suite 4900
Philadelphia , PA 19103

Page 2 of 29

9/19/2005
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Defendant ‘
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USA
215-656-3309
21 5/ 656-3301

Patton G Lochridge
[COR LD NTC]
McGinnis, Lochridge & Kilgore
919 Congress Avenue
1300 Capitol Center
Austin , TX 78701
USA

(512) 495-6000
512/ 495-6093

Kurt E Richter
[COR LD NTC]
Morgan & Finnegan
3 World Financial Center
New York , NY 10281-2101
USA

(212) 415-8700

John F Sweeney
[COR LD NTC]
Morgan & Finnegan
3 World Financial Center
New York , NY 10281-210
USA .

(212) 415-8700
212/ 751-6849

William S Feiler

[COR LD NTC]
Morgan & Finnegan
3 World Financial Center
New York , NY 10281-2101
USA ‘

(212) 415-8700
212/415-8701

Travis C Barton

[COR LD NTC]
McGinnis, Lochridge & Kilgore
919 Congress Avenue
Suite 1300
Austin , TX 78701
USA

(512) 495-6041
512/ 495-6093

Daniel S Mount
[COR LD NTC]
[Termz 04/05/2004]
Mount 81 Stoelker
333 W San Carlos Street
Suite 1650
San Jose , CA 95110
USA
(408)279-7000
(408)998-1473

Lara J Hodgson
[COR LD NTC]
[Termz 04/05/2004]
Mount & Stoelker
333 W San Carlos Street
Suite 1650
San Jose , CA 95110
USA
(408)279-7000

Page 3 of 29

9/19/2005
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408/ 998-1473

Alfredo A Bismonte

[COR LD NTC]
[Term: 04/05/2004]
Mount & Stoelker
333 W San Carlos Street
Suite 1650
San Jose , CA 95110
USA

(408)279-7000
(408)998-1473

Michael E Lovins

[COR LD NTC]
McGinnis, Lochridge & Kilgore
1300 Capitol Center
919 Congress Avenue
Austin , TX 78701
USA

(512) 495-6000
512/ 505-6364

Leslie M Hoekstra
[COR LD NTC]
[Term: 04/05/2004]
Mount 84 Stoelker
333 W San Carlos Street
Suite 1650
San Jose , CA 95110
USA

(408) 279-7000
(408) 998-1473

Valerie W Greenberg
[COR LD NTC]
Greenberg Law Firm
121 Brite Avenue
Scosdale , NY 10583
USA .

(914) 722-9111

Natu J Patel

[COR LD NTC]
[Term: 10/05/2004.]
Wang 8: Patel, PC
1301 Dove Street
Suite 1050

Newport Beach , CA 92660
USA

(949) 833-8483
949/ 833-2281

Larry E Severin
[COR LD NTC]
Wang & Patel, PC
1301 Dove Street, #1050
Newport Beach , CA 92660
USA

(949) 833-8483
(949) 833-2281

Franklin E Gibbs
[COR LD NTC]
Wang, Hartmann & Gibbs, PC
1301 Dove Street
Suite 1050
Newport Beach , CA 92660
USA

(949) 833-8483
(949) 833-2281

Page 4 of 29

9/19/2005
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Jason Brian Witten

[COR LD NTC]
Wang, Hartmann & Gibbs, PC
1301 Dove Street
Suite 1050

Newport Beach , CA 92660
USA

(949) 833-8483
949/ 833-2281

Richard Franklin Cauley
[COR LD NTC]
Wang, Hartman & Gibbs PC
1301 Dove Street
Suite 1050

Newport Beach , CA 92660
USA
949/ 833-8483
949/ 833-2281

Peter 0 Huang
[COR LD NTC] ~
Wang Hartmann & Gibbs PC
1301 Dove Street
Suite 1050
Newport Beach , CA 92660
USA
949-833-8483
949-833-2281

Patton G Lochridge
[COR LD NTC]
McGinnis, Lochridge & Kilgore
919 Congress Avenue
1300 Capitol Center
Austin , TX 78701
USA
(512) 495-6000
512/ 495-6093

Kurt E Richter
[COR LD NTC]
Morgan & Finnegan
3 World Financial Center
New York , NY 10281-2101
USA

(212) 415-8700

Travis C Barton
[COR LD NTC] .
McGinnis, Lochridge & Kilgore
919 Congress Avenue
Suite 1300

Austin , TX 78701
USA

(512) 495-6041
512/495-6093

Daniel S Mount

[COR LD NTC]
[Termz 04/05/2004]
Mount & Stoelker
333 W San Carlos Street
Suite 1650
San Jose , CA 95110
USA

(408)279-7000
(408)998-1473

Page 5 of 29_

9/19/2005
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Lara J Hodgson
[COR LD NTC]
[Term: 04/05/2004]
Mount & Stoelker
333 W San Carlos Street
Suite 1650
San Jose , CA 95110
USA

(408)279-7000
408/ 998-1473

Alfredo A Bismonte

[COR LD NTC]
[Term: 04/05/2004]
Mount & Stoelker
333 W San Carlos Street
Suite 1650
San Jose , CA 95110
USA =

(408)279-7000
(408)998-1473

Michael E Lovins

[COR LD NTC]
McGinnis, Lochridge & Kilgore
1300 Capitol Center
919 Congress Avenue
Austin , TX 78701
USA
(512) 495-6000
512/ 505-6364

Leslie M Hoekstra

[COR LD NTC]
[Term: 04/05/2004]
Mount & Stoelker _333 W San Carlos Street
Suite 1650
San Jose , CA 95110
USA

(408) 279-7000
(408) 998-1473

Valerie W Greenberg
[COR LD NTC]
Greenberg Law Firm
121 Brite Avenue

Scosdale , NY 10583
USA

(914) 722-9111

Natu J Patel _
[COR LD NTC]
[Term: 10/05/2004]
Wang & Patel, PC
1301 Dove Street
Suite 1050 ,

Newport Beach , CA 92660
USA -
(949) 833-8483
949/ 833-2281

Larry E Severin
(949) 833-2281
Wang & Patel, PC A
1301 Dove Street, #1050
Newport Beach‘ , CA 92660
USA

(949) 833-8483

Franklin E Gibbs

Page 6 of 29

9/19/2005
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(949) 833-2281
Wang, Hartmann & Gibbs, PC
1301 Dove Street
Suite 1050

Newport Beach , CA 92660
USA

(949) 833-8483

Jason Brian Witten _
[COR LD NTC]
Wang, Hartmann & Gibbs, PC
1301 Dove Street
Suite 1050
Newport Beach , CA 92660
USA"
(949) 833-8483
949/ 833-2281

Alan D Albright
[COR LD NTC]
[Term: 03/08/2005]
Fish & Richardson

One Congress Plaza
111 Congress Ave
4TH Floor
Austin , TX 78701
USA

(512) 391-4930
512/ 391-6837

Raymond W Mort
512/457-7001
Dla Piper Rudnick Gray Cary US,
LLP

1221 S Mopac Expressway
Suite 400
Austin , TX 78746-6875
USA
(512) 457-7000

Tracy L McCreight
[COR LD NTC] .
[Term: 03/08/2005]
Gray Cary Ware & Freidenrich
1221 S Mopac Expwy
Suite 400
Austin , TX 78746-6875
USA
(512) 457-7128
512/ 457-7001

Joseph P Reid
[Term: 03/08/2005]
(619) 699-2701
Gray Cary Ware & Freidenrich
LLP
491 B Street, Suite 2000
San Diego , CA 92101-4240
USA

(619) 699-2800

John Allcock

[con LD NTC]
Gray Cary Ware & Freidenrich, LLP
401 B Street
Suite 2000
San Diego , CA 92101-4240
USA

(619) 699-2828
(619) 699-2701

Page 7 of 29
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John E Giust

. [COR LD NTC]
[Terrn: 03/08/2005]
Gray Cary Ware & Freidenrich, LLP
401 B Street
Suite 2000

San Diego , CA 92101-4240
USA

(619) 699-2828
(619) 699-2701

Matthew C Bernstein
[COR LD NTC]
[Termz 03/08/2005]
Gray Cary Ware & Freidenrich, LLP
401 B Street
Suite 2000

San Diego , CA 92101-4240
USA

(619) 699-2828
619/ 699-2701

John Michael Guaragna
512/457-7001
Dla Piper Rudnick Gray Cary US
LLP _
1221 South Mopac Expressway
Suite 400
Austin , TX 78746
USA

(512)457-7125

Patton G Lochridge
[COR LD NTC]
McGinnis, Lochridge & Kilgore
919 Congress Avenue
1300 Capitol Center
Austin , TX 78701
USA

(512) 495-6090
512/ 495-6093

Kurt E Richter

[COR LD NTC]
Morgan & Finnegan
3 World Financial Center
New York , NY 10281-2101
USA »

(212) 415-8700

John F Sweeney
[COR LD NTC]
Morgan & Finnegan
3 World Financial Center

New York , NY 10281-2101
USA

(212)415-8700
212/ 751-6849

William S Feller
[COR LD NTC]
Morgan & Finnegan
3 World Financial Center
New York , NY 10281-2101
USA

(212) 415-8700
212/415-8701

Travis C Barton

Page 8 of 29
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[COR LD NTC]
McGinnis, Lochrldge & Kilgore
919 Congress Avenue
Suite 1300

Austin , TX 78701
USA

(512) 495-6041
512/ 495-6093

Daniel S Mount

[COR LD NTC]
[Term: 04/05/2004]
Mount & Stoelker
333 W San Carlos Street
Suite 1650
San Jose , CA 95110
USA

(408)279-7000
(408)998-1473

Lara J Hodgson
[COR LD NTC]
[Term: 04/05/2004]
Mount & Stoelker
333 W San Carlos Street
Suite 1650
San Jose , CA 95110
USA

(408)279-7000
408/ 998-1473

Alfredo A Bismonte

[COR LD NTC]
[Term: O4/O5/2004]
Mount & Stoelker
333 W San Carlos Street
Suite 1650
San Jose , CA 95110
USA
(408)279-7000
((408)998-1473

Michael E Lovins

[COR LD NTC]
McGinnis, Lochrldge & Kilgore
1300 Capitol Center
919 Congress Avenue
Austin , TX 78701
USA

(512) 495-6000
512/ 505-6364

Leslie M Hoekstra

[COR LD NTC]
[Term: 04/O5/2004]
Mount & Stoelker _
333 W San Carlos Street
Suite 1650
San Jose , CA 95110
USA
(408) 279-7000
(408) 998-1473

Valerie W Greenberg
[COR LD NTC]
Greenberg Law Firm
121 Brite Avenue
Scosdale , NY 10583
USA

(914) 722-9111

Page 9 of 29
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Natu J Patel

[COR LD NTC]
[Term: 10/05/2004]
Wang & Patel, PC
1301 Dove Street
Suite 1050

Newport Beach , CA 92660
USA

(949) 833-8483
949/ 833-2281

Larry E Severin
[con LD NTC]
Wang & Patel, PC
1301 Dove Street, #1050
Newport Beach , CA 92660
USA
(949) 833-8483
(949) 833-2281

Franklin E Gibbs

[COR LD NTC]
Wang, Hartmann & Gibbs, PC
1301 Dove Street
Suite 1050
Newport Beach , CA 92660
USA

(949) 833-8483
(949) 833-2281

Jason Brian Witten

[COR LD NTC]
Wang, Hartmann & Gibbs, PC
1301 Dove Street
Suite 1050

Newport Beach , CA 92660
USA

(949) 833-8483
949/ 833-2281

Falconstor Software, Inc George Barton Butts
Third-Party Defendant [COR LD NTC]
[Term: 09/17/2004] [Term: O9/17/2004]

Dla Piper Rudnick Gray Cary US LLP
1221 S Mopac Expressway
Suite 400
Austin , TX 78746
USA

(512) 457-7068
512/ 457-7001

Mark J Schildkraut

[COR LD NTC]
[Term: 09/17/2004]
Kaye Scholer LLP
425 Park Ave
New York , NY 10022
USA

(212) 836-8000

Aaron Stiefel

[COR LD NTC] .
[Term: 09/17/2004]
Kaye Scholer LLP
425 Park Ave
New York , NY 10022
USA

(212) 836-8000
212/ 836-8689
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Stephen J Elliott
[COR LD NTC]
[Term: 09/17/2004]
Kaye Scholer LLP
425 Park Ave
New York , NY 10022
USA

(212) 836-8000

Falconstor Software, Inc George Barton Butts
Cross-Claimant [COR LD NT.C]
[Term: 08/27/2004] [Term: 08/27/2004]

Dla Piper Rudnick Gray Cary US LLP
1221 5 Mopac Expressway
Suite 400
Austin , TX 78746
USA

(512) 457-7068
512/ 457-7001

Mark J Schiidkraut

[COR LD NTC]
[Term: 08/27/2004]
Kaye Scholer LLP
425 Park Ave
New York , NY 10022
USA
(212) 836-8000

Aaron Stiefel
[COR LD NTC]
[Term: 08/27/2004]
Kaye Scholer LLP
425 Park Ave
New York , NY 10022
USA

(212) 836-8000
212/ 836-8689

Stephen J Elliott
[COR LD NTC]
‘[Term: 08/27/2004]
Kaye Scholer LLP
425 Park Ave
New York , NY 10022
USA

(212) 836-8000

Crossroads Systems (Texas), Inc, A Texas Corporation Alan D Albright
Cross-Defendant [COR LD NTC]

[Term: 03/08/2005]
Fish & Richardson

One Congress Plaza
111 Congress Ave
4TH Floor
Austin , TX 78701
USA ’
(512) 391-4930
512/ 391-6837

Raymond W Mort
512/457-7001
Dla Piper Rudnick Gray Cary US,
LLP

1221 S Mopac Expressway
Suite 400

Austin , TX 78746-6875
USA ~

(512) 457-7000
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Tracy L Mccreight
[COR LD NTC]
[Term: 03/08/2005]
Gray Cary Ware & Freidenrich
1221 S Mopac Expwy
Suite 400
Austin , TX 78746-6875
USA
(512)457-7128
512/ 457-7001

Joseph P Reid
[Term: 03/08/2005]
(619) 699-2701
Gray Cary Ware 8: Freidenrich
LLP

401 B Street, Suite 2000
San Diego , CA 92101-4240
USA
(619) 699-2800

John Allcock

[COR LD NTC]
Gray Cary Ware & Freidenrich, LLP
401 B Street
Suite 2000

San Diego , CA 92101-4240
USA
(619) 699-2828
(619) 699-2701

John E Giust -

[COR LD NTC]
[Term: 03/08/2005]
Gray Cary ware & Freidenrich, LLP
401 B Street
Suite 2000
San Diego , CA 92101-4240
USA
(619) 699-2828
(619) 699-2701

Matthew C Bernstein

[COR LD NTC]
[Term: 03/08/2005]
Gray Cary Ware & Freidenrich, LLP
401 B Street
Suite 2000

San Diego , CA 92101-4240
USA

(619) 699-2828
619/ 699-2701

John Michael Guaragna
512/457-7001
Dia Piper Rudnick Gray Cary US
LLP

1221 South Mopac Expressway
Suite 400
Austin , TX 78746
USA

(512)457-7125

Crossroads Systems (Texas), Inc, A Texas Corporation Alan D Albright
Counter- [COR LD NTC]
Plaintiff [Term: 03/08/2005]

Fish & Richardson

One Congress Plaza
111 Congress Ave
4TH Floor
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Austin , TX 78701
USA

(512) 391-4930
512/ 391-6837

Raymond W Mort
512/457-7001
Dia Piper Rudnick Gray Cary US,
LLP

1221 S Mopac Expressway
Suite 400
Austin , TX 78746-6875
USA

(512) 457-7000

Tracy L Mccreight
[COR LD NTC]
[Term: 03/08/2005]
Gray Cary ware & Freidenrich
1221 S Mopac Expwy
Suite 400
Austin , TX 78746-6875
USA

(512) 457-7128
512/ 457-7001

Joseph P Reid ‘
[Term: 03/08/2005]
(619) 699-2701
Gray Cary Ware & Freidenrich
LLP

401 B Street, Suite 2000
San Diego , CA 92101-4240
USA

(619) 699-2800

John Allcock

[COR LD NTC] I .
Gray Cary Ware & Freidenrich, LLP
401 B Street
Suite 2000
San Diego , CA 92101-4240
USA

(619) 699-2828
(619) 699-2701

John E Giust

[COR LD NTC]
[Term: 03/08/2005]
Gray Cary Ware & Freidenrich, LLP
401 B Street
Suite 2000
San Diego , CA 92101-4240
USA

(619) 699-2828
(619) 699-2701

Matthew C Bernstein

[con LD NTC]
[Term: 03/08/2005]
Gray Cary Ware & Freidenrich, LLP
401 B Street
Suite 2000
San Diego , CA 92101-4240
USA
(619) 699-2828
619/ 699-2701

John Michael Guaragna
512/457-7001
Dia Piper Rudnick Gray Cary US

Page 13 of 29
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LLP

1221 South Mopac Expressway
Suite 400
Austin , TX 78746
USA

(512) 457-7125

Falconstor Software, Inc George Barton Butts
Counter-Defendant ’ [COR LD NTC]
[Term: 08/27/2004] [Term: 08/27/2004]

Dla Piper Rudnick Gray Cary US LLP
1221 S Mopac Expressway
Suite 400
Austin , TX 78746
USA
(512) 457-7068
512/ 457-7001

Mark J Schildkraut

[COR LD NTC]
[Term: 08/27/2004]
Kaye Scholer LLP
425 Park Ave
New York , NY 10022
USA

(212) 836-8000

Aaron Stiefel

[COR LD NTC]
[Term: 08/27/2004]
Kaye Scholer LLP
425 Park Ave

New York , NY 100-22
USA

(212) 836-8000
212/ 836-8689

Stephen J Elliott
[COR LD NTC]
[Term: 08/27/2004]
Kaye Scholer LLP
425 Park Ave
New York , NY 10022
USA .

(212) 836-8000

Falconstor Software, Inc Counter- George Barton Butts
Plaintiff - [COR LD NTC]
[Term: 08/27/2004] [Term: 08/27/2004]

- . Dla Piper Rudnick Gray Cary US LLP
1221.5 Mopac Expressway
Suite 400
Austin , TX 78746
USA
(512) 457-7068
512/457-7001

MarkJ Schildkraut

[COR LD NTC]
[Term: 08/27/2004]
Kaye Scholer LLP
425 Park Ave
New York , NY 10022
USA

(212) 836-8000

Aaron Stiefel

[COR LD NTC]
[Term: 08/27/2004]
Kaye Scholer LLP
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425 Park Ave
New York , NY 10022
USA

(212) 836-8000
212/ 836-8689

Stephen J Elliott
[COR LD NTC]
[Termz 08/27/2004]
Kaye Scholer LLP
425 Park Ave
New York , NY 10022
USA

(212) 836-8000

Alan D Albright
[COR LD NTC] _
[Term: 03/08/2005]
Fish & Richardson

One Congress Plaza
111 Congress Ave
4TH Floor

Austin , TX 78701
USA

(512) 391-4930
512/ 391-6837

Raymond W Mort
512/457-7001
Dla Piper Rudnick Gray Cary US,
LLP '

1221 S Mopac Expressway
Suite 400
Austin , TX 78746-6875
USA

(512) 457-7000

Tracy L_McCreight
[COR LD NTC]
Gray Cary Ware & Freidenrich
1221 S Mopac Expwy
Suite 400
Austin , TX 78746-6875
USA '
(512)457-7128
512/ 457-7001

Joseph P Reid
[COR LD NTC]
[Termz 03/08/2005]
Gray Cary Ware & Freidenrich LLP
401 B Street, Suite 2000
San Diego , CA 92101-4240
USA

. (619) 699-2800
(619) 699-2701

John Allcock
[COR LD NTC]
Gray Cary Ware & Freidenrich, LLP
401 B Street
Suite 2000 .
San Diego , CA 92101-4240
USA

(619) 699-2828
(619) 699-2701

John E Giust

[COR LD NTC]
[Termz 03/08/2005]
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Gray Cary Ware & Freidenrich, LLP
401 B Street
Suite 2000

San Diego , CA 92101-4240
USA

(619) 699-2828
(619) 699-2701

Matthew C Bernstein

[COR LD NTC]
[Termz 03/08/2005]
Gray Cary Ware & Freidenrich, LLP
401 B Street
Suite 2000 -

San Diego , CA 92101-4240
USA

(619) 699-2828
619/ 699-2701

John Michael Guaragna
512/457-7001
Dla Piper Rudnick Gray Cary US
LLP

1221 South Mopac Expressway
Suite 400 .
Austin , TX 78746
USA

(512) 457-7125

Date Proceeding Text

10/17/2003 Case assigned to Honorable Sam Sparks (sh) [Entry date 10/20/03]

10/17/2003 Complaint filed. Filing Fee: $ 150.00 Receipt # 357883 (Pages: 5) (sh) [Entry date 10/20/03]

10/17/2003 Court file forwarded to Judge Sparks (gr) [Entry date 10/21/03]

10/17/2003 Notified Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks of filing complaint for patent infringement (gr)
[Entry date 10/21/03]

10/17/2003 A0 120 forwarded to the Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks. (mc2) [Entry date 03/23/04]

10/23/2003 Summons issued for Dot Hill Systems Cor (gr) [Entry date 10/23/03]

10/23/2003 Summons issued for Dot Hill Systems Cor (gr) [Entry date 10/24/03]

11/03/2003 2 Return of service executed as to Dot Hill Systems Cor on 10/27/03 (td) [Entry date 11/04/03]

12/01/2003 3 Motion by Dot Hill Systems Cor for atty. Daniel 5. Mount to appear pro hac vice (gr) [Entry date
12/02/03] A

12/01/2003 Motion by Dot Hill Systems Cor for atty, Lara J. Hodgson to appear pro hac vice (gr) [Entry date
12/02/03]

12/01/2003 Motion by Dot Hill Systems Cor for atty, Alfredo A. Bismonte to appear pro hac vice (gr) [Entry date
12/02/03] ‘

12/01/2003 Motion by Crossroads Systems (, Dot Hill Systems Cor to extend time to answer or otherwise respond,
including motions under Rule 12 of the Fed. R (gr) [Entry date 12/02/03]

12/03/2003 Order granting motion for atty. Daniel S. Mount to appear pro hac vice [3-1] signed by Honorable Sam
Sparks (gr) [Entry date 12/03/03]

12/03/2003 Order granting motion for atty, Lara J. Hodgson to appear pro hac vice [4-1] signed by Honorable Sam
Sparks (gr) [Entry date 12/03/03]

12/03/2003 _ Order granting motion for atty, Alfredo A. Bismonte to appear pro hac vice [5-1] signed by Honorable
Sam Sparks (gr) [Entry date 12/03/03]

12/04/2003 10 Order granting motion to extend time to answer or otherwise respond, including motions under Rule
12 of the Fed. R; until 12/17/03 [6-1] signed by Honorable Sam Sparks (gr) [Entry date 12/04/03]

12/15/2003 11 Motion by Crossroads Systems ( for atty. John E. Giust to appear pro hac vice (gr) [Entry date
12/16/03]

12/15/2003 12 Motion by Crossroads Systems ( for atty. Matthew C. Bernstein to appear pro hacvice (gr) [Entry date
12/16/03] '

12/15/2003 13 Motion by Crossroads Systems ( for atty John Allcock to appear pro hac vice (gr) [Entry date
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12/16/03]

12/16/2003 Answeruto complaint and counterclaim by Dot Hill Systems Cor against Crossroads Systems (gr) [Entry
date 12/17/03]

12/17/2003 Order granting motion for atty John Ailcock to appear pro hac vice [13-1] signed by Honorable Sam
Sparks (gr) [Entry date 12/17/03]

12/17/2003 Order granting motion for atty. John E. Giust to appear pro hac vice [11-1] signed by Honorable Sam
Sparks (gr) [Entry date 12/17/03]

12/17/2003 Order granting motion for atty. Matthew C. Bernstein to appear pro hac vice [12-1] signed by
Honorable Sam Sparks (gr) [Entry date 12/17/03]

01/05/2004 Reply by Crossroads Systems to Dot Hill Systems Corp counterclaim [17-2] (gr) [Entry date 01/06/04]

01/09/2004 Motion by Dot Hill Systems Cor for atty, John F. Sweeney to appear pro hac vice (gr) [Entry date
01/12/04]

01/09/2004 Motion by Dot Hill Systems Cor for atty, Kurt E. Richter to appear pro hac vice (gr) [Entry date
01/12/04]

01/09/2004 Motion by Dot Hill Systems Cor for atty. William S. Feiler to appear pro hac vice (gr) [Entry date
01/12/04]

01/13/2004 Order granting motion for atty. William S. Feller to appear pro hac vice [21-1] signed by Honorable
Sam Sparks (gr) [Entry date 01/13/04]

01/13/2004 Order granting motion for atty, Kurt E. Richter to appear pro hac vice [20-1] signed by Honorable Sam
Sparks (gr) [Entry date 01/13/04]

01/13/2004 Order granting motion for atty, John F. Sweeney to appear pro hac vice [19-1] signed by Honorable
Sam Sparks (gr) [Entry date 01/13/04]

01/29/2004 Motion by Dot Hill Systems Cor for atty Natu J. Patel to appear pro hac vice (gr) [Entry date 01/29/04]

01/29/2004 Motion by Dot Hill Systems Cor for atty. Jason B. Witten to appear pro hac vice (gr) [Entry date
01/29/04] - .

01/29/2004 Order granting motion for atty Natu J. Patel to appear pro hac vice [25-1] signed by Honorable Sam
Sparks (gr) [Entry date 01/30/04]

01/29/2004 Order granting motion for atty. Jason B. Witten to appear pro hac" vice [26-1] signed by Honorable
Sam Sparks (gr) [Entry date 01/30/04]

01/30/2004 Amended Certificate of service to James B. Witten's Application to Appear Pro Hac Vice for Dot Hill
Systems Cor (gr) [Entry date 02/02/04] -

01/30/2004 Amended Certificate of service to Pate|'s Application to Appear Pro Hac Vice for Dot Hill Systems Cor
(gr) [Entry date 02/02/04]

02/02/2004 Pro hac vice fee paid by John F. Sweeney with Amount: $ 25.00 Receipt # 359220 (gr) [Entry date
02/09/04]

02/02/2004 Pro hac vice fee paid by William S. Feller with Amount: $ 25.00 Receipt # 359221 (gr) [Entry date
02/09/04]

02/02/2004 Pro hac vice fee paid by Kurt E. Richter with Amount: $ 25.00 Receipt # 359222 (gr) [Entry date
02/09/04]

02/03/2004 Pro hac vice fee paid by Natu J. Patel with Amount: $ 25.00 Receipt # 359298 (gr) [Entry date
02/09/04] .

02/03/2004 Pro hac vice fee paid by Jason Brian Witten with Amount: $ 25.00 Receipt # 359299 (gr) [Entry date
02/09/04] '

02/09/2004 Order set scheduling conf. hearing for 2:00 2/18/04 in Courtroom 2, 1st floor signed by Honorable
Sam Sparks (gr) [Entry date 02/09/04]

02/17/2004 Notice of attorney appearance for Dot Hill Systems Cor - notice of substitution of attorneys (Natu J.
Patel, Jason B. Witten and local counsel, Travis Barton, in place of Daniel S. Mount (mc2) [Entry date
02/ 17/04]

02/17/2004 Joint Pretrial disclosures filed by Crossroads Systems (, Dot Hill Systems Cor (mc2) [Entry date
02/19/04]

02/18/2004 Minutes of proceedings for hearing on all pending matters conducted on 2/18/04 by Judge Sparks.
Court Reporter: Lily Reznik. (mc2) [Entry date 02/19/04] '

02/18/2004 Miscellaneous hearing on all pending matters held; parties agree to Karl Bayer as special master.
(mc2) [Entry date 02/19/04] [Edit date 02/19/04]

02/18/2004 Oral order by Honorable Sam Sparks , setting miscellaneous hearing - Markman hearing before special
master, Karl Bayer, - for 7/2/04 (mc2) [Entry date 02/19/04]

02/20/2004 35 Advisory to the court filed by Crossroads Systems (, Dot Hill Systems Cor - notice of nonopposition to
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appointment of Karl Bayer as special master. (mc2) [Entry date 02/23/04]

02/23/2004 Case referred to Karl Bayer as special master (mc2) [Entry date 02/24/04]

02/23/2004 Order referring case to Karl Bayer, Special Master..., signed by Honorable Sam Sparks (mc2) [Entry
date 02/24/04] .

02/23/2004 -Order setting miscellaneous hearing - Markman Hearing - for 9:00 7/2/04..., signed by Honorable Sam
Sparks (mc2) [Entry date 02/24/04] ‘

02/24/2004 Motion by Dot Hill Systems Cor for Franklin E. Gibbs to appear pro hac vice (mc2) [Entry date
02/26/04]

02/24/2004 Amended Certificate of service by Dot Hill Systems Cor re application to appear pro hac vice of
Franklin Gibbs. (mc2) [Entry date 02/26/04]

02/25/2004 Order granting motion for Franklin E. Gibbs to appear pro hac vice [38-1] signed by Honorable Sam
Sparks (mc2) [Entry date 02/26/04]

03/02/2004 Joint motion by Crossroads Systems (, Dot Hill Systems Cor for protective order (mc2) [Entry date
03/05/04]

03/08/2004 Order granting joint motion for protective order [41-1]. Agreed Protective Order filed & signed by
Honorable Sam Sparks (td) [Entry date 03/09/04]

03/08/2004 Order regarding sealed documents signed by Honorable Sam Sparks (td) [Entry date 03/09/04]

’ 03/08/2004 Motion by Crossroads Systems for leave to file first amended cmp (cmp attached to motion) (td)
[Entry date 03/09/04]

03/22/2004 Motion by Dot Hill Systems Cor to substitute attorney - Natu Patel and Jason Witten in place of the law
firm of Mount & Stoelker (mc2) [Entry date 03/23/04]

03/22/2004 Response by Dot Hill Systems Cor in opposition to motion for leave to file first amended cmp [44-1]
(mc2) [Entry date 03/23/04]

03/24/2004 Notice of filing by Crossroads Systems - concise statement of alleged infringement. (mc2) [Entry date
03/25/04]

03/24/2004 Order granting motion for leave to file first amended cmp [44-1] signed by Honorable Sam Sparks
(mc2) [Entry date 03/25/04]

03/24/2004 Amended complaint by Crossroads Systems, amending complaint [1-1] (Pages: 7) (mc2) [Entry date
03/25/04]

04/05/2004 Order granting motion to substitute attorney - Natu Patel and Jason Witten in place of the law firm of
Mount & Stoelker [45-1] Natu J. Patel, Jason Brian Witten added signed by Honorable Sam Sparks
(mml) [Entry date 04/05/04]

04/07/2004 Supplemental Concise Statments of Alleged Infringement filed by Crossroads Systems ( Re: file notice
[47-1] (rg1) [Entry date 04/08/04]

04/07/2004 Stipulation filed by Crossroads Systems (, Dot Hill Systems Cor for leave for Dot Hill Systems Corp. to
file a third party complaint against Falconstor. (mc2) [Entry date 04/08/04]

04/08/2004 Notice of filing Concise Statement of why the Accused Products Do Not Infringe by Dot Hill Systems
Cor (rg) [Entry date 04/12/04]

04/12/2004 Order re opposition response (46-11, that defendants may object in motion for partial summary
judgment..., signed by Honorable Sam Sparks (mc2) [Entry date 04/13/04]

04/12/2004 Pro hac vice fee paid byFrank|in E. Gibbs with Amount: $ 25.00, Receipt # 359723. (mc2) [Entry date
04/ 13/04]

04/13/2004 Answer by Dot Hill Systems Cor to amended complaint; jury demand (rg) [Entry date 04/14/04]

04/13/2004 Amended counterclaim by Dot Hill Systems Cor: counterclaim [17-2] (rg) [Entry date 04/14/04]

04/20/2004 Supplement filed by Dot Hill Systems Cor Re: file notice [53-1] (mc2) [Entry date 04/21/04]

04/23/2004 First Amended Answer by Dot Hill Systems Cor to amended complaint; jury demand and counterclaim
against plaintiff. (mc2) [Entry date 04/23/04] [Edit date 04/23/04]

04/29/2004 Motion by Dot Hill Systems Cor for Larry E. Severin to appear pro hac vice (sm) [Entry date 04/29/04]

‘04/30/2004 Amended answer by Crossroads Systems (to counterclaim [17-2] (td) [Entry date 04/30/04]

04/30/2004 Letter/Correspondence by attorney for Falconstor. George B. Butts, regarding: stipulation for leave for
Dot Hill Systems Corp. to file a third party, complaint against Falconstor. Copy to Court 4/30/04. (mc2)
[Entry date 05/03/04]

05/O3/2004 Order granting motion for Larry E. Severin to appear pro hac vice [58-1] signed by Honorable Sam
Sparks (mc2) [Entry date 05/03/04]

05/03/2004 Order granting stipulation [52-1], that Dot Hill Systems Corp. is granted leave to file a third party
complaint against Falconstor, signed by Honorable Sam Sparks (mc2) [Entry date 05/03/04]
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05/05/2004

05/05/2004

_ 05/05/2004

05/06/2004

05/06/2004

05/06/2004

05/06/2004

05/07/2004

05/25/2004

05/25/2004

05/26/2004

05/26/2004

05/26/2004

05/27/2004

05/27/2004

05/27/2004

05/28/2004

05/28/2004

05/28/2004

06/04/2004

06/04/2004

06/07/2004

06/08/2004

06/10/2004

06/10/2004

06/16/2004 '

06/16/2004

06/18/2004

06/28/2004
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81
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87
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Transcript filed for date of 2/18/04 (Proceedings Tmnscribed: scheduling conference) (Court Reporter:
Lily Reznik.) (mc2) [Entry date 05/03/04]

Minutes of proceedings for telephone conference conducted on 5/5/04 by Judge Sparks. Court
Reporter: Lily Reznik. (mc2) [Entry date 05/06/04]

Tele-conference held in chambers; Court resets Markman hearing to 8/30, 31, 2004, referred to
Special Master for conference call and appropriate rescheduling of tutorial and briefing. (mc2) [Entry
date 05/06/04]

Miscellaneous hearing - Markman hearing - resetting on 8/30/04 (order on scheduling to follow by‘
Special Master). (mc2) [Entry date 05/06/04]

Order resetting Markmak hearing for 9:00 8/30/04, ..., signed by Honorable Sam Sparks (mc2) [Entry
date 05/06/04]

Third-party complaint by Dot Hill Systems Cor against Falconstor Software (mc2) [Entry date
05/07/04]

Notice of filing by Dot Hill Systems Cor - corporate disclosure. (mc2) [Entry date 05/07/04]

Summons issued for Falconstor Software (mc2) [Entry date 05/07/04]

Return of service executed as to Falconstor Software on 5/6/04 (mc2) [Entry date 05/10/04]

Answer by Falconstor Software to third-party complaint [65-1] (mc2) [Entry date 05/26/04]

Crossclaim by Falconstor Software against Crossroads Systems (mc2) [Entry date 05/26/04]

Sent letter to attorneys for Falconstor, Elliott and Stiefel, re bar status. (mc2) [Entry date 05/26/04]

Motion by Crossroads Systems to halt Dod Hill's spoliation of evidence, and to compel production of
Dot Hill's emails (with attached declaration of Tracy L. Mccreight submitted and maintained under
seal). (mc2) [Entry date 05/26/04] [Edit date 05/26/04]

Motion by Crossroads Systems ( to seal declaration of Tracy L. Mccreight in support of plaintiff's
motion to halt Dot Hill's spoliation of evidence and to compel production of Dot Hill's emails (mc2)
[Entry date 05/26/04]

Motion by Falconstor Software for Aaron Stiefel to appear pro hac vice (mc2) [Entry date 05/27/04]

Motion by Falconstor Software for Mark J. Schildkraut to appear pro hac vice (mc2) [Entry date
05/27/04]

Motion by FalconStor Software for Stephen J. Elliott to appear pro hac vice (mc2) [Entry date
05/27/04]

Order granting motion for Aaron Stiefel to appear pro hac vice [71-1] signed by Honorable Sam
Sparks (mc2) [Entry date 06/01/04]

Order granting motion for Mark J. Schildkraut to appear pro hac vice [72-1] signed by Honorable Sam
Sparks (mc2) [Entry date 06/01/04]

Order granting motion for Stephen J. Elliott to appear pro hac vice [73-1] signed by Honorable Sam
Sparks (mc2) [Entry date 06/01/04] '

Advisory to the court filed by Crossroads Systems ( - notice of withdrawal of its motion to hald Dot
Hill's sp[oliation of evidence and to compel production of Dod Hill's emails (mc2) [Entry date
06/07/04]

withdrawal motion to halt Dod Hill's spoliation of evidence [69-1], motion to compel production of Dot
Hill's emails [69-2] (mc2) [Entry date 06/07/04]

Pro hac vice fee paid byAaron Stiefel, Stephen J. Elliott, Mark J. Schildkraut with Amount: $ 75.00,
Receipt # 360516. (mc2) [Entry date 06/09/04]

Pro hac vice fee paid byLarry E Severin with Amount: $ 25.00, Receipt # 360528. (mc2) [Entry date
06/09/04] '

Motion by Crossroads Systems ( to extend time to answer or otherwise respond (to FalconStor‘s Rule
14 claims) (mc2) [Entry date 06/10/04]

Order granting motion to extend time to answer or otherwise respond (to FalconStor's Rule 14 claims)
[78-1] until 6/28/04, signed by Honorable Sam Sparks (mc2) [Entry date 06/14/04] '

Order granting motion to seal declaration of Tracy L. Mccreight in support of plaintiff's motion to halt
Dot Hill's spoliation of evidence and to compel production of Dot Hill's emails [70-1] signed by
Honorable Sam Sparks (mc2) [Entry date 06/16/04]

Order mooting motion to compel production of Dot Hill's emails [69-2] signed by Honorable Sam
Sparks (mc2) [Entry date 06/ 16/04] '

Order granting motion to extend time to answer or otherwise respond (to FalconStor's Rule 14 claims)
[78-1] until 6/28/04, signed by Honorable Sam Sparks (mc2) [Entry date 06/21/04]

Answer by Crossroads Systems (to crossclaim [68-1] (mc2) [Entry date 06/29/04]
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06/28/2004 87 counterclaim by Crossroads Systems against Falconstor Software (mc2) [Entry date 06/29/04]

06/29/2004 83 Motion by Dot Hill Systems Cor for leave to file - to exceed page limit in motion for summary
judgment... (mc2) [Entry date 06/29/04]

06/29/2004 84 Unopposed Motion by Dot Hill Systems Cor to seal exhibits 14 and 17 accompanying Dot Hill's motion
for summary judgment... (mc2) [Entry date 06/29/04]

06/29/2004 85 Motion by Dot Hill Systems Cor for summary judgment that»U.S. Patent No. 6,425,035 and U.S. Patent
No. 5,941,972 are invalid pursuant to 35 USC Sec. 102 and/or 103 in view of prior development of
Digital Equipment Corp HSZ70 controller (with attached exhibits 14 and 17 submitted and maintained
under seal) (mc2) [Entry date 06/29/04]

06/29/2004 Motion by Dot Hill Systems Cor request for judicial notice in support of its motion for summary
judgment... (mc2) [Entry date 06/29/04]

06/30/2004 Order granting motion for leave to file - to exceed page limit in motion for summary judgment... [83-
1] signed by Honorable Sam Sparks (mc2) [Entry date 06/30/04]

06/30/2004 Motion by Crossroads Systems for Joseph P. Reid to appear pro hac vice (mc2) [Entry date 07/01/04]

06/30/2004 Motion by Dot Hill Systems Cor for leave to file - to supplement documents filed in support of its
motion for summary judgment that U.S. Patent No. 6,425,035 and U.S. Patent No. 5,941,972 are
invalid (with attached Exhibit A to Exhibit 4 of Dot Hill's summary judgment motion submitted and
maintained under seal) (mc2) [Entry date 07/01/04] [Edit date 07/01/04]

06/30/2004 Unopposed Motion by Dot Hill Systems Cor to seal Exhibit A to Exhibit 4 accompanying Dot Hill's
motion for summary judgment that U.S. Patent No. 6,425,035 and U.S. Patent No. 5,941,972 are
invalid... (mc2) [Entry date 07/01/04]

07/01/2004 Order granting motion to seal exhibits 14 and 17 accompanying Dot Hill's motion for summary
judgment... [84—1] signed by Honorable Sam Sparks (mc2) [Entry date 07/01/04]

07/02/2004 Motion by Crossroads Systems to extend time to respond to DOT Hill Systems Corp's msj (td) [Entry
date 07/06/04] -

07/06/2004 Order granting motion for Joseph P. Reid to appear pro hac vice [89—1] signed by Honorable Sam
Sparks (mc2) [Entry date 07/07/04]

07/07/2004 . Order granting motion to seal Exhibit A to Exhibit 4 accompanying Dot Hill's motion for summary
judgment that U.S. Patent No. 6,425,035 and U.S. Patent No. 5,941,972 are invalid... [91—1] signed
by Honorable Sam Sparks (mc2) [Entry date 07/07/04]

07/09/2004 Order granting motion to extend time to respond to DOT Hill Systems Corp's msj [93-1] until 11 days
after last of depositions of Ellen Lary, Richard Lary , and Diana Hsuesh-Ying Shen is completed, signed
by Honorable Sam Sparks (mc2) [Entry date 07/09/04]

07/09/2004 Pro hac vice fee paid byJoseph P. Reid with Amount: $ 25.00, Receipt # 360959. (mc2) [Entry date
07/12/04]

07/16/2004 Notice of filing of Joint Submission of Preliminary Claim Chart by Crossroads Systems (, Dot Hill
Systems Cor, Falconstor Software (drn) [Entry date 07/20/04]

07/19/2004 Answer by Falconstor Software to counterclaim [87-1] (mc2) [Entry date 07/21/04]

07/19/2004 counterclaim by Falconstor Software against Crossroads Systems (mc2) [Entry date 07/21/04]

07/21/2004 Order that Dot Hill Systems retrieve from chambers posthaste boxes of reexamination petition
delivered on 7/21/04, signed by Honorable Sam Sparks (mc2) [Entry date 07/21/04]

07/28/2004 Answer by Crossroads Systems to counterclaim [98—1] (mc2) [Entry date 07/29/04]

07/28/2004 Opening claim construction Brief by Dot Hill Systems Cor, Falconstor Software (mc2) [Entry date
07/29/04]

07/28/2004 Joint motion by Crossroads Systems, Dot Hill Systems Cor, Falconstor Software for leave to file
' Markman briefs in excess of page limit (mc2) [Entry date 07/29/04]

07/28/2004 Markman Brief by Crossroads Systems (mc2) [Entry date 07/29/04]

07/30/2004 Order granting joint motion for leave to file Markman briefs in excess of page limit [102-1] signed by
Honorable Sam Sparks (mc2) [Entry date 08/02/04]

08/03/2004 Motion by Crossroads Systems to compel production of documents from Dot Hill (with attached
declaration of Matthew Bernstein in support of motion filed under seal) (mc2) [Entry date 08/04/04]

08/03/2004 Unopposed Motion by Crossroads Systems to seal declaration of Matthew C. Bernstein in support of its
motion to compel production of documents (mc2) [Entry date 03/04/04]

08/03/2004 Unopposed Motion by Crossroads Systems for leave to file motion to compel in excess of page limit
(mc2) [Entry date 08/04/04]

08/04/2004 Advisory to the court filed by Dot Hill Systems Cor - notice of change of firm name; new name: Wang,
Hartmann & Gibbs, P.C. (mc2) [Entry date 08/05/04] ‘
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08/04/2004 109 Order granting motion for leave to file motion to compel in excess of page limit [107-1] signed by
Honorable Sam (mc2) [Entry date 08/05/04]

08/10/2004 110 Motion by Crossroads Systems ( for (Barry K. Shelton) to appear pro hac vice (dm) [Entry date
08/12/04] -

08/11/2004 111 Order granting motion for (Barry K. Shelton) to appear pro hac vice [110-1] signed by Honorable Sam
Sparks (dm) [Entry date 08/12/04]

08/11/2004 112 Responsive Claim Construction Brief of Dot Hill Systems Cor, Falconstor Software (dm) [Entry date
08/12/04]

08/11/2004 113 Exhibits in support of the responsive claim construction brief of Dot Hill Systems Cor, Falconstor
Software (dm) [Entry date 08/12/04]

08/11/2004 114 Joint motion by Crossroads Systems (, Dot Hill Systems Cor_ for leave to file responsive Markman brief
in excess of page limit (dm) [Entry date 08/13/04]

08/11/2004 115 Response by Crossroads Systems ( to Dot Hill Systems Corporation's Claim Construction brief [112-1]
(dm) [Entry date 08/ 13/04]

08/16/2004 116 Opposition of Dot Hill Systems Corporation to Crossroads‘ motion to compel production of documents
(with attached declaration of Matthew Bernstein in support of motion filed under seal) [105-1] (dm)
[Entry date 08/ 17/04]

08/16/2004 Order granting motion to seal declaration of Matthew C. Bernstein in support of its motion to'compe|
production of documents [106-1] signed by Honorable Sam Sparks (dm) [Entry date 08/17/04]

08/17/2004 Pro hac vice fee paid byBarry K. Shelton with Amount: $ 25.00 Receipt # 361508 (dm) [Entry date
. 08/25/04]

08/18/2004 Order granting joint motion for leave to file responsive Markman brief in excess of page limit [114-1]
signed by Honorable Sam Sparks (dm) [Entry date 08/18/04]

08/23/2004 Order granting motion for leave to file — to supplement documents filed in support of its motion for
summaryjudgment that U.S. Patent No. 6,425,035 and U.S. Patent No. 5,941,972 are invalid [90-1]
signed by.Honorable Sam Sparks (dm) [Entry date 08/24/04] ’

08/24/2004 Motion by Crossroads Systems ( for leave to file second amended complaint (dm) [Entry date
08/25/04]

08/24/2004 Received Stipulation and Order of Dismissal of Claims between Crossroads Systems (Texas), Inc. and
Falconstor Software, inc. (dm) [Entry date 08/25/04]

08/27/2004 Order Motion hearing on motion to compel production of documents from Dot Hill (with attached
‘ declaration of Matthew Bernstein in support of motion filed under seal) [105-1] for 9:00 9/9/04 signed

by Honorable Sam Sparks (dm) [Entry date 08/30/04]

08/27/2004 Order granting motion for leave to file second amended complaint [120-1], therefore ordered that
plaintiff Crossroads Systems second amended complaint for patent infringement shall be deemed filed,
served and effective as of the date below... signed by Honorable Sam Sparks (dm) [Entry date
08/30/04]

08/27/2004 Unopposed Motion, by Crossroads Systems ( for leave to file reply brief in support of motion to compel
in excess of page limit (dm) [Entry date 08/30/04] '

' 08/27/2004 Crossroads Systems Inc's Reply brief in support of its Motion to Compel the Production of Documents .
(dm) [Entry date 08/30/04] _

08/27/2004 Motion by Crossroads Systems ( to seal declaration of Tracy L. Mccreight in support of Crossroads
Systems Inc.'s reply brief in support of its motion to compel the production of documents (dm) [Entry
date 08/30/04]

08/27/2004 Sealed document, declaration of Tracy L. M_cCreight in support of Crossroads systems Inc.'s reply brief
_ in support of its motion to compel the production of documents, placed in vault (drn) [Entry date

08/30/04]

08/27/2004 Stipulation an Order of Dismissal of Claims between Crossroads Systems Inc. and Falconstor Software,
Inc. signed by Honorable Sam Sparks (dm) [Entry date 08/30/04]

08/30/2004 Minutes of proceedings for Markman Hearing conducted on August 30, 2004 by Judge Sparks. Court
Reporter: Lily Reznik (dm) [Entry date 09/01/04] [Edit date 09/02/04]

08/30/2004 Miscellaneous hearing (Markman Hearing) held, parties announce ready, statements and arguments of
’ counsel heard, testimony heard on behalf on plaintiff/defendant, witnesses sworn, evidence submitted

on behalf of plaintiff/defendant, court exhibit filed, parties rest, closing argument heard,
recommendations, special master will review evidence and submit draft to parties, invite briefs and
submit final recommendation prior to December, parties to provide Ms. Sims with prosecution history
when it becomes available. (dm) [Entry date 09/01/04]

08/30/2004 Minutes of proceedings for miscellaneous hearing conducted on August 30, 2004 by Judge Bayer.
Court Reporter: no transcript made (dm) [Entry date 09/01/04] [Edit date 09/02/04]
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08/30/2004 Miscellaneous hearing held, tutorial held in courtroom in absence of record (dm) [Entry date
09/01/04]

08/30/2004 Combined Witness and Exhibit List by Crossroads Systems (, Dot Hill Systems Cor (dm) [Entry date
09/01/04] [Edit date 09/02/04] -

08/30/2004 Exhibits by Dot Hill Systems Cor (dm) [Entry date 09/20/04]

08/30/2004 Exhibits by Crossroads Systems (, Dot Hill Systems Cor (dm) [Entry date 09/20/04]

08/31/2004 Stipulated definitions of claim terms filed by Crossroads Systems (, Dot Hlll Systems Cor (dm) [Entry
date 09/01/04] [Edit date 09/02/04]

09/03/2004 Motion by Dot Hill Systems Cor for (Richard Frankklin Cauley) to appear pro hac vice (dm) [Entry date
09/07/04]

09/03/2004 Notice of Stipulation regarding Dot Hill Systems Corp.'s Axis Storage Manager and RAIDarPS Products
filed by Crossroads Systems (, Dot Hill Systems Cor (dm) [Entry date 09/07/04]

09/03/2004 Pro hac vice fee paid byRichard Franklin Cauley with Amount: $ 25.00 receipt #361713 (mcl) [Entry
date 09/ 13/04]

09/07/2004 Order granting motion to seal declaration of Tracy L. Mccreight in support of Crossroads Systems
' Inc.'s reply brief in support of its motion to compel the production of documents [126-1] signed by

Honorable Sam Sparks (mc2) [Entry date 09/07/04] '

09/07/2004 Order granting motion for leave to file reply brief in support of motion to compel in excess of page
limit [124-1] signed by Honorable Sam Sparks (mc2) [Entry date 09/07/04]

09/09/2004 Minutes of proceedings for Motion hearing conducted on September 9, 2004 by Judge Sparks. Court
Reporter: Lily Reznik (dm) [Entry date 09/09/04]

09/09/2004 Motion hearing held on following motion: Crossroads Systems Motion to Compel #105, parties
’ announce ready, pro hac motion granted for Richard F, Cauley, statements and arguments of counsel

heard, motions granted in part, supplemental briefs due by 5:00pm on October 1, responses due by
5:00pm on Oct. 15, written order forthcoming, court permits deposition of Ms. Greenburg (dm) [Entry
date 09/ 10/04] -

09/10/2004 Order granting motion for (Richard Frankklin Cauley) to appear pro hac vice [132—1] signed by
Honorable Sam Sparks (dm) [Entry date 09/10/04]

09/10/2004 Transcript filed for dates of 8/30/04 (Proceedings Transcribed: Markman Hearing before Special Master
Karl Bayer) (Court Reporter: L. Reznik) (mcl) [Entry date 09/13/04]

09/13/2004 Answer by Dot Hill Systems Cor to amended complaint; jury demand (mcl) [Entry date 09/14/04]

09/ 13/2004 Amended counterclaim by Dot Hill Systems Cor 2 counterclaim [17-2] (rncl) [Entry date 09/ 14/04]

09/14/2004 Transcript filed for date of 9/9/04 (Proceedings Transcribed: motion to compel hearing) (Court
Reporter: Lily Reznik.) (mc2) [Entry date 09/14/04]

09/14/2004 Order granting in part, denying in part motion to compel production of documents from Dot Hill [105-
1], and that the parties have until 5:00 p.m. on 10/1/04 to file any post-Markman hearing briefs, and
they have until 5:00 p.m. on 10/15/04 to file any responses thereto, signed by Honorable Sam Sparks
(mc2) [Entry date 09/14/04]

09/14/2004 Stipulation and Order "regarding Dot Hill Systems Corporation's Axis Storage Manager and RAIDarPS
Products, signed by Honorable Sam Sparks (mc2) [Entry date 09/14/04]

09/15/2004 Received Stipulation of Dismissal of Dot Hill System Corporation's Claims against Falconstor Software,
inc. (dm) [Entry date 09/16/04]

09/17/2004 Stipulation of dismissal of Dot Hill System Corporation's claims against Falconstor Software, Inc. (drn)
[Entry date 09/20/04]

09/ 17/2004 Motion and order by Crossroads Systems and Dot Hill Systems ( regarding Crossroad's response

deadline and Dot Hill Systems Cor reply deadline with respect to Dot Hill's pending motion for
summary judgment (dm) [Entry date 09/20/04] ‘

09/20/2004 . Motion by Crossroads Systems ( to compel the testimony of Diana Sheri, Ellen Lary, and Richard Lary
(dm) [Entry date 09/21/04] .

09/20/2004 Motion by Crossroads Systems ( to seal declaration of Barry K. Shelton in support of Crossroads V
Systems (Texas) Inc.'s motion to compel the testimony of Diana Shen, Ellen Lary, and Richard Lary
(drn) [Entry date 09/21/04] .

09/20/2004 Sealed document (Declaration of Barry K. Shelton in Support of Crossroads Systems (Texas), Inc.'s
motion to compel the testimony of Diana Shen, Ellen Lary, and Richard Lary), placed in vault (dm)
[Entry date 09/21/04]

09/23/2004 Order granting motion re: Crossroads’ response deadline and Dot Hill's reply deadline with respect to
Dot Hill's pending motion for summary judgment [145-1] signed by Honorable Sam Sparks (dm)
[Entry date 09/23/04] '
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09/23/2004 150 Order granting motion to seal declaration of Barry K. Shelton in support of Crossroads Systems
(Texas) Inc.'s motion to compel the testimony of Diana Shen, Ellen Lary, and Richard Lary [147-1]
signed by Honorable Sam Sparks (dm) [Entry date 09/23/04]

09/27/2004 ' Motion by Dot Hill Systems Car to exceed page limits for its motion for bifurcation of liability and
damages/willfulness issues and brief in support thereof (dm) [Entry date 09/28/04]

09/27/2004 Motion by Dot Hill Systems Cor for bifurcation of liability and damages/willfulness issues, and brief in
support thereof (dm) [Entry date 09/28/04]

O9/27/2004 Response by Crossroads Systems ( in opposition to motion for summary judgment that U.S. Patent
No. 6,425,035 and U.S. Patent No. 5,941,972 are invalid pursuant to 35 USC Sec. 102 and/or 103 in
view of prior development of Digital Equipment Corp HSZ70 controller (with attached exhibits 14 and
17 submitted and maintained under seal) [85-1] (dm) [Entry date 09/28/04]

09/27/2004 Motion by Crossroads Systems ( for leave to file opposition to Dot Hill's motion for summary judgment
that U.S. patent no. 6,425,035 and U.S. patent no. 5,941,972 are invalid pursuant to U.S. C. 102
and/or 103 in view of the prior development of the digital equipment corporation HSZ70 controller in
excess of page limit (dm) [Entry date 09/28/04]

09/27/2004 Unopposed Motion by Crossroads Systems ( to seal: Declaration of Barry K. Shelton in support of
Crossroads Systems‘ opposition to Dot Hill's motion for summary judgment that U.S. patent no.
6,425,035 and U.S. patent no. 5,941,972 are invalid pursuant to U.5. C. 102 and/or 103 in view of the
prior development of the digital equipment corporation HSZ70 controller (dm) [Entry date 09/28/04]

09/27/2004 Sealed document, Declaration of Barry K. Shelton in support of Crossroads Systems‘ opposition to Dot
' Hill's motion for summary judgment that U.S. patent no. 6,425,035 and U.S. patent no. 5,941,972 are

invalid pursuant to U.S.C. 102 and/or 103 in view of the prior development of the digital equipment
corporation HSZ70 controller, placed in vault (dm) [Entry date 09/28/04]

09/28/2004 Advisory to the court of certification of the Greenberg law firm, filed by Dot Hill Systems Cor (dm)
. [Entry date 09/29/04]

09/28/2004 Advisory to the court of certification of Morgan & Finnegan LLP, filed by Dot Hill Systems Cor (dm)
[Entry date 09/29/04]

09/29/2004 Order granting motion to exceed page limits for its motion for bifurcation of liability and
damages/willfulness issues and brief in support thereof [151—1] signed by Honorable Sam Sparks (dm)
[Entry date 09/29/04]

09/29/2004 Motion by Dot Hill Systems Cor for (Natu J. Patel) to withdraw as attorney for defendant Dot Hill
Systems Corporation (dm) [Entry date 10/01/04] '

09/30/2004 Response by Dot Hill Systems Cor in opposition to motion to compel the testimony of Diana Shen,
Ellen Lary, and Richard Lary [146-1] (dm) [Entry date 10/01/04]

09/30/2004 Motion by Dot Hill Systems Cor to file under seal: declaration of Jason B. Witten in support of Dot Hills’
opposition to crossroads‘ motion to compel the testimony of Diana Shen, Ellen Lary and Richard Lary
(dm) [Entry date 10/01/04]

09/30/2004 Motion by Dot Hill Systems Cor for leave to file opposition to motion to compel the testimony of Diana
Shen, Ellen Lary, and Richard Lary in excess of page limit (dm) [Entry date 10/01/04]

09/30/2004 Sealed document, declaration of Jason B. Witten in support of Dot Hills‘ Opposition to Crossroads‘
motion to compel the testimony of Diana Shen, Ellen Lary and Richard Lary, placed in vault (dm)
[Entry date 10/05/04]

10/01/2004 Response by Crossroads Systems ( to amended counterclaim for declaratory judgment of
noinfringement, invalidity and inequitable conduct [140-1] (dm) [Entry date 10/05/04]

10/01/2004 Motion by Dot Hill Systems Cor for leave to file Post Markman hearing claim construction brief of Dot
Hill Systems Corporation in excess of page limit (drn) [Entry date 10/05/04]

10/01/2004 Motion by Dot Hill Systems Cor for leave to file under seal: declaration of Jason B. Witten in support of
post markman hearing claim construction brief of Dot Hill Systems (dm) [Entry date 10/05/04]

10/01/2004 Sealed document, declaration of Jason B. Witten in support of post markman hearing claim
construction brief of Dot Hill Systems corporation, placed in vault (dm) [Entry date 10/05/04]

10/01/2004 Post~Hearing Markman Brief by Crossroads Systems (dm) [Entry date 10/05/04]

10/01/2004 Declaration of Barry K. Shelton in support of Crossroads Systems‘ post-hearing Markman Brief (doc.
#176) (dm) [Entry date 10/05/04]

10/01/2004 Unopposed Motion by Crossroads Systems ( for leave to file Crossroads Systems Inc.'s corrected
opposition to Dot Hill Systems Corp's motion for summary judgment for lnvalldlty of U.S. patent nos.
6,423,035 and 5,941,972 (dm) [Entry date 10/05/04]

10/01/2004 Motion by Crossroads Systems ( for leave to file corrected opposition to Dot Hill's motion for summary
judgment... (dm) [Entry date 10/05/04]

10/01/2004 Motion by Crossroads Systems ( to file under seal: declaration of Barry K. Shelton in support of
Crossroads systems‘ corrected opposition to Dot Hill's motion for summary judgment... (dm) [Entry
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date 10/05/04]

10/01/2004 Motion by Crossroads Systems ( for leave to file declaration of Barry K. Shelton in support of
Crossroads Systems Inc.'s corrected opposition to Dot Hill Systems Corporation's motion for summary
judgment for invalidity of U.S. patent nos. 6,423,035 and 5,941,972 (dm) [Entry date 10/05/04]

10/01/2004 Declaration of Barry K. Shelton ( in support of motion to file under seal: declaration of Barry K.
Shelton in support of Crossroads systems‘ corrected opposition to Dot Hill's motion for summary
judgment... [172-1] (dm) [Entry date 10/05/04]

10/01/2004 Post Markman Hearing Claim Construction Brief by Dot Hill Systems Cor (dm) [Entry date 10/05/04]

10/04/2004 Order granting motion for leave to file opposition to motion to compel the testimony of Diana Shen,
Ellen Lary, and Richard Lary in excess of page limit [163-1]‘signed by Honorable Sam Sparks (dm)
[Entry date 10/05/04]

10/05/2004 — Order granting motion for leave to file Post Markman hearing claim construction brief of Dot Hill
Systems Corporation in excess of page limit [165-1] signed by Honorable Sam Sparks (dm) [Entry
date 10/06/04]

10/05/2004 Order granting motion for leave to file corrected opposition to Dot Hill's motion for summary
judgment... [171-1] signed by Honorable Sam Sparks (dm) [Entry date 10/06/04]

10/05/2004 Order granting motion for (Natu J. Patel) to withdraw as attorney [160-1] (Terminated attorney Natu
J. Patel for Dot Hill Systems Cor, attorney Natu J. Patel for Dot Hill Systems Cor, attorney Natu J. Patel
for Dot Hill Systems Cor signed by Honorable Sam Sparks (dm) [Entry date 10/06/04]

10/05/2004 Order granting motion to file under seal: declaration of Jason B. Witten in support of Dot Hills’
opposition to crossroads‘ motion to compel the testimony of Diana Shen, Ellen Lary and Richard Lary
[162-1] signed by Honorable Sam Sparks (dm) [Entry date 10/06/04]

10/05/2004 Order granting filing of declaration of Barry K. Shelton in support of Crossroads Systems corrected
opposition... [174-1] signed by Honorable Sam Sparks (dm) [Entry date 10/06/04]

10/05/2004 Order granting motion for leave to file Crossroads Systems Inc.'s corrected opposition to Dot Hill
Systems Corp's motion for summary judgment for invalidity of U.S. patent nos. 6,423,035 and
5,941,972 [170-1] signed by Honorable Sam Sparks (dm) [Entry date 10/06/04]

10/05/2004 Order granting motion for leave to file declaration of Barry K. Shelton in support of Crossroads
Systems Inc.'s corrected opposition to Dot Hill Systems Corporation's motion for summary judgment
for invalidity of U.S. patent nos. 6,423,035 and 5,941,972 [173-1] signed by Honorable Sam Sparks
(dm) [Entry date 10/06/04]

10/05/2004 Order granting motion for leave to file under seal: declaration of Jason B. Witten in support of post
markman hearing claim construction brief of Dot Hill Systems [166—1] signed by Honorable Sam
Sparks (dm) [Entry date 10/06/04]

10/05/2004 Response by Crossroads Systems ( in opposition to motion for summary judgment that U.S. Patent
No. 6,425,035 and U.S. Patent No. 5,941,972 are invalid pursuant to 35 USC Sec. 102 and/or 103 in
view of prior development of Digital Equipment Corp HSZ70 controller (with attached exhibits 14 and
17 submitted and maintained under seal) [85-1] (dm) [Entry date 10/06/04]

10/05/2004 Mooted motions motion to file under seal: declaration of Barry K. Shelton in support of Crossroads
systems’ corrected opposition to Dot Hill's motion for summary judgment... [172-1], motion granted in
order (doc. #184) (dm) [Entry date 01/28/05]

10/08/2004 Motion by Crossroads Systems ( for leave to file its opposition to Dot Hill's motion for bifurcation of
liability and damages/willfulness issues in excess of page limit (dm) [Entry date 10/12/04] '

10/08/2004 Response by Crossroads Systems ( in opposition to motion for bifurcation of liability and
damages/willfulness issues, and brief in support thereof [152-1] (dm) [Entry date 10/12/04]

10/12/2004 Motion by Dot Hill Systems Cor for leave to file motion to stay in excess of page limit (dm) [Entry date
10/12/04]

10/12/2004 Motion by Dot Hill Systems Cor to stay (dm) [Entry date 10/12/04]

10/12/2004 _ Declaration of Jason B. Witten by Dot Hill Systems Cor in support of motion to stay or administratively
terminate [190—1] (dm) [Entry date 10/12/04]

10/12/2004 Order granting motion for leave to file opposition to Dot l_'li|l's motion for summary judgment that U.S.
patent no. 6,425,035 and U.S. patent no. 5,941,972 are invalid pursuant to U.S. C. 102 and/or 103 in
view of the prior development of the digital equipment corporation HSZ70 controller in excess of page
limit [154-1] signed by Honorable Sam Sparks (dm) [Entry date 10/12/04]

10/12/2004 Order granting motion to seal: Declaration of Barry K. Shelton in support of Crossroads Systems’
opposition to Dot Hill's motion for summary judgment that U.S. patent no. 6,425,035 and U.S. patent
no. 5,941,972 are Invalid pursuant to U.S. C. 102 and/or 103 in view of the prior development of the
digital equipment corporation HSZ70 controller [155-1] signed by Honorable Sam Sparks (dm) [Entry
date 10/13/04]

10/12/2004 Response by Crossroads Systems ( in support of motion to compel the testimony of Diana Shen, Ellen
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Lary, and Richard Lary [146-1] (dm) [Entry date 10/13/04]

10/12/2004 Declaration of Barry K. Shelton by Crossroads Systems (in support of reply in support of its motion to
compel... [194-1] (dm) [Entry date 10/13/04]

10/12/2004 Motion by Crossroads Systems ( for leave to file its reply in support of its motion to compel the
. testimony of Diana Shen, Ellen Lary, and Richard Lary in excess of page limit (dm) [Entry date

10/13/04] .

10/13/2004 Emergency Motion by Dot Hill Systems Cor to compel testimony of Crossroads’ expert Paul Hodges
(dm) [Entry date 10/13/04]

10/13/2004 Motion by Dot Hill Systems Cor for leave to appear by telephone at hearing on Dot Hill's emergency
motion to compel testimony of Crossroads‘ expert Paul Hodges (dm) [Entry date 10/13/04]

'10/13/2004 Amended emergency motion by Dot Hill Systems Cor : to compel amending motion to compel
testimony of Crossroads’ expert Paul Hodges [197-1] (dm) [Entry date 10/14/04]

10/13/2004 Order granting motion for leave to file motion to stay in excess of page limit [189-1] signed by
Honorable Sam Sparks (dm) [Entry date 10/14/04]

1,0/13/2004 Order granting motion for leave to file its opposition to Dot Hill's motion for bifurcation of liability and
damages/willfulness issues in excess of page limit [187-1] signed by Honorable Sam Sparks (dm)
[Entry date 10/14/04]

10/13/2004 Order set miscellaneous hearing on all pending matters at 1:30 10/15/04 signed by Honorable Sam
Sparks (dm) [Entry date 10/14/04]

10/14/2004 Order granting motion for leave to file its reply in support of its motion to compel the testimony of '
Diana Shen, Ellen Lary, and Richard Lary in excess of page limit [196—1] signed by Honorable Sam
Sparks (dm) [Entry date 10/14/04]

10/14/2004 Response by Crossroads Systems ( in opposition to motion to compel testimony of Crossroads‘ expert
Paul Hodges [197-1], amended motion to compel [199-1] (dm) [Entry date 10/15/04]

10/14/2004 Declaration of Barry K. Shelton by Crossroads Systems ( in support of opposition to Dot Hill's
emergency motion to compel testimony of Crossroads’ expert Paul Hodges [204-1] (dm) [Entry date
10/ 15/04] .

10/14/2004 Response by Dot Hill Systems Cor in support of motion for bifurcation of liability and
damages/willfulness issues, and brief in support thereof [152—1] (dm) [Entry date 10/15/04]

10/14/2004 Order granting motion for leave to appear by telephone at hearing on Dot Hill's emergency motion to
compel testimony of Crossroads‘ expert Paul Hodges [198-1] signed by Honorable Sam Sparks (dm)
[Entry date 10/15/04]

10/15/2004 Reply by Dot Hill Systems Cor to response to motion to compel testimony of Crossroads‘ expert Paul
Hodges [197—1], amended motion to compel [199-1] (dm) [Entry date 10/15/04]

10/15/2004 Motion by Dot Hill Systems Cor for leave to file responsive brief to Crossroads‘ post-hearing markman
brief in excess of page limit (dm) [Entry date 10/15/04]

10/15/2004 - Responsive Brief by Dot Hill Systems Cor regarding: Crossroads‘ post-hearing markman brief [_168—1]
(dm) [Entry date 10/15/04]

10/15/2004 Minutes of proceedings for misc. hearing conducted on 10/15/04 by Judge Sparks. Court Reporter: Lily
Reznik (dm) [Entry date 10/18/04] .

10/15/2004 Miscellaneous hearing (on all pending matters) held, parties announce ready, statements and
arguments of counsel heard, motion granted #146, motion denied #190, 152, and 199, written order
forthcoming (dm) [Entry date 10/18/04]

10/15/2004 Motion by Crossroads Systems ( for leave to file its reply to post markman hearing claim construction
brief of Dot Hill Systems Corporation in excess of page limit (dm) [Entry date 10/18/04]

10/15/2004 Motion by Crossroads Systems ( to file under seal: reply to post markman hearing claim construction
brief of Dot Hill Systems Corporation (dm) [Entry date 10/18/04]

10/15/2004 Sealed document, Crossroads Systems lnc.'s reply to post markman hearing claim construction brief
of Dot Hill Systems, placed in vault (dm) [Entry date 10/18/04]

10/15/2004 ' Motion by Crossroads Systems ( to seal declaration of Barry K. Shelton in support of Crossroads
Systems Inc.'s reply to post markman hearing claim construction brief of Dot Hill Systems Corporation
(dm) [Entry date 10/18/04]

10/15/2004 Sealed document, declaration of Barry K. Shelton in support of Crossroads Systems Inc.'s reply to post
markman hearing claim construction brief of Dot Hlll Systems Corporation, placed in vault (dm) [Entry
date 10/18/04]

10/18/2004 Order granting motion for leave to file its reply to post markman hearing claim construction brief of
Dot Hill Systems Corporation in excess of page limit [212-1] signed by Honorable Sam Sparks (dm)
[Entry date 10/19/04]

10/ 18/2004 218 Order granting motion for leave to file responsive brief to Crossroads‘ post-hearing markman brief in
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excess of page limit [209-1] signed by Honorable Sam Sparks (dm) [Entry date 10/19/04]

10/18/2004 Order denying amended motion to compel [199-1] denying motion for bifurcation of liability and
damages/willfulness issues, and brief in support thereof [152-1] denying motion to stay [190-1]
granting motion to compel the testimony of Diana Shen, Ellen Lary, and Richard Lary [146-1] signed
by Honorable Sam Sparks (dm) [Entry date 10/19/04]

10/18/2004 Mooted motions motion to compel testimony of Crossroads‘ expert Paul Hodges [197-1] (dm) [Entry
date 10/19/04]

10/19/2004 Motion by Crossroads Systems ( for (J. Eric Elliff) to appear pro hac vice (dm) [Entry date 10/20/04]

10/20/2004 Order granting motion for (J. Eric Elliff) to appear pro hac vice [220-1] signed by Honorable Sam
Sparks (td) [Entry date 10/21/04]

10/20/2004 Order granting motion to seal declaration of Barry K-. Shelton in support of Crossroads Systems Inc.'s
reply to post markman hearing claim construction brief of Dot Hill Systems Corporation [215-1] signed
by Honorable Sam Sparks (td) [Entry date 10/21/04]

10/20/2004 Order granting motion to file under seal: reply to post markman hearing claim construction brief of
Dot Hill Systems Corporation [213-1] signed by Honorable Sam Sparks (td) [Entry date 10/21/04]

10/25/2004 Pro hac vice fee paid byJ. Eric Elliff with Amount: $ 25.00 Receipt # 362493 (dm) [Entry date
11/03/04]

11/09/2004 Motion by Dot Hill Systems Cor for leave to file reply to opposition to motion for summary judgment
that U.S. patent no. 6,425,035 and U.S. patent no. 5,941,972 are invalid.. (dm) [Entry date
11/ 15/04]

11/09/2004 Motion by Dot Hill Systems Cor to seal declaration of Jason B. Witten in support of Dot Hill's reply to
‘ opposition to motion for summary judgment that U.S. patent no. 6,425,035 and U.S. patent no.

5,941,972 are invalid.. (dm) [Entry date 11/15/04]

11/09/2004 ' Reply Brief by Dot Hill Systems Cor regarding: motion for summary judgment that U.S. Patent No.
6,425,035 and U.S. Patent No. 5,941,972 are invalid pursuant to 35 USC Sec. 102 and/or 103 in view
of prior development of Digital Equipment Corp HSZ70 controller (with attached exhibits 14 and 17
submitted and maintained under seal) [85-1] (dm) [Entry date 11/15/04]

11/09/2004 Declaration of Jason B. Witten by Dot Hill Systems Cor in support of motion for summary judgment
that U.S. Patent No. 6,425,035 and U.S. Patent No. 5,941,972 are invalid pursuant to 35 USC Sec.
102 and/or 103 in view of prior development of Digital Equipment Corp HSZ70 controller (with
attached exhibits 14 and 17 submitted and maintained under seal) [85-1] (dm) [Entry date 11/15/04]

11/10/2004 Order granting motion for leave to file reply to opposition to motion for summary judgment that U.S.
patent no. 6,425,035 and U.S. patent no. 5,941,972 are invalid.. [224-1] signed by Honorable Sam
Sparks (dm) [Entry date 11/15/04]

11/12/2004 Motion by Dot Hill Systems Cor for leave to file corrected reply brief in support of Dot Hill's motion for
summary judgment that U.S. patent no. 6,425,035 and U.S. patent no. 5,941,972 are invalid... (dm)
[Entry date 11/15/04]

11/15/2004 Order granting motion to seal declaration of Jason B. Witten in support of Dot Hill's reply to opposition
to motion for summary judgment that U.S. patent no. 6,425,035 and U.S. patent no. 5,941,972 are
invalid.. [225-1] signed by Honorable Sam Sparks (dm) [Entry date 11/16/04]

11/16/2004 Order granting motion for leave to file corrected reply brief in support of Dot Hl||'s motion for summary
judgment that U.S. patent no. 6,425,035 and U.S. patent no. 5,941,972 are invalid... [229-1] signed
by Honorable Sam Sparks (dm) [Entry date 11/16/04]

11/24/2004 Motion by Crossroads Systems ( for leave to file a surreply in opposition to DOT Hill Systems Corp.'s
motion for summary judgment for invalidity of U.S. Patent # 6,423,035 and 5,941,972 (received
Surreply and declaration) (mcl) [Entry date 11/29/04]

11/30/2004 Order granting motion for leave to file a surreply in opposition to DOT Hill Systems Corp.'s motion for
summary judgment for invalidity of U.S. Patent # 6,423,035 and 5,941,972 [232-1] signed by
Honorable Sam Sparks (mc2) [Entry date 11/30/04]

11/30/2004 Surreply — Response by Crossroads Systems ( to motion forisummary judgment that U.S. Patent No.
6,425,035 and U.S. Patent No. 5,941,972 are invalid pursuant to 35 USC Sec. 102 and/or in view of
prior development of Digital Equipment Corp controller [85-1] (mc2) [Entry date 11/30/04]

12/02/2004 Motion by Dot Hill Systems Cor for leave to file Dot Hill's response to Crossroads‘ surreply in support of

Dot Hill's motion for summary judgment (dm) [Entry date 12/06/04]
12/02/2004 Motion by Dot Hill Systems Cor for leave to file Dot Hill's response to Crossroads‘ surreply in support of

Dot Hill's motion for summary judgment (dm) [Entry date 12/06/04]

12/02/2004 Response by Dot Hill Systems Cor to Crossroads‘ surreply in support of Dot Hill's motion for summary
judgment [234-1] (dm) [Entry date 12/06/04]

12/10/2004 Order granting motion for leave to file Dot Hill's response to Crossroads’ surreply in support of Dot
Hill's motion for summary judgment [236-1] signed by Honorable Sam Sparks (dm) [Entry date
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12/13/04]

12/10/2004 . Order granting motion for leave to file Dot Hill's response to Crossroads‘ surreply in support of Dot
Hill's motion for summary judgment [235-1] signed by Honorable Sam Sparks (dm) [Entry date
12/13/04]

01/05/2005 Notice of attorney appearance for Crossroads Systems (, byJohn Michael Guaragna (mc2) [Entry date
01/06/05] [Edit date 01/06/05]

01/05/2005 Motion by Crossroads Systems ( for Raymond W. Mort, III to appear pro hac vice (mc2) [Entry date
01/06/05] -

01/06/2005 Advisory to the court filed by Crossroads Systems ( - notice of change of firm name and removal of
counsel for plaintiff. (mc2) [Entry date 01/06/05]

01/07/2005 Order granting motion for Raymond W. Mort, III to appear pro hac vice [242-1] signed by Honorable
Sam Sparks (dm) [Entry date 01/10/05]

01/13/2005 Pro hac vice fee paid byRaymond W. Mort with Amount: $ 25.00 Receipt # 363826 (dm) [Entry date
01/18/05]

01/19/2005 ‘ Motion by Crossroads Systems ( for Darius C. Gambino to appear pro hac vice (dm) [Entry date
01/20/05]

01/21/2005 Report and recommendation of Special Master Karl Bayer regarding United States Patent Nos.
5,941,972 and 6,425,035 B2 (dm) [Entry~date 01/24/05]

01/25/2005 Order granting motion for Darius C. Gambino to appear pro hac vice [244-1] signed by Honorable Sam
Sparks (dm) [Entry date 01/25/05]

01/26/2005 Acknowledgment receipt by Alan Albright magistrate report and recommendations (dm) [Entry date
01/26/05]

01/26/2005 Acknowledgment receipt by Raymond Mort, John Guaragna, Barry Shelton & Tacy Mccreight
magistrate report and recommendations (dm) [Entry date 01/26/05]

01/27/2005 Acknowledgment receipt of Dot Hill Systems Cor magistrate report and recommendations (td) [Entry
date 01/28/05]

01/27/2005 Pro hac vice fee paid byDarius C. Gambino with Amount: $ 25.00 Receipt # 364027 (dm) [Entry date
02/07/05]

01/28/2005 Acknowledgment receipt of Dot Hill Systems Cor magistrate report and recommendations (Morgan &
Finnegan) (td) [Entry date 01/28/05]

01/31/2005 Stipulation and Order regarding the deadline to file objections to special master's report and
recommendation regarding the construction of claims in U.S. patent filed by Crossroads Systems (,
Dot Hlll Systems Cor (dm) [Entry date 02/02/05]

01/31/2005 Acknowledgment receipt by J. Eric Elliff magistrate report and recommendations (dm) [Entry date
02/08/05] '

01/31/2005 Acknowledgment receipt by Franklin Gibbs, Jason Witten, Larry Severin & Richard Cauley, magistrate
report and recommendations (dm) [Entry date 02/08/05]

01/31/2005 — Acknowledgment receipt by Valerie Greenberg, magistrate report and recommendations (dm) [Entry
date 02/08/05]

01/31/2005 Acknowledgment receipt by Joseph Reid, Matthew Bernstein, John Guist & John Allcock, magistrate
report and recommendations (dm) [Entry date 02/08/05]

02/04/2005 Ordered that the deadline to file and serve objections to the Special Master's Report and
Recommendation is Monday, February 14, 2005 and it is further ordered that the parties‘ Stipulation
and Order regarding the deadline to file objections to the Special Mater's Report and Recommendation
[#247], which the Court construes as a motion to amend the Markman scheduling order is Denied in
all other respects... signed by Honorable Sam Sparks (drn) [Entry date 02/04/05]

02/04/2005 Acknowledgment receipt of Darius Gambino magistrate report and recommendations (dm) [Entry date
02/08/05] - '

02/14/2005 249 Joint Stipulation regarding deposition limits filed by Crossroads Systems (, Dot Hill Systems Cor (mc2)
_ [Entry date 02/14/05] .

02/14/2005' 250 Unopposed Motion by Dot Hill Systems Cor for leave to file Dot Hill's objections to Special Master's
Report and Recommendation in excess of page limit (mc2) [Entry date 02/14/05]

02/14/2005 251 Objections to report and recommendations [245-1] by Dot Hill Systems Cor (mc2) [Entry date
02/14/05]

02/17/2005 252 Motion by Dot Hlll Systems Cor for Peter 0. Huang to appear pro hac vice (dm) [Entry date 02/22/05]
02/22/2005 253 Response by Crossroads Systems ( to report & recommendation objection [251-1] (dm) [Entry date

02/23/05]

02/22/2005 254 Order granting motion for leave to file Dot Hill's objections to Special Master's Report and
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Recommendation in excess of page limit [250-1] signed by Honorable Sam Sparks (dm) [Entry date
02/23/05]

03/03/2005 Motion by Crossroads Systems ( for Alan D. Albright, Barry K. Shelton, John E. Guist, Matthew C.
. Bernstein, Joseph Reid, and Tracy L. Mccrelght to withdraw as attorney (dm) [Entry date 03/04/05]

03/03/2005 Motion by Dot Hill Systems Cor for a limited six month abatement (dm) [Entry date 03/07/05]

03/04/2005 Order striking motion for Peter O. Huang to appear pro hac vice [252-1] signed by Honorable Sam
Sparks (dm) [Entry date 03/07/05]

03/07/2005 Motion by Dot Hill Systems Cor for Peter 0. Huang to appear pro hac vice (dm) [Entry date 03/08/05]

03/08/2005 Order granting motion for Alan D. Albright, Barry K. Shelton, John E. Guist, Matthew C. Bernstein,
~ Joseph Reid, and Tracy L. Mccrelght to withdraw as attorney [255-1] (Terminated attorney Alan D

Albright for Crossroads Systems (, attorney John E. Giust for Crossroads Systems (, attorney Matthew
C. Bernstein for Crossroads Systems (, attorney Joseph P. Reid for Crossroads Systems (, attorney
Joseph P. Reid for Crossroads Systems (, attorney Alan D Albright for Crossroads Systems (, attorney
Tracy L. Mccreight for Crossroads Systems (, attorney John'E. Giust for Crossroads Systems (,
attorney Matthew C. Bernstein for Crossroads Systems (, attorney Joseph P. Reid for Crossroads
Systems (, attorney Alan D Albright for Crossroads Systems (, attorney Tracy L. Mccrelght for
Crossroads Systems (, attorney John E. Giust for Crossroads Systems (, attorney Matthew C.
Bernstein for Crossroads Systems (, attorney Joseph P. Reid for Crossroads Systems (, attorney Alan
D Albright for Crossroads Systems (, attorney Tracy L. McCreight for Crossroads Systems (, attorney
John E. Giust for Crossroads Systems (, attorney Matthew C. Bernstein for Crossroads Systems (,
attorney Barry K. Shelton for Crossroads Systems (, attorney Joseph P. Reid for Crossroads Systems (,
attorney Matthew C. Bernstein for Crossroads Systems (, attorney John E. Giust for Crossroads
Systems (, attorney Tracy L. Mccreight for Crossroads Systems (, attorney Alan D Albright for
Crossroads Systems ( signed by Honorable Sam Sparks (dm) [Entry date 03/08/05]

03/09/2005 Order granting motion for Peter 0. Huang to appear pro hac vice [258-1] signed by Honorable Sam
Sparks (dm) [Entry date 03/09/05]

03/11/2005 Order Motion hearing motion for a |imited_six month abatement [256—1] for 2:00 3/17/05, motion
request forjudicial notice in support of its motion for summary judgment... [86—1] for 2:00 3/17/05,
motion for summary judgment that U.S. Patent No. 6,425,035 and U.S. Patent No. 5,941,972 are
invalid pursuant to 35 USC Sec. 102 and/or 103 in view of prior development of Digital Equipment
Corp HSZ70 controller (with attached exhibits 14 and 17 submitted and maintained under seal) [85-1]
for 2:00 3/17/05 signed by Honorable Sam Sparks (dm) [Entry date 03/14/05] -

03/11/2005 Pro hac vice fee paid byPeter 0. Huang with Amount: $ 25.00 Receipt # 379646 (dm) [Entry date
03/17/05]

03/14/2005 Response by Crossroads Systems ( in opposition to motion for a limited six month abatement [256—1]
(dm) [Entry date 03/16/05]

03/14/2005 ' Motion by Dot Hill Systems Cor for leave to supplement its motion for a limited six month abatement
(dm) [Entry date 03/16/05]

03/14/2005 Declaration of John M. Guaragna by Crossroads Systems ( in support of in opposition response [262-1]
(dm) [Entry date 03/16/05]

03/15/2005 Transcript filed for dates of October 15, 2004 (Proceedings Transcribed: all pending matters) (Court
Reporter: Lily Reznik) (dm) [Entry date 03/16/05]

03/17/2005 Miscellaneous hearing on all pending matters held, case will be stayed for 90 dzayslafter April 7, 2005,
plaintiff to copy the patent office, at the end of 90 day period parties will proceed with discovery, etc.
(dm) [Entry date 03/18/05]

03/17/2005 - Minutes of proceedings for motions hearing conducted on March 17, 2005 by Judge Sparks. Court
Reporter: Lily Reznik (dm) [Entry date 03/18/05]

03/22/2005 Order granting motion for leave to supplement its motion for a limited six month abatement [263—1],
granting in part, denying in part motion for a limited six month abatement [256-1], dismissing motion
request for judicial notice in support of its motion for summary judgment... [86-1], dismissing motion
for summary judgment that U.S. Patent No. 6,425,035 and U.S. Patent No. 5,941,972 are invalid
pursuant to 35 USC Sec. 102 and/or 103 in view of prior development of Digital Equipment Corp
HSZ70 controller (with attached exhibits 14 and 17 submitted and maintained under seal) [85-1]
signed by Honorable Sam Sparks (dm) [Entry date 03/23/05].

03/28/2005 Transcript filed for dates of March 17, 2005 (Proceedings Transcribed: All Pending Matters) (Court
Reporter: Lily Reznik) (dm) [Entry date 03/29/05]

04/12/2005 Letter/Correspondence submitted by Crossroads Systems ( regarding: compliance with Court's March
22, 2005 order requesting that plaintiff file a copy of that order in the reexamination proceedings
involving the patents-in-suit. (dm) [Entry date 04/13/05]

06/20/2005 Motion by Dot Hill Systems Cor for continued limited abatement (dm) [Entry date 06/21/05]

06/20/2005 Declaration of Richard F. Cauley in support of Dot Hill Systems Corporation's motion for continued
limited abatement [270-1] (dm) [Entry date 06/21/05]
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07/01/2005 272 Response by Crossroads Systems ( in opposition to motion for continued limited abatement [270-1]
(drn) [Entry date 07/05/05]

07/01/2005 273 Declaration of John M. Guaragna by Crossroads Systems ( in support of opposition response [272-1]
(dm) [Entry date 07/05/05]

07/07/2005 274 Response by Dot Hill Systems Cor in support of motion for continued limited abatement [270-1] (dm)
[Entry date 07/08/05]

07/13/2005 275 Order set hearing on all pending matters at 2:00 7/21/05 signed by Honorable Sam Sparks (drn)

[Entry date 07/14/05]
07/21/2005 Motion hearing held for the following motions: [270-1], announcements made, statements of counsel

heard. After consideration, the Court agrees to continue the stay for 60 days. (dm) [Entry date
07/22/05]

07/21/2005 Minutes of proceedings for motions hearing conducted on July 21, 2005 by Judge Sparks. Court
Reporter: Lily Reznik (dm) [Entry date 07/22/05]

07/26/2005 Order granting in part, denying in part motion for continued limited abatement [270-1], this case is
stayed for an additional 60 days from the date of this order to afford the USPTO an opportunity to
issue a final determination on the status of the claims of the patents-in-suit... signed by Honorable
Sam Sparks (dm) [Entry date 07/26/05]

07/27/2005 Transcript filed for dates of July 21, 2005 (Proceedings Transcribed: Hearing on pending matters)
(Court Reporter: Lily Reznik) (dm) [Entry date 07/28/05]

Copyright © 2005 LexisNexis CourtLink, Inc. All rights reserved.
*** THIS DATA IS FOR INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES ONLY ***
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us District Court Civil Docket

U.S. District - Texas Western

(Austin) '

1 :O0cv248

Crossroads Systems v. Pathlight Technology

This case was retrieved from the court on Monday, September 19, 2005

Date Filed: 04/14/2000 ' Class Code: CLOSED

Assigned To: Honorable Sam Sparks Closed: yes
Referred To: Statute: 35:145

Nature of suit: Patent (830) Jury Demand: Plaintiff

Cause: Patent Infringement Demand Amount: $0

Lead Docket: None NOS Description: Patent
other Docket: Dkt # in W/D Austin, TX : is A-00-CA-217-JN

Jurisdiction: Federal Question

Litigants A I Attorneys
Crossroads Systems, (Texas), Inc ’ Alan D Albright
Plaintiff _ [COR LD NTC]

Gray Cary Ware & Freidenrich, LLP
1221 S Mopac
Suite 400
Austin , TX 78746
USA

(512) 457-7121
512/ 457-7001

John Allcock

[COR LD NTC]
Gray Cary Ware & Frendenrich
4365 Executive Drive
Suite 1100 ‘
San Diego , CA 92121-2133
USA

(858) 677-1400
619/ 236-1048

' Alexander Rogers '
[COR LD NTC]
Gray Cary Ware & Frendenrich
4365 Executive Drive
Suite 1100

San Diego , CA 92121-2133
USA
(858) 677-1400
(619)236-1048

John Giust

[COR LD NTC]
Gray Cary Ware & Frendenrich
4365 Executive Drive
Suite 1100

San Diego , CA 92121-2133
USA

(858) 677-1400
_ 619/236-1048

Matthew C Bernstein
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[COR LD NTC]
Gray Cary Ware & Freidenrich LLP
401 B Street, 17TH Floor
San Diego , CA 92101
USA

(619)699-4754
619/ 699-2701

Pathlight Technology Inc, A Delaware Corporation John Pike Powers
Defendant [COR LD NTC]

- - Fulbright & Jaworski
600 Congress
Suite 2400
Austin , TX 78701
USA

(512) 536-5201
(512) 536-4598

David D Bahler

[COR LD NTC]
Fulbright & Jaworski, LLP
600 Congress Avenue, Suite 1900
Austin , TX 78701
USA ’

(512) 418-3000
512/474-7577

Michael C Barrett

[COR LD NTC]
Fulbright & Jaworski, LLP
600 Congress'Avenue
Suite 2400

Austin , TX 78701
USA

(512) 536-3018
512/ 536-4598

Ramsey M AI-Salam
[COR LD NTC]
Perkins-Coie, LLP
1201 Third Avenue
40TH Floor ’

Seattle , WA 98101-3099
USA

(206) 583-8888
206/ 583-8500

Pathlight Technology Inc Counter- John Pike Powers
Plaintiff [con LD NTC]

Fulbright & Jaworski
600 Congress
Suite 2400
Austin , TX 78701
USA

(512) 536-5201
(512) 536-4598

David D Bahler

[COR LD NTC]
Fulbright & Jaworski, LLP
600 Congress Avenue, Suite 1900
Austin , TX 78701
USA

(512) 418-3000
512/ 474-7577

Michael C Barrett

[COR LD NTC]
Fulbright & Jaworski, LLP
600 Congress Avenue
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John Allcock
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Gray Cary Ware & Frendenrich
4365 Executive Drive
Suite 1100

San Diego , CA 92121-2133
USA

(858) 677-1400
619/ 236-1048

Alexander Rogers
[COR LD NTC]
Gray Cary Ware & Frendenrich
4365 Executive Drive
Suite 1100

San Diego , CA 92121-2133
USA

(858) 677-1400
(619)236-1048

John Giust
[COR LD NTC]
Gray Cary ware & Frendenrich
4365 Executive Drive
Suite 1100
San Diego , CA 92121-2133
USA

(858) 677-1400
619/ 236-1048
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[COR LD NTC]
Fulbright & Jaworski
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Suite 2400
Austin , TX 78701 A
USA
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(512) 536-4598 _
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Fulbright & Jaworski, LLP
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Austin , TX 78701
USA
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04/14/2000

04/17/2000

04/17/2000

04/17/2000

05/03/2000

05/12/2000

05/30/2000

06/01/2000

06/0 1/2000

06/02/2000
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Austin , TX 78701
USA
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512/ 536-4598

Alan D Albright
[COR LD NTC]
Gray Cary Ware & Freidenrich, LLP
1221 S Mopac
Suite 400
Austin , TX 78746
USA
(512)457-7121
512/457-7001

John Allcock
[COR LD NTC]
Gray Cary Ware & Frendenrich
4365 Executive Drive
Suite 1100
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USA

(858) 677-1400
619/ 236-1048

Alexander Rogers .
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USA
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John Giust
[COR LD NTC] .
Gray Cary Ware & Frendenrich
4365 Executive Drive
Suite 1100
San Diego , CA 92121-2133
USA

(858) 677-1400
619/ 236-1048

Proceeding Text

Case assigned to Honorable James R. Nowlin (td) [Entry date 04/17/00]

Complaint filed. Filing Fee: $ 150.00 Receipt # 498573 (Pages: 16) (td) [Entry date 04/17/00]

Summons issued for Pathlight Technology (td) [Entry date 04/17/00]

Court file forwarded to Judge Nowlin. (td) [Entry date 04/17/00]

Notice mailed to Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks (td) [Entry date 04/17/00]

Return of service executed as to Pathlight Technology on 4/14/00 (td) [Entry date 04/18/00]

Return of service executed as to Pathlight Technology on 4/24/00 (td) [Entry date 05/03/00]

Answer to complaint and counterclaim by Pathlight Technology against Crossroads Systems (td) [Entry
date 05/12/00]

Answer by Crossroads Systems to counterclaim [4-2] (td) [Entry date 05/31/00]

Ordered that the above entitled cause of action be REASSIGNED to the docket of Judge Sam Sparks of
the Austin Division. ntc 6/1/00 (td) [Entry date 06/01/00]

Case reassigned from Honorable James R. Nowlin to Honorable Sam Sparks (td) [Entry date 06/09/00]

Order set miscellaneous (Markman) hearing for 9:00 7/28/00, scheduling order deadlines: joining of
parties, amended pleadings on 8/18/00 Discovery deadline on 12/27/00 for filing of all motions by
12/27/00, set docket call for 11:00 3/30/01 and trial in the month of April 2001 (td) [Entry date
06/02/00] '
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06/16/2000 8 Motion by Crossroads Systems, Pathlight Technology to amend scheduling order (td) [Entry date
06/16/00]

06/19/2000 9 Crossroads Systems (Texas), Inc's Concise Statement of Alleged Infringement (td) [Entry date
05/20/00] ‘

06/19/2000 10 Path|ight's Preliminary Statement (td) [Entry date 06/20/00]

06/21/2000 11 Order denying motion to amend scheduling order [8-1]. ntc 6/21/00 (td) [Entry date 06/21/00]

06/30/2000 12 Order reset Markman hearing to 9:00 7/25/00 ntc 6/30/00 (td) [Entry date 06/30/00]

06/30/2000 13 Joint motion by Crossroads Systems, Pathlight Technology for protective order (td) [Entry date
06/30/00] -

07/06/2000 14 Order granting joint motion for protective order [13-1]. Agreed Protective Order filed. ntc 7/6/00 (td)
[Entry date 07/06/00]

07/06/2000 15 Order Regarding Documents Filed Under Seal. ntc 7/6/00 (td) [Entry date 07/06/00]

07/10/2000 16 Motion by Crossroads Systems for Matthew C. Bernstein to appear pro hac vice (td) [Entry date
07/11/00] '

07/11/2000 17 Order granting motion for Matthew C. Bernstein to appear pro hac vice [16-1]. ntc 7/11/00 (td) [Entry
date 07/11/00]

07/11/2000 18 Markman brief by Crossroads Systems (td) [Entry date 07/12/00]

07/11/2000 19 Brief of Defendant Pathlight Technology, Inc. on The Construction of The Claims of The '972 Patent
filed (td) [Entry date 07/12/00]

07/11/2000 20 Brief of Defendnt Chaparral Network Storage, Inc. On The Construction of The Claims of The '972
Patent filed (this pleading was mistakenly filed in this case should be filed in A-00-CA-248-SS,
therefore this document number does not exist in this case) (This brief is document no. 33 in case no.
A:00-CV-217 SS) (td) [Entry date 07/12/00] [Edit date 11/08/04]

07/12/2000 Motion by Crossroads Systems for leave to exceed page limit (td) [Entry date 07/ 13/00]

07/13/2000 Order granting motion for leave to exceed page limit [21-1]. ntc 7/13/00 (td) [Entry date 07/13/00]

07/25/2000 Miscellaneous hearing (Markman hearing) held. Parties announce ready. Statements and arguments
from attorneys heard. Hearing concluded - written order forthcoming. (td) [Entry date 07/25/00]

07/27/2000 Ordered that the attached construction of the patent claims will be incorporated into any jury
instructions given in this cause and will be applied by the Court in ruling on the issues in summary
judgment. ntc 7/27/00 (td) [Entry date 07/27/00]

07/27/2000 Joint Stipulation Of Claim Construction filed by Crossroads Systems, Pathlight Technology (td) [Entry
date 07/28/00]

08/16/2000 - Transcript filed for dates of 7/25/00 - Markman hearing (ct. rpt. Lily Reznik) (td) [Entry date
08/17/00]

09/15/2000 Motion by Crossroads Systems for leave to file first amended complaint (rec'd amd cmp) (td) [Entry
date 09/18/00]

09/18/2000 Order granting motion for leave to file first amended complaint [26-1]. ntc 9/19/00 (td) [Entry date
09/ 19/00]

09/18/2000 Amended complaint by Crossroads Systems , amending complaint [1-1] (Pages: 14) (td) [Entry date
09/ 19/00]

10/02/2000 Answer by Pathlight Technology to First amended complaint (lc) [Entry date 10/03/00]

10/02/2000 Counterclaim by Pathlight Technology against Crossroads Systems to First Amended Complaint (lc)
[Entry date 10/03/00]

10/24/2000 Motion by Crossroads Systems for John Allcock to appear pro hac vice (td) [Entry date 10/25/00]

10/24/2000 Motion by Crossroads Systems for Alexander H. Rogers to appear pro hac vice (td) [Entry date
10/25/00]

10/24/2000 Motion by Crossroads Systems for John E. Giust to appear pro hac vice (td) [Entry date 10/25/00]

10/25/2000 Order granting motion for John E. Giust to appear pro hac vice [32-1]. ntc 10/25/00 (td) [Entry date
10/25/00]

10/25/2000 Order granting motion for Alexander H. Rogers to appear pro hac vice [31-1]. ntc 10/25/00 (td) [Entry
date 10/25/00]

10/25/2000 Order granting motion for John Allcock to appear pro hac vice [30-1]. ntc 10/25/00 (td) [Entry date
10/25/00]

11/03/2000 Order set status conference for 4:30 12/1/00 (ll) [Entry date 11/03/00]

12/01/2000 Status conference held in chambers. (td) [Entry date 12/04/00]
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12/05/2000 37 Order motion filing deadline 4/6/01, reset docket call to 11:00 5/11/01 and jury trial beginning the
week of June 11, 2001 ntc 12/5/00 (td) [Entry date 12/05/00] [Edit date 12/05/00]

12/05/2000 Jury trial set at 6/11/01 (td) [Entry date 12/05/00]

02/06/2001 Motion by Crossroads Systems to compel discovery (ll) [Entry date 02/06/01]

02/06/2001 Declaration of John Guist by Crossroads Systems in support of motion to compel discovery [38-1] (w/
exhibits D-J under seal) (ll) [Entry date 02/06/01] ’

02/06/2001 Motion by Crossroads Systems to seal Confidential documents (exhibits D-J) relating to its mtn to
compel (ll) [Entry date 02/06/01]

02/06/2001 Motion by Crossroads Systems for leave to file pla's mtn to compel discovery in excess of the page
limit (ll) [Entry date 02/06/01]

02/07/2001 Order granting motion for leave to file pla's mtn to compel discovery in excess of the page limit [41-1]
(rrn) [Entry date 02/08/01]

02/08/2001 Order Motion hearing motion to compel discovery [38-1] for 2:00 2/26/01 (rm) [Entry date 02/08/01]

02/09/2001 Order granting motion to seal Confidential documents (exhibits D-J) relating to its mtn to compel [40-
1] (rm) [Entry date 02/09/01]

02/15/2001 Status conference held in chambers (court reporter: L. Reznik) (rm) [Entry date 02/15/01]

02/16/2001 Opposition by Pathlight Technology to motion to compel discovery [38-1] (rm) [Entry date 02/20/01]

02/16/2001 Motion by Pathlight Technology for leave to file exhibit two to its opposition to plaintiff's motion to
compel discovery under seal (rm) [Entry date 02/20/01]

02/16/2001 SEALED Exhibit 2 to defendant pathlight technology inc's opposition to plaintiff's motion to compel by
Pathlight Technology (rm) [Entry date 02/20/01] [Edit date 02/20/01]

02/23/2001 Reply by Crossroads Systems to defendant's miscellaneous objection [45-1] (rrn) [Entry date
02/26/01] ‘

02/26/2001 Order granting motion for leave to file exhibit two to its opposition to plaintiff's motion to compel
discovery under seal [46-1] (rm) [Entry date 02/26/01]

02/26/2001 Motion hearing held for the following motions: [38—1]; statements and arguments of counsel heard;
motion to compel granted in part; written order forthcoming (rm) [Entry date 02/28/01]

02/27/2001 Order granting motion to compel discovery [38—1]; order specifies documents to be produced;
deadline to produce records is 3/6/01 (rm) [Entry date 02/27/01]

03/06/2001 ' Letter submitted by Pathlight Technology regarding the submission of documents for in camera
inspection by a court-appointed expert pursuant to the request of Judge Sparks during the 2/26/01
hearing; one set of documents submitted and forwarded to Judge Sparks; (nn) [Entry date 03/07/01]

03/06/2001 Amended Order granting motion to compel discovery [38-1]; GRANTED to the extent that Pathlight
Technology must produce documents specified in paragraph 1 & 2 by 3/6/01; and produce documents
specified in paragraph 3 to the Court by 5:00 on 3/6/01 for in camera inspection (rm) [Entry date
03/07/01]

03/09/2001 I Motion by Pathlight Technology to seal its motion to compel (nf) [Entry date 03/12/01]

03/09/2001 _ Sealed document placed in vault (nf) [Entry date 03/12/01]

03/12/2001 Transcript of hearing on motion to compel filed for dates of 2/26/01 (court reporter: L. Reznik) (rm)
[Entry date 03/13/01]

03/12/2001 Notice of filing of change of address by Crossroads Systems (rm) [Entry date 03/13/01]
03/16/2001 Received In Camera Documents (one set only), fon/varded to Judge Sparks (td) [Entry date 03/16/01]

03/19/2001 Notice of filing undertakings of Richard L. Mattson, Kenneth Flamm, Gary R. Stephens and Brian A.
Berg by Pathlight Technology (td) [Entry date 03/19/01]

03/26/2001 Order granting motion to seal its motion to compel [53-1] FURTHER ORDERED that Defendant's Motion
to compel [#54] is DISMISSED AS MOOT. ntc 3/26/01 (td) [Entry date 03/26/01]

04/02/2001 Notice of filing Undertakings of Kenneth E. Kuffner, Paul Hodges, D. Paul Regan, Colin Johns, Jed K.
Greene by Crossroads Systems (td) [Entry date 04/03/01] '

04/06/2001 Motion by Pathlight Technology to file under seal msj (td) [Entry date 04/09/01]

04/06/2001 Motion by Pathlight Technology for leave to exceed page limitation re: msj (td) [Entry date 04/09/01]

04/06/2001 SEALED Motion by Pathlight Technology for summary judgment of invalidity (td) [Entry date
04/09/01]

04/17/2001 Motion by Crossroads Systems to extend time to file opposition to motion for summary judgment (td)
[Entry date 04/18/01]

04/20/2001 Order granting motion to extend time to file opposition to motion for summary judgment [63-1] due
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4/30/01. ntc 4/20/01 (td) [Entry date 04/20/01]

04/27/2001 SECOND Motion by Crossroads Systems to extend time to file an opposition to Path|ight's motion for
summary judgment (td) [Entry date 04/30/01]

04/30/2001 Motion by Crossroads Systems to file under seal opposition to defendant's motion for summary
judgment (td) [Entry date 05/01/01]

04/30/2001 Motion by Crossroads Systems for leave to file opposition to motion for summary judgment in excess
of page limit (td) [Entry date 05/01/01]

04/30/2001 SEALED Response by Crossroads Systems in opposition to motion for summary judgment of invalidity
[62-1] (td) [Entry date 05/01/01]

05/02/2001 Notice of filing Undertaking of Ramsey Alsalam by Pathlight Technology (td) [Entry date 05/02/01]

05/07/2001 ' Order granting motion to extend time to file an opposition to Pathlight's motion for summary judgment
[65-1]. ntc 5/7/01 (td) [Entry date 05/07/01]

05/07/2001 Order granting motion to file under seal opposition to defendant's motion for summary judgment [66-
1]. ntc 5/7/01 (td) [Entry date 05/07/01]

05/07/2001 Order granting motion for leave to file opposition to motion for summary judgment in excess of page
limit [67-1] ntc 5/7/01 (td) [Entry date 05/07/01]

05/07/2001 Motion by Pathlight Technology for leave to file reply to crossroads‘ opposition in excess of page limit
(td) [Entry date 05/08/01]

05/07/2001 Motion by Pathlight Technology to file under seal reply to crossroads's opposition (td) [Entry date
05/08/01] ‘

05/07/2001 SEALED Reply by Pathlight Technology to response to motion for summary judgment of invalidity [62-
1] (td) [Entry date 05/08/01]

05/08/2001 Order granting motion for leave to file reply to crossroads‘ opposition in excess of page limit [73-1].
ntc 5/8/01 (td) [Entry date 05/08/01]

05/10/2001 Order granting motion for leave to exceed page limitation re: msj [61-1]. ntc 5/10/01 (td) [Entry date
05/10/01] '

05/10/2001 Order granting motion to file under seal reply to crossroads's opposition [74—1]. ntc 5/10/01 (td)
[Entry date 05/10/01]

05/10/2001 Order granting motion to file under seal msj ['60-1]. ntc 5/10/01 (td) [Entry date 05/10/01]
05/11/2001 ' Notice of filing Submission of Pre-Trial Documents by Pathlight Technology (td) [Entry date 05/11/01]

05/11/2001 Motion by Pathlight Technology for leave to exceed page limitation regarding motions in limine (td)
[Entry date 05/11/01]

05/11/2001 Motion by Pathlight Technology to file under seal motions in limine (td) [Entry date 05/11/01]

05/11/2001 SEALED Motion by Pathlight Technology in limine (td) [Entry date 05/11/01]

05/11/2001 Docket call held. Parties announce ready for trial. Jury trial remains set for 6/11. Court hears
arguments on motion for summary judgment. Court takes motion under advisement. Hearing
concluded. (td) [Entry date 05/11/01] '

05/11/2001 witness List by Crossroads Systems (td) [Entry date 05/14/01]

05/11/2001 Exhibit list by Crossroads Systems (td) [Entry date 05/14/01]
05/11/2001 Notice of filing Jury Charge by Crossroads Systems (td) [Entry date 05/14/01]

05/11/2001 Jury instructions by Crossroads Systems (td) [Entry date 05/14/01]

05/11/2001 Motion by Crossroads Systems in limine to preclude testimony of Gary R. Stephens and Brian A. Berg,
and to preclude the introduction of evidence on related matters (td) [Entry date 05/14/01]

05/11/2001 Motion by Crossroads Systems in limine (td) [Entry date 05/14/01]

05/11/2001 Notice of filing Short Statement of Case by Crossroads Systems (td) [Entry date 05/14/01]

05/11/2001 Notice of filing Verdict Form by Crossroads Systems (td) [Entry date 05/14/01]

05/11/2001 Motion by Crossroads Systems to file under seal motion in limine to preclude certain portions of the
< expert testimony of Dr. Kenneth Flamm (td) [Entry date 05/14/01]

05/11/2001 SEALED Motion by Crossroads Systems in limine to preclude certain portions of the expert testimony
of Dr. Kenneth Flamm (td) [Entry date 05/14/01]

05/11/2001 Affidavit of John Giust by Crossroads Systems in support of motion in limine to preclude certain
portions of the expert testimony of Dr. Kenneth Flamm [93-1], motion in limine [89-1], in limine to
preclude testimony of Gary R. Stephens and Brian A. Berg [88-1] (td) [Entry date 05/14/01]

05/14/2001 Order granting motion for leave to exceed page limitation regarding motions in limine [81-1]. ntc
5/14/01 (td) [Entry date 05/14/01]
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05/14/2001 96 Order granting motion to file under seal motions in limine [82-1]. ntc 5/14/01 (td) [Entry date
05/14/01]

05/14/2001 97 Order granting motion to file under seal motion in limine to preclude certain portions of the expert
testimony of Dr. Kenneth Flamm [92-1]. ntc S/15/01 (td) [Entry date 05/15/01]

05/14/2001 98 Order denying motion for summary judgment of invalidity [62—1]. ntc 5/15/01 (td) [Entry date
' 05/15/01]

05/21/2001 99 Order set Jury selection for 9:00 6/4/01 ntc 5/21/01 (td) [Entry date 05/21/01]

05/22/2001 Response by Pathlight Technology in opposition to motion in limine [89-1] (td) [Entry date 05/22/01]

05/22/2001 _ Response by Pathlight Technology in opposition to motion in limine to preclude testimony of Gary R.
Stephens and Brian A. Berg [88-1], motion to preclude the introduction of evidence on related matters
[88-2] (td) [Entry date 05/22/01]

05/22/2001 Motion by Pathlight Technology for leave to exceed page limitation regarding response in opposition to
preclude certain portions of the expert testimony of Pathlight expert D.r Kenneth Flamm (td) ‘[E'ntry
date 05/22/01]

05/22/2001 Motion by Pathlight Technology to file under seal opposition to motion to preclude certain portions of
testimony of Dr. Kenneth Flamm under seal (td) [Entry date 05/22/01]

05/22/2001 SEALED Response by Pathlight Technology in opposition to motion in limine to preclude certain
portions of the expert testimony of Dr. Kenneth Flamm [93—1] (td) [Entry date 05/22/01]

05/23/2001 Order granting motion for leave to exceed page limitation regarding response in opposition to preclude
certain portions of the expert testimony of Pathlight expert D.r Kenneth Flamm [102-1] (nf) [Entry
date 05/23/01]

05/23/2001 Supplement filed by Crossroads Systems Re: affidavit [94-1] (td) [Entry date 05/24/01]

05/23/2001 Amended motion by Crossroads Systems: in limine amending motion in Iimine to preclude testimony
of Gary R. Stephens and Brian A. Berg [88-1], motion to preclude the Introduction of evidence on
related matters [88-2] (td) [Entry date 05/24/01]

05/24/2001 108 CORRECTED Exhibit list by Pathlight Technology (td) [Entrydate os/25/01]

05/25/2001 109 Motion by Crossroads Systems for leave to file late motion in Iimine (rec'd m/in limine) (td) [Entry
date 05/29/01] [Edit date 05/29/01]

05/25/2001 110 Motion by Crossroads Systems for leave to file revised proposed jury instructions (rec'd jury instr.)
(td) [Entry date 05/29/01]

05/25/2001 111 Motion by Crossroads Systems to file under seal opposition to motion in limine (td) [Entry date
05/29/01]

05/25/2001 112 Motion by Crossroads Systems for leave to file opposition to defendant's motion in limine in excess of
ten pages (td) [Entry date 05/29/01] '

05/25/2001 113 SEALED Response by Crossroads Systems in opposition to motion in limine [83-1] (td) [Entry date
05/29/01]

05/25/2001 114 Motion by Pathlight Technology to file under seal motion in limine regarding the denial of its summary
judgment motion (td) [Entry date 05/29/01]

05/25/2001 115 Motion by Pathlight Technology for leave to file motion in limine regarding the denial of its summary
judgment motion (rec'd motion) (td) [Entry date 05/29/01]

05/29/2001 116 Order granting motion for leave to file opposition to defendant's motion in limine in excess of ten
pages [112-1] ntc 5/29/01 (td) [Entry date 05/29/01]

05/29/2001 117 Motion by Pathlight Technology to file under seal oppositionito Crossroads‘ motion in limine to exclude
expert .. (td) [Entry date 05/31/01]

05/29/2001 118 SEALED Response by Pathlight Technology in opposition to motion in limine to exclude expert and
other opinion testimony that reserve meets the "access controls" limitation (m/in limine rec'd on
5/25/01) (td) [Entry date 05/31/01] [Edit date 05/31/01]

05/29/2001 Motion by Crossroads Systems to file under seal replies (3) to motions in limine and declaration of
Alan D Albright (td) [Entry date 05/31/01]

05/29/2001 SEALED Reply by Crossroads Systems to response to motion in limine [89-1] (td) [Entry date
05/31/01]

05/29/2001 SEALED Reply by Crossroads Systems to response to motion in limine to preclude certain portions of
the expert testimony of Dr. Kenneth Flamm [93—1] (td) [En_try date 05/31/01]

05/29/2001 SEALED Reply by Pathlight Technology to response to motion in limine to preclude testimony of Gary
R. Stephens and Brian A. Berg [88-1], motion to preclude the introduction of evidence on related
matters [88-2] (td) [Entry date 05/31/01]

05/29/2001 SEALED Declaration of Alan D Albright by Crossroads Systems in support of responses [122-1], [121-
1], [120-1] (td) [Entry date 05/31/01]
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05/30/2001 124 REVISED Exhibit list by Crossroads Systems (td) [Entry date 05/31/01]

06/01/2001 125 SEALED Response by Crossroads Systems in opposition to defendant's motion in Iimine re: "Reserve"
management (rec'd 5/25); and reply to its motion in limine to exclude expert and other opinion
testimony that reserve meets the "Access controls" Imitation (rec'd 5/25) (td) [Entry date 06/04/01]
[Edit date 06/04/01]

06/01/2001 Response by Pathlight Technology in support of motion in limine [83-1] (td) [Entry date 06/04/01]

06/01/2001 Supplement filed by Pathlight Technology, Re: exhibits list [108-1] (td) [Entry date 06/04/01]

06/01/2001 Motion by Pathlight Technology for leave to file revised proposed jury charge and jury verdict forms
(rec'd revised pleadings) (td) [Entry date 06/04/01]

06/04/2001 Order granting motion to file under seal opposition to motion to preclude certain portions of testimony
of Dr. Kenneth Flamm under seal [103-1]. ntc 6/4/01 (td) [Entry date 06/04/01]

06/04/2001 Order granting motion for leave to file motion in limine regarding the denial of its summary judgment
motion [115-1] ntc 6/4/01 (td) [Entry date 06/04/01] ~

06/04/2001 SEALED Motion by Pathlight Technology in limine regarding the denial of its summmary judgment
motion (td) [Entry date 06/04/01] .

06/04/2001 Order granting motion for leave to file late motion in limine [109~1]. ntc 6/4/01 (td) [Entry date
06/04/01]

06/04/2001 Motion by Crossroads Systems in limine to exclude expert and other opinion testimony that the
reserve command meets the "access controls" limitation (td) [Entry date 06/04/01]

06/04/2001 Motion by Crossroads Systems to file under seal opposition to defendant's motion in limine re
"reserve" management (doc #125) (td) [Entry date 06/04/01]

06/04/2001 Second Supplement filed by Pathlight Technology, Re: exhibits list [108-1] (td) [Entry date 06/04/01]

06/04/2001 SEALED COURT Exhibits placed in vault (td) [Entry date 06/05/01]

06/04/2001 Jury selection held. Jurors not sworn. (td) [Entry date 06/05/01]

06/O4/2001 Jury trial held. Parties announce ready. Motions in limine addressed outside presence ofjury. Court
orders parties to file sealed motions in compliance with rules. Court resets jury trial to 6/6/01 @ 8:30
a.m. (td) [Entry date 06/05/01]

06/04/2001 Peremptory challenges by Crossroads Systems (td) [Entry date 06/05/01]

06/04/2001 Peremptory challenges by Pathlight Technology (td) [Entry date 06/05/01]

06/04/2001 Jury roster filed (td) [Entry date 06/05/01] I

06/04/2001 Jury seating arrangement filed (td) [Entry date 06/05/01]

06/04/2001 Court Exhibit list (td) [Entry date 06/05/01]

06/05/2001 Notice of filing trial deposition counter-designations by Pathlight Technology (td) [Entry date
06/05/01]

06/05/2001 Objections by Pathlight Technology to Crossroads‘ deposition designations (td) [Entry date 06/05/01]

06/05/2001 Order granting motion in limine to exclude expert and other opinion testimony that the reserve
command meets the "access controls" limitation [133-1], granting motion in limine regarding the
denial of its summmary judgment motion [131—1], denying amended motion in limine [107-1],
denying motion in limine to preclude certain portions of the expert testimony of Dr. Kenneth Flamm
[93-1], denying motion in limine [89-1], denying motion in limine to preclude testimony of Gary R.
Stephens and Brian A. Berg [88-1], denying motion to preclude the introduction of evidence on related
matters [88-2], denying motion in limine [83-1]. FINALLY ORDERED that trial for this case is RESEI‘
for 8:30 a.m. on 6/6/01. (td) [Entry date 06/05/01] [Edit date 06/05/01]

06/05/2001 Jury trial resetting to 8:30 6/6/01 (td) [Entry date 06/05/01]

06/05/2001 Objections by Pathlight Technology to exhibits list [124-1] (td) [Entry date 06/05/01]

06/05/2001 Third Supplement filed by Pathlight Technology Re: exhibits list [108-1] (td) [Entry date 06/05/01]

06/06/2001 Jury trial begun. Jurors sworn. Opening statements of counsel for parties heard. Rule invoked.
Testimony heard on behalf of plaintiff. Evidence submitted on behalf of plaintiff. Testimony continued
on behalf of plaintiff. Court recesses until 6/7/01 @ 8:45 a.m. (td) [Entry date 06/07/01]

06/07/2001 Jury trial held. Parties announce ready. Testimony heard on behalf of plaintiff. Witnesses sworn.
Evidence submitted on behalf of plaintiff. Testimony continued on behalf of plaintiff. Court recesses
until 6/11/01 @ 8:45 a.m. (td) [Entry date 06/07/01]

06/11/2001 Jury trlal held. Parties announce ready. Testimony heard on behalf of parties. Witnesses sworn.
Evidence submitted onb ehalf of parties. Plaintiff rests. Testimony continued on bhealf of defendant.
Oral motion for judgment by defendant - taken under advisement. Court recesses until 6/12/01 @
8:45 a.m. (td) [Entry date 06/14/01]

06/11/2001 148 Rule 50 Motion by Pathlight Technology forjudgment of non-infringement of the '972 Patent as a
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matter of law (td) [Entry date 06/14/01]

06/11/2001 149 Rule 50 Motion by Pathlight Technology for judgment of no willful infringement of the '972 patent as a
matter of law (td) [Entry date 06/14/01] '

06/11/2001 150 Memorandum by Crossroads Systems in support of motion for judgment of no willful infringement of
the '972 patent as a matter of law [149-1], motion for judgment of non-infringement of the '972
Patent as a matter of law [148-1] (td) [Entry date 06/14/01]

06/12/2001 Transcript filed for dates of 6/4/01 (Proceedings Transcribed: Pretrial hearing) (Court Reporter: Lily I.
Reznik) (td) [Entry date 06/12/01]

06/12/2001 Transcript filed for dates of 6/5/01 (Proceedings Transcribed: Telephonic Conference) (Court Reporter:
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THE COURT: All right, counsel. Anything before we

bring in the jury?

MR. ALBRIGHT: Not from plaintiff, your Honor.

MR. BAHLER: Nothing from defendant, your Honor.

THE COURT: All right. Bring them in.

(Jury present.

THE COURT: About ten minutes after I let you go, the

sun came out. It was sunny and shiny. Just shows you that

judges aren't always right. Since we last met, has anybody

attempted to talk to you about this case?

THE JURORS: No.

THE COURT: -Have you talked to anybody about the case?

THE JURORS: No.

THE COURT: And have you learned anything at all about

the case outside the presence of one another and this

courtroom?

THE JURORS: No.

THE COURT: All right. Thank you. Show negative

responses to all questions by all jurors. You may call your

next witness.

MR. ALBRIGHT: Thank you, sir. Plaintiffs would call

Mr. Ken Kuffner.

(Witness was sworn.)

THE COURT: If you'll come around, please, sir, and

have a seat. Tell us your full name and spell your last,
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please.

THEWITNESS: Kenneth Edwin Kuffner, K‘—(.J—E‘—E‘—N'-E—R.

KENNETH E. KUFFNER, called by the Plaintiff, duly sworn.

DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR. ALBRIGHT:

Q. Mr. Kuffner, would you introduce yourself to the jury,

please, sir?

A. Good morning, ladies and gentlemen of the jury. I'm Ken

Kuffner. I've been practicing patent law in Houston for 30

years.

Q. Do you also have a technical background as an engineer,

sir?

A. I have an engineering degree.

And what flavor of engineer are you?

Chemical engineering.

Okay. Did you ever work in the Patent Office?

Yes, sir, I did.

Q. For how many years?

A I worked two years for the Patent Office and two years for

the court of appeals that handles appeals from the Patent

Office.

Q. And if during the course of your questioning and answer

you refer to the PTO, what will you be talking about?

A. PTO is the term I use for the Patent and Trademark Office,

and theyfre really two separate offices, the Patent Office and
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the Trademark Office.

‘Q. Have you ever prosecuted a patent application?

A. I have prosecuted many patent applications. I've been

doing it for the last many years supervisory work, and so,

I've been involved in prosecution of a number of applications.

I would estimate about a thousand.

Q. _And tell the jury what a patent application is.

A. Patent application is an application for the grant of a

patent, and it's pretty much defined by rules and regulations

and the statute, includes what we call the specification. The

specification is a technical disclosure of the invention that

they're seeking to get patented.

A joins, if they're appropriate, and claims. Claims

are the paragraphs at the top of the specification that define

the invention that is to be patented. It's kind of like a

legal description of property. You might hear the term meets

and bounds in describing real property limits. Well, this is

kind of the meets and bounds in patent law.

Q. The jury's also heard a good deal about the fact that

there is a -— an opinion from patent counsel in this case with

respect to validity and infringement. Could you explain to

the jury what a letter like that is?

A. In the statutory context, patent lawyers practice in --

there's a duty. Anybody who knows of a patent has a duty to

take good care to avoid infringing that patent, and the-
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statute provides that if they're found to infringe_the patent,

then that's willful. If it's willful infringement, then they

can get their damages multiplied.

And so, one of the defenses that is built up over the

years is that --

Q. Mr. Kuffner, I just wanted a brief -— a very brief

explanation of what --

A. An opinion is. So it has been a defense to a charge of

willful infringement that the accused infringer later found to

be an infringer had an opinion of counsel.

Q. And, Mr. Kuffner, as an attorney, have you ever prepared

any opinions of counsel for clients?

A. I have done so.

Q. Would you give the jury just a guestimation of how many

you've done?

A. In the neighborhood of 100, maybe more.

Q. Your Honor, I would offer Mr. Kuffner as an expert.

THE COURT: What field?.

MR. ALBRIGHT: In the field of -- basically, he's

going to explain to the jury how one obtains a patent. "He's

going to explain basically what one does when he finds out

about a patent to avoid a finding of willfulness. And, also,

with respect to the issue of conception.

THE COURT: Any questions?

MR. DELLETT: With respect to conception, your Honor.
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COURT: well, I don't know what's going to be

voir dire questions at this time?

DELLETT: No, not at this time.

COURT: All right. You may proceed.

Q. (BY MR. ALBRIGHT) Mr. Kuffner, we've retained you to come

testify to this jury, have we not, sir?

A. Yes.

Q. And are we paying you for your time?

You're paying my law firm.

Okay. And how much are we paying your law firm, sir?

A, They charge $350 an hour for my time.

Q. would you estimate how many hours you've put in on this

case preparing to come and testify before this jury?

A. I would guess in the neighborhood of 90 to 100 hours.

Q. Okay. Your Honor, I've shown a demonstrative exhibit that

I've discussed with counsel yesterday.

Mr. Kuffner, if you'd be so kind as to walk over to

the exhibit that's up on the board, and basically, if you

would just go through and explain to the jury the patent

process.

A. It starts here. This is the technical disclosure usually

to a patent attorney. And between the patent attorney and the

inventors, they draft up what we call the specification which

is the necessary technical disclosure. It has to be a

complete disclosure, complete enough to teach how'to make and
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how to use the invention that they want patented.

‘The preparation of a patent application includes a

number of other documents besides the technical disclosure,

but mostly -- the most important ones are the technical

disclosure and the claims. The application is filed in the

Patent Office, which is right outside of Washington, D.C., and

it's processed there.

There are, maybe, 3,000 patent examiners, each of whom

has their own little cubbyhole of technology that they

examine. And so, when a patent application comes in, it's

inspected to find out what technology the invention would be

in, and it's sent up to a unit of patent examiners for

examination.

The examiner who's responsible for the application

generally has some experience either in the technology or in

the actual application of the technology and has been there

for a while, and he is examining inventions in that area.

Q. Mr. Kuffner, let me interrupt you for just a second. Say,

for example, in a case like this one, dealing with storage

routers, what type of person in the Patent Office would

perceive a patent, asking for a patent in this field?

A. They would send that to examiners who have computer

technology background and who examine computer technology.

Q. Thank you, sir. If you would continue, please.

A. All right. The PTO examination, specifically by the
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patent examiners, are generally involves measuring whether or

not the invention that's claimed is understandable and passes

certain statutory standards, the most important of which is

it's got to be new, it's got to be useful in a patent law

context, and it's got to be one that has not been obvious to a

person of ordinary skill in the art. And you'll hear more

about that.

But basically, the initial examination of that

question is in the hands of the patent examiner.

Q. Mr. Kuffner, what happens next?

A. An action is issued. The examiner makes this

determination and either allows the claims or he doesn't allow

the claims. And the claims being the definition of the

invention that's to be patented.

Q. Thank you, sir.

A. And sometimes it's half and half, and so, the law provides

that the applicant is entitled to a response. Sometimes

there's a question as to_the interpretation of the claim

language. Sometimes there's a question of an interpretation

of a reference that's been cited. Sometimes there's just an

argument about you're not right. There's a give-and—take

negotiation here.

Sometimes the examiner allows the claims without any

questions. Sometimes after the amendments and the agreements

on interpretation-and discussion, then there might be more
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claims allowed. But that's an office action. Ultimately, the

allowance is issued, and then, the patent process is

completed, the patent is granted.

Q. Okay. Thank you, sir. Mr. Kuffner, one of the things

that you mentioned was that to get a patent, the invention has

to be novel; is that correct?

A. That's correct.

Q. Are there ever instances, though, where it's appropriate

to patent something that is a combination of things that are

already in existence?

A. One of the things we have to deal with, as almost every

invention, is a combination of things that by themselves are

not new. The invention itself is the combination of those

elements, some of which are old, some of which are modified,

but in totality, the combination is new. So many times, the

arguments before the examiner will be in pointing out the ways

and the distinctions, the new stuff that's been added to what

. appears to be old.

Q. Could you give an example of something where a combination

of things that were old was novel in the method they were

combined?

A. One thing that I think makes it clear is the concept of

intermittent windshield wipers which we've all had an

opportunity to use this week. _That involves basic windshield

wipers, the motors, and then, a little device that enables the
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intermittent operation, speeding them up, slowing them down,

making them stop and then, start again.

That was a new concept in combination when it was

first developed, and the Patent Office gave a patent on

intermittent windshield wipers, even though windshield wipers

had been old for many years and the motors that moved them and

even the device that helped with the intermittent operation

all were old. They were a prior art, but the combination was
new.

Q. Mr. Kuffner, we've heard some discussion during the course

of the trial about different devices or different information

that Crossroads might have provided to the Patent Office to

help them determine whether or not there was what's known as

prior art.

A. Yes.

Q. In as brief an explanation as you can give, would you just

give the jury an idea what prior art is?

A. Prior art, in simple terms, means art that is pertinent to

the subject matter being claimed that is prior to the

applicants. It could be —— it's defined in the statute, but

that's basically it. It's something that is not their

invention, it's something that's prior.

Q. Is the patent applicant, for example, in this case,

Crossroads, are they supposed to give every possible piece of

paper that might have anything to do with prior art to the
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Patent Office? Is that what they're supposed to do?

A. No. There's an obligation on the part of patent

applicants to provide what they're aware of and, specifically,

what is the closest prior art that they're aware of that would

help the examiner make the distinctions and determinations of

what's new and not obvious.

Q. What happens if they were to just flood the Patent Office

with information that's not necessarily the closest to the

invention?

A. Well, the whole system would bog down. It wouldn't work.

Q. Okay. Your Honor, I'm going to turn to Plaintiff's

Exhibit 23. Mr. Kuffner, would you identify what that is,

please, sir?

A. Yes, it's a letter that Chaparral's patent counsel sent to

their auditing CPAs.

Q. Okay. And what is the date on that, sir?

April 13th, 2000 .

I'd like to back up -9 sort of a reference point. That's

first letter that Chaparral_receives, correct --
Yes --

-- about this?

A. —- from their attorney.

Q. Putting that date sort of a milestone context of April

when they received the first letter, you understand that

Chaparral actually learned of the patent back in early
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February, correct?

A. Yes, I understand that and that's what Mr. Walker said

yesterday.

Q- Okay. And what they did was they retained Mr. Zinger,

patent attorney, to provide an opinion for them, correct?

A. Among other things.

Q. Early on, they asked him to address the LUN zoning

feature, correct?

A. It's apparent from what I read that that's true, and the

testimony of Mr. Walker confirmed that.

Q. And they discovered -- they actually discovered the patent

before suit had been brought, correct?

A. Yes.

Q. Now, we filed suit in March, correct?

A. I believe so.

Q. Now, going back to this letter, have you reviewed this

letter, sir?

A. Yes, it was one of many that I reviewed.

Q. Okay. Do you believe that this is the type of opinion

that would give sufficient —— a sufficient safe harbor to

someone with respect to whether or not there is infringement

or is not infringement?

A. No.

Q. And would you explain to the jury why this opinion would

be insufficient?
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A. This is not the kind of opinion that patent attorneys

understand in the context of the load we work in would be the

kind of thing that would be an excuse against willful

infringement. It doesn't have an analysis of the claims. It

doesn't have an analysis of the standards for patentability.

It doesn't go into any of the details at all.

And it must be, on its face, within the four corners

enough to provide a good faith sense that it would be okay to

proceed. And all it is is conclusory.

Q. How long is this letter?

A. This letter is -- what you're showing me is one page.

There's another page, I believe.

Q. Okay. And if I were to tell you that Mr. Zinger spent

less than an hour preparing this, would you think that would

be adequate to do a full opinion letter?

A. There's no way that could be done --

Q. Okay.

A. -— in that time.

Q. Now, we learned yesterday from Mr. Walker that Chaparral

pulled the LUN zoning in or about May of 2000, correct?

A. I heard that.

Q. ‘Your Honor, I'm going to show Plaintiff's Exhibit 27.

We move ahead shortly after Chaparral has removed the

LUN zoning to June. Have you reviewed this draft opinion from

Mr. Zinger?
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A. Yes, I have.

Q} And would you pay particular attention to that language.

What is Mr. Zinger referencing there?

A. Specifically, he's referencing the presently marketed

products of Chaparral including its data routers.

Q. Okay. And do those routers contain LUN zoning?

A. No. It's been made clear through the testimony that those

routers that were marketed at that time did not contain LUN

zoning.

Q. So does this opinion cover LUN zoning?

A. This opinion does not cover LUN zoning.

Q. Would this letter provide any kind of safe harbor with

respect to the issue of whether or not LUN zoning infringes or

does not infringe the 972 patent?

A. None whatsoever.

Q. Does this letter even address the concept of whether the

patent's a valid or invalid?

A. No, it does not.

Q. Your Honor, next, I'm going to move to Plaintiff's Exhibit

32.

This is the final opinion that Mr. Zinger wrote, is it

not, sir?

A. Yes, it is.

Q. And it's dated November 20th, 2000?

A. Right.
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Q. When they say that is it -- or Mr. Zinger's judgment that

the products of Chaparral that are the subject of this lawsuit

with Crossroads do not infringe, do those products include LUN

zoning?

A. Later on in the opinion, he makes it clear that they do

not.

Q. So does this opinion offer any opinion with respect to

whether or not the LUN zoning feature that's accused in this

case is or is not infringing?

A. I agreed with what Mr. Walker said yesterday, that this

has nothing to do with LUN zoning.

Q. Would this opinion that's dated November 20th, 2000, which

is the final opinion that Mr. Zinger wrote, would this letter

provide anyone a safe harbor with respect to the issue of

'whether or not the LUN zoning feature infringes?

A. Not at all.

Q. Do you know whether or not Chaparral ever obtained

opinion of counsel with respect to LUN zoning prior to

shipping products that contain LUN zoning in January of 2000

—— 2001?

A. It's pretty clear from everything that I read and what I

heard that they did not.

Q. Okay. Is it your opinion that they should have obtained

such an opinion of counsel?

A. Yes, it is my opinion.
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Q. And why should Chaparral have received an opinion of

counsel from Mr. Zinger, or some other qualified patent

counsel, with respect to the issue of whether or not the LUN

zoning feature infringed the 972 patent?

A. They were clearly put on notice that their products were

subject to this patent, and they had a duty to exercise good

faith in going forward, and part of that good faith is getting

advice of counsel. And what they did do was they got advice

of counsel, but he specifically avoided-the LUN zoning issue.

To me it's a signal that they shouldn't do it.

Q. Well, do you have any reason to believe that Mr. Zinger

knew about the LUN zoning issue?

A. There's several instances of his time records were

available in the documents that I —— and I also read his

testimony, and he said that his opinion didn't apply to LUN

zoning.

Q. But I'm saying what —— why should the jury believe that

Mr. Zinger ever considered the LUN zoning?

A. I believe that Mr. Walker mentioned that and Mr. Gluck

also mentioned that, and it's in the deposition testimony of

Mr. Zinger, and in his time records.

Q. And what is it that is in Mr. Zinger's time records?

A. That they -- there were a number of analyses and questions

considered about LUN zoning as a feature in the Chaparral

products.
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Q. So Mr. Zinger did consider the issue of -- whether LUN

Zoning infringed?

A. In my judgment, it's clear that he did.

Q. But he never put anything about whether or not it did in

his opinion letters?

A. That's right and that's very telling.

Q; Do you know whether Mr. Zinger -- strike that. Do you

have an opinion whether Mr. Zinger knew that there was LUN

zoning in the products in 2001, whether he would have believed

another letter was necessary?

A. In my judgment, it's clear from the opinion that he issued

in November of 2000 and it's also clear from what he said at

his deposition.

Q. And tell the jury what it is he said at his deposition

that leads you to this belief?

A. As I recall, he basically said that if he had known that

the products contained LUN zoning, they would have required

another opinion.

Q. During the course of 2000, prior to the implementation of

LUN zoning in products that Chaparral started shipping in

January, in your opinion, did Chaparral take any steps,

reasonable steps that would have provided it a safe harbor

with respect to the issue of whether or not LUN zoning

infringes?

A. They did what I considered to be the right thing early on
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by getting counsel and advice on whether or not their products

‘infringed. Ultimately, they seemed to ignore that on the LUN

zoning issue, so it wasn't reasonable.

Q. Your Honor, may we approach?

THE COURT: Yeah .

(At the Bench, on the record.)

THE COURT: Yes, sir.

MR. ALBRIGHT: Your Honor, at this time, we'll have

Mr. Kuffner offer testimony with respect to the Pathlight

settlement. I wanted to ask him the question, basically you

heard the testimony from Mr. Gluck yesterday in which

Pathlight introduced -- I have a copy of that for the Court.

THE COURT: I can remember what happened yesterday.

MR. ALBRIGHT: Sir? I was just going to put it in the

THE COURT: It's in the record. You just got a copy

MR. ALBRIGHT: I apologize, your Honor. But we

believe that the purpose of having the testimony introduced by

Pathlight was to give the jury an indication that Pathlight

had acted in good faith by consulting with other people in

attempting to find prior art that would invalidate, and in

consulting with as many companies as they could, they put that

evidence into the record.

I believe it's fair to allow Mr. Kuffner to explain to
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the jury whether or not it was objectively reasonable for them

to continue to rely on anything that they had discussion with

Pathlight about given the fact that Pathlight would settle for

$15 million in this case and that they admitted that the

patent was valid and that they admitted that they infringed.

The inference that the jury has right now is

completely to the contrary based on the record from the

testimony that Mr. Gluck introduced.

MR. BAHLER: Your Honor, this is a Rule 408 issue,

clearly is.

THE COURT: No, it's not. You deliberately put into

the record that Mr. Kameni or whatever -—

MR. ALBRIGHT: Rahmani.

THE COURT: —— of Pathlight cooperated and worked with

your client and agreed. You deliberately put into the record

that they agreed that the patent was invalid. And your

client, notwithstanding the admission by the party that agreed

with you on invalidity, agreed to the settlement, agreed to

the injunction, and paid an awful lot of money.

Notwithstanding that, your client thereafter allegedly

infringed the patent.

And the problem is you gave inference to the jury that

these other people had the same conclusion when at the time of

the infringement, you knew they didn't. So I don't know that

this witness is the appropriate one to do. Half his testimony
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has been inadmissible, but there hasn't been a single

objection.

But you are entitled to show that as of the date of

the agreement by Pathlight that they settled and agreed that

the injunction -- agreed to the validity of the patent and

paid damages. That's all I'm going to let you do. That that

was a date. You can show that that was a fact because of the

defendants placed in evidence the precursor of that that they

talked with Pathlight and Pathlight agreed it was invalid.

All the issue of notice at the time they alleged

infringement, I don't know that this is the expert witness who

can testify to that. I don't know what his proffered

testimony was to the other side.

MR. ALLCOCK: May I interject? I think the

introduction here would be on the consent judgment, which is

lateral to the record, and the fact that they obviously had

knowledge of the agreement.

THE COURT: Well, the fact that it's a public record

does not make it relevant. It only becomes relevant on the

issue of notice because the defendant has placed that as part

of its defense. Now, I don't know how you're going to

approach it. I don't give a sense of teaching anymore.

I'm just going to rule on objections as you proceed,

but I'm giving notice to all parties that because the

defendants placed that into evidence yesterday on_the issue of
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notice and willfulness, it's certainly admissible.

MR. ALBRIGHT: Your Honor, may I just 4- ten seconds"

to check?

THE COURT: You may.

MR. ALBRIGHT: Your Honor, I believe that the correct

way of putting the evidence in would be to have Mr. Walker

recalled because he's the person who would be able to testify

about what occurred and then, just in terms of sequence and

then, call Mr. Kuffner back to the stand because then, the

evidence would be in the record and he could consider it. I

believe that would be the cleanest way of complying with what

your Honor said.

MR. BAHLER: Your Honor --

THE COURT: I'm not giving any instructions on how

anybody tries the case. The issue came up and that's how the

situation is as it was. That's the way you proceed. Do you

have any objection to that?

MR. BAHLER: Your Honor, the consent judgment was

known to everybody, public record. So Mr. Kuffner could have

—- could have included it in his report, and there's nothing

in it.

THE COURT: Well, I don't think he had any idea that

you would be silly enough to put in the evidence that you did.

No lawyer that I know of would have. You can proceed how you

wish.
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MR. ALBRIGHT: Okay.

Q. (BY MR. ALBRIGHT) Mr. Kuffner, would you turn, please,

sir, in your book to Plaintiff's Exhibit 34, please, sir?

A. I have it.

Q. would you tell the jury what that -- what Exhibit 34 is,

please, sir?

MR. DELLETT: Objection. This is outside the scope of

Mr. Kuffner's report. His report doesn't mention anything

about this particular document nor does he have any opinions

in his report about this document.

THE COURT: Of course, I have no idea what 34 is.

Could anyone show me what 34 is?

MR. ALBRIGHT: Your Honor, this witness was proffered

on this specific topic, and we believe that Exhibit 34 in the

companion Exhibit 117, that I would introduce in a second, go

directly to his opinions. And I believe certainly from the

opinions that he's offered, counsel's on notice with respect

to the issues that he says about -- I don't believe they are

prejudiced by the fact that these two particular exhibits will

not be in his report.

THE COURT: Well, they weren't in his report, it's not

in his report, they are not —— if they're being tendered at

this time. The objection is sustained. The literal reading

of the documents are not relevant.

MR. ALBRIGHT: Okay. Thank you, your Honor.
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Q. (BY MR. ALBRIGHT) Would you turn, then, Mr. Kuffner, to

Exhibit 7, please, sir?

A. I have it.

Q. Have you seen that document before, sir?

A. Yes, I have.

Q. And would you tell the jury what it is or, at least,

remind them, please, sir?

A. This is the document about which the inventors, Mr. Hoese,

particularly, testified to regarding his first concept and

disclosure to the patent attorneys.

Q. Now, there is a term of art in patent law that is’

conception. Would you explain to the jury what conception

means?

A. In patent practice, conception is the mental or the active

invention. There's the first, the mental part, conceiving of

the idea, and then, the second part is actually putting it

into practice.

Q. Okay. And with respect to just the concept of conception,

because that's all I want you to proffer an opinion on with

respect to this issue, but just with respect to conception, do

you have an opinion as to when conception took place in this

case?

MR. DELLETT: Objection, your Honor. No foundation

for this witness having any knowledge other than a legal

opinion about this issue. This is~a bald legal opinion; It
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is not --

THE COURT: If it's a bald opinion, I'm not so sure

that it's a legal opinion at all. A legal question,

conception is a factual question. It is this gentleman's

opinion, and I will sustain the objection. The jury will make

_up its own mind, and I will instruct the jury as to what

conception is.

Notwithstanding the fact there was no objection,

members of the jury, I'll instruct you what the law is, not

this witness.

MR. ALBRIGHT: Your Honor, that's all we have. Pass

the witness.

CROSS-EXAMINATION

BY MR. DELLETT:

Q. Morning, Mr. Kuffner.

A; Good morning.

Q. Ladies and gentlemen, my name is Steve Dellett. I haven't

introduced myself to you before.

Mr. Kuffner, here's a notebook of exhibits. Now, Mr.

Kuffner, are you an expert in computer storage?

A. I don't think so.

Q. Do you have any experience in computer storage?

A. Not in the sense I think you're asking. Of course, I use

my computer quite a bit.

’Q. Have you ever worked on a patent application for computer
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storage?

"A. I have not."

Q. Are you an expert in electrical engineering?

I am not.

Are you an expert at software engineering?

A. No, I am not.

Q. Now, you were in the Patent Office some time ago. Was

that in the early 1960s?

A. Late 19605.

Q. And when you were in the Patent Office, you examined

chemical-related patents?

A. It was polymer technology, yes.

Q. Not a single computer software patent?

No.

Not a single electrical engineering patent?

No.

Not a single patent related to computer storage?

No.

Now, have you ever met Mr. Zinger?

I don't believe I have.

Okay. Did you know that Mr. Zinger has written over 100

patent applications in computer technology?

A. I did not.

Q. Do you know -- do you have any idea how many patent

applications.Mr. Zinger‘s written in computer storage?
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No.

_Do you know anything about Mr. Zinger's reputation?

I know he's a senior partner in a good firm in Denver.

Do you know anything about his competence?

Not specifically.

Q. As far as you know, does he have a good reputation amongst

patent attorneys?

A. Yes.

Q. Is he registered to practice before the United States

Patent Office?

A. I checked that out. He is.

Q! Now, do you think Chaparral should have gotten a chemical

patent attorney like yourself instead of Mr. Zinger?

A. Why? To do what?

Q. To write the opinion.

A. To advise them?

Q. Yes.

A. .If I had advised them orla chemical patent attorney would

have advised them, it would have been a patent practice, and

it would have been with the help of technical people.

Q. You wouldn't have felt competent to write an opinion about

the 972 patent yourself?

MR. ALBRIGHT: Your Honor, all this is irrelevant.

We've made no challenge ever to Mr. Zinger's confidence to

draft any of the opinions.
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THE COURT: Okay. The objection's noted and

overruled. You may answer the question.

A. State the question again, please.

Q. (BY MR. DELLETT) Would you have felt competent to write an

opinion about infringement or validity of the 972 patent?

A. Not by myself. I would have gotten an assistant.

Q. Somebody that knew more about computer technology than

yourself?

A. who could have answered my questions about the technical

aspects, yes.

Q.‘ Now, to determine whether or not a patent is valid or not,

one approach is to look for prior art, correct?

A. The statutory standards are measuring the patent claims

against the prior art.

Q. And it's important to look for prior art that the Patent

Office hasn't seen, right?

A. If I were in your shoes defending an accused infringer,

that's one of the things I would do.

Q. That's perfectly ethical to do that, correct?

A. Absolutely.

Q. And that's what you advised clients to do who are accused

of infringing patents, look for prior art?

A. Yes.

Q. Now, when Chaparral —- Chaparral got sued by Crossroads in

March 2000, correct? March 31st?
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A. I believe that's right.

Q. Right. And they filed what is called a complaint,

correct?

A. Yes.

And that's why we're here, right?

Yes.

And you've reviewed that complaint?

I did.

And do you believe Mr. Zinger also saw that complaint?

I don't know for sure.

Well, you read his deposition, right?

Yes.

Q. And he mentioned that he saw it only three days after it

was filed? Does that sound about right?

A. If you say so. I don't remember that.

Q. Do you recognize exhibit —— Plaintiff's Exhibit 141 as the

complaint that's filed?

A. Yes, I do.

Q. And, in fact, you included this complaint in your report

on the chronology of events?

A. That's one of the things I considered, yes, sir.

Q. Let's include that in the chronology here. That was March

31st. That's when Crossroads sued Chaparral, right?

A. That's when this complaint was filed, yes, sir.

Q. And if you turn to the sixth page of the complaint, you'll
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see it was signed by Mr. Albright, correct?

A._ Yes.

Q. And he was also on the complaint listed are the Gray Cary

attorneys representing Crossroads, right?

A. Yes.

Q. And on the third page of the complaint, do you see where

Crossroads alleged that the devices alleged to infringe

include, but not limited to, the E‘S-l3~l0l3, FS-l3l0C, and

FS—l310R storage routers, do you see that?

A. I do.

Q. And so, at this time, Mr. Zinger would have known that

Crossroads was alleging infringement of the FS—l3l0B, 1310C

and l3lOR storage routers?

A. Among others, that's right.

‘Q. Does it list any others?

It doesn't have to.

Q. Did you read the complaint yourself?

A -As a matter of fact, a complaint doesn't have to list

specific ones.

Q. But it did list these --

A. It did list -- it said included but not limited to.

Q. And it didn't list any other, did it, Mr. Kuffner?

A. Not listed any others, you're right.

Q. Now, so in March 2000, accused FS-1310. Now, let's move

ahead to May of 2000. You understand'that‘s when Chaparral
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decided not to put LUN zoning in its products?

"A. I understand that.

Q. Now, as of May 2000, do you think Mr. Zinger had any

information about what Crossroads was showing to the public at

Comdex 1996?

A. I don't know that.

Q. You haven't seen any information that Mr. Zinger would

have known that that took place in Comdex '96?

A. It was one of the circumstances I considered that

Chaparral was showing devices that —— and featuring this LUN

zoning at the time, and if they had Mr. Zinger as their

counsel, it would have been appropriate for them to actually

ask him about that.

0. Those 4100 and 4400 data sheets were in Crossroads‘

possession, right?

A. At what time?

Q. In May of 2000?

«A. I don't know.

Q. Do you think that Chaparral had that information in May of‘

2000?

A. Had what information?

Q. Information that Crossroads was showing the 4100 and 4400

to the public in 1996?

A. I don't know.

Q) You don't know? .Now, let's move ahead to September 15th,
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2000. Did you know that Crossroads filed an amended complaint

‘in September 2000?

A. I'm aware of that.

Q. And have you seen that complaint?

A. Yes, I believe so.

Q. Okay. Let's put that on the time line. Crossroads files

amended complaint. And this is the first page is a motion for

leave to file a first amended complaint. And here is the

first amended complaint itself. And it's your —- is it your

understanding that this Alan Albright and the Gray Cary

attorneys are the same attorneys representing Crossroads here?

A. Yes.

Q. And that's signed by Mr. Albright?

A. Yes.

Q. Now, did you look at this first amended complaint to see

what Crossroads was alleging to infringe?

A. ,I looked at this complaint generally to inform me of the

issues in the case.

Q. And do you see what Crossroads is alleging that the

FS-1310B, FS—13l0C and FS—13l0R storage router infringe?

A. It's the same language from the earlier one.

Q. So in September 2000, Crossroads was still alleging that

the l3l0R storage router —— excuse me, in September 2000,

Crossroads was still alleging that the FS—13lO storage routers

infringe the 972 patent, correct?
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A. Yes, among other devices.

Q. Did Crossroads list any other devices in its first amended

complaint?

A. They didn't have to.

Q. Did they?

A. No.

Q. No. Now, let's move ahead to —— well, first of all, Mr.

Kuffner, do you know what type of access controls, if any,

were in the FS-131OR storage routers that Crossroads —— excuse

me, that Chaparral sold in 2000?

A. I have a general understanding that it's been determined

that as the Court has interpreted the access controls in this

patent, it's not in those devices.

Q. And those are the devices —— the FS—l31O devices are the

ones that reserve and release, right?

A. That's my understanding.

Q. Now, let's move ahead to November 2000. As of November

2000, had Crossroads dropped its infringement allegations

against FS-1310 storage routers?

A. I don't know.

Q. You don't know? Now, November 2000 is when Mr. Zinger

wrote the opinion, right?

A. When he completed and finished his final opinion, November

20th.

Q. .Zinger completed opinion. You read Mr. Zinger's opinion,
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correct?

A. Yes, I did.

And do you remember approximately how long it was?

About how long the opinion was?

Yes.

A. Many pages.

Q. Many pages? And did it go through each claim of the 972

patent?

A. It's my understanding that it did.

Q. And did it reach any conclusion on whether the 972 patent

was valid or not?

A. Yes, it did.

Q. And do you recall what that conclusion was?

A. That it was valid except if it were construed to cover

certain devices.

Q. -Well, let's look at the opinion more carefully so we have

the exact language. Do you see Plaintiff's Exhibit 32 on your

screen?

A. Yes, I have it.

And this is Mr. Zinger's opinion that you referred to?

The November 20th opinion, correct.

And it's addressed to Mr. Walker?

Yes, it is.

And you read this carefully?

I believe I did.
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Q. Okay. Well, I'm going to refer you to the 24th page here.

f've got that on the screen. It's the page that at the top,

it says disclosures and prior art not considered by the United

States patent examiner when the 972 patent was examined. Are

-you with me?

A. I am.

Q. Okay. Why would Mr. Zinger include this in his opinion?

A. I could tell you generally why something like that is

included in an opinion.

Q. Why?

A. Because it is important in an analysis in which you're

giving an opinion of how the patent may be construed to say

that if it's -— if it's construed to read on the prior art, it

would be invalid, and so you have to have certain prior art

that you're talking about.

Q. And, in fact, Mr. Zinger reached a conclusion in this

opinion the patent was invalid, right?

A. He limited his conclusions specifically to only if it was

construed to read on the reserve release features.

Q. And.that's exactly what ¢rossroads was alleging the patent

read on, correct?

A. Among others.

Q. And that's the reserve release was exactly what Crossroads

was putting its patent number on at that time, wasn't it?

A. I believe that's so. I'm not sure.
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Q. And at the time Mr. Zinger wrote his opinion, Crossroads

had not stopped doing that?

A. Doing what?

Q. Putting the patent number on products with reserve

release?

A. I think that Crossroads people yesterday testified that

they didn't do it —- they didn't realize what they were doing

until their deposition.

Q. Well, the Gray Cary attorneys here realized what they were

doing, didn't they, when they alleged that products with

reserve release infringed the 972 patent? Did they know what

they were doing?

A. Yes --

Q. And --

A. —— in March of 2000.

Q. -- and when you read this opinion from Mr. Zinger, did you

think that Crossroads better stop alleging that products with

reserve release infringed the 972 patent? Did you think that?

A. I wasn't asked to give any opinion on that.

Q. And if you were asked today, would you tell them they

should stop alleging that products with reserve release

infringed the 972 patent?

A. If I were asked today, I would have to ask a lot of

questions and find out a lot of information.

Q. Pretty questionable thing to do, allege products that are
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in the prior art infringe the 972 patent?

A. It's questionable? I believe that we're here to decide

what in fringes and what doesn't.

Q. At the time Mr. Zinger wrote his opinion, though,

Crossroads was still alleging products with reserve release

infringed the 972 patent. Are we clear on that?

A. I believe so.

Q. Okay. And, in fact, that was Mr. Zinger's, part of his

conclusion, wasn't it?

A. On page 32, Mr. Zinger says it should be understood that

no conclusions are being drawn and no opinions are being

provided concerning invalidity of patent claims in the case in

which the relevant claim language is found not to read on the

reserve release command.

Q. And at that time when he wrote his opinion, Crossroads was

alleging that the patent e- that the claims of the patent read

on the reserve release command, right?

A. I. think technically, that's true.‘

Q. Okay. And I have highlighted here --

A. It isn't true anymore.

Q. It wasn't true anymore, okay. Precisely. When did

Crossroads stop alleging that products with reserve release

infringed the 972 patent?

A- I'm not really sure the dates, but I'm pretty confident

that it was after the Judge's construction of the patent.
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Q. Was it in May of this year, May of 2001?

A. i don't know.

Q. You don't know. Now, let's go to where you can come in.

Were you working on this case at all in November 2000?

A. No, sir, I don't believe so.

Q. when did you start working on this case?

Sometime earlier this year.

Did you start working on after Mr. Allcock called you?

Yes, pretty soon after that.

Okay. Do you remember when he called you?

It was very early.

Early this year?

Early this year.

Okay. January? February?

Probably was around that time.

Q. So in January-February 2001, Mr. Allcock called you and

said, we'd like you to work on this case, right?

A. Well, he didn't say it that way.

Q. What did he say?

'A. He said, we have a need for a patent expert in Texas and

we'd like to hire you if you have no conflicts.

Q. Okay. And then, you wrote an opinion about Mr. Zinger's

opinion, right?

A. I have ultimately written a report giving my opinions.

That was many months later.
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Q. That was many months later, right? That was in, what,

August, just a month ago?

A. I believe so.

Q. So you're kind of being an armchair quarterback here about

Mr. Zinger, right?

A. I wouldn't call it that.

Q. What would you call it?

A. I would call it being a patent expert to come in and help

the Court and the jury on some issues of patent practice.

Q. And by the time you wrote your opinion, had Crossroads

changed its mind about whether or not devices with reserve

release infringe the 972 patent?

A. By the time I wrote my opinion, there had been a number of

issues decided. I don't know exactly when it was determined

not to accuse the reserve release feature.

Q. Had they decided not to accuse the reserve release feature

in November 2000?

A. I don't know, Mr. Dellett.

Q. Okay. But they certainly decided by August 2001?

A. Yes, they had.

Q. Let's start the second page. Sometime between November

2000, when Zinger completed his opinion, and August 2001, when

you wrote your opinion, Crossroads dropped its allegations

against the FS—l310 routers, correct?

A. I believe it‘s more accurate to say they focused their
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allegations on the devices that had the LUN ioning feature.

Q. Crossroads’ sales of 1310 routers aren't at issue here

today, are they?

A. I don't believe so.

Q. They're not still alleging that Crossroads’ sales of 1310

routers are infringing, are they?

A. Crossroads doesn't sell those.

Q. Excuse me. Crossroads is still not alleging that

Chaparral sales of FS¥l310-routers are infringing, they're not

alleging that today anymore?

A. I don't believe so.

Q. Okay. Now, do you know how Chaparral found out that

Crossroads was not alleging infringement of the FS-1310

routers?

A. No.

Q. Have you seen the interrogatory answers where Crossroads

decided to limit its allegations to LUN zoning? Have you seen

those?

A. I have seen some interrogatory responses.

Q. And do you remember that the first time that Crossroads

dropped the FS-1310 from its infringement allegations was in

May of this year? Do you remember that?

A. I don't believe I was aware of that.

Q. Do you remember when Crossroads stopped putting the patent

number on its products that had reserve release?
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A. I believe that Crossroads‘ witnesses yesterday said they

did it shortly after they were informed about it in their

depositions.

Q. That was after Mr. Zinger's opinion, right?

A. I'm pretty sure it was.

Q. Okay. Now, Mr. Kuffner, let me ask you a little bit more

about the Patent Office. When you were working at the Patent

Office, did the Patent Office have.a web site?

A. No.

No. It wasn't such a thing in those days?

I don't believe so.

Are you aware that the Patent Office has a web site today?-

I am.

Okay. And is that something you use?

It's a huge government web site with many aspects. There

is some data banks that you can get access through to that web

site, and I use those data banks.

Q. Okay. And from that web site, can you get information

about what patent ekaminers do?

A. ‘I don't specifically know that. There's a lot of"

government information on that web site that I don't even look

at.

Q. And so you —— well, let me ask it this way: Are you aware

that patent examiners —— a patent examiner spends, on average,

approximately ten to 15 hours on each patent application?3
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MR. ALBRIGHT: Objection, your Honor. It lacks

foundation. This expert gave no opinion in direct nor does it

call for this issue.

MR. DELLETT: Mr. Kuffner talked for some time in

response to Mr. Albright's question about what happens inside

the Patent Office. This is cross-examination into details,

more specifically, the details of what patent examiners do.

THE COURT: If you can back it up with the statements,

I'll permit it. If you're not going to back it up, I'll tell

the jury to ignore it.

MR. DELLETT: Okay.

THE COURT: You may answer the question.

Q. (BY MR. DELLETT) Ten to 15 hours per patent application,

does that sound about right to you?

A. ‘On average, it does.

Q. And on average, does the examiner grant on average about

81 patent applications a year? Does that sound about right?

A. It sounds on average about right.

Q. And there are a lot of clerical functions that take place

in the Patent Office that the patent examiner is not involved

with, correct?

A. That's true.

Q. Okay. And that's one of the reasons why it takes a year

and a half for a patent to go from application to finally

being granted, correct?
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A. Most of the time is really taken between the examiner and

the attorney, that early administrative stuff is usually over

in six to nine months.

Q. Okay. And in this case, the patent took about a year and

a half between the time it was filed and the time it was

granted, correct?

A. Yes.

Q. And is that typical for a patent?

A. It's not unusual.

Q. Okay. But you're not saying the examiner spent a year and

a half looking at it, are you?

A. No. There's a back and forth with mail and time limits

given, things like that.

Q. The examiner himself probably spent only ten to 15 hours

on it?

A. I have no specific knowledge on that.

Q. But that would be about average?

A. But that is the average.

Q. Now, when you advised clients about filing patent

applications, you advised them about their duty of disclosure?

A. Yes, I do.

Q. And if you were talking about the Patent Office

procedures, it's -- it would be incomplete not to talk about

the duty of disclosure, correct?

A. The duty of disclosure is an important part of practiced‘
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before the Patent Office.

Q. And it's your ethical obligation as a patent lawyer to

tell clients about the duty of disclosure, correct?

A. I believe so.

Q. And one of the things that you tell applicants that

they're obligated to inform the Patent Office is information

that is on sale or in public use more than one year before a

patent application is filed, correct?

MR. ALBRIGHT: Your Honor, again, this is outside the

scope of direct.

THE COURT: It is outside the scope. I sustain the

objection.

Q. (BY MR. DELLETT) Now, in your testimony about procedures

before the Patent Office, you didn't mention the duty of --

did you mention the duty of disclosure?

A. Just now.

Q. Do you have an opinion about whether or not Crossroads met

duty of disclosure?

MR. ALBRIGHT: Your Honor, that's outside the scope of

direct. He's not been proffered with respect to any of these

opinions.

THE COURT: All right. That's certainly true. I

don't know why he asked the question, but it is outside the

scope and I sustain the objection.

MR. DELLETT: Your Honor 4-
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THE COURT: The objection is sustained.

Q. (BY MR. DELLETT) Now, Mr. Kuffner, if you would, for a

minute, look at the last page of Mr. Zinger's opinion, you can

see a signature there.

A. Are you talking about the November 20th opinion?

Q. Yes.

A. Yes, I see it.

Q. And after that signature, there are a number of

attachments included in the patent, the 972 patent and the

file history. This is the first page of the file history.

you see that?

A. Yes.

Q. And did you review all those materials?

A. I believe I looked at all of them.

Q. And based on a review of all those materials, did you

reach any opinion yourself as to whether the 972 patent was

valid or not?

‘MR. ALBRIGHT: Your Honor, outside the scope of

direct. It's not an issue that's we've proffered.

THE COURT: He has no opinion, and I sustain the

objection.

Q. (BY MR. DELLETT) Have you come to any opinion as to

whether or not the 972 patent is infringed or not?

MR. ALBRIGHT: Your Honor, that's --

THE COURT: Are you hard of hearing?
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MR. DELLETT: No, your Honor.

THE COURT: All right.

MR. DELLETT: No further questions.

RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR. ALBRIGHT:

Q. Mr. Kuffner, are you challenging in any way Mr. Zinger's

competence?

A. No, not at all.

Q. Are you challenging in any way the competence of his

opinions?

A. Not at all.

Q. And with respect to what those opinions actually cover and

discuss, are you challenging the issue of whether or not he

properly analyzed the products and whether or not those

products without LUN zoning were infringing?

A. I support the way that he did his opinion thoroughly. It

was a solid job, particularly the way he left out the LUN

zoning.

_Q. Would you tell the jury what is meant by the term offer

for sale with respect to if a product is infringing?

THE COURT: What's good for the goose is good for the

gander. The objection that was to be made is sustained.

MR. ALBRIGHT: Okay.

Q. (BY MR. ALBRIGHT) I'd like to fill in a couple of extra

dates with you here, Mr. Kuffner. Prior to March 31st; when
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we filed this suit accusing the FS-1310 -- and we accused

other infringing products, as well, correct?

A. That's correct.

Q. Prior to this date, we would have to go back to February

to see when Chaparral actually learned of concerns about the

972 patent, correct?

Yes, that's correct.

Well before Crossroads ever filed the suit?

Sure.

And prior to Crossroads ever filing its suit, identifying

any products, did Chaparral express any concern over whether

or not any of its features infringed?

A. I think the record's clear that they did and specifically

mention LUN zoning.

Q.’ So before they ever received a complaint, whether it was

the original complaint or the complaint —— amended complaint

in September, prior to that date, they had a concern about LUN

zoning?

A. That's right.

Q. And what did they do to address that concern of LUN

zoning?

A. They hired Mr. Zinger and another expert, Mr. Selinger, to

advise them on that.

Q. And is that what they should have done?

A. It is what they should have done-
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Q. But -- well, we do have a final date here, August of 2001.

Or let's make it September now as between February, when they

were concerned that the LUN zoning feature infringed, and

today, September 6th, have they ever gotten an opinion that

discusses LUN zoning?

A. They've never received any written advice on the issue of

LUN zoning infringing this patent.

Q. Regardless of what's in any of these complaints?

A. That's right.

Q. And do you know what it is that Crossroads is alleging

infringes which feature Chaparral's is that infringes the 972

patent?-

A. My understanding is the devices that have a feature of LUN

zoning.

Q. Your Honor, I pass the witness.

THE COURT: Any follow-up?

MR. DELLETT: No follow-up.

THE COURT: You may step down, sir. Members of the

jury, I'll give you your morning break, 15 minutes. Please be

ready and come back in 15 minutes and follow my instructions.

(Recess.)

THE COURT: The one thing that I'm going to limit on,

you will not ask about the same lawyers.

MR. ALLCOCK: Okay.

THE COURT: All ‘ right?
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MR. ALLCOCK: That's fine.

THE COURT: Well, it's not fine. It's the way it's

going to be. Bring them in.

MR. BAHLER: Your Honor, as long as you're going to

MR. ALLCOCK: Your Honor, with that comment --

THE COURT: Let me rephrase. You won't go into the

fact that these two separate entities that were communicating

and giving each other opinions have the same lawyers unless

you approach and tell me the reason for it. Of course, in

that particular instance, I just -- I think that that is more

prejudicial than at this point in time in the record and

relevant.

MR. ALLCOCK: I understand, your Honor. In that case,

we should remove the second to the'last page of Exhibit 34

from the exhibit, which is the one that has the signature

pages of the lawyers, and I'll have that done.

THE COURT: I'm not so certain that the literal words

of those exhibits are relevant. It's only the notice to Mr.

Walker and his folks over there at Chaparral that's going to

be -— and the timing. You wanted to say something.

MR. BAHLER: I have no problem with removing that

page, and I would just like to confirm that this isn't going

to be in their closing.

THE COURT: I'm sorry.
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MR. BAHLER: It's not going to come up during closing

THE COURT: The same lawyer?

MR. BAHLER: Yes, sir.

THE COURT: Unless they approach and I change my mind,

or you approach. I don't want either side mentioning the

lawyer issue until you approach, then I'll make a ruling..

MR. BAHLER: Your Honor, I'd also seek a limiting

instruction that this is only relevant to anything that

happened after June 13th, 2001. And it is not evidence of

validity and it's not evidence of infringement.

THE COURT: I think you're entitled to that, and I

will make that upon an appropriate objection and request. I

don't know that I will say -- I will say that I'm admitting

this evidence solely on the issue of notice on the willfulness

question and that it is not evidence of any infringement in

this trial.

MR. BAHLER: Or validity.

THE COURT: Or validity. All right. That's fair

enough.

(Jury presentr)

THE COURT: You may sit down in the courtroom. And

you may call your next witness.

MR. ALLCOCK: Yes, your Honor. We would recall Mr.

’Walker"to the stand.
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THE COURT: Mr. Walker, come forward, and you're still

under oath, sir.

THE WITNESS: Yes, sir.

RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR. ALLCOCK:

Q. From June until now, Chaparral has continued to sell

products including the LUN zoning feature; is that right, sir?

A. That's correct.

Q.‘ And you heard yesterday Mr. Gluck's testimony on video

that he talked with a Mr. Rahmani from a company called

Pathlight, and that they agreed that the patent was invalid.

Did you hear that testimony?

A. I heard that testimony, yes.

Q. And I'm placing before you —- let me show you a page 408

one and two of Exhibit 39 that I don't have the bar—coded

version of it handy. Is that.a page of your lab notebook

indicating that you talked to Mr. Levy, the patent lawyer for

. Pathlight?

A. No, it is not. It's a page indicating that Mr. Zinger had

talked to Mr. Levy.

Q. Okay. So there was communication between the patent

lawyer for Chaparral and the patent lawyer from Pathlight?

A. Yes, that was during the process of us trying to learn

everything we could.

Q. So you were on notice that Pathlight was also accused of
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infringement of the same patent?

A- At what point in time are we talking about?

Q. In the year 2000?

A. Yes.

Q. And you were on notice that there was a lawsuit brought by

Crossroads against Pathlight and its parent company, ADIC for

infringement of the same patent?

A. Yes.‘

Q. And you were on notice that they resolved that dispute in

June of 2001?

A. Yes. I knew it had been resolved in 2001, yes.

Q. And you were on notice that it was resolved at the very

end of trial because you attended the trial, didn't you, sir?

A. Yes, I did. -

Q. You sat through every day of it?

A.~ I did.

Q. And if you look at Exhibit 34, it's there in front of you

loose. I'm sorry.

A. Oh, this one here.

Q. Let me take-that book from you.

A. Please.

Q. You were on notice that that case was resolved by a

consent judgment; is that right, sir?

A. I had not heard the term consent judgment.

Q. You were on notice that the case was resolved where ADIC
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acknowledged and agreed and Pathlight acknowledged and

agreed --

MR. BAHLER: Objection, your Honor. He's going to

articulate contents of an exhibit that's not in evidence.

THE COURT: Do you want it in?

MR. BAHLER: I don't want it in evidence.

COURT: Well ——

BAHLER: So I object.

COURT: You object that it's not in evidence.

BAHLER: I object that it's not yet in evidence,

exactly.

THE COURT: Overrule the objection. You may proceed.

Q. (BY MR. ALLCOCK) You were on notice that Pathlight and

ADIC acknowledged and agreed that their products infringed the

Crossroads patent?

A. What I knew was what was publicly disclosed.

Q. Okay. And Exhibit 34 was a public document at that time?

A. I don't know. This is the first time I've seen this

document.

Q. Your Honor, I'd like to —— the Court to take judicial

notice of the consent judgment and offer it into evidence.

THE COURT: In light of the testimony, does the

exhibit show a file date?

MR. ALLCOCK: It does of June 13th, '01.

THE COURT: All right. 34 is admitted over objection.
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MR. BAHLER: Your Honor, may we have a ruling on the

instruction?

THE COURT: I will and I'll give it at one time.

MR. BAHLER: Thank you.

MR. BAHLER: This is admitted over objection, right?

COURT: That's what I said.

MR. BAHLER: Thank you.

Q. (BY MR. ALLCOCK) I'm going to first direct your attention

to paragraph 3 of the consent judgment. Now, whether or not

you saw this particular language that ADIC acknowledges and

agrees that it's made, used, sold, offered for sale and/or

imported products that infringe the claims of the 972 patent.

In June, you knew, in substance, that Pathlight admitted that

their products infringed, didn't you, sir?

A. I knew that they settled the case in June.

Q. And you knew that they settled in substance agreeing that

their products infringed?

A. I don't recall what I saw of the settlement was, what I

saw in a web site, and I don't remember exactly what the words

were. I had never seen the consent decree or these words. So

I don't know the details of how that settlement --

Q. This was the substance of what you understood?

A." Like I say, I don't recall the words. I read what was put

out on the web site by ADIC and Crossroads, and whatever.

That was the extent of my knowledgeiat the time.
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Q. Okay. You were in the courtroom the day that this

document was handed up to the Court and signed, weren't you?

A. Not to my knowledge. I don't know what day it was. I

knew nothing about this document.

Q. Okay- In paragraph 4 says, the 972 patent is presumed to

be valid and enforceable under 35 U.S.C. 282. ADIC hereby

acknowledges and agrees that the claims of the 972 patent are

valid and enforceable.

You understood that when the case was resolved, ADIC

agreed in substance to this.

A. I believe I remember words to the effect of ADIC validates

the patent or something in the web site. I don't remember the

exact wording.

Q. And you say that you saw this information on the

Crossroads web site?

A. I don't remember whose web site. I pulled it off of news

on somebody's web site. I don't remember whose it was, and I

don't remember what the words said.

Q. Okay. Let me show you Defendant's Exhibit 242, and look

at page 2 of the document. Do you see that?

A. Yes, I see this.

Q. And what is the first item on the top there —- oh, offer

Exhibit 242, your Honor, Defendant's Exhibit.

A. Ask the question again, please.

Q. I'm not going to ask it again.
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THE COURT: Well, received without objection.

Q. (BY MR. ALLCOCK) What is the top‘ item there?

A. It says Pathlight Technology admits infringement and

settles lawsuit with Crossroads Systems.

Q. Now, if you look at Exhibit 117 before you, sir.

A. Yes.

Have you ever seen that before?

No, I have not.

Okay. If you would take a look at the top of page 2 of

exhibit.

Yes.

Do you see that? Now, regardless of whether you saw this

document, you were informed of the amount that Pathlight and

ADIC paid --

MR. BAHLER: Objection. Relevance.

THE COURT: That objection is overruled. You can

answer "Yes" or "No" whether you were informed or not of the

amount paid.

A. I was not informed. Any amount that I remember seeing

was, again, what I saw on a news posting on a web site.

Q. (BY MR. ALLCOCK) Okay. But so, you learned about the

amount that Pathlight and ADIC paid Crossroads to settle that

case?

A. Yes, what was on the news.

Q. And is what you recall consistent with what is on the top
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of Exhibit 117?

A. I recall the sum of $15 million total. I didn't know how

it was broken down.

Offer Exhibit 117, your Honor.

MR. BAHLER: Objection, your Honor. Relevance.

THE COURT: May I see the --

MR. ALLCOCK: Oh, I'm sorry, your Honor.

THE COURT: I sustain the objection. 117 is not going

in.

Q. (BY MR. ALLCOCK) Now, you saw the defenses presented in

the course of that Pathlight/ADIC trial with respect to

invalidity,.right?

A. Yes.

Q. And there in substance the same defenses that are

presented here, aren't they, sir?

A. I don't think so., We have different products, had

different features. I don't recall whether they were the same

defenses. I'd be very surprised if they were the same

defenses.

Q. Do you remember the Adaptec prior art being relied on in

that case?

A. Yes.

Q. Do you remember the —— I have no further questions of the

witness at this time, your Honor.

‘THE COURT: Members of the-jury, I'm admitting this
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evidence of Mr. Walker on his recall solely on the issue that

"you will determine on notice, information to this gentleman

regarding the issue of willfulness as to whether or not there

was a willful infringement in the event you find any

infringement in this case.

But Mr. Walker's evidence today, as you recall, is not

-to_be considered by you in any way as evidence that the

defendant's products infringed or as evidence that the patent

is valid. You will make the determination of those issues but

on other evidence and not let Mr. Walker's testimony influence

you on that." -

You can consider Mr. Walker's testimony only on what

he knew as he has testified that he made the decision to

release the products with the LUN zoning at the times that he

has testified he did, and that's the only issue that you may

consider in that testimony.

Now, do you have any further questions?

MR. BAHLER: "I have some cross, your Honor.

THE COURT: All right.

RE-CROSS EXAMINATION

BY MR. BAHLER:

Q. Mr. Walker, do you know why ADIC settled that suit?

A. I don't know why. I have my own theory, but I don't know

why. I wasn't there.

Q.. Do you know what was in ADIC's mind when they settled that
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THE COURT: I'd better have counsel up here.

(At the Bench, on the record.)

THE COURT: I don't know where we're going because I'm

not bright enough to follow you, but I just thought I ought to

warn you that the wrong question and the wrong answer or, in

this case, of the opposing side, the wrong question and the

right answer might have to make me withdraw the limiting
instruction.

MR. BAHLER:, All right, your Honor.

THE COURT: So be Very careful.

MR. BAHLER: Thank you, your Honor. I'll withdraw

that question, your Honor.

Q. (BY MR. BAHLER) Does Chaparral make the same products as

Pathlight?

A. No.

Q. Mr. Walker, as you sit here today, do you believe the 972

patent is valid?

A. No.

Q. As you sit here today, do you believe that any product

ever made by Chaparral infringes the 972 patent?

A. No.

Q. Pass the witness, your Honor.

THE COURT: Any further questions?

MR. ALLCOCK: No further questions of the witness,
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your Honor.

THE COURT: You may step down, sir. You may call your

next witness.

MR. ALLCOCK: I will call Dr. Paul Hodges.

THE COURT: Be sworn, please.

(Witness was sworn.)

THE COURT: Take your seat, please, sir. Tell us your

full name, please, sir, and spell your last.

THE WITNESS: Paul Hodges, H-O-D-G-E-S.

PAUL HODGES, called by the Plaintiff, duly sworn.

DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR. ALLCOCK:

Q. Dr. Hodges, could you tell the ladies and gentlemen of the

jury your work background?

A. Yes. I worked for IBM for 39 years. The last 33 of those

years, I was working in storage architecture —— there are

various areas or storage —— primarily storage architecture,

and I voluntarily retired in 1999.

Q. Could you just describe for us what you mean by storage.

architecture?

A. Architecture is the business of defining how things --

elements of a system are designed and how they go together and

work together so that the system actually works. That can

have various levels of things. For example, some of the block

diagrams that you saw earlier were -4 would describe the
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architecture of the router that is the various elements of it,

but it could include higher level things, too, for example, a

network.

It covers a lot of different things, but it's

basically the —- the art of putting things together so that

they work properly.

Q. In the course of your years at IBM, did you receive any

awards from IBM?

A. Yes, I did. I received several company awards, and I

received some peer recognition by election to the IBM Academy

of Technology.

Q. What is the IBM Academy of Technology?

A. IBM Academy of Technology is a group of high-level

engineers, approximately 300 of them, which is constituted to

facilitate communication among different divisions and to

advise senior manager -— management on various technical

issues.

Q. How do you get into this IBM academy?

A. There's two ways: One is you could become an IBM fellow,

or you could be elected by your peers. I was elected by my

peers for my work in storage sub systems.

Q. And you said there's 300 members of this IBM academy. How

many engineers work at IBM?

A. I'm not sure how many, but tens of thousands.

Q. Did your work at IBM involve patents?
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A. Yes, it did.

Q. How?

A. Well, I filed 16 patents in my career, so I've worked with

patents in that way. I did an evaluation of patents for —— by

other people for IBM's interest in licensing them. I did

evaluation of other people's patent disclosures to decide

whether we should file them, and I advised our patent

attorneys several times on litigation issues.

Q. What area do your patents involve?

A. My patents involve storage in various areas. Primarily

storage architecture.

Q. Okay. What is your educational background?

A. I have a Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Science from

Rice University, Master of Science in Electrical Engineering

from Stanford University, and Ph.D. in Electrical Engineering

from Stanford University. Ph.D. was awarded in 1967.

Q. Now, we've heard a lot about SCSI standards and SCSI

devices. Do you have any experience in that area, sir?

A. Yes, I have. I've done some work with SCSI devices, and I

have attended standards meetings for about approximately two

years, SCSI standards meeting, and I've done —- I've studied

the SCSI standards.

Q. And do you have —— we've heard about Fibre Channel

devices. Do you have any experience with Fibre Channel

devices or standards?
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A. Yes, I'm well-acquainted with the Fibre Channel standard.

And, in fact, I led a task force within IBM to decide on

whether we should emphasize the Fibre Channel or some other

interface an early point in the Fibre Channel development.

Q. Okay. Now, you've read and analyzed the 972 patent. How

does the technical area of that patent square up with your

technical background?

A. Well, obviously, it involves the interfaces of Fibre

Channel and SCSI, but, more importantly, it involves storage

architecture. It's primarily just in the patent describing

how this router goes together and what its functions are.

Q. And, in fact, you testified about that same patent in an

earlier case that was referred to you?

A. Yes, I did.

Q. Okay. I would like to offer Dr. Hodges as an expert in

storage architecture.

THE COURT: Do you have any questions?

MR. BAHLER: No objection, your Honor.

THE COURT: Members of.the jury, when you're qualified

by education, experience, you are allowed in federal court to

give opinions. This gentleman has been so qualified. You

will evaluate his testimony as you would any other. If you

would like to accept or reject the testimony or accept parts

of it, however you wish, but people who are not qualified by

education or experience can't give opinions. They have to
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as to facts and that's the reason for this.

"So you may proceed.

MR. ALLCOCK: Thank you, your Honor. Let me move this

so that you can look at the screen or see it, anyways.

Q. (BY MR. ALLCOCK) Let's start with a little background, Dr.

Hodges. Let me show you Exhibit 537, which we've seen a

couple of times, and I want to ask you just a little bit more

detail about.it.

What generally is Exhibit 537 showing?

A. Generally it is showing a Fibre Channel network with three

workstations attached to it. May be an application. There's

some others, but we'll consider the three. There's a network

server that the Fibre Channel attaches to. The network server

has also attached to it on a SCSI bus three storage devices

which are represented as disk files.

Q. Okay. Now, what is the —— in a medium technical

description, what is the difference between the Fibre Channel

language and the SCSI language that causes this problem that

we've heard about?

A, As we've shown here, the Fibre Channel is carrying network

requests which are high-level requests for data, and the SCSI

channel is carrying a low—level request, that is, looking for

a particular block of data at a particular physical location.

Q. And showing you Exhibit 567, what problem does that cause?

‘A. Coming across the network, the high-level requests have
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various things added to them to make sure that the network

transmission is correct. So you have a small request that's

wrapped into somewhat larger network requests. The network

sever has to unwrap this and check it to be sure it's correct,

interpret the request, find out where the physical location of

the data is, and generate a request on the SCSI side.

Q. Okay. You said it takes a long time to create this. Let

me show you Exhibit 540. And we're not going to go into

detail of each of these steps, but generally speaking, what is

Exhibit 540 showing?

A. Generally Exhibit 540 shows the steps that one goes

through to create a network from a workstation. It starts

with looking for a particular piece of data. In this case,

one named budget 12 and you determine if that's either on the

network or local. In this case, it would be on the network.

You create the network requests in several steps and send it

across the network to the network server.

Q. So does this take some time?

A. This takes some time.

Q. And now, let's look at Exhibit 544. Once that network

request gets to the server, what needs to happen?

A. It needs to be checked and unwrapped and a low—level

physical request, which we've described as the native

low—level block protocol —— that is the native language that

the disks speak -- has to be created and sent across the SCSI
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bus.

Q. And so, does this take some time?

A. This takes some time. And, in fact, you're duplicating

some effort because you're going to have to look in the

network server and find out where that data is, which you

already did in the workstation.

"Q. So have you prepared an animation that kind of shows in a

general way what the problem is?

A._ Yes.

Q. Let me show animation 465. What is this depicting?

A. This is depicting network requests arriving at a faster

rate than the network server can interpret them and send out

low—level block requests. This is really the problem that you

have with the network server and easily get overloaded.

Q. so turning to Exhibit 545, how is one of these routers

different from a server?

A. The difference here is not obvious from the picture

because one sees a -- workstations attached to a Fibre Channel

and something in between and a SCSI channel. In this case,

the Fibre Channel is a means of carrying data, and it can be

used in a number of different ways. Previously, we talked

about network requests.

In this case, the Fibre Channel is being used to

encapsulate SCSI requests so that all that's happening here is

that the workstation is just sending out a SCSI request for a
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data in a physical location. The router is translating that

from Fibre Channel to the SCSI bus sending the same request

off to the disk.

Q. Okay. So let's just step back and say what is the basic

difference between this router and the server?

A. The router is using the low-level block protocol all the

way through.

Q. Now, you said that term a couple of times, low-level block

protocol. What is that in relation to the language that these

remote storage devices speak?

A. That's the native language of the remote storage device.

Q. So, in analogy, that could be Greek?

A. That could be Greek.

Q. And does the router kind of do away with having a

translation?

A. Yes, it does.

Q. Okay. Let's see how that works. Showing Exhibit.

‘does that differ from the way a server operates?

A. Well, we saw before that the server would get the request

for a file budget 12 and would have to deal with this network

protocol and then, would have to find, like, a server end

wherein budget 12 was physically.

In this case, the workstation knows exactly what

physical address budget 12 is at. It says block 597. So he

sends out a request to the disk file. It says go get address
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597 and read it. That would be done whether or not there's a

router in between the workstation and the disk. In other

words, whether it was local or whether it was remote.

Q. So what's the advantage of this over a server?

A. It's faster, it doesn't get overloaded as easily, and it's

cheaper.

Q. Okay. Going back to Exhibit 545, we've heard a lot about

access controls. What does access controls add to Exhibit

545?

A. Access controls adds the capability to restrict the access

of a —- some workstation to a particular subset of the storage

devices or a particular section of a single storage device.

Q. Okay. Showing you Exhibit 546 --

MR. BAHLER: Objection, your Honor. This is leading.

He's showing the exhibits before Mr. -— Dr. Hodges even

testifies.

THE COURT: Are these admitted?

MR. ALLCOCK: All of them are unobjected to, your.

Honor.

THE COURT: Okay. Well, they're in evidence.

Q. (BY MR. ALLCOCK) Could you step down and first explain

access controls and, also, explain the advantage of them using

Exhibit 546?

A. What is shown here in Exhibit 546 is two workstations for

simplicity, rather, router, three disk drives. We've assumed
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that computer A has personnel files on it and that —— I mean,

that, excuse me, disk file one has personnel files on it. But

computer A belongs to the personnel department, for example.

Assume that computer B belongs to the tax department,

disk file 2 contains the tax records. We'd like not for the

tax people to have access to personnel files. We'd like not

for the personnel people not to have access to the tax

records. So you restrict their access.

You say that disk file one has access only by computer

A, not by computer B. And, likewise, disk file two has access

only by computer B but not by computer A. Now, the third one

over there has essentially public information and you'd like

for everybody to get to it, so you'll have both of these

workstations to get to that third disk.

Q. Okay. Could you stay there just for a second. Have you

prepared an animation that shows the advantage and difference

of this over the router situation?

"A. Yes, I have.

Q. Okay. It's animation 4465. Hold on, I'm going to stop

it, I'm going to try to stop it. There we go. Can you

return it to the beginning? There we go. Okay.

So, first, can you explain to the ladies and gentlemen

of the jury basically what you're seeing here?

A. what you're seeing is a representation of this same

diagram you just saw with two workstations and three disks,
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and some restrictive access. We've got the router in the

‘middle, and we're showing little sleds here to carry that,

you'll see, will carry requests for data.

Q. Okay. Could you start the animation?

A. Here, A is carrying a request --

Q. Now stop.

A. All right. A has a request that's carrying, you'll see

it's got the little red ball in there. This is a request for

data from storage unit 1. And you could see the sled here

coming across Fibre Channel is going to transfer that request

unchanged into this —- the sled that goes out to storage unit

1, and you'll see that happening with others, as well.

Q. Now, hold on. I notice one difference between this and

the server animation. We don't have those big balls.

A. That's right.

Q. Now, why is that?

A. There's no interpretation required here of what the

request is._ This is a SCSI request that's being generated

here. It's only being translated from the Fibre Channel

transport mechanism to the SCSI bus transport mechanism.

Q. When you say this is a Fibre Channel request that's

represented by that little red ball?

A. Little red ball represents that.

Q. Okay. And so, are what we are seeing here, with the A

.going into the 1, is that this mapping that we've been talking
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about?

A. This is mapping.

Q. Okay. Could you continue?

A. We have an address that A sees that's -- that it sends

this request to the router translates that address, maps that

address to disk 1.

Q. And so, the router knows which storage device goes with

that?

A. It knows which storage devices goes with which address on

the other side.

Q. Okay. Could you run it?

A. And you see he's allowed to go to one or three. And B is.

allowed to go to two or three.

Q. Okay. Perhaps you could run it again, and as you run it,

could you explain how this shows access controls.

A. This is showing access permissions and, actually, because

it shows the disk, the sleds carrying the requests to the ones

from A to the discs —— A is allowed access to and from B to

the disk that B is allowed access to. We don't have an

animation here that -- of this thing crashing because the

access is denied.

For example, if A were to try to send something to

disk 2, he wouldn't be allowed to do that.

Q. Okay. You can have a seat. And I'm going to place before

you -- whoops. I'm going to place before you Exhibit 591,
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which is figure 3 of the patent, and how does that show access

controls?

A. This is actually derived from figure 3 on the patent. It

has some additions to the —- added some icons to make the

workstations look like workstations and some color. Here

we've shown workstation A in blue, having access permission to

the segment of storage device 62 that is marked in the

gray-blue. ‘

And workstation B, similarly, workstation E, having

access to the -- to storage device 64, the color corresponds

to access permission.

Q. Okay. Now, in this figure, we see the storage router.

What —— how does the storage router know which computers to

give access to which remote storage devices?

A. There has to be a way to establish the configuration that

not only shows the mapping but shows the access permissions,

and that's done through the management station, which is shown

here connected either directly to the router or indirectly

through one of the interfaces.

Q. Now, does the --

A. Or both of them direct, but --

Q. Does the patent describe a number of different kind of

management stations?

A. Yes, it does.

Q. What are some examples of things that you could use to
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configure this router?

A. Well, you could use any computer, basically. Could be

another workstation. It's in this case, could be connected

separately to the router by a dedicated connection, or it

could be on the —— on one of the interfaces either the Fibre

Channel or SCSI bus.

Q. So there's a number of ways this can be programmed?

A. Yes.

The router can be programmed?

Yes.

Q. Okay. Why would you want access controls?

A Well, we've showed one example a little earlier. You want

—— particularly, you don't want to give users access to data

that they have no business looking at. But at the same time,

you'd like to be able to centralize your storage for

management purposes.

Q. In all your experience in storage architecture, have you

ever seen a storage router, seen or read about_a storage

router with access controls?

A. Not before I saw this patent.

Q. What were you asked to do in this case in connection with

your analysis?

A. I was asked to analyze the patent and the products put out

by Chaparral for infringement, and to look at the prior art

that was brought up by Chaparral to see whether it wore on the
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patent.

Q. Okay. I'm not going to ask any guestions about the prior

art today. We'll maybe discuss that next week, after we hear

from the Chaparral witnesses. But what did you do to come to

your opinion on infringement of the 972 patent?

A. I examined the patent itself, of course, and the patent

filing history, a court's definitions of the claimed elements.

I read considerable number of documents, my users guides,

hardware descriptions. I read depositions. I actually

obtained a representative physical product and tested it,

maybe some other things, I can't remember. It was a lot of

work involved.

Q. About how many hours do you estimate that you've spent on

this analysis?

A. Somewhere around 200 hours.

Q. What types of products did you look at?

A. I looked at Pathlight's —— sorry, Chaparral's —- I knew

I'd do that. I looked at Chaparral's router products, and I

looked at Chaparral's RAID products.

Q. Okay. If you look at Exhibit -— graphics Exhibit 607,

could you explain to the ladies and gentlemen of the jury what

that's showing?

A. This is a -- the thing on the left is a page from the

Chaparral web site that shows a very high level overview of

the products, that is, shows that they have router products
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and that they have RAID controller products.

Q. Okay. What is a router product?

A. A router is a product that connects -- allows connection

between two different -— what's the word -- between devices on

two different interfaces. And in this particular, we're

talking about computers around workstations on the Fibre

Channel interface connecting to storage devices on the SCSI

interface.

Q. And what is a RAID product?

A. A RAID product is essentially the same thing but has some

additional function which is not significant to the case here.

Q. So for our purposes here, is there any difference between

the RAID products and the router products?

A. No, there are not.

Q. Show you graphics Exhibit 533, and what does that depict?

A- This is, again, for the web pages, it's showing several

excerpts from the web pages that describe different packages

that these products come in. There's the rack mount, which is

essentially a self—contained product which could be put on a

desk top or mounted on a rack with other equipment.

There's the canister version which is designed to slip

into a standard slot like the -- in your PC. And there is a

board version, which is just a card which would be plugged

into somebody else's equipment as a part of that equipment.

Q. Now, for our purposes, the purposes of.the patent, is
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there any material distinction between these different

versions of the product?

A. No, they all have the same structure internally and they

all operate the same.

Q. Now, what materials did you consider to determine how

these devices operate?‘

A. I looked at the users guides, the hardware descriptions

‘that were provided on Chaparral, I looked at some marketing

information that had some descriptions on it, and I actually

tested the hardware that I obtained.

Q. Okay. Let me place before you two books, and I promise

you, we're not going to go through every exhibit in these two

books. But for the record, your Honor, the books contain

Exhibits 187 through 190, and that's one category of exhibits

which we'll deal with. Actually, through 192. And then, it

includes Exhibits 220 through 243 consecutively.

And, Dr. Hodges, you can confirm this, but for the

record, 220 to 243 are exhibits to which there is no

objection, and are users guides, marketing materials and other

technical materials on the routers and RAID products in

question.

So let me ask you —- you don't need to look at every

one, Dr. Hodges, but as 220 to 243, some of the technical

documentation that you've analyzed in the case.

A. Yes, it is.
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Q. Okay. Now, let me address the beginning documents, so if

you'll look at Exhibit 187, which I believe there's an

'objection to.

MR. GARRETT: I think we don't have any problem with

you using it as a demonstrative. That's fine.

MR. ALLCOCK: Well, I want these in evidence, your

Honor, so I don't know what that means.

THE COURT: Well, I can't find 187.

MR. ALLCOCK: We'll do it real quick.

THE COURT: All right.

Q. (BY MR. ALLCOCK) What is Exhibit 187?

A. 187 is_a series of photographs I took of the hardware that

I tested.

Q. And these are accurate photos that you took of the

hardware you tested?

A. Yes, they are.

Q. All right. Offer Exhibit 187 into evidence, your Honor.

THE COURT: What hardware was that? Did you go down

to Green's and just buy some, or did it have anything to do

with this case?

THE WITNESS: This was a Chaparral case 7413.

THE COURT: All right. Objection overruled. 187 is

admitted-

Q. (BY MR. ALLCOCK) Okay. Now, Exhibit 188, 189, 191 --

Exhibit 188 and 189, what are those, sir?
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A. These are copies of the computer screens that I made while

I was testing the case 7413 product.

Q. So ask you to describe how these were created.

A. These were created by in this case of 189, I need to look

at all of them to be sure that this is —- 189 particularly,

these were running my lab top as an administrative terminal,

and I was running through the menus that were available,

implemented on the case 7413 for configuration and for RAID

control.

Q. So these are -- what is a screen shot?

A. This was a —- what appeared on my computer screen is not

the entire screen that one can hit an appropriate control

alternate -- and I can't remember which —- screen and capture

the window, and I did so, and stored them and later printed

them out.

Q. So these record what was appeared Sh your computer screen

as you performed your testing?

A.‘ Yes, they were.

Q. Offer Exhibit -- and is 188 the same type of document?

A. There is no 188.

Q. I'm sorry. Yeah, there is, 188.

A. Yeah, I thought that's what we were just addressing. Yes,

it was.

Q. Okay. So 188 and 189 are screen shots that you took as

you performed the tests?
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A. Yes, they are. 189 includes some screen shots from the

attached workstations, as well.

Q. Okay. So we offer Exhibits 188 and 189 into evidence,

your Honor.

MR. GARRETT: No objection.

MR. BAHLER: No objection.

THE COURT: All right. Received.

Q. (BY MR. ALLCOCKJ And Exhibit 190, is that the same type of

screen shots?

A. Yes, it is-

Q. Offer into evidence, your Honor.

MR. BAHLER: No objection.

THE COURT: Admitted.

Q. (BY MR. ALLCOCK) And Exhibits 191 and 192, what are those?

A. Exhibits 191 and 192 were some additional -— slightly

different. 191 was a test that I made of trying to -- in

course of doing the these tests, using the menu to reboot the

system, reboot the router, and this is, again, a screen shot.

I believe it's -- I don't believe it's been edited at all. A

screen shot of the result of that as that played out on my

screen as I -- as it was rebooting, and that was preserved and

taken in the same way.

Q. Offer 191.

MR. BAHLER: No objection.

Q‘. (BY MR. ALLCOCK) And is 192 the same ‘sort of document?
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A. 192 is slightly different in that it came from one of the

attached workstations and was used —— was a -- the result of

an exerciser sending SCSI commands to the attached storage

devices -- devices attached to the router. But it's, again, a

screen shot of the result of that operation.

Q. Okay.

THE COURT: Any objection to 192?

MR. BAHLER: No, your Honor.

THE COURT: All right. 191 and 192.

(BY MR. ALLCOCK) Okay. Let's turn to Exhibit 532.

A. Yes.

Q. Before we do that, we've talked about this product. Let

me hand you a box that says on it, Chaparral network storage

KSOl0113 on the bottom. Could you tell us what that is?

A. This is the K7513 —— 7413 device that I obtained to -4 for

testing. It has —— you can see that it's approximately -— if

you're familiar with five-and-arquarter-inch disk files, it's

approximately.that size. It would fit into a computer case.

You can take the cover off, and it's got the various

electronics inside.

And it has two cables attached to it which are a

little hard to see, but one of these is the Fibre Channel

cable, and the other is a cable that attaches to the serial

port on the computer. Or, in this case, on —— yes, on the

computer.
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And I have, also, photographs of much of this so

you'll be able to see more of what they look like.

Q. And that's the product you tested?

A. This is the specific piece of hardware that I tested.

Q. Okay. Take that from you. Okay. Now, back to Exhibit

532, is that a chart that you participated in preparing?

A. Yes.

Q. What does it show?

A. It shows a list of the accused products that Chaparral --

there are six RAID controllers and two routers that all of

which are implemented LUN zoning. It shows some of the

hardware that goes with each of these -- the buffer, presence

of the buffer, kind of SCSI controller, the kind of Fibre

Channel controller, and the kind of microprocessor that goes

into it.

Q. For purposes of your analysis, were the differences in the

hardware of any importance?

A. No, they were not. (For example, all buffers say yes, the

SCSI controllers are all Adaptec SCSI controllers with similar

structure, the Fibre Channel controllers were all JNI, Fibre

Channel controllers with similar structure, processors were

all common processors used in the industry.

Q. And did you review the hardware materials in those two

books in front of you to ascertain whether or not there were

any material differences whatsoever between these products in
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either hardware or software in terms of your analysis?

A. Yes, I did, and ——'I didn't find any material differences.

Q. So what is your summary opinion with respect to

infringement as to the products shown on Exhibit 532?

A. Summary is that each of these products infringes the

patent, the 972 patent in all of the claims.

Q. I'm not sure if this is already in, your Honor, but just

to make sure, I'll offer 532 at this time.

MR. GARRETT: ‘No objection.

THE COURT: All right. 532 is received.

Q. (BY MR. ALLCOCK) Now, I want to ask you about this LUN

zoning for a minute. -If you look at pace 530 —— I mean;

Exhibit 230, it's the K5412/K7413 Users Guide for this RAID

controller, and I want to direct your attention to page 7-12.

MR. GARRETT: What exhibit?

MR. ALLCOCK: 230. It's not objected to, and it's in

the book.

MR. BAHLER: What page is that again, counsel?

_MR. ALLCOCK: 7-12 and it's for the record, your Honor

CFS—185698.

MR. BAHLER: Okay.

Q. (BY MR. ALLCOCK) Now, let me ask you: Is the description

here on page 7-12 of Exhibit 230 essentially the way all of

the products operate?

- A. Yes, it is.
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Q. Can you come down and explain it for us?

A} Certainly. This is a picture that -— this is an example

that seems it shows up in various places and the different

users manuals. Shows some workstations up here which is not a

very good copy.

Q. The workstations are on the top. They're all labeled

host?

A. Yes. It shows a number of discs around the periphery

here. Some of them are raised, some of them single discs. It 0

shows a controller in the middle, and that's been attested to

by various representatives in the depositions as being

representative of the RAID controller or the router.

Q. Any of the products?

A. Any of the products.

Q. And these devices that are on the bottom array E, array D,

array F, and so on, are those remote storage?

A. They are remote storage, yes.

Q. Okay.

A. The connections here from the Fibre —— from the

workstations are intended to be Fibre Channel connections to

all of this storage devices are intended to be SCSI. It

doesn't look very much like that, but that's been tested in

the depositions.

Q. Now, does this setup provide for access controls?

A. Yes, it does.
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Q. Can you explain how?

‘A.’ Yes. This setup, in fact, shows array A here, you can't

read it very well, but it says accessed by host 2. Array B

here says, access by host 1. And array C, which is just a

single disk, says access by hosts 2 and 3. We've seen that

diagram before. And it continues on around with the others

showing what accesses are available to each of the three hosts

there.

Q. Have a seat.

A. I think I need to plug my screen in so I can see again.

Q. Your Honor, we've been going for a while and the next‘

phase of the examination is going to involve a lot of

materials. It would go quicker if we could -- I could get

them all put together.

THE COURT: ‘What does that mean? You want a recess?

MR. ALLCOCK: If we could take, like, five or ten

minutes.

THE COURT: I don't think the jury will object. All

right. Take a short break.

(Jury not present.)

TEE COURT: We are now in reorganization.

MR. ALLCOCK: Yeah.

(Recess.)

THE COURT: Dr. Hodges, you're still under oath, sir.

THE WITNESS: Thank you, yes, sir.
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Q. (BY MR. ALLCOCK) You mentioned that you got one of these

products and you created a test setup. Is the test setup you

created similar to the one shown on page 7-12 of Exhibit 230?

A. Yes, not quite as complex as that, but similar.

Q. Okay. Let me show you Exhibit 507. What does that show?

A. This shows the test setup that I used. I took the storage

router and the Fibre Channel side, connected two workstations

which because of their position on my work bench that were

labeled left and right, I connected three disk drives to the

SCSI bus side with addresses 1, 2 and 3 set, and I connected a

lap top to the serial port on the storage router as a managing

station.

Q. Okay. And did you run a test?

A. Yes, I did.

Q. Did you set access controls with the management station?

A. Yes, I was able to do that and did several experiments

with access controls.

Q. How did you set the access controls?

A. Management station connects to the serial port using a

standard Windows function called hyper-terminal. And within

the router itself, there is a program that responds to that

and gives you a menu for controlling the access control, among

other things.

Q. Okay. And turning to —— I've marked an Exhibit 507A.

‘Could you turn to the Elmo? This is one of the fancier
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graphics, exhibits you'll see. Does this help to describe how

you actually set the access controls?

A. Yes, it does. The storage device —— one connected to the

storage router, this is -- this piece was actually a array

controller, so it sees things as array. So later, you'll see

things that refer to this as array, and array stands for array

of independent discs. You'll see this storage device one

referred to as array one. But at the Windows level on the

work stations, you don't see those numbers, so there is a

label that's written on the disk so we can be sure we know

which one we're actually looking at.

So maybe having been influenced a bit by the Olympics,

I labelled device one as gold, device two as silver, and three

as bronze.

Q. So you set it up so that the left workstation had access

to which?

A. The left workstation would have —- was set up to have

access_to storage device one, array one, and to storage device

three, that is, array three.

Q. Okay.

A. The gold and bronze and the right workstation similarly

was set up to have access to device two, the silver, and

device three, the bronze.

Q. Okay.

A. And it did not have access to the ones —— had access only
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to those-

Q. Okay. And so, do you actually use the management station

to set those?

A. Yes, I did.

Q. Okay. Let me show you Exhibit -- this is Exhibit 189,

page 1.

A. Yes.

Q. Now, this is kind of a complicated picture, but what is it

generally showing?

A. This is a screen shot of the menus that are represented to

the management station by the controller, by the router.

Q. Okay. Now, does this describe how you set the left

computer?

A. This describes how the left —— how I had set the access to

array one. There are several ways you could do access control

in this device. One is to list the devices that are included

as available, and that was the one that I chose to use.“ You

could also list the devices that you would exclude instead.

Q. Okay. So if you could flip back to Exhibit 507A, what

we've just seen is you put —— include device one for the left

workstation?

A. That's correct.

Q. Okay. Could we flip back to the other screen?

A. It really should be phrased the other way. I included the

left workstation with device one.
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Q. Okay. Now let's take a look at the next screen. It's

Exhibit 189, the lower half of it, and what is that showing,

Dr. Hodges?

A. This is showing the similar include list for array two or

device two where it's showing the right system. These show up

as with those labels because I labeled the —— I gave those

systems that name so I would be a little mnemonic about it.

Q. Okay. If you could flip back to 507. so what we just saw

is the right workstation being associated with device two?

A. That's correct.

Q. Okay. And now, if we look at the next screen on Exhibit

189, what is this showing?

A. This is showing device three, array three, and the

workstations that are included for access to that one. It's

both left and right.

Q. Okay. So if we flib back to 507 that shows device three,

which you've labeled bronze, has both workstations?

A. That's correct.

Q. Have access. Okay. Now, how did you test out whether or

not these access controls actually work?

A. Well, first thing I did was to look at the workstations

and see what devices they could actually see.

Q. Okay. With respect to the left workstation, can you

describe what you did?

~A. I looked at the left workstation, having rescanned the
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disk so that I could be sure that I knew that it was —— had

determined what discs were available to it. I then opened up‘

the Windows Explorer and could see what storage devices were

available to that workstation.

Q. And what ones are we going to see here when —— reference

to Exhibit 507A?

A. You're going to see on the left workstation that the

golden-bronze devices are visible.

Q. Okay. So now showing 189 -— Exhibit 189, page 2, what are

we seeing here, again, sir?

A. This is the Windows Explorer, which shows what devices are‘

available to the system: It shows golden—bronze down at the

—- available. It does not show the silver because the system

cannot see that. The other things here are things that are

internal to the -- this particular system.

Q. Okay. If you could flip back to 507A. So then, the left

station couldn't even see the silver device much less get

access to it?

A. That's correct.

Q. Okay. Now, what happens if we look at the right

workstation?

A. Basically the same thing except that we'll see that the

right workstation can see the silver and bronze devices and

not see the gold.

Q. Okay. And so now, I'm placing before you Exhibit 189,
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page 4, the top view. What does this show?

VA; This is the Windows Explorer on the right—hand system, and

it shows silver and bronze available just as we set up in the

menu, and it has no access to the gold device.

Q. So, Dr. Hodges, is there any question whatsoever in your

mind that the Chaparral products have access controls

according to the 972 patent?

A. None at all.

Q. Do all the products that operate in this same basic

fashion?

A. All of those products operate in the same basic fashion.

Q. And with respect to the test setup, the test setup on the

left-hand side was Fibre Channel?

A. Yes.

Q. And on the right hand was?

A. SCSI.

Q. So now, did you go through the claims of the patent and

compare them to the accused devices?

A. Yes, I did.

Q. Okay. Let's take a look at Exhibit 508. Where do you

start?

A. I started by disassembling or taking pictures of the

accused device so that we could make a record of what I had

looked at and disassembling it to see what components were in

-it.
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Q. Okay. And then, looking at Exhibit 509, what does Exhibit

509 depict?T Is that a number of things?

A. Yes, that's several different things. The item on the

left is the block diagram which shows how the major components

of a representative device -- representative Chaparral device

are connected and what they are. This is actually the diagram

of the K7413 that I tested and the right—hand side, upper

right-hand side shows the menu for configuration. That is

implemented within the device. There was no -- on my

management system, there was no Chaparral software running.

And finally, the Windows Explorer, window from the

workstation showing that it actually effectively did implement
access.

Q. Okay. And on that last point, let me show you Exhibit

530. Can you explain to us what Exhibit 530 is?

A. Exhibit 530 is a composite of several of the screens that

we saw before, and it's showing the three disks access lists

and the corresponding Windows Explorer. Ours show the-

correspondence between the include lists there and the things

that were actually shown on the windows.

Q. Offer Exhibit 508, 509 and 530 into evidence, your Honor.

MR. BAHLER: Your Honor, we don't have an objection

for demonstrative purposes, but they shouldn't be admitted.

THE COURT: These are allegedly the results of the

testing, and I will admit them for all purposes. L508, 509 and
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MR. ALLCOCK{ Excuse me, your Honor, 530.

THE COURT: 508, 509 and 530.

MR. ALLCOCK: Okay. I didn't hear you. Okay.

Q. (BY MR. ALLCOCK) Now, let's turn to Exhibit 510, and I'm

going to ask you to walk down here, Dr. Hodges, and I want to

go through this element by element. So what is basically

exhibit -- why don't you stand on the other side of the

screen.

A. Okay. Over here?

Q. Yeah. What is Exhibit 510, the one on the screen?

A. The one on the screen is a pull from the first claim of

the patent, the preamble to the patent, and it shows some of

the evidence that these things are here. Would you like to go

further here?

Q. Yes. Let me just ask a couple of more questions. Did you

create or participate in creating Exhibit 510?

_A. Yes, I did.

Q. Did you select the images?

A. Yes, I did.

Q. And those images are the portions of the Chaparral device

that meet the elements of the claim?

A. Well, yes. The photograph over here is —— it shows the

meeting of the claim.

Q. And what does the photograph show?
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A. The photograph is the back end of the device, the K-7413.

We're talking here about a router providing virtual local

storage on remote SCSI devices to Fibre Channel devices.

We'll come back to the virtual local storage a little later.

Q. Okay. So does it have the preamble of Claim 1?

A. It does. The —— we have the SCSI storage devices, and

here are SCSI plugs coming out the back. Here is a diagram

from one of the -— from a presentation made numerous times by

Pathlight —— Chaparral, boy, showing devices on the SCSI side

of the controller. Here is a Fibre Channel connector.

Q. Okay. So does it have the first element?

It has the first element.

Could you check that off?

Okay.

Q. Okay. I'm moving on to Exhibit 511. What does that show?

A The second phrase in the claim here, the second element is

that as a buffer that provides memory work space for the

storage router.

Q. And does it have that?

A. It does have that. It shows up here in the block diagram

as a cache, and this is a picture of the buffer memory 16

megabytes, removed from the device over here.

Q. Okay. Can you check that off? I show you Exhibit 512.

What does that depict?

<A. This depicts the Fibre Channel controller, that is the
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third element of the claim. This is a Fibre Channel

controller. It's labeled AEC—7010[ although you can't read it

from that. And this is the photograph of the daughterboard

that was removed from the device here, and there's the 7010

chip.

Q. Okay. Could you check off that element? Moving to

Exhibit 513. What does that show?

A. Now we need a SCSI controller that's operable to connect

to the SCSI bus. There are two SCSI controllers in this

particular device and they are —- they have been -- they are

both Adaptec models, and here are the pictures of them that

are from that actual box.

Q. Okay. So does it have that element?

It has that element.A.

Q. I show you Exhibit 514. What does that depict?

A. Now we have the next element is the supervisor unit. Now,-

there's -- you've got to be a little careful about the

supervising unit. The supervising unit is not just a

microprocessor, it's the microprocessor program to do the

functions that-are required. So we have —— what we have here

is a microprocessor and can demonstrate -- demonstrated that

the programs do what was required.

Here is the microprocessor in the block diagram. And

I wasn't able to remove the fan. It's under that fan. The

fan was bonded to the microprocessor, and I was afraid I'd
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damage the machine if I tried to remove it.

Q. So does it have the supervisor element?"

A. It has the supervisor unit in it.

And then, showing you Exhibit 515.

Is the supervisor unit --

MR. BAHLER: Objection, your Honor, this is all very

leading. He's.showing him exhibits before Dr. Hodges even

testifies about these things.

MR. ALLCOCK: He said demonstratives to which there's

objection, your Honor, and it's the only reasonable

THE COURT: I overrule the objection. You may

proceed.

MR. BAHLER: Thank you, your Honor.

Q. (BY MR. ALLCOCK) What does Exhibit 515 show?

A. 515 is, again, taking the next element, the supervising

unit is required to be able to maintain a configuration of --

for this devices on both sides.

Q. And I notice this clause says implements access controls.

Do you see that?

A. Yes.

Q. Is the access control feature an element of every single

claim of the patent?

A. Yes, it is.

Q. Okay.’ And what does this describe with respect to
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implement access controls?

A. This describes the —— it shows the same diagrams that we

showed before, a little bit different form setting up the

access controls with —— through the management station, which

means that I was able to actually change the configuration,

and it shows the access that resulted from setting those

access controls.

Q. So these are other screen shots similar to the ones that

we showed earlier?

A. Yes, they are. They are actually the same screen shots

but slightly different excerpts from what we showed before.

Q. Okay. So does it have that element?

A. Yes, it does.

Q. And finally, I'm showing you Exhibit 516. To process data

in the buffer using native low-level block protocols, does it

have that element?

A. Yes, it does. And this —— at least three ways that we can

demonstrate that. One is when I set up the system, I

programmed the Fibre Channel adapters in the workstations to

emulate, carry the SCSI commands across rather than as a

network command.

The Permut deposition, he describes using something

called FCP Fibre Channel protocol which is part of the SCSI

standard that describes how one carries SCSI commands across

the Fibre Channel.
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Q. Okay. So does it have the last element?

A. It has the last element. This is actually a

demonstration of doing that from the workstations.

Q. Now, just to show you —- but I won't ask you about it --

Exhibit 517. What is Exhibit 517 depicting?

A. It's a summary of what we just went through with all of

the claim elements and a little reminder of each one of the

slides that we showed with them.

Q. Okay. Now, does analysis that you just went through apply

to each and every Chaparral product?

A. Yes, it does.

Q. Now, you said that we were going to go back to virtual

local storage. Let me show you Exhibit 531. What does that

show?

A. 531 is the similar Windows Explorer screen that we saw

before. This one has silver and bronze, so it's the white

workstation. I'm not sure that appears there. But the point

here is we clicked on the silver work —— silver storage device

here, and it shows up as being recognized as a local disk by

the operating system and the workstation.

Q. So it shows that it's a local disk even though in your

test setup, where was it?

A. It was remote. It was from the Fibre Channel through the

router.

‘ Q. Let's move on to Claim 7. I think we can do this a little
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quicker. What does Claim 7 generally concern?

A. Claim 7 generally concerns a storage network, and this

device over here is not a network clearly, but it is designed

to go into a network and it is the part of this claim.

Q. Okay. So let me show you Exhibit 518, which has a lot of

stuff on it, but what is this depicting?

A. This is depicting the first part of Claim 7. We see the

diagram here we saw before. It's a little bit unclear, but I

3 think you can —— this was the Fibre Channel storage area

network with various work stations on it, the router and some

disks. And we see here in the previous slide, if we can have

that back, that there is in here a Fibre Channel transport

medium right here.

There's a SCSI bus transport medium right here. There

are workstations, and there is a plurality of SCSI storage

devices. So_this is —— this network meets that claim, the

element.

‘Q. Let me ask you, the document that is incorporated into

Exhibit 518, that's a Chaparral document?

A. This is a Chaparral document as part of a presentation

that was made to customers.

Q. And is this the only reasonable way these products can be

used?

A. Yes, it is.

Q. Within the network? Okay. so what elements does that
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show on Exhibit -- does 518 show Claim 7?

A. Well, it does show a network. It shows Fibre Channel SCSI

bus, plurality of workstations, plurality of SCSI storage

devices and a storage router, and we've already gone through

what this storage router does. It maps addresses, it

implements access controls, and it allows access from the

workstations to storage devices according to that map and

access controls.

Q. Okay. Now we're going to move on to Claim 11, and what's
Claim 11?

A. Claim 11 doesn't involve any hardware description. It’

just describes a method of doing these things. .Now, when you

go through this thing, you recognize a lot of the same frames

because it's the same terms, because it's just the same

elements put into a method claim.

So, again, we have —— if you look at this diagram --

Q. Let me show you Exhibit 520.

Al Okay.

Q. Before I leave that, does your analysis with respect to

Claim 7 apply to all the products?

A. Yes, it does.

Q. Okay. Now, what is Exhibit 520 showing?

A. Exhibit 520, again, is showing that there is a method of

doing this on providing virtual local storage on SCSI devices,

Fibre Channel devices again." The presentation showing Fibre
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Channel devices up here, remote storage devices up here, a

piece of hardware which has, indeed, that method.

And it actually shows down here the SCSI interfaces,

the Fibre Channel interface, and so all of this -— we have the

various interfaces required, and, again, this router that we

have been talking about does all of these things that are down

here in the remaining parts of that claim.

Q. Is there any other reasonable use for this router other

than operating according to this method?

A. No, there's not.

Q. Okay. Now, let's briefly go through the balance of the

claims that are the dependent claims. What is a dependent

claim?

A. An independent claim is one that has a complete

description of what the claim has in it. A dependent claim is

one that adds to one of the independent claims. So you'll

find, for example,_in this one, dependent —- Claim 2 is a

dependent claim. It says take the storage router thatfs in

Claim 1 and add something to it.

Q. Okay. And let me show you Exhibit 522. Does the

Chaparral products have the elements of Claims 2, 3, 4, 5 and

6?

A. Yes, it does. I'm not sure —- yeah. We really are

looking at Claims 2, 8 and 12 on this slide.

Q. ‘But just cover all the claims, if you would.
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A. Okay. Claim 2 says that the configuration that we're

talking about, which has the mapping and the access controls,

includes an allocation of subsets of storage associated Fibre

Channel devices. It's really only one device that -- or one

—— each subset —- yeah, only one workstation has access to-a

particular device.

Now, we showed this before where the right computer

has access to the array two, the left computer has access to

array one. And the left and right had access to array three.

Well, all I have to do if I wanted to remove one of the right

computers from this list, I would have one workstation that

had access to each of these devices.

Q. Okay. So does it have Claim 2?

A. So it has Claim 2.

Q. And how about the balance of the claims? Have we already

essentially covered those?

A. We've talked a lot about workstations, and they are shown

all through the Chaparral documentation and depositions.

We've talked about the hard disk drives. In fact, the RAID

‘devices will only work with hard disk drives. We've talked

about the existence of a Fibre Channel protocol unit. We

actually haven't talked about what's in those, but if you look

at —— I looked at the descriptions for these commercially

available Fibre Channel controllers, and they do have first

in, first out cues and direct memory access in them. That's
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also been validated by depositions.

‘Q. Could you check the appropriate boxes, then?

A. And finally, you have the same thing is true of the SCSI

controllers. They're commercially available, and you look at

the documentation and see they are what's described in there.

I guess I should check off each of these.

Q. They have the sub elements of the dependent claims?

A. They have the sub elements of the claims.

Q. Okay. And now, I think we've already covered most of

this, Dr. Hodges. Do they have the elements of dependent

Claims 8, 9 and 10?

A. Dependent Claim 8 is really exactly the same as Claim 2.

It just applies to the network rather than just to the router

only. So we've already talked about that essentially. Claim

9 requires that you have hard disk drives. We've talked about

that. Claim 10 then goes into more detail on the router,

which we've talked about before, a buffer, the Fibre Channel

controller, the SCSI controller, the supervising unit, which

maintains this configuration of mapping and access controls,

and that allows low—level block protocol.

Q. And so it has Claim 10?

A. And so it has Claim 10.

Q. Okay. And then, finally, just the dependent Claims 12, 13

and 14 off of 11.

A. All-right. We started out Claim 11 is the method claim,
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you'll recall. We take the claim of the method of Claim 11

and say can we allocate storage so that there's only one

storage -— one Fibre Channel device that has access to it.

And we certainly can do that.

Claim-13 says we add workstations to the —— as the

Fibre Channel devices and the disk drives and the SCSI

devices.’ These are all covered, as well.

Q. And does your analysis of those dependent claims apply to

all the products?

A. Yes, it does.

Q. Okay. You can have a seat. Just a few more questions for

you; sir.

Have you analyzed something called a CAPI command or

CAPI function in the Chaparral products?

A. Yes, I have.

Q. First of all, let me ask you: Does this CAPI have any

impact on your infringement analysis?

A. None.

Q. Is this something that was provided in addition to this

LUN zoning feature?

A. Yes.

Q. What does one need to do to get this CAPI function?

A. One doesn't get the CAPI with the device. A CAPI is a set

of programs that allow you to do some —— allows you to enhance

your management of the access_control and other things- One
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has to go to Chaparral and get them to give you as a customer,

as the purchaser of some device of theirs, to give you a user

ID and a password so that you can go to their web site and get

the CAPI information, download the CAPI programs.

I tried to do this as a non—purchaser and was

rejected, and, in fact, I did not know who the purchaser was

for this particular device. So I was not able to get in on

.that basis.

Q. _So does this CAPI function come with the product?

A. No, it does not.

Q. ‘Does the product operate just fine without it?

A. Yes, it does.

Q. And the LUN zoning features work as you've described

without it?

A. Yes.

Q. What if CAPI is used? What does it do?

A. CAPI has essentially all of the functions in it. It's

called an application programming interface. 'It's a —— it's a

definition that describes a bunch of commands that one can

call with a program, and these commands are, in turn,

programmed so that ~— to give some users specific commands to

—- or Chaparral specific commands to the controller, but by

doing that, you can automate some of the things that you would

do manually otherwise.

Q. So does it have any impact on your infringement claim
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whatsoever?

A. No, it doesn“t.

Q. Your Honor, at this time, I'd offer Exhibits 510, 511,

512, 513, 514, 515, 517, 531, 518, 519 and 520.

MR. BAHLER: Same objections, your Honor. No

objection to demonstrative purposes, but they shouldn't be in

evidence.

THE COURT: All right. I'm going to admit these

exhibits: 510, ll, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 531, 518, 519 and

520 as demonstrative exhibits only because they include

testimony.

MR. ALLCOCK: Very well, your Honor. I have no

further questions of the witness at this time.

THE COURT: Members of the jury, I'm going to let you

eat lunch. Remember the instructions. Please be back about

1125.

(Jury not present.)

THE COURT: ‘Okay. What have we got on

cross—examination this afternoon, right?

MR. BAHLER: Yes.

THE COURT: And then, who will be the next witness,

counsel?

MR. ALBRIGHT: Our next witness and, most likely,

final one, will be Paul Regan, your Honor, damage expert.

THE COURT: All right. 1:25.
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(Lunch recess.)

THE COURT: Anything before we bring in the jury,

counsel?

MR. BAHLER: Nothing from defendant, your Honor.

THE COURT: All right. Bring them in.

(Jury present.)

THE COURT: Members of the jury, during the noon hour,

did anyone attempt to talk to you about this case?

THE JURORS: No.

.THE COURT: Did you talk to anybody about the case?

THE JURORS: No.

THE COURT: And did you learn anything at all about

the case outside the presence of each other and this

courtroom?

THE JURORS: No.

THE COURT: Show negative responses to all questions

by all jurors. Sir, you remain under oath. Do you understand

that?

THE WITNESS: Yes, sir.

THE COURT: Mr. Bahler.

MR. BAHLER: Thank you, your Honor.

CROSS-EXAMINATION

BY MR. BAHLER:

Q. Dr. Hodges, you were present yesterday during Mr. Hoese's

deposition +—'or testimony, right, sir?
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A. Yes, I was.

Q. And you heard him testify about figure 2 of this patent

that I have up at Defendant's Exhibit 1, and you heard him say

that that's not his invention, right?

A. Yes, I did.

Q. And you believe that?

A. Yes, I do.

Q. Okay. Now, when you were talking with Mr. Allcock about

the background, you talked about —— you had a video of kind of

a Ferris wheel thing and you had lots of big balls coming in

and lots of small balls coming out, do you remember that?

A. Yes. i

Q. And you were trying to show there the concept of server

protocols, right?

A. Yes.

Q. And in contrast, that was to contrast with something

called native low—level block protocols, right?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. And then, you also had some exhibits that you

talked about mapping, right?

A. Yes.

Q. Now, native low-level block protocols and mapping aren't

part of this invention, are they, sir?

A. They are a part of the invention.

Q. That's not what Mr. Hoese told the Patent Office, was it,
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sir?

A. Yes, it is.

Q. Well, let's take a look. Please look at figure 2, if you

would, that you said wasn't his invention, right?

A. I just said.

Q. Column 3, lines 45 through 51, if you will. Do you have

it, sir?

A. Yes, I see it.

And in there, he's describing figure 2, right?

I don't know. I can't see the rest of the document.

Okay.

A. Might help if I had a copy of it. Do I have one here?

Q. I don't know. when you testified about infringement in

the 472 patent, did you have a copy of it here, sir?

A. I was testifying about infringement. You're asking me

about the specifics of the patent.

Q. Hang on. Column three, sir, all right? And I've actually

moved up a little bit to about.line 23 where it starts, figure

'2 is a block diagram, et cetera. Do you see that?

A. Yes, I see that.

Q. And it says storage network indicated generally at 30,

right? Thirty, right?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. Now, let's get back to what I was talking about.

Column 3, line 45 to about 51. ‘All right, sir? Now, there
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the patent describes in storage network 30, now that's figure

‘2, right?

A. Appears to be a continuation of the discussion in figure

2.

Q. Right. Actually, storage network 30 we just talked about

is what's shown in figure 2, right, sir?

A. Yes.

Q. And that's something that Mr. Hoese said was not his

invention, right, sir?

A. That is true.

Q. Pardon?

A. That is true.

Q. That is true. And it says in storage network 30, any

workstation can access or any storage device through native

‘low—level block protocols, right?

A. Yes.

Q. So the patent describes native low—level block protocols

used in something that Mr. Hoese says is not his invention,

right, sir?

A. That is true.

Q. All right. And it continues in the bottom. It says,

storage router 44 uses tables to map devices from one medium

to the other and distributes requests. Do you see that, sir?

A. Yes, I see that.

Q. And that.mapping is in connection, also, in connection
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with figure 2 which Mr. Hoese said is not his invention,

right?

A. That's what he said.

Q. All right. And, in fact, when you were going down through

the list and checking boxes, you checked SCSI controller,

Fibre Channel controller, supervisor unit and buffer, right?

A. Yes.

Q. In fact, all those things have occurred for years in this

technology, right?

A. No, sir.

Q. All right. You're familiar with the Adaptec Coronado,

right?

A. Yes.

Q. It has all that stuff, right?

A. No.

MR. ALLCOCK: Your Honor, this is beyond the scope of

direct. I intentionally avoided getting into any invalidity

questions because it's their burden. so I think it's

appropriate that they put on their evidence on invalidity

before they question my witness on the subject.

MR. BAHLER: This is not questioning about invalidity,

your Honor.

THE COURT: What is it?

MR. BAHLER: It's a question about the scope of the

~patent about in his opinion, what about the real invention is
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he just testified about infringement.

THE COURT: All right. I'll let you do it for a

Stay on that plane.

MR. BAHLER: Thank you, your Honor.

(BY MR. BAHLER) And, in fact, the Adaptec Coronado has the

Adaptec controller?

A.

screen a copy of Plaintiff's Exhibit 507A,

Yes, it does.

And SCSl controller?

Yes.

Buffer, right?

Yes.

Has a microprocessor?

The microprocessor is not the supervisor unit.

Okay. We'll cover that later. Let me put back up on the

and that's an

exhibit that you and Mr. Allcock discussed, correct, sir?

A.

Q.

Yes.

And you used this to -- as to formulate part of your basis

your conclusion of infringement, right, sir?

Yes, I did.

And you showed two workstations there, right?

Yes.

And you show storage devices there, right?

Yes.

And from that —— and from that and based upon some of the
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other discussions you had, do you conclude that there was

infringement, right?

A. In this diagram, no.

Q. Well, from that and the other things that you and Mr.

Allcock discussed, you concluded that there was infringement?

A. A great deal of the stuff.

All right. And you mentioned CAPI.

Yes.

Did you -- you actually got a copy of CAPI, right, sir?

I was able to get a copy very late in the process.

All right, sir. And you never tested CAPI, right?

I did not test CAPI.

Q. And you also got a copy of the pass—through commands,

right?

A. I got a copy of documentation on the password commands.

Q. And you never tested those, did you, sir?

No. I thought that the documentation spoke for itself.

Q. Okay. You never tested it, did you, sir?‘

A
I did not test it.

Q. Okay. You still came to your conclusion of infringement,

even though you didn't test either of those programs, right?

A. That is true.

Q. Now, first of all, Dr. Hodges, you tested a 7413 RAID

controller, right, sir?

A. That's correct.
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Q. Please take a look at Defendant's Exhibit 268. I'm having

I some technical difficulty, so I'll just put it on the

projector. Let me show you what was marked as Defendant's

Exhibit 268, and this is a handout for the K series 7413 Fibre

Channel controller, right, sir?

A. It appears to be.

Q. And that's the thing that you tested, right, sir?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. And the lower right-hand corner of that document,

there's a statement, and this is the last sentence in that

right—hand column. It says -- well, first of all, that's in a

section called simple management, right, sir?

A. Yes.

Q. And down in the right-hand corner, it says support is also

provided over the SCSI and Fibre Channel host channel for

third-party implementation of GUI utilities by applying

Chaparral's configuration application programming interface

CAPI developer's kit, right?

A. That's what it says.

Q. And that's the thing that you got, right?

Yes.

You got everything, right?

I actually did not download an updated version because it

so late in the process, I didn't have time to test it.

Okay.
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I had a very early version.

All right. And‘ you didn't test that, right?

A. I did not test it.

Q. But you didn't have to test it because you conclude that

you didn't have to test it because you knew that there was

infringement, even though you didn't test it, right?

A. Maybe you could repeat that question.

Q. So the fact that you didn't test it has not only affected

your ability to testify here today, in front of these members

of the jury, that the Chaparral products infringed, right?

A. I think I got adequate testimony from various depositions

and from the -—

Q. Dr. Hodges --

A.- Yes.

Q. —— you didn't think you had to test it to come to -- reach

your conclusion?

A. I did not think I had to test it. I had other evidence on

it.

Q. Dr. Hodges, I would like to propose for you a hypothetical

network, and I would like to take you through much more

shortly or quickly an infringement analysis of this

hypothetical network that was done by Mr. Allcock, all right,

sir, for the purposes of determining whether or not you think

this thing infringes, all right?

A. I will perhaps be able to come to a conclusion and perhaps
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not.

Q. Okay. Let's take a look at this. I've put up on the

screen Defendant's Demonstrative Exhibit 545, all right, sir?

A. Yeah.

MR. ALLCOCK: Your Honor, this is a defendant's

demonstrative.

THE COURT: It is. I sustain the objection. It's

beyond the scope of any direct. You're in the invalidity

area.

MR. BAHLER: I'm asking infringement questions, your

THE COURT: Well, you're asking infringement questions

about invalidity.

MR. BAHLER: All right. Pass the witness.

RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR. ALLCOCK:

Q. You were asked some questions about CAPI and pass—through.

Why do they have absolutely no impact on your infringement

opinion?

A. Our CAPI and pass-through are programs that are not

shipped with the device. They're vendor—unique commands that

are not generally known. One would have to be the purchaser

of the device to obtain those. And, in fact, in a case of

pass—through, even a purchaser wouldn't know that it existed.

Q. Now, does the patent speak about vendor—specific
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functions?

A. Yes, it does.

Q. What does the patent say about vendor-specific functions?

A. It describes the Vendor-specific management commands as

being one way of accomplishing the management of access

control.

Q. so even if someone gets CAPI and pass-through, does it

haye any difference --

A. No, it does not.

Q. -- to your opinion? Why not?

Because of that —— that's covered by the patent.

No further questions, your Honor.

RE-CROSS EXAMINATION

BY MR. BAHLER:

Q. Back to Exhibit 270, all right, this is a sales brochure

for the -— this is a sales brochure for another one of

Chaparral's products, right? And this is one --

A. What is it?

Q. It's a 7313.

All right.

And you opined about the 7313, right?

A. Yes.

Q. And down here, there's language similar to the one we just

looked at, it says easy management, right?

A.. Yes.
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Q. And the same language support is also provided for

third—party implementation of GUI utilities with Chaparral's

configuration application programming interface CAPI. Do you

see that?

A- Yes.

Q. So Chaparral doesn't keep this from customers, does it,

sir?

_A. Doesn't what?

Q. Doesn't keep this from its customers, does it, sir?

A. It keeps it close to the buyer requiring the customer

Contact Chaparral to obtain a password and a user ID and does

not distribute this to anyone who does not have a password and

user ID. That would mean the ordinary user could not -- the

ordinary user, as opposed to the administrator and owner of

this device, would not have access to this.

Q. So if you own one, you could get access, right?

A. If you own one, you can get access and you could choose to

use this in a way that's not infringing, but that doesn't mean

that that would not necessarily be the case otherwise.

Q. How could it be used so that it's not infringing?

A. You could use it in ways that would be, say, providing

every workstation with the ability to do its own access

control.

Q. All right, sir. And that would be noninfringing in your

opinion?
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A. That would be a nQn—infringing use of an infringing

product.

Q. Okay. You mentioned in response to some of Mr. Allcock's

questions that the Chaparral products had no substantial

non-infringing use, right, sir?

A. That is true.

Q. And that's flat wrong in light of what you just said,

right, sir?

A. No, sir.

Q. It could be programmed through CAPI so it doesn't

infringe, right?

A. It can be programmed. I don't think that is a substantial

use of it. It's very unlikely that one would do that.

Q. It's possible, though, isn't it?

A. It's always possible.

Q. In fact, you don't know whether or not anybody's actually

programmed it in the way you've just suggested, right, sir?

A. I do not know that. I think they would be very unlikely.

Q. Have you talked to any of Chaparral's customers?

A. I have not.

Q. Have you —- do you know, in any way, how Chaparral‘s

customers use this product?

A. I have heard that they -- a few things but not anything

that I -- in detail.

Q. All right, sir. Pass the-witness.
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MR. ALLCOCK: No further questions, your Honor.

THE COURT: You may step down, sir; You may call your
next witness.

MR. ALBRIGHT: Your Honor, we would call Paul Regan.

THE COURT: If you'll be sworn, please, sir.

(Witness was sworn.)

THE COURT: If you'll tell us your full name, please,

sir, and spell your last.

THE WITNESS: _Paul Regan, R—E—G—A—N.

PAUL REGAN, called by the Plaintiff, duly sworn.

DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR. ALBRIGHT:

Q. Mr. Regan, would you be so kind as to introduce yourself

to the jury?

A. My name is Paul Regan. I'm a CPA. I work for a CPA firm.

I'm president of that firm and chairman of the board of that

firm.

Q. Okay. Would you give the jury your educational background

briefly, please, sir?

A. I have an undergraduate, Bachelor of Science, and a

Master's in Accounting that I —- my undergraduate was in 1968,

my master's was in 1979.

Q. And, as you've told the jury, you are a CPA?

A. Yes, I'm a Certified Public Accountant and a Certified

Fraud Examiner.
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Q. Okay. With relationship to the —— would you tell the jury

what the AIUPA is?

A._ AICPA is an acronym stands for American Institute of

Certified Public Accountants. It establishes national

standards on which CPAs practice in the United States.

Q. And how many CPAS are a member of that organization?

A. 330,000.

Q. And are you on any boards of that —- or any committees of

that organization?

A. Until July of this year, I was —— I served on its

nine—person litigation and Dispute Resolution Services

Committee, which provided guidance to CPAs for forensic

accounting work.

Q. I don't know if the jury's —— I'm sorry. I don't know if

the jury's ever heard of forensic accounting. Would you tell

them what that is, please, sir?

A. Forensic accounting is the process in which CPAS analyze

data, financial and otherwise, for the purpose of assisting

for the resolution of a dispute in court, or an arbitration,

or in mediation.

Q. And is this the first time you've ever performed this

service in litigation?

A. No. I started this work in 1970, and I probably worked on

something more than 500 cases around the world since 1970.

Q. Uh —— I'm sorry, sir.
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A. You asked earlier about working with the AICPA. The other

task I had was chairman of its National Damages Subcommittee.

Q. And as chairman of that subcommittee, briefly tell the

jury what your duties were, please.

A. We established a body of knowledge with respect to how the

damages are to be calculated and presented in disputes that

are to be resolved in a court of law.

Q. And recently, just because I think it sounds neat, what

was it you did out at Quantico?

A. In July of this year, the FBI asked me to teach a -- their

agents a course at their national training academy in

Quantico, Virginia on determination of damages and

intellectual property disputes. Federal Sentencing Guidelines

are influenced by how much property was taken on damage, and

it's important for the FBI to be able to make those

determinations-

Q. Okay. And, of course, this is an intel —~ this litigation

involves intellectual property, correct?

A. Yes.

Q; Your Honor, I would proffer Mr. Regan as an expert in

damages.

THE COURT: Any voir dire questions?

‘MR. DBLLETT: No, your Honor.

THE COURT: You may proceed.

(BY MR. ALBRIGHT) Mr. Regan, we've retained you to appear
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here today, have we not, sir?

A. Yes.

Q. And in preparation, how many hours would you say you or

your firm have put in in preparation for you to be here

testifying in front of this jury?

A. On this case, my firm has invested about 435 hours of

which I have spent about 65.

Q. Okay.. And what is your fee for —— per hour for doing

that?

A. My firm bills $410 an hour for my time.

Q; Okay. Now, in this case, Crossroads is not seeking lost

profits, correct?

A. That's correct.

Q. We're not seeking the profits that might have been made

but for sales that Chaparral made, correct?

A. That's correct.

Q. Okay. Instead, we're seeking a reasonable royalty; is

that correct?

A. That's correct.

Q. Would you tell the jury what a reasonable royalty is?

A. A reasonable royalty is a determination of what is an

appropriate amount that a willing licensor, that's somebody

that owns the technology, the patent. It's like the landlord

of a building —— how much would be charged to the person that

wants to use that technology, like a tenant in a building, for
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the right to use that technology, and that's called a license.

And in this instance, we have Crossroads assuming

there is an infringement, as the owner of that property, and

Chaparral as someone that would like to use that property, and

for that right, there is a need to determine what set of

reasonable charge for Chaparral's use of that product.

Q. And we're looking backwards, right, because the use --

assuming the use is infringing, the use is already taking

place, correct?

A. That's correct. So what's called for in this instance is

a hypothetical negotiation of what would have been arrived at

had there been a negotiation just before the initial

infringement.

Q. So there would have been a hypothetical, not it can't take

place now because it's in the past, but the hypothetical

negotiation would have taken place in this case, for example,

between Crossroads, the licensor, and Chaparral, the licensee?

A. That's correct, sometime prior to the first infringement.

Q. And with respect to this hypothetical negotiation, when do

you believe it would have —— strike —— let me ask it this way:

When do you believe it could have taken place between the two

parties?

A. Sometime between early 2000 and the —— and early 2001.

Q. I'm going to show you Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 12, which is

already in evidence. What is the date on that, sir?
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A. The date of the presentation as indicated would be

February 18 in the year 2000.

Q. And the jury's already seen this. This is a presentation

that Chaparral made of a product —— Mr. Walker testified about

it -— of a product that contained LUN zoning; is that correct,

sir?

A. That's correct.

Q. Okay. I'm next going to show you Exhibit 35. Would you

tell the jury what S—35 —— Plaintiff's 35 is, please, sir?

A. 35 is an S-1 that's filed by Chaparral with the Securities

and Exchange Commission, which is a national governmental

entity that supervises the exchange of shares on various

public exchanges, and this is*a document which Chaparral is

filing in connection with that.

Q. Would you tell_the jury the date that Chaparral filed this

with the SEC?

A. I don't think I could read it, but it was in terms of the

day, but it was early -— looks like March of 2000.

Q. And I have turned for the record, your Honor, I've turned

to page CNS 007564 of that document. And can you see within

S-1 what Chaparral's telling the SEC is in its products?

A. Yes. I think --

MR. DELLETT: Objection. Your Honor, this is outside

the scope of Mr. Regan's report. It's not relevant to his

testimony for today. "Mr. Regan proffered a report, and this
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subject Mr. Albright's going into now is not in it.

THE COURT: Well, he's trying to establish a date in

which he's going to measure, and so I'll overrule the

objection at this point in time. This exhibit's already in

evidence and speaks for itself. But you may proceed.

MR. ALBRIGHT: Thank you, your Honor.

A. This is taken from page 40 of the S-1, and it refers, as

Mr. Walker testified to yesterday, to the LUN zoning feature.

Q. (BY MR. ALBRIGHT) Okay. And you recall seeing other

presentations that Chaparral made to other customers such as

Dell and IBM in, roughly, the spring of 2000, correct?

A. Yes, sir.

Q. I'm going to show Plaintiff's Exhibit 118, your Honor,

which is already in evidence.

Would you tell the jury, please, sir, what Plaintiff's

Exhibit 118 is?

A. This is a Chaparral press release, dated November 8th,

year 2000, issued from Longmont, Colorado, which is the

location of Chaparral.

Q. While we're looking at this document, would you tell the

jury what that fourth full paragraph states about the

importance of LUN zoning?

A. This is talking about a product which is Chaparral's A8526

product, and it indicates in the second sentence LUN zoning

and array partitioning provide a cost-effective solution for
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sharing disk arrays. For these mission critical applications,

the A8526 provides a high availability solution for its dual

controller/active failover capability.

Q. And Chaparral published that when, sir?

A. November 8th of the year 2000.

Q. And then, in January of 2001, Chaparral made the first

shipment products, correct, that contain LUN zoning?

A. Yes, there were shipments of product containing LUN zoning

that were made for sale.

Q. Now, with respect to the damage calculations that you've

made, and that the jury will see in a few minutes, does it

make any difference for just the purpose of that calculation

whether it would have been performed in February of 2000, when

we saw the EMC document, or November, when they did the press

release, or in January, when they made the first shipment with

LUN zoning?

A. As I indicated on page 5 of my report, it didn't make any

difference to my calculation because I am doing a reasonable

royalty calculation, and that's based upon actual sales. And

the first sale did not take place to a customer until January

of the year 2000. So from a damages perspective, it made no

difference to me.

It would have made a difference had I calculated the

lost profits calculation. It's possible it may have made a

difference.
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Q. But in this case it made no difference?

A. No.

Q. Now, to come up with this hypothetical negotiations, the

courts have basically come up with factors for you to

consider; is that fair?

A. Yes, sir.

Q. And would you tell the jury what those factors are known

as?

A. They're known as the Georgia Pacific factors. They arise

as a result of a dispute that took place a number of years ago

and they --

Q. Your Honor --

A. —— and that trial basically established factors that you

could look to to determine reasonable royalties.

Q. And, your Honor, without opposition from counsel, I'm

showing a demonstrative that shows Georgia Pacific factors.

_Mr. Regan, if you could walk over to the screen,

please. Since we're under some limitation of time with

respect to the evidence in this case, would you point out to

the jury the issues —- the factors -- I know you considered

all of them, but the factors that you believe are most

important coming up with your damage calculations, please,

sir.

A. This is a listing of the 15 factors that come from the

case. I focused on 2, 4 and the commercial relationship, No.
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Okay.

A. Also, 8.

Q. Okay. Let's look at No. 2, first. I'm sorry, No. 4,

first. Would you tell the jury what your understanding is of

Crossroads’ willingness to license its intellectual property?

A. It has a reluctance. It has issued one license in its.

existence, and it has been reluctant to license any other

technology.

Q. And who is that license to, sir?

A. Hewlett Packard.

Q. Okay. We'll get back to that in a second. If you would

address No. 5, which is the commercial relationship between

Crossroads and Chaparral. What is that commercial

relationship, Mr. Regan?

A. The commercial relationship between Crossroads and

Chaparral is a competitive relationship.

Q. And what do you base your opinion that it is a competitive

relationship on?

A. The testimony that we saw here yesterday, Michael Gluck,

who was the president and COO, which is Chief Operating

Officer, of Chaparral. In addition, there was testimony by

Mr. Walker, there's statements in the S-1 that indicate that

the relationship is a competitive one, also, Mr. Smith

testified about the competitive relationship. So they compete.
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in a marketplace against each other for sales.

Q. And I don't —- I'm not certain I recall. Did Mr. Gluck

make any comments about what he believes would be appropriate

with respect to licensing something between competitors that

you consider in formulating your opinion?

A. I did.

Q. And what is it that Mr. Gluck, who we heard from in the

deposition yesterday, the former COO, say that you utilized in

’coming up with your opinion?

MR. DELLETT: Objection. Mr. Regan's repetition of

what Mr- Gluck said. It's not admissible.

THE COURT: What he said yesterday certainly is not.

And I assume this gentleman had a report and opinion in print

with all the lawyers before he heard testimony yesterday, so

they questioned --

MR. ALBRIGHT: No, sir.

THE COURT: So with the question asked, the objection

is sustained.

MR. ALBRIGHT; Your Honor, he had the deposition --

yesterday‘s testimony was out of the deposition. Mr. Regan

had the deposition.

THE COURT: I do not know what the next question will

Albright. All I know was what the last question was,

objection to the last question is sustained.

MR. ALBRIGHT: Okay. Thank you, your Honor.
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Q. (BY MR. ALBRIGHT) Would you turn to No. 2 and explain to

the jury why No. 2‘s important?

A. No. 2 provides a reality base to this hypothetical that

did not happen. ln the instance of Crossroads, it has

licensed products to Hewlett Packard for a router, its 4100,

technology related to its 4100, and so that gave me a basis on

which to see what types of royalties were paid to Crossroads

for similar technology.

Q. Mr. Regan, if you are discussing —— if you form the

opinion with respect to what a competitor would want to charge

another competitor for use of its license, would it be fair --

why is it important that they are competitors?

A. Well, there are a lot of licenses that are in place in the

United States, and some licenses, a lot of licenses are

between entities that are cooperating and‘working with each

other. For example, Microsoft issues licenses, to Dell, to

Hewlett Packard, to other entities, and they work together.

It's a way in which they can partner together to both achieve

a win—win situation..

And in those types of licenses, they can be very good

for both companies, and that's a different kind of license, a

different kind of rate and result than in a competitive

situation where a competitor is compelled to issue a license

which may enable that competitor to eat into their market

share, take away some of their customers, take away some of
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their success that they hope to achieve with the —- something

they invent and they own.

Q. Mr. Regan, when Crossroads licensed —— gave a license to

Hewlett Packard, were Hewlett Packard and Crossroads

competitors?

A. No.

Q. Your Honor, I'm going to show the final demonstrative,

which is not opposed by counsel.

Mr. Regan, if you would explain to the jury how you

came to the calculation and what the appropriate royalties

would be in this case.

A. Well, first, I identified the Chaparral sales of

infringing product. Now, as we heard earlier, the first sales

did not begin until January of year 2001. Some of the

products didn't begin to shift until later in 2001.

But I've identified the sales revenues from those

products, and it was —- Dr. Hodges listed those products

earlier this morning, and identified what the revenue was to

Chaparral on those products. I sorted them into router

products and to RAID products.

And we have a number of $167,247 and a $1,371,693. I

looked to a determination of a reasonable royalty rate, and in

a determination of a reasonable royalty rate, I sorted them

into two categories, the first was for router products, which

directly competes with Crossroads.
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I looked to the profitability, which is one of the

factors. And if it's all right, I'm going to grab an easel.

I looked to the profitability to Chaparral of the products

that it was selling, and I looked to the gross profit. Do you

have a pen? And the gross profit is often called gross margin

or contribution margin.

If you look at sales and I'll use as an example a

thousand dollars of sales, and then, there's costs of goods

sold, which is materials, labor, manufacturing overhead, which

is the lights, the rent, the supervisors, the rags, the

supplies, and whatever.

And in Chaparral's instance, they tend to add up to

about 5 or $500 —— excuse me, 50 percent of the selling price.

Now, in this instance, that $500, that gross profit or gross

margin or often called contribution margin is $500, which is

contributing toward covering costs, like, the officer's

salaries, R & D, expenses which need to be covered by the

contribution margin.

And in this instance, when you're trying to decide

will'Chaparral be given the.ability to achieve additional

sales by selling a product which is essential, what I'm doing

here is sharing 50/50. And in Mr. Gluck's deposition, which

occurred in the year 2000 that I read prior to my report, he

indicated that if he were going to license to a competitor,

he'd want all of the profit.
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But I think in a hypothetical negotiation, it's

appropriate and I've seen it in other cases, used it in other

cases. I divide the gross profit so that the owner and the

user share in that gross profit 50/50.

I brought the RAID product down to the license —- the

royalty rate that's in place within my calculation on the HP

agreement for Chaparral's routers that are shipped to HP --

used by HP.

Q. Chaparral's RAID products?

A. Yes.

Q. Crossroads‘ products are shipped to HP?

A. Shipped to HP as looking to a similar product. Now,

Chaparral has a friendly relationship with HP.

Q. Crossroads does?

A. Yes. Crossroads has a friendly relationship with HP. And

I believe it would be unlikely that the rate would be this

low, but I've used it.

Q. And just so it's in the record because the rate won't

reflect what's being shown in the demonstrative, would you

‘tell the jury, even though they can read it, but can you just

-— maybe it's in the record -- what you believe the

appropriate royalty amounts would be in this case, sir?

A. For router products 25 percent, for RAID products 17. And

when you apply those to the applicable amount of sales which

have occurred -- this is through July 11th of this year —— the
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royalty is approximately $275,000.

Q. And that's broken up as between slightly over $41,000 for

the router products and $233,000 for the RAID products?

A. Yes.

Q. Thank you, sir.

CROSS-EXAMINATION

BY MR. DELLETT:

Q. Good afternoon, Mr. Regan.

"A. Good afternoon, Mr. Dellett.

Q. While he's getting that set up, I'm going to give you a

notebook.

A. All right.

Mr. Regan, do you live in California?

I do-

And where in California?

I live in a town called Hillsboro, California.

That's in the San Francisco Bay area?

Yes, about 18 miles outside of San Francisco,

And are you licensed as a CPA in California?

Yes.

And are you licensed as a CPA in Texas?

No.

Is it correct for the last ten years that you have spent

most of your time on litigation?

A. That‘s correct..
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Q. That means testifying as a witness?

A. Well, eventually, many of the cases lead to testimony.

Testimony time tends to be a very small percentage. It's

preparation time that really consumes my time.

Q. During that time, you're not doing other accounting

functions, like, auditing financial statements or publishing

financial statements?

A. No. My company has about 75 people, and about 85 percent

of our firm is involved in forensic accounting.

Q. Litigation?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. Now, during those -— the last ten years, since

1990, have you ever negotiated a license agreement for a

patent yourself?

A. No, no, sir, not a patent.‘ I negotiated licenses for

software I wrote, but that didn't contain any patented

technology.

Q. And before you were hired by Crossroads‘ attorneys here,

had you ever negotiated a license for Crossroads?

A. .No.

Q. Had you ever negotiated a license agreement for patents

for Hewlett Packard?

A. No. I've worked on hypothetical negotiations for Hewlett

Packard, but I have not -- I assume you're talking about an

actual negotiation.
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Right, actual negotiations.

Only hypothetical negotiations for Hewlett Packard.

Not real ones?

Yes.

Q. Right. Okay. But you have seen surveys on royalty rates

for patents in the computer industry?

A. I have seen surveys and I have seen license agreements.

Q. And storage routers are a subset of the computer industry,

correct?

A. Yes.

Q. And did you even look at those surveys on royalty rates in

the computer industry before you prepared your report that

you're testifying about?

A. I've looked at surveys over the years. I don't recall

seeing any survey that related to storage technology of the

type of technology that this is.

Q. And storage technology is a subset of the computer

industry?

A. Yes.

Q. How did you determine that?

A. Primarily reading the documents that have been produced in

this case which include press releases, research material.

The S-1, for example, contains a significant discussion about

the industry and storage technology, in particular.

Q. From the surveys you have seen on royalty rates in the
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computer industry, is it correct that almost always royalty

rates in the industry are below five percent?

A. Royalty rates vary, certainly a great many of them are

below five percent. Many products in the computer industry,

for example, Hewlett Packard, its printer contain hundreds of

patents, and many of those are very small.

Q. Now, I understand you relied on the license agreement that

Hewlett Packard entered with Crossroads to come up with your

opinion here; is that right?

A. Yes, it's part of the information I considered.

Q. Well, let's be sure we know which one we're talking about;

Is that called the CP 4200 license agreement, correct? I

believe that's in your notebook as Exhibit 66?

A. Yes, I read this. I collected it, and then, I considered

this.

Q. ‘And it's what you relied on to come up with the 17 percent

figure, right?

A. It's part of how I came up with the —— yes, it's how I got

the 17 percent calculation, yes.

Q. In fact, it was 17.23 percent that you calculated?

A. I don't recall.

Q. Let me be sure that I've got the exact number that you

calculated. You said in your report it was 17.23 percent, and

that's on Exhibit D to your report, which is in the notebook,

at tab 63.
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A. Yes, sir, I see that.

Q. Now, you didn't rely on the HP agreement with Crossroads

because that agreement was for the 972 patent, did you?

A. No, sir.

Q. ‘In fact, none of what HP paid Crossroads was for the 972

patent, right?

A. I believe that's true.

Q. Now, let's see what the -— what it is that HP paid for.

Do you recognize what's on the screen as the first page of

Exhibit 66, which is the CP 4200 license agreement?

A. Yes, that's page 1.

Q. All right. And if you would, please, turn to the 14th

page. I think that page is --

A. I have it.

Q. All right. And that is entitled Exhibit C license fees,

right?

A. Yes.

Q. And you see the first subheading is code and hardware

fees, right?

A. Yes.

Q. All right. And let's see if we could make this a little

easier to see. And the first line is binary code, $195,000.

Does the 972 patent have any binary code in it?

A. That's not a determination -4 that's a technical

'determination. That's not one that I've made." It may have it
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in it, but I don't know.

Q. You've read the 972 patent, right?

A. Yes, I have read the 972 patent.

Q. Did you find any binary code in it?

A. I didn't read it for that purpose, and I think that

determination to what extent a hypothetical negotiation would

call for binary code or source code or hardware design, that's

a technical determination.

Q.‘ So you haven't reached any opinion yourself as to whether

Chaparral would need binary code or source code or hardware

design from Crossroads, have you?

A. I have an expectation that the hypothetical negotiation

would enable Crossroads to be able to use the product, and it

would enter into that negotiation so as to maximize its use.

Q. And as far as you know, Crossroads isn't alleging that

Chaparral took binary code or source code or hardware design,

is it?

A. This is not an action involving theft of

patent infringement action or claim.

Q. And you don't know --

A. But it's an action which is basically —— substitutes for

you'll have the benefit of my property. You were infringing

on my property.

Q. And that property is a patent. It's not the binary code

or the source code or the hardware design, correct?
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A. That property is a patent, and my expectation that in

order for it to function, you will need things like binary

code, source code to make it function. That would be the

typical expectation of people in a hypothetical negotiation.

Q. Chaparral didn't need to get binary code or source code

4 from Crossroads, did it?

A. We're talking about a hypothetical negotiation where you

have a licensor.and a licensee. Chaparral has -— is not in

that situation.

Q. And in January of 2001, did Chaparral already have the

binary code and the source code and the hardware design? It

didn't need that from Crossroads, did it?

A. All it needed was a license to the patent.

Q. According to you, right?

A: In terms of what the law requires, the law requires that

there have been a hypothetical negotiation prior to the first

infringement, which may have been, for example, just prior to

the EMC presentation in February of the year 2000. And had

that hypothetical negotiation taken place, I can't tell you

what Chaparral's -— what the specifics of what it would have

wanted. It would have wanted to use this technology.

Q. And do you think that in order to use the technology,

Chaparral would have to get binary code or source code from

Crossroads? Is that what you're saying?

A. I-am not going to get —— as indicated in my deposition,
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I'm not going to get into the specifics of what it would have

priced, what it would have acquired as a result of those

negotiations, but as I also mentioned, I have worked with

Hewlett Packard.

This is a Hewlett Packard agreement. Hewlett Packard

likes to stick in fixed amounts up front, early on in the

agreement so that it will know how much it's going to cost.

"And if it assigns these values to particular pieces, I don't

believe that a hypothetical negotiation would need to get this

specific.

Q. But we do know that what HP got for this amount was not

the 972 patent, correct?

A. Yes. I don't see any indication that the 972 is included.

Q. Okay. And did HP ever pay this $395,000 listed as the

code and hardware fee for source code?

A. I think the amount was defined up front. It was to be

paid later, and I think there's been an amendment that may

have impacted the amount to be paid.

Q. As far as you November, HP hasn't paid it, correct?

A. I don't think it is due until the end of the agreement.

Q. And who told you that?

A. I think it was Jennifer Walsh at Crossroads.

Q. You didn't ask anybody at HP whether they really were

going to pay $395,000 for source code?

A. Other than looking at the signed contract?
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Q. Isn't it correct that the 4200 product, this license

agreement covers at the end of life right now?

A. It's nearing its end of life.

Q. And is it your understanding that after the end of the

life of the product, HP is going to pay for source code on a

product that it's discontinuing? Is that your understanding?

A. My recollection, I don't have that -- those documents with

me as I sit here today, but my recollection is that the

agreement is that that would be paid at the end of the

agreement.

Q. Well, let's turn back to Exhibit D of your report. And

there's a footnote that says HP plans the end of life the 4200

products. And you think HP is going to pay $395,000 for

source code after the product has reached its end of life?

MR. ALBRIGHT: Your Honor, first, it's been asked and

answered. Second, it calls for speculation on the part of the

witness without any foundation.

MR. DELLETT: ‘Mr. Regan has relied on this

agreement --

THE COURT: He's relied on the written agreement. I

don't know that he knows if Hewlett Packard is going to pay,

get sued, throw it up in the air, or anything. I sustain the

objection. The question asked is for speculation.

Q. (BY MR. DELLETT) You would be speculating, too, as to

whether or not HP is really going to pay $395,000 for source
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MR. ALBRIGHT: Your Honor, I object. It calls for

speculation. I don't think it cures it by saying -— it would

be speculating. I think the question's improper.

THE COURT: Do you have any evidence that this is a

fraudulent contract?

MR. DEILETT: Mr. Regan has a footnote in his report

in which he relies on somebody that says that HP's going to

pay it, and the $395,000 is an element of his methodology of

getting to this 17 percent figure. And I'm entitled to test

the basis for that assumption.

Here it is, directly in his report that HP's going to

discontinue the product which, apparently, Crossroads told him

they're going to pay for.

THE COURT: -Well --

MR. ALBRIGHT: Your Honor, he also testified that he

believes he's read amendments that show that it's going to be

paid at the end of life which is not consistent --

THE COURT: Members of the jury, I'm going to give you

a little break. If you'll go to the jury room for a minute.

(Jury not present.)

THE COURT: All right. I've got a contract and it

states what is going to be paid, and there's a footnote in

this gentleman's report that indicates what?

MR. DELLETT: Indicates that HP plans to end of life
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the 4200 products and replace with some other products and it

says that --

THE COURT: So the contract may not be renewed, but

during the period of time, this liability it means is

established by the contract. Now, do you have any --

MR. DELLETT: No. I apologize, your Honor. I think

there was one other feature that I probably need to lay

foundation with.

THE COURT: Well, tell me what's going on because I'm

missing something.

MR. DELLETT: I'm sorry. This is a provision in the

agreement that says that this $395,000 for source code is an

option, it's not something that HP is obligated to pay unless

it's used to pay —— I'm sorry. That's fact --

THE COURT: Okay. Well, you're entitled to show that.

All right. Bring the jury back in.

(Jury present.)

THE COURT: All right. Members of the jury, I think

we're ready now. You may proceed.

Q. (BY MR. DELLETT) Mr. Regan, is it correct that HP only

will pay the source code agreement —— excuse me. Let me start

again. Is it correct that under this agreement that HP is

obligated to pay the $395,000 for source code only if HP

requests that?

iA. My recollection is that there is some language in the
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agreement that discusses that point. Have you got it?

Q. It's on page 2 of the CP 4200 agreement.

A. Do you have a subparagraph? There's a lot of them.

Page 2 of Exhibit 66.

Yes, I see it in paragraph 2B.

Q. And as far as you know, has HP made a written request?

A In my recollection, as I talked to Jennifer Walsh at

Crossroads and it was her expectation that with respect to

this aspect of the agreement that the amount was due and

payable by HP, that the parties had agreed that the payment

would be made at the end of the agreement.

Q. As far as you know, H? has not made that request?

A. And I believe there was a subsequent modification which I

believe it was in June of this year that amended the

agreement. But in terms of this particular agreement, this is

an agreement that was in place, and the expectations between

the parties were that these were the amounts that would be due

as a result of this license; and this preceded the

hypothetical negotiation dates that I have talked about in
this case.

This is an agreement that was in place on April 15,

1998.

Q. So it's correct that an accounting person from Crossroads

told you that HP would pay the $395,000. As far as you know,

HP has never requested the source code that would obligate it
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to pay that?

A. I didn't inquire as to what would trigger the $395,000,

but what I did inquire was —— is the $395,000 payable. And

that conversation occurred before June 23rd of the year 2000,

as I recall.

Q. Let me ask you about the royalties in the first CP 4200

board. Isn't it correct that the CP 4200 board does not

include the 972 patent?

A. Yes.

Q. And none of the royalties listed here are for the 972

patent, correct?

A. No. CP 4200 board was, as I recall, a Fibre Channel to

SCSI board.

Q. Okay. And it had reserve release, not what you contend is

access controls or not what Crossroads contends is access

controls?

A. In terms of that type of expertise, I'd have to listen to

. others to tell me whether it had reserve release. I have an

expectation, but that's not my expertise.

Q. Now, of all the information on this schedule, are any of

these amounts that HP has agreed to pay for the 972 patent?

‘A. No. As I said, this is for comparable technology. This

is a router. The CP 4200 is a router. I didn't say it was

for the 972 patent.

Q. -And you didn't make any analysis yourself as to whether it
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was comparable, correct?

A. Well, it's similar technology, and it involves a router,

it involves Crossroads, it involves Fibre Channel—to—SCSI

technology. It's similar technology.

Q. And you said it was similar technology because it was a

router and because it was Crossroads. Any other reasons?

A. When I read through the description of the technology, it

impressed upon me that it was similar technology, and it is a

real document which is in place. It's the only document that

is real in terms of a license between Crossroads and anyone,

and it seemed to provide me with a good starting place from

which to build a royalty rate on a hypothetical negotiation.

It was likely to take -- or was required to take place

sometime in the year 2000 or early 2001.

Q. You don't have any expertise in this technology, right?

A. No. I think my firm uses —— you know, we have a network

and we've got storage arrays, and I don't have any other than

lay technology.

Q. So isn't it right that the only people that told you that

this was similar technology to the 972 patent were people from

Crossroads?

A. People from Crossroads and my reading of documents.

Q. And when your deposition was taken, you said that the only

people that told you similar technology were people from

K Crossroads, right?‘
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A. I don't recall.

Q. Now, do you remember being asked -- do you remember being

deposed on August 16th of this year?

A. Yes.

Q. Does this -- what I've handed you, does that look like a

copy of your deposition?

A. No. This is my deposition in another case on April of the

year 2001. It's Crossroads Versus Pathlight.

Q. Let me hand you a marked version of your deposition there.

Let me put it up on the screen. It might be easier.

MR. ALBRIGHT: Your Honor, I would object to any -— if

Mr. Dellett is going to project the testimony on screen, I

would object to that.

MR. DELLETT: We'll move on.

Q. (BY MR. DELLETT) Mr. Regan, when did Crossroads‘ attorneys

hire you to work on the litigation against Chaparral?

A. I think it was sometime in the spring, early summer of the

year 2000.

Q. All right. And at that time, do you remember that the

product_Crossroads accused was the FS—l31O router?

A. I think there was a general statement about products, and

it named some of the 1310 products.

Q. And that was in the complaint that you got?

A. Yes.

Q. And so, what your_firm was going to start working on was
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damages for Chaparral sales of the 1310 routers, right?

A. Well, we didn't start working on the case and making

damage calculations at that time, so I don't know what we

would have done. We would have elected documents and as the

case progressed, made those kind of determinations.

Q. And as far as you knew at that time, the only storage

router that was being accused of infringement was the 1310,

right§

MR. ALBRIGHT: Your Honor, he just said he didn't

THE COURT: He's offered no evidence on it.’ Let's

move on.

MR. DELLETT: All right.

Q. (BY MR. DELLETT) Now, your conclusion was that the

hypothetical negotiation would be sometime in January of 2001,

correct?

A. For purposes of the damage calculation itself, I have

assumed it would be at the time or.just prior to the first

sale because I use a reasonable royalty calculation.

Q. And was your assumption that the parties at the

hypothetical negotiation would know that Chaparral could

design around the patent and sell products with reserve

release instead of LUN zoning, right?

A. I don't understand your question because --

MR. ALBRIGHT: Your.Honor, there's been no evidence
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that there was such a design around that is acceptable. And

if Mr; Dellett wants to go into what purposed him for design

around, I suggest we approach the bench because I don't

believe he's laid any foundation for that question.

‘THE COURT: Well, he hasn't had any time to present.

You may ask the witness if it could have been designed around,

whether that influences his opinion in any way, shape or form.

So the gentleman may inquire, but there is no evidence that

there was any design around yet.

‘MR. DELLETT: Okay.

Q. (BY MR. DELLETT) Would you agree that at the hypothetical

negotiation, one of the issues would be how expensive or how

long Chaparral would take to design around the 972 patent?

A. I know that in hypothetical negotiations that the

feasibility of a design around, whether it would be

successful, how much it would cost are among the factors to be

considered.

Q. Okay._ And have you done that in this case?

A. I have not seen any evidence that design around is a

practical solution that is -- that offsets this reasonable

royalty calculation.

Q. Now, did you use the term gross profit when you testified

earlier?

A. Earlier here today?

Q. Yes.
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A. I talked about gross profit, I talked about contribution

margin, but I did use the word “gross profit-"

Q. Okay. And gross profit, that's not the bottom line of

financial statements, right?

A. That correct.

Q. Operating profit, net operating profit is the bottom line?

A. I'd say it's net income typically is the bottom line.

Q. And gross profit is what you have before you pay sales and

marketingvcosts?

A. Yes.

Q. Net profit or excuse me, gross profit is what you have

before you pay any of your research and development?

A. It varies by company. Some companies charge research and

development in their gross profits, some of them allocate it

in their manufacturing overhead, and some companies show it

below the line.

Q. Chaparral's gross profit is what it has before it pays any

research and development? I

A. Chaparral's income appears as if it is, indeed, below the

line or below gross margin.

Q. And gross profits is what Chaparral has before it pays any

of its general and administrative costs?

A. Yes.

Q. And isn't it correct that after Chaparral pays all the

sales and marketing, general and administrative and research
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and development costs, Chaparral operates at a net loss?

A. When you look at Chaparral as an entity and what its --

for all of its transactions, for all of its purposes, it

reports a net loss.

Q. And is it correct that Crossroads has reported a net loss,

as well, in every quarter of its existence?

A. I believe so, yes.

.Q. Now, you also testified earlier, I believe, about

competitive relationship between Crossroads and Chaparral?

A. Yes.

Q. That means they were competing to try and get sales?

A. It means a lot of things, and I testified that the

documents refer to the competitive relationship, and that can

mean a number of things including what you described.

Q. Have you done any analysis or have you reached any opinion

that Chaparral actually took any sales away from Crossroads?

A. If I were to do a lost profits analysis, it would call for

that, and I have not done that.

Q. Okay. And have you done any analysis or reached any

opinion indicating that Crossroads lost market share to

Chaparral?

A. Again, if I would have done a lost profits calculation,

that would be a piece of the analysis. I have not done that.

Q. You haven't done that here?

A. No.
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Q. Pass the witness.

RE—DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR . ALBRIGHT:

Q. Mr. Regan, I'm going to put up what's already been

admitted as Plaintiff's Exhibit 132. Would you identify what

that is for the jury, please, sir?

A. That's a business plan of Chaparral.

Q. Okay.

It's copy No. 50.

Yes, sir. Who prepared that business plan, sir?

Chaparral Technologies.

So this is a document they created?

Yes.

Q. Okay. Mr. Dellett just asked you some questions about

whether or not you consider Crossroads and Chaparral to be

competitors?

A. Yes.

Q. I'm going to turn to what is for the record 029868, which

is page 14 of that report.

A. I see it.

Q. Could you read the first line that Chaparral put in its

business report, please, sir?

A. The only major current intelligent router competitor is

Crossroads Systems, a privately held company, located in

Austin, Texas.
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Q. Thank you, sir. Just a couple of quick follow—up

questions, Mr. Regan.

Did you pick the Hewlett Packard Crossroads licensing

agreement because it had the 972 patent in it?

A. No.

Q. Why did you pick that license agreement as part of your

determination of what an appropriate reasonable royalty rate

would be?

A. It was a real agreement. It was -4 involved Crossroads.

It involved a router.

Q. Did Crossroads have any other license agreements for you

to look at?

A. No.

Q. Would you anticipate that Crossroads would license its

- intellectual property to Chaparral at the same rate that it

would license it to Hewlett Packard?

A. No.

Q. Why not?

A. Hewlett Packard is a stockholder. Hewlett Packard is a --

is an extraordinary brand. It has great market penetration.

It has a great reputation. It's also sells in great volume,

has a massive marketing distribution network. I would become

familiar with all of those things because I've worked on a

number of matters for Hewlett Packard.

Q. Finally, Mr. Regan, with respect to the questions that Mr.
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Dellett asked you about the need for the binary code or source

code, or an amount had been paid or is going to be paid, would

it make any difference in your calculation of what the

appropriate reasonable royalty rate ought to be as between

Crossroads and Chaparral if the payment were not made or were

made by Hewlett Packard for the source code?

A. No, sir, because this is an agreement that was in place in

1998 between reputable companies where I believe that these

companies thought I'm going to deliver this and Hewlett

Packard's going to deliver that, and Hewlett Packard is a

reputable, solid company. If they later make amendments and

make changes, those would be things to consider later.

But in determining what a reasonable royalty is for

those kind of technology rights, I think it's fair to look at

the agreement;

Q. .Thank you, sir. Pass the witness.

RE-CROSS EXAMINATION

BY MR. DELLETT:

Q. When you read from Exhibit 132, it indicated that

Crossroads was a competitor for router products? Did I have

that right?

A. I believe that's what the technology or what the wording

of the document is.

Q. Most Chaparral products accused in this case are RAID

products, correct, not routers that you calculated damages?
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A. In looking at the sales that have occurred to date, most

of those sales are RAID products.

Q. Well over 90 percent of the sales that you calculated

damages for are RAID products, right? Or, excuse me, it was

about 85 to 90 percent?

A. Yes, I notice the router product there are -— one of them

was released July 6th, so there was only a few days worth of

sales on that product. So in terms of the sales to date, it's

in that range. The sales relationship between router sales

and RAID sales within Chaparral is, my recollection, is much

closer.

Q. As far as you know, has Crossroads ever built and sold a

RAID product?

A. I'm not aware of that.

VQ. Nothing else.

MR. ALBRIGHT: May I follow-up with one or two

questions, your Honor?

THE COURT: You may.

RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR. ALBRIGHT:

Q. Mr. Regan, I'm going back to the last exhibit that the

jury saw when you were on your original direct. Did you take

into consideration the fact that Chaparral's RAID products are

not compet 4- that Crossroads is not in the RAID market?

A. Yes.
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Q. And would you explain to the jury, very briefly, how you

took into consideration the fact that Crossroads and Chaparral

are competitive in the router products but not in the RAID

products?

A. I reduced the royalty on the RAID products from 25 to 17

percent equally that HP --

Q. gSo you took into consideration the lack of competition

with respect to the RAID products?

A. Yes.

Q. That's all I have, your Honor.

THE COURT: You may step down.

THE WITNESS: Thank you, your Honor.

THE COURT: Members of the jury, y'all have had a

break, but we haven't. I'll give you a 15-minute break,

stretch, do whatever you want. Be ready to come back, and

please remember the instructions.

(Recess.)

THE COURT: You may call your next witness.

MR. ALLCOCK: We rest, your Honor.

THE COURT: Members of the jury, I'm going to put you

back in the jury room. It's good exercise. Remember my

instructions.

(Jury not present.)

THE COURT: Mr. Bahler, you have the lectern.

MR. BAHLER: ‘Your Honor, we_have several motions for
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THE COURT: Several?

MR. BAHLER: No. Sorry. We have one.

THE COURT: Good.‘

MR. BAHLER: That has a couple of parts. I'm

learning. I have the original and one for the Court. Your

Honor, the defendant moves for a judgment of a matter of law

on two issues: One is infringement and one is willfulness.

THE COURT: Let me wait for the clerk." All right, Mr.

Bahler, I've read the motion. You may proceed.

MR. BAHLER: Thank you, your Honor. As I mentioned,

there are two facets: One is a motion for noninfringement,

and the other is a motion for willfulness. I'll take those in

order.

Your Honor, there has been insufficient evidence as a

matter of law to show infringement in this case. In

particular, there has been no evidence that there is —- with

respect to the unmodified system, first, there's no evidence

that all hosts could not access any storage at any time, and

that's a requirement of this access controls.

In fact, Dr. Hodges didn't address that issue at all.

The CAPI issue, he said he hadn't even tested it. There's

insufficient evidence to show that with CAPI which is, of

course, the way this thing is marketed and sold and anybody

can get it. With CAPT, indeed, the system can be a system
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exists such as all hosts can access access control at any

time, and in that sense, it's exactly like the reserve issue

and it's -- it is —— there's not infringement as a matter of

law.

In addition, your Honor, there was no mention of the

modified product where the —— where there's no —— absolutely

no possibility of even two modes of operation, and the router

is always susceptible of receiving CAPI commands from any host

at any time. They can affect the —- that enables any hosts at

any time to modify access. And, your Honor, that is the

antithesis of access control. So as a matter of law, there

can be no infringement.

With respect to willfulness, your Honor, what did come

out, at least a little bit this morning, was the true facts of

exactly what kind of notice Chaparral had in this thing.

First of all, the product which Crossroads now contends did

not include the invention was marked with a patent.

We were sued on March 31st, identify products which

include the SCSI reserve command which are no longer contended

to infringe in September of the year 2000 --

THE COURT: What do you do about the advertising

propaganda in 2000 that displayed the alleged infringing parts

and the sales? I mean --

MR. BAHLER: Your Honor, there's no —— that falls

vastly short of any offer for sale that would be required to
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show infringement. There was no quantities, there was no

price, there was no delivery time, all of which are earmarks

of offers for sale.

Indeed, in every instance, if you take a look at those

exhibits -- there were three of them —— the LUN zoning feature

was articulated as a prospective. It doesn't even exhibit yet

it's coming, it's not there. You can't offer for sale

something that you don't even have.

THE COURT: Well, the exhibits speak for themselves.

And Mr. Walker indicated that they went on sale in January,

February and March of this year, and the damages are limited

to those sales. So there's evidence of sales, at least

circumstantially by the expert witnesses who've taken the

sales and wrote a percentage of them on the alleged infringing

product.

I understand your argument, though.

MR. BAHLER: Your Honor, just to clarify here. The

routers that were-sold in the year 2000 were not the 1310.

We're still selling the 1310, and there's no damages

calculated for the 1310. And, your Honor, just for —— if I

could just say one last thing, this September amended

complaint still identified the only pro --

(Jury present.)

THE COURT: Mr. Bahler, you may call your next

witness,
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MR. BAHLER: Your Honor, the defendant calls Jerry

Walker}

THE COURT: Mr. Walker, you're still sworn, sir.

THE WITNESS: Yes, sir.

DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR. BAHLER:

Q. Mr. Walker, was there a time when you worked for

Chaparral?

A. Yes, there was.

Q. And what do you do now?

A. I'm retired.

Q. When did you retire, sir?

A. I retired June -- July 29th this year.

Q. All right, sir. While you were working for Chaparral,

what were your responsibilities?

A. I was Executive Vice-president of Operations. I had the

product development, the engineering organization, product

manufacturing, manufacturing organization, customer support

and product test.

Q. Now, were you one of the founders of Chaparral?

A. Yes, I was.

Q. Could you tell us how Chaparral went about being formed?

A. Chaparral was formed primarily of a relationship between

our principal founder, Mr. Gary Allison, and the then Chairman

of the Board and CEO of Adaptec Corporation. They had known
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each other for 20 years or so. Mr. Allison became aware of

some technology that Adaptec was developing, the so-called

RAID controllers that you've heard so much about today.

He also became aware from the then CEO, Mr. Sevier, of

Adaptec that Adaptec had also explored the possibility of

these RAID controllers being modified to be used as a router,

the kind of routers that we've been talking about today.

Adaptec didn't have the resources or the skills

‘necessary, especially in the tape background, to do that, but

primarily, it just didn't have the engineering staff to do it.

So they came up with a concept of let's form a new company,

Adaptec will contribute the technology, we'll invest in this

new company, which we subsequently called Chaparral.

Mr. Allison called myself, called Mr. Gluck, and we

formed the company, incorporated it in January of 1998.

Q. Have you known Mr. Allison before that day?
A. I had.

Q. And how is it that you knew him?

A. I had employed Mr. Allison's previous company to do

consulting work for me when I was Vice-president of

Engineering at a Boulder, Colorado-based company called

Exobyte Corporation. That's where I first met him.

Q. All right, sir. Now, what were Chaparral's first

products?

A. The first product that we introduced were RAID-products
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that came out before we introduced our router product.

Q. Now, just so we're clear, what is a RAID product?

A. RAID product, the R-A-1-D stands for redundant array of

inexpensive disks, and the concept behind it is employing

multiple disk drives in a redundant fashion so that if any one

of those disk drives fails, the data can still be recovered

from the remaining good drives, even with a single drive

completely dead.

So it provides a high availability, high redundancy

environment for very valuable computer data.

Q. All right, sir. When was Chaparral formed, specifically?

A. January of '98.

Q. Okay. And what was —— when did Chaparral sell its first

product?

A. I believe it was around the first quarter of '99 would be

my guess.

Q. And this is the RAID product that you spoke of?

A. _This was the RAID product.

Q. Okay. Mr. Walker, do you have a college degree, sir?

A. I do.

Q. Could you just explain to the members of the jury your

educational background?

A. I have a Bachelor of Science Degree in Electrical

Engineering from the University of Houston, down the road,

and, also, a Master of Science‘Degree in Electrical
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Engineering from the University of Houston.

Q. When did you receive that master‘s degree, sir?

A. In 1971.

Q. Now, did you start working right out of college?

A. Yes, I did.

Q. Could you just describe briefly your educational history

leading up to the formation of -— I'm sorry, your employment

history leading up to your --

A. It seems like everyone else who has testified; I started

my career at IBM in 1971 in Boulder, Colorado, and I went

there as an electronics design engineer, and basically

designed circuitry for IBM. Until 1978, I moved from IBM to a

company called Storage Technology Corporation, where I also

was an electronics engineer, ultimately moved into management,

left storage technology in 1984 to join a San Diego-based

company called Cipher Data Products and was initially director

of technology, promoted to Vice—president of Engineering

there.

Q. Let me stop you there just for a second.

A. Yes.

Q. When you were Director of Technology, did you have people

working for you?

A. Yes, I did.

‘Q. How many?

A.. I had about 30 people, as I recall.
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Q. All right, sir. And then, you were promoted to

Vice-president of Engineering there?

A. Yes.

Q. And this was Cipher?

A. This was Cipher Data Products.

Q. And how many people reported to you as Vice—president of

‘Engineering?

A. I recall it was about 125 people.

Q. Okay. And let's take us to your next job, please.

A. My next job, I moved back from San Diego, back to Colorado

to work for the company I mentioned earlier, Exobyte

Corporation as Vice—president of Engineering.

Q. And that's where you got acquainted with Mr. Allison?

A. That's where I met Mr. Allison for the first time.

Q. And he was a consultant to Exobyte.

A. Yes.

Q. What did you do at Exobyte?

A. Exobyte Corporation developed what are called magnetic

tape storage devices, tape drives themselves and tape library

products that hold multiple cartridges for very large amounts

of tape storage.

Q. All right, sir. How many people reported to you while you

were working at Exobyte?

A. I had about 200 people working for me there, including 70

people in Germany at that time.
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Q. All right, sir. What did you do after Exobyte?

A. I tested retirement for the first time, and retired for a

very short time until Mr. Allison got me involved in

considering Chaparral and then, we formed that.

Q. All right, sir. How long have you been working in the

storage —— computer storage industry?

A. My whole career, from the time I started work in 1971, has

been in the data storage industry.

Q. So nearly 30 years?

A. Thirty years.

Q. All right. How long have you worked with SCSI, S—C-S—I?

A. I think my first exposure was probably at Cipher Data

Products; so that was 1984 to 190. So it's been certainly, I

would say, a dozen years, 12 to 15 years-

Q. And how long have you been working with Fibre Channel?

A. My first involvement with Fibre Channel was when we got

involved with Chaparral, so that would be probably approaching

four years or SO DOW.

Q. Now, you mentioned RAID earlier. How long have you been

working with RAID technology?

A. Again, my involvement with RAID was all at Chaparral, so

about four years.

Q. Okay. Now, Mr. Walker, when did Chaparral first start

doing any work on LUN zoning?

A. My recollection is_we started to think about it and do
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concept work in the last quarter of '99 and then, began

development in earnest in the first quarter of 2000.

Q. All right. At that time, had Chaparral seen the 972

patent?

A. No.

Q. All right. And did Chaparral use any information from

Crossroads in developing the LUN zoning technology?

A. No, sir.

Q. All right. Is that —— that was true when it started?

Yes.

Is it true today?

A. Absolutely.

Q. Okay. Did Chaparral use any information from the

Crossroads 972 patent in coming up with LUN zoning?

A. No.

Q. Is that true when the development started?

Yes.

Q. Is that true today?

A Yes.

Now, Mr. Walker, did Chaparral ever buy a storage router,

Crossroads storage router?

Yes, we have.

Okay. Did any of those have patent markings on them?

Yes, at least one of them had the patent label on it.

And what was that product, sir?
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A. It was a product that we bought, I believe, in March of

2000. I think it was the 42XX of some variety.

Q. And was the 972 patent, the patent in this case, was it on

that label?

A. The patent was mentioned on the label, yes.

Q. All right, sir. Let me show you the complaint that was

filed in this case. All right, sir. Do you recognize that as

the complaint —— this is Exhibit 251, Defendant's Exhibit 251.

A. Yes, sir.

Do you recognize that as a complaint in this case, sir?
Yes.

Okay. Let's turn to a couple of pages.

MR. ALLCOCK: Your Honor, I'd like a little more

foundation as to when the witness actually first looked at

that.

THE COURT: First looked at the complaint?

Q. (BY MR. BAHLER) When did you first look at the complaint?

A. My recollection the first time I saw the complaint was

shortly after we received it. I think it was filed on the

31st of March, and I think I saw it, maybe, two or three days

later. VI'm trying to remember. I know we did not get it, to

my recollection, on the day it was filed, and I remember us

talking about that.

Q. All right, sir. Please take a look at paragraph 10 of the

complaint which I've highlighted, and you understand that that
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paragraph identifies Chaparral products which at least at the

time Crossroads contended it infringed the 972 patent?

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Okay. And specifically identified there are a series of

1310 routers, right?

A. Yes-

Q._ At that time, was there —- did any of those products have

LUN zoning?
A. No, sir.

Q. At that time, had Chaparral offered any of those —- any

products with LUN zoning for sale?

A. No, sir.

Q. At that time, was there any form of -- any mechanism that

those products that would limit access between Fibre Channel

hosts and SCSI channel devices?

A. The only one that could limit access would have been the

SCSI reserve command.

Q. Other than use of the SCSI reserve command, was there any

other form of access control in the 1310 routers at that time?

A. No, sir, not that I'm aware of.

Q. All right. Let's take us forward to the amended

complaint. This is Defendant's Exhibit 252. Okay. Have you

seen that before, sir?

A. No, sir, I have not seen the amended complaint.

Q. You knew that Crossroads had filed an amended complaint,
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though, in this case?

A. Yes, counsel had informed me that an amended complaint had

been filed.

Q. Okay. Let's turn to paragraph 10 of that --

MR. ALLCOCK: Objection, your Honor. I think this

lacks foundation, may be beyond the Court's order.

THE COURT: I don't know what order you're talking

about, but it's in evidence.

MR. ALLCOCK: I believe, then, it's irrelevant if he

didn't know about it at this time except through counsel

telling him, which is, I believe, beyond the Court's order.

THE COURT: Well, I'm not so sure what the next

question will be, but I know where we are. Thanks.

Q. (BY MR. BAHLER) Paragraph 10 of that complaint, Mr.

Walker, specifically identified our -- the series, the same

series of 1310 routers, right, sir?

A. Yes, sir, it's the same products.

Q. All right, sir. Did you know -- were you aware in

September 19 -— or 2000 that Crossroads was continuing to

contend that the 1310 routers infringe?

A. Yes, sir, as far as I knew, nothing had changed.

Q. At this time, September of 2000, was LUN zoning in the

1310 routers?

A. No, sir, it was not.

Q. Was there any form of controlling access between Fibre
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Channel hosts and SCSI storage device in the 1310 routers?

A. Just the SCSI reserve command.

Q. All right, sir. Now, given that you saw a patent label on

4250 -— first of all, do you know whether there was any form

of access control in the Crossroads 4250-router that you had?

A. It has —- supports the SCSI reserve command, as well.

Q. Any other form of access control that you know about?

A. None that I'm aware of.

Q. Okay. Now, Mr. Walker, given that you saw one of

Crossroads‘ products with a patent label on it with the number

on it, with the patent from this case on it, you were sued

specifically identifying the 1310 routers including reserve,‘

and the Crossroads amended the complaint and continued to

allege that the 1310 routers infringed in September of 2000.

What did you think they thought it infringed?

MR. ALLCOCK: Objection, your Honor. Leading and it

gets into the Court's earlier order.

THE COURT: All right. Members of the jury, I'm going

to put you back in the jury room for a minute.

(Jury not present.)

THE COURT: As far as the leading part, it was

certainly leading.

MR. ALLCOCK: Your Honor, the witness has testified

that he didn't read the complaint, and the only reason he knew

what was in the lawsuit or out of the lawsuit was by advice of
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counsel. The Court has ruled that the only advice of counsel

that they can rely on is the Zinger letter.

.THE COURT; True.

MR. ALLCOCK: And so, this whole business about what

they knew about what was in the lawsuit or out of the lawsuit

is -— all comes through counsel, and we were blocked from

inquiring into any of that information in the deposition.

MR. BAHLER: Your Honor, the advice of counsel is

advice that you don't infringe. It's not —— simply not

conveyance of something that's of public record. That's not

even advice. I was a messenger, or we were a messenger.

THE COURT: You raised the attorney—client privilege

and advised during discovery, stated in the record that you

did, you aren't waiving it. It is incredible to me that with

an allegation that these products among others infringe, the

fact that lawyers knew or suspected that those may not

infringe, you're representing a client that was coming out

with an alleged infringing product, as far as the allegations

are concerned, and did come out with —- the jury's going to

have to guess at what the lawyers said, I guess, but you-can't

use that as a sword in this —— what this witness thinks about

it.

I don't —— I'll have to think about it. But you can't

use the fact that Fulbright & Jaworski gave any advice to Mr.

Walker or anybody at Chaparral because you've blocked that in
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discovery, as you had a right to do.

MR. BAHLER: Your Honor, this isn't advice. This is

simply conveyance of a fact. That's not advice.

THE COURT: Your firm was controlling this litigation.

MR. BAHLER: Your Honor, if I handed them the

complaint, that wouldn't be advice.

THE COURT: Well, you didn't. -He never saw it.‘ He

just testified. He didn't see it. He didn't read it. He

hadn't seen it. That's his own testimony.

MR. BAHLER: Your Honor, if I send a letter to a

client and I say, attached is a copy of X, that's not

privilege. That's simply conveying the fact that that's --

that's that communication, attorney-client privilege granted,

but it's not privilege. It's simply conveyance of a fact.

It's not properly withheld or anything.

And, your Honor, all that happened here was the fact

was conveyed. It's not advice. It's simply conveyance of a

fact.

THE COURT: What did you convey to him? He's never

seen it.

MR. BAHLER: The next question is, were you aware that

in September 1996, they were still contending this? And the

contention is a fact --

THE COURT: That's in evidence. It's been in evidence

twice; You've put it in evidence in the exhibits in evidence.
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You can make an argument along those lines.

MR. BAHLEIR: His knowledgeiof it isn't.

THE‘. COURT: What?

MR. BAHLER: His knowledge of it isn't, and Mr”

Walker's intent is squarely at issue in this case.

THE COURT: What are you going to do on cross? Mr.

Walker, I'm going to excuse you. If you'll please go out in

the hall. Not like a child, but just --

THE}. wrrm-zssz All right. I haven't been bad, VI hope.

THE COURT: Okay. That's right. Mr. Bahler, what are

you going to do on cross—examination when counsel comes up and

says, did your lawyers who represented technology and paid $15

million in a lawsuit where they said that they weren't going

to have -— that the patent wasn't any good and then, yielded_

and said that it's a good patent, we infringed and paid $15

million and allowed an injunction, same lawyers, did your

lawyers tell you that you would go ahead and release that

product that was alleged to be infringing in January, February

and March of 2001? Are you going to sit there --

MR. BAHLER: It's not this question, your Honor. That

would not be in the scope of direct examination, no way.

THE COURT: I'm telling you that it's not only in the

scope, it's the first question I would think of as a lawyer,

and I'm just a little old farm—to-Midland lawyer. I'm not a

big patents lawyer. There's no question that is why he is
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getting up that's why he's standing there objecting. He's

doing you a favor.

I'm going to let you take five minutes and decide what

to do. If you proceed on that, they're going to be wide open

on asking if they proceeded in January with your advice rather

than Zinger's advice. Five minutes. Five minutes only.

Then, they're going to be able to show that you objected to it

for over a year.

(Recess.f

THE COURT: Mr. Bahler, what do you wish? Do you want

to go ahead and try this lawsuit, or do you want to start

trying what the lawyers told the client?

MR. BAHLER: I don't have any more questions, your

THE COURT: Well, let's give you a little time if you

want to go speak with Mr. Walker.

MR. BAHLER: Thank you.

‘THE COURT: Then, we'll bring the jury in. I'm just

going to recess, counsel. And everything you want to bring

tonight?

MR. BAHLER: For the day, you're going to recess?

THE COURT: Well, it's ten till 4:00. If you have

another witness and you're ready, we'll proceed.

MR. BAHLER: No. We could we recess if that's what

you want to'do; All right.
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MR. ALLCOCK: Before cross, your Honor?

THE COURT: Before cross. Well, I don't know if

that's right.

MR. ALLCOCK: I just asked. That doesn't matter to me

at all, your Honor. I just asked.

THE COURT: Well, I just think it's unfair to have the

weekend to prepare the cross on this witness who's been here

three times. I'll let you cross if you're through.

MR. BAHLER: I have just a few more questions, and I'm

not going to go anywhere near what you're talking about. I

don't think you're right, but I'm not going to do it, okay?

THE COURT: Well, I mean --

MR. BAHLER: I can disagree, but I'm not going to test

‘THE COURT: I understand, but I think it's important

that you understand, you're asking him about his knowledge.

MR. BAHLER: Yes, sir.

THE COURT: And I have a hunch that y'all are sending

him bills every month and paying for advice, and he's got to

say, well, we did it without Zinger and he did it without you,

or he did it with Zinger, he did it with you. I don't know

what he's going to say, but I know that it's going down a path

that --

MR. BAHLER: I understand.

THE COURT: —— that doesn't help resolve the issues._
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MR. BAHLER: I understand.

THE COURT: All right. Bring the witness back. Yes,

Mr. Walker, come on back.

(Jury present.)

THE CCURT: Mr. Bahler, you may continue, sir.

MR. BAHLER) Mr. Walker, in September 2000, were any --

Chaparral products have LUN zoning?

A. sir.

Q. ' the 1310 series of products have LUN zoning?

A. No, sir, they did not.

Q. Did the 1310 products have any form of access control that

would control access between Fibre Channel hosts and SCSI

storage devices in September of 2000?

A. The SCSI reserve command.

Q. Any others?

That's all.

Pass the witness, your Honor.

CROSS-EXAMINATION

BY MR. ALLCOCK:

Q. Good afternoon, Mr. Walker.

A. Good afternoon.

Q. If Adaptec started the company that you talked about, in

some ways, the Chaparral product is based on that Adaptec

technology?

A. That's correct.
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Q. But Chaparral added a lot to the Adaptec technology,

didn't they?

A. Yes.

Q. They further developed the technology?

A. Yes, sir.

Q. And in the first product that you sold, I believe you said

that was in 1999, that was with a lot of additional technology

developed by Chaparral. Wasn't just the retread of the

Adaptec technology; is that right?

A. The first product in 1999 had been mostly developed by

Adaptec prior to Chaparral acquiring the technology and the

engineers from Adaptec in, I believe, November of '98.

Q. Okay. But then, this LUN zoning function, that wasn't

even started to be developed until late 1999; is that right?

A. That's my recollection, yes, sir.

Q.‘ So it had nothing to do with the Adaptec stuff?
A. No.

Q. Now, you mentioned having a Crossroads product in-house,

the 4200; is that right?

A. It's 42—something. I don't know if it's a 4200 or 4250,

or what. I think we maybe have more than one.

Q. Okay. Let me show you page 1 of Exhibit 58, which is

already in evidence, that talks about a test.

MR. BAHLER: Is that Plaintiff's Exhibit?

MR.'ALLCOCK: Yes, Plaintiff's Exhibit.
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Q. (BY MR. ALLCOCK) It talks about the test of this 4200

product; is that right? - .
A. Yes.

Q. Is that the product that you were referring to earlier?

A. I don't think so because the product I'm referring to I

believe we bought in March of 2000, so it couldn't have been

this product, I don't believe.

Q. And you actually remember seeing the patent marking on

that when you bought it and you remember-that today?

A. Me personally, no.

Q. So somebody told you about it?

A. Yes.

Q. They didn't tell you about it back in March, did they, of

2000?

A. No.

Q. They told you about it more recently?

Yes.

Q. Who was that person?

A That was Mr. Lavan, the VP of Engineering.

Q. Okay. Now, you got this complaint sometime in late March,

and this language has been gone over a little bit, but it says

such devices, those of -- accused devices include, but are not

limited to, and then, it lists other numbers. You understood

that to being exactly what it says, includes but not limited

to; is that right?
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A. That's what the language says, yes.

Q. And that's how you understood it because after this is

when you ordered LUN zoning pulled out of the development

work; is that right?

A. Yes.

Q. It was after you got the complaint?

A. Yes.

Q.. And we've already established that one of the reasons you

pulled it out is because ofva concern of infringement?

A. I think what I actually said was I pulled it out because

we didn't know what the situation was at that time. It was

only a matter of a few weeks from the time we got the

complaint to the time we needed to make that decision.

Q. Well, you certainly didn't read this as limiting the scope

so that you didn't have to pull it out of your products?

A. Read what --

Q. The complaint?

A. In its scope?

Q. The complaint. After you read this scope, you still

pulled LUN zoning out of the 1310 product?

MR. BAHLER: Objection, your Honor. Mischaracterizes

his testimony. It was never in the 1310 product. It was in

development.

THE COURT: Well, rephrase your question.

Q. (BY MR. ALLCOCK) It was in development for the 1310
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product?

AI It was in development for the 1310 product. It was neyer

in a product.

Q. Right. But it was after this complaint that you stopped

that development?

A. Yes.

Q. You mentioned that you left in July. Whose responsibility

it for deciding whether or not to continue to sell these

zoning-contained products after you left?

A. I don't know who it is after I left.

Q. Well, who replaced you in your job?

A. Actually, no one has replaced me in my job.

Q. So whatever the situation is, there's some human being at

Chaparral today who was responsible for the inclusion of LUN

zoning in the products that are still being sold at this

moment?

A. I would assume 30.

Q. And we don't know who that is?

A. I don't know who that is. I don't work there anymore.

Q. Now, I show you Exhibit 39, which was your lab notebook,

and I just want to show you the last page of that. Actually,

I'll show you the second to the last page.

MR. BAHLER: Objection, your Honor. Beyond the scope

of direct examination.

MR. ALLCOCK: I'll tie it up if I'll be permitted a
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couple of questions, your Honor.

THE COURT: All right. Well, what portion of the‘

direct exam does this go to, counsel?

MR. ALLCOCK: The state of mind during the time period

when he was at the company and shortly thereafter.

THE COURT: All right.

Q. (BY MR. ALLCOCK) The last date on this is, I believe, June

6th of 2000. Do you see that?

A. I see that.

Q. Now, did you continue to keep a lab notebook for the

balance of the time you were at the company?

A. Yes.

Q. Do you have any idea where that lab notebook is?

A. I left in —— okay. I left at the end of July of 2001,

yes, and I did continue to take notes from —- this is June of

2000, certainly I continued to keep a notebook.

Q. And when you left the company, you left the notebook

there?

A. I left everything there.

Q. So if the notebook hasn't been produced in discovery, you

have no explanation for it?

A. I would have no explanation for that.

Q. Someone else at the company that's still now there would

have to explain that?

A. Yes. I would have no explanation for that}
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Q. No further questions, your Honor.

THE COURT: Any further questions?

MR. BAHLER: No questions, your Honor.

THE COURT: You may step down. Let me have counsel up

here, please.

(At the Bench, on the record.)

THE COURT: What's your druther? Do you want to call

another witness?

MR. BAHLER: No. We can break.

THE COURT: All right. Members of the jury, we have

used over half the allotted time for the trial, so I'm going

to let you break and clear the downtown area, hopefully before

it is terrible with traffic. But let me emphasize the

instructions.

You're going to go now Friday, do whatever you wish.

Saturday, you have to pull for the Longhorns except for those-

of you who are from North Carolina. Sunday, you relax.

Monday you come back. Please be willing to and ready to

answer the questions that you haven't talked to anybody or let

anybody talk to you about the case.

Don't run down tomorrow, on your day off, to the

library and try to look up SCSI or any of this stuff. These

lawyers are going to give you plenty of information on how to

resolve the questions that we will do next week.

Have a nice weekend. Follow my instructions and
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you're excused until Monday morning at 8:25.

(Jury not present.)

THE COURT: All right. Some housekeeping matters.

Counsel, I want you to do your best to clean up, and then, I'm

going to seal this courtroom. So you don't have to take

anything out. You leave everything. I suggest you leave

things in the corner. I'll use Judge Nowlin's courtroom

tomorrow for all the criminal cases.

But when I seal it, I'm not going to let cleaning

people in it, so unless you like to sit around in dirt, try

your best to clean it up. Secondly, we've already had now the’

resting, and I have a hunch that y'all know pretty much what

the evidence is going to be.

So if there are any more specific issues that you wish

to have me consider in the instructions or in the verdict

form, I want those first thing Monday morning. I'll give you

Friday and the weekend to do all of that.

Now, with that said, anything further from the

plaintiff, counsel?

MR. ALL_cocK: Not from us.

THE COURT: How about y'all?

MR. BAHLER: Nothing further.

THE COURT: All right. See y'all Monday morning.

(Proceedings adjourned.)
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THE COURT: All right, counsel. Anything before we

bring in the jury?

MR. ALBRIGHT: Yes, sir, I believe we're going to

address the issue of A—D—I—C or ADIC's purchase because that

will be part of one of the first depositions.

MR. BAHLER: Your Honor, this was the subject matter

of one of Pathlight's motions in limine. I'd just like to

re—urge it now on the record. This deals with the financial

transaction that occurred when ADIC bought Pathlight,

particularly the number of shares, the fact that there's an

escrow account, and that sort of stuff. We think that that's

irrelevant and that it would only inflame the jury somewhat

equivalent to an insurance policy, your Honor. The evidence

will go to the financial conversation of ADIC and their

ability to pay any judgment, and that simply is not relevant

to any issue that's in this case.

ADIC is the parent corporation of Pathlight.

Pathlight is still an independent corporation,_has a board of

directors, has stock.

THE COURT: At the time that we're talking about in

litigation in '99 and 2000, was it connected to ADIC?

MR. BAHLER: No,-sir.

THE COURT: So it was an independent corporation?

MR. BAHLER: Completely.

THE COURT: ”All rightr
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THE COURT: Why do you want to inflame this jury, Mr.

Albright?

MR. ALBRIGHT: Well, we don't want to do anything that

Pathlight hasn't seen fit to do in their part of the case.

First off, your Honor, I think you'll recall the first

question that Mr. Bahler asked Brian Smith was how much stock

do you own in the company, not below but how much stock.

Obviously, it's relevant because bias of the witness.

THE COURT: Well, it wasn't relevant then —— you

didn't object to it —— it's not relevant now. He's now

objecting to it. He's saying I want my cake and eat it, too,

I guess. But y'all provided that. How much stock these folks

-- what may be interesting cross-examination -—-

MR. ALBRIGHT: In this case, there's actually an

escrow account in which there's stock in which these gentleman

own that is based on the outcome of this litigation. 'The way

that the purchase was done, there was a set of stock that was

set aside in the event a judgment was entered in this case.

THE COURT: When you say these gentlemen, who are you

talking about?

MR. ALBRIGHT: For example, Mr. Rahmani as a

shareholder of Pathlight. When the purchase was made of

Pathlight, not only did these gentlemen who owned Pathlight

-because it was a privately held company -- not only did they

receive shares of ADIC and stocks but there was a ten percent
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escrow account made in which these shares were held aside

depending on how the judgment came out.

So it's not like we are going after, as Mr. Bahler

said, the insurance policy. This is directly relevant to the

testimony because they are directly affected by the outcome of

it;

THE COURT: Well, they would have been affected by the

outcome of it in the original without a purchase because they

have their shares. I mean, it's their shares that's in

escrow. The testimony would be admissible on any

representative.of ADIC on interest. You can inquire as to

these witnesses how much shares -- how many shares they have

in Pathlight. I don't see why their shares in escrow have any

—— anything to do with it.

Simply because, you know, they're interested persons

in the outcome of it. They lose the lawsuit, their shares and

stock are not going to be as Valuable as it will be if they

win.

MR. ALBRIGHT: So we will be permitted to ask them how

many shares they own in Pathlight?

THE COURT: What's good for the goose is good for the

gander.

MR. ALBRIGHT: I was going to use that as my first

argument.

THE COURT: Well, you're a little slow.
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MR. AQBRIGHT: Second, your Honor, Pathlight raised

the issue that Crossroads has never made a profit and --

THE COURT: It didn't.

MR. ALBRIGHT: —- and, I'm sorry. Let me make sure I

said it right. That Crossroads has never had a profit. What

we want to show in our damages case with respect to ADIC, our

theory of damages is, in part, that during the relevant period

of time, in 1998 and 1999 and 2000, that Pathlight was

attempting to do whatever they could to secure revenues.

As a result of their securing revenues through the

sale of infringing products, they were able to sell their

company to ADIC for $260 million. In the same way that

Pathlight was obviously making the argument yesterday to the

jury, the only reason that Crossroads has brought this lawsuit

is because they've never turned a profit.

Our argument, which I believe is admissible and they

could crossfexamine our economist on it, but our argument is

going to be that the reason that they are willing to take the

gamble and continue to sell these products after they were

aware of the patent was to do whatever they could to maintain

and acquire revenues and then, either go public or get bought

out.

And what we have here is the proof in the history that

they did get bought out. You saw from the opening argument

that what effect -- at least what our argument is that the VPS
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had on their sales and on generating revenues and we should be

entitled to allow our expert to testify to that effect.

THE COURT: Well, what is the relevance other than to

generate income on sale of alleged infringing products? What

is the relevance that overshadow the, of course, admitted bias

of all of that money on the purchase?

MR. ALBRIGHT: Your Honor, we have an argument of

willfulness, an explanation for why this company-would

willfully continue to sell this product during this period of

time. That's the entire argument. 'They can certainly go

after and cross—examine --

THE COURT: Well, what evidence do you have other than

the fact of the sale that that is what they were doing? Any

evidence by any employee or any broker or any officer that

that's what they were doing?

MR. ALBRIGHT: Your Honor, I think the evidence that

we'll be able to establish is that to some extent, Pathlight

was a one—trick pony. They have one very substantial

customer, that was IBM. ‘We will be able to establish that the

sales of products to IBM, probably 80 to 90 percent of the

sales of Pathlight, the relationship between putting the

infringing product, the VPS --

THE COURT: So far it is ten percent. I thought the

evidence is ten percent.

.MR. ALBRIGHT: .Ten percent of what, your Honor?-'
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percent.

MR. ALBRIGHT: 80 or 90 percent of Pathlight's sales

were to one company, were to IBM, and what we'll be able to

establish is that the sales to IBM were a direct result of

having the infringing product put into the Pathlight gateway,

and therefore, it follows from there, without that infringing

product being --

THE COURT: Well, if the jury buys that and buys your

royalty evidence, your client's going to be compensated.

MR. ALBRIGHT: Yes, sir, all I want to make certain of

is we are allowed to put in the fact that they gained these

revenues in an effort during this period of time to either go

public or to be bought, which is ultimately what happened.

It's part of the damages theory, your Honor.

THE COURT: Well, when you say it's part of the

damages theory, you limited your damages to royalty.

MR. ALBRIGHT: Yes, sir.

THE COURT: And the royalty‘s going to be based on-the

' sale of products. Doesn't make any difference if they went

under, they were bought out, or they shipped off to Japan.

There doesn't make any difference.

MR. ALBRIGHT: Your Honor, the reasonableness of the
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royalty is going to be shown in what Pathlight ultimately

achieved, which was the sale of their company for $260

million.

THE COURT: So you want part of that?

MR. ALBRIGHT: No, sir. We want to be able to show --

THE COURT: It's not relevant. I would not permit it.

MR. ALBRIGHT: And finally, your Honor, I think what

we're taking up this morning is the fact that ADIC is

continuing to sell the Pathlight products that contain the

infringing product, therefore, I believe that that is

certainly relevant because it's an ongoing --

THE COURT: It's certainly admissible on willfulness.

MR. ALBRIGHT: Okay.

THE COURT: Anybody want to object on that?

MR. BAHLER: Your Honor, the continued sale by ADIC, I

think what we're talking about here is potential for

injunction at the end of this case and that certainly would be

crafted against the party that's in the case, Pathlight, and

any parent subsidiaries so that would be established. I'm not

sure whether this sales by ADIC has anything to do with it.

The injunction in place would be effective against it.

THE COURT: It's your product, you can be enjoined by

it, but I have a hunch if you were looking at a verdict that

you could have stopped those sales at any time, shape or form

if you wanted.to. That evidence is admissible on the issue of
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willfulness, if nothing else.

MR. ALBRIGHT: Thank you, your Honor.

MR. BAHLER: Thank you, your Honor.

COURT: All right. Anything else?

MR. ALBRIGHT: No, sir. With respect to your ruling,

may we have an extra five minutes? We had some evidence that

was going to go into the record that we'll take out at this

point.

THE COURT: And the other part of the ruling is you'll

be able to show on the cross—examination of any employee of

Pathlight their stock holdings and how they would be affected,

that is, interest on the amounts of stock and what their stock

-— they're not a public company, so just shares of stock, I

guess.

MR; ALBRIGHT:‘ Shares of stock of ADIC, your Honor?

That's what they received.

THE COURT: Well, that had something to do with the

sale. -You haven't convinced me that their holdings and ADIC's

are relevant. If anybody from ADIC --

MR. ALBRIGHT: The problem I'm having a problem with

is only because Pathlight was a privately held company.

THE COURT: Well, I understand that.

MR. ALBRIGHT: They have no shares of stock. The only

way to represent to the jury what they -- in other words, they

no longer have an interest in Pathlight. They now only have
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an interest in ADIC shares of stock that were swapped for

Pathlight. That would be the only way to do it.

For example, Mr. Hood, who is -- we're going to read

by deposition, received 700 somewhat shares of ADIC stock.

There would be no parallel way to explain what he used to own

in Pathlight. Pathlight to that extent doesn't exist anymore.

MR. BAHLER: It would be simple to do. Just ask him.

MR. ALBRIGHT: Mr. Hood won't be here.

THE COURT: So you're going to put on a witness and

then cross—examine him on interest?

MR. ALBRIGHT: Well, your Honor, I think we have the

right to put on an adverse witness and show that he had --

THE COURT: You've got every right to put an adverse

witness on.

' MR. BAHLER: Your Honor, I really have no problem. I

mean, in light of the Court's ruling, I have no problem with

any of my witnesses explaining their interest in Pathlight

before the purchase. I think that's-fine. It's not relevant

as your Honor observed, but I opened the door so I'll live

with it. But this purchase and the financial transaction is

simply not relevant to any issue including the escrow.

THE COURT: Well, how much stock did a Pathlight

employee, agent, or director have is relevant on interest on

cross-examination just like it was yesterday with regard to

Crossroads. And I note that counsel utilized a percentage of
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capital rather than the stock market to -- probably

intentionally, but simply the fact that these employees owned

thousands of shares of Pathlight, the jury will get the idea.

I'm not going to go into the sale in any way, shape or form

here. Unless you think it's been opened, the door, or had a

better theory, then approach the bench and I'll listen to you.

MR. BAHLER: Yes, your Honor. Thank you, your Honor.

THE COURT: Give you five minutes.

(Recess.)

THE COURT: Are you ready, Mr. Bahler?

MR. BAHLER: I think so.

(Jury present.)

THE COURT: Members of the jury, since we met

yesterday, has anyone attempted to talk to you about this

case?

THE JUROR: No.

THE COURT: See how good you're getting? Have you

talked to anybody about the case?

THE JUROR: No.

THE COURT: And have you learned anything at all about

the case outside the presence of each other and this

Courtroom?

THE JUROR: No.

THE COURT: All right. Show negative responses to all

questions. Y'all have been practicing back there. All right.
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Counsel, you may call your next witness.

MR. ALBRIGHT: Thank you, your Honor. We are going to

call by deposition Mr. DeWilde.

THE COURT: Members of the jury, a deposition is a

procedure in the courts where a witness is called before a

certified court reporter, sworn just like you have seen the

witnesses sworn in this courtroom, and then, the lawyers ask

questions. And the court reporter types up the questions and

the answers under oath, certifies that it is correct, it's

filed and it's just like testimony.

You are to evaluate this testimony just as you would

any other witness. You may proceed.

MR. ALBRIGHT: Thank you, your Honor. Your Honor, for

purposes of the record, we are calling Mr. Mark Dewilde,

capital D E capital W I L D'E. On page No. 4, line 7 through

page 4, line 8.

Q. Would you state your full name for the record, please?

A. Mark Andrew Dewilde.

With respect to page 6, line 13 through 6, line 16.

You're currently an employee of Pathlight?

Right.

What's your position at Pathlight?

A. Current title is chief technologist.

Q. Page 14, line 13, page 14, line 19. Do you recall the

circumstances under which you discovered the 972 patent?“
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A. I routinely do searches for prior art when we work on

things.

Q. was that uncovered during one of those routine searches

for prior art?

A. Yep.

Q. Page 15, line 1 through 15, line 7. Did you discover a

full text version of the patent or was it an image?

A. Full.

Q. Did you present out the image of the patent?

Yes.

Did you read the printout?

Yes.

Page 15, line 17 through page 16, line 10.

Sure, do you have any understanding as to what the

purpose of a patent is.

A. Sure.

Q. What is that understanding that you have?

A. It's to essentially protect the inventor of a novel

technology from others essentially selling that technology,

selling that invention.

Q. Do you have an understanding as to the different sections

within a patent?

A. Sure.

Q. Do you have an understanding as to the claims patent?

A. Yes.
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Q. What's your understanding as to the claims?

A. The claims define what it is you're actually patenting.

The discussion before that explains how it is that you can

accomplish doing what you're claiming, which is why when I

first read the patent, I thought it was, yet, another junk

patent.

_ Q. Page 17, line 6 through page 17, line 18?

THE COURT: I'm going to ask you to read just a little

slower for the court reporter.

Q. (BY MR. ALBRIGHT) when you came to that realization, did

you have concern that -— may I start over? When you came to

that realization, did you have concern that they may be

construed to corner devices made by Pathlight?

A. I felt that every vendor of RAID technology, every vendor

of virtually any storage technology, host bust adapters almost

anything having to do with storage in the computer industry

was at risk if anyone took it seriously.

Q. Does that include products manufactured by Pathlight?

A. Yeah.

Q. Page 17, line 19 through line 23.

Your concerns, would they have been related to the San

gateway and San router products.

A. Those are our products.

Q. Page 19, line 3, through page 20, line 1.

After you.discovered the 972 patent, did you send a
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copy pie of it to anyone within Pathlight.

A. Yes.

Q. Who did you send a copy to?

A. Again, you probably have that e—mail through discovery. I

don't remember the addresses —— the addressee list. It

certainly was Said. It probably included other members of the

engineering team. I don't remember the exact list.

Q. Do you know whether it included Mr. Keller?

A. I think I already answered that question. I know I sent

it to Said. I'm not sure what other members of the team I

sent it to. Again, you got the e-mail through discovery.

Q. You said that you created an e-mail in or about the same

day that you discovered the patent?

A. The same day.

Q. The same day —— I'm sorry. Why did you send the e-mail

with a copy of the patent attached?

A. I wanted everyone to review it.

Q. As far as you know, did everyone review it?

A. I was going to say, I couldn't begin to tell you if

everyone read it or not.

Q. Finally, your Honor, page 49 line 19 through line 23. Do

you know who else gave documents to Mr. Levy within Pathlight?

A. I'm sure Said did, I'm sure Terry Keller did. I think I'm

not sure but I think Greg Prestus may have, as well.

Q. Pass the witness, your Honor.
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THE COURT: What's happening, members of the jury, is

now they're going to offer out of the same testimony other

portions of the deposition. So this gentleman to my left and

to your right actually is the same person who just walked off.

We learn this in the second year of law school.

MR. GARRETT: Your Honor, reading from page 4, line 21

through page 5, line 4.

Q. Mr. DeWilde, could you just quickly give me a synopsis of

your background starting with undergraduate college, if you

attended?

A. Undergraduate college was Hampton Sidney college in

Virginia.

Q. What was your degree in?

A. Physics.

Q. When did you receive that?

A. 1975.

Q. Turning next to page 16, line 11 through page 17, line 6.

Why did you think it was a junk patent when you first read it?

A. ’Because it screamed so loudly of products that were

already on the marketplace and made claims that told you

absolutely nothing about how you would ever begin to do it.

Q. Do you have your own patents?

A. Yes, I do.

Q. How many patents are you issued with your name?
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A. I forget the exact number, three or four.

Q. when you read the claims of the 972 patent, did you have

any opinion as to whether they were narrow or broad?

A. Am I supposed to answer? I thought they were incredibly

vague.

Q. Did you --

A. Could be interpreted so many different ways that you could

literally say they applied to anything.

Q. Next reading from page 17, line 24, through page 18, line

16.

Would your concerns have been relevant to the VPS

products by Pathlight.

A. At the time, I felt they really —- again, I didn't feel

that they had any real impact because they were so vague that

there was nothing, that there was nothing there that you could

say applied to any particular technology. There was not

enough substance there.

Q. When you say there's not enough substance, are you

referring to the description of the patent or the claims?

A. Both. Probably the description far more than the claims

because that's where the -- that's where it tells you how it

is that you're supposed to do it.

Q. So you would have preferred to see more detail in the

description?

A. At least enough to —— at least enough for someone
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Did you have any discussion with anybody about this

patent.

A. I had discussions with Said.

Q. What was the information that was discussed?

Again, vagueness of the patent.

Did Said agree with you that the patent was vague?

Yes.

Did he have any other concerns about the patent that he

expressed to you?

A. Well, we needed to figure out what to do next.

Q. Did you and Said have discussions about what to do next?

A. ‘Yes.

Q. Did you have a number of options that you were

considering?

A. The obvious option which was to seek legal counsel.

Q. Were there any other options?

A. Well, of course you could ignore it because it was so‘

ridiculous.

Q. Was there an additional option other than that one?

A. No.

Q. Did you consider the option of stopping the shipment of

Pathlight's products?

A. Since there was no belief whatsoever that the patent could
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There came a time when you supplement written

materials to Mr. Levy; is that right?

Yes.

Did you supply Mr. Levy with written materials concerning

operation of Pathlight's San gateway and San router?

Could you be a bit more specific?

Sure. Did you provide Mr. Levy with

What I provided him with, I believe, is listed in these

exhibits.

Q. Did you provide him with any additional documents

concerning the San gateway or the San router?

A. I might have. There was a great deal of document

gathering and they were sifting through it and deciding what

they needed and what they didn't. I don't remember the exact

title stuff question did.

Q. Next page 32 line 12 through 15. In terms of physical

volume, do you know if he was given a box of documents or

binders or how were the documents delivered to them?

A. some paper, some electronic.

Q. That's all, your Honor.

THE COURT: Any further questions?

MR. ALBRIGHT: NO, sir.
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THE COURT: All right. Call the next witness.

MR. ALBRIGHT: Your Honor, the next witness I'm going

to call is Mr. Randy hood. So this is no longer Mr. DeWilde.

It's now Mr. Hood. Your Honor, we have several depositions,

so I'll note the date of the ones I'm speaking from. This

first deposition was taken September 7th in the year 2000.

And I think that's the only one that we took on that date.

Page 9, line 6 through line 9.

Q. Morning, Mr. Hood. My name is Alex Rogers. I'm an

attorney for the plaintiff, Crossroads. You understand that

you are under oath?

A. Yes.

Q. Page 9, line —— can I check something, your Honor? I

think I'm looking at the time on the side. I want to make

sure I'm giving the right page citation on page 8, line 6 and

line 7?

What's your current position with Pathlight?

A. President and CEO.

Q. Page 10 lines 2 through 17 -- through 16?

Okay. Let me show you what has been marked as exhibit

l to your deposition. Go ahead and take a look at that, sir.

For the record, exhibit l is a complaint, Crossroads vs.

Pathlight in the United States district court for the western

district of Texas, Austin division, attaching a patent which I

‘ will refer to as the 972 patent. Have you had a chance to
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look it, sir?

A. I've glanced at it, yeah.

Q. Have you seen this complaint before?

I have.

Have you seen this patent before?

I have.

Line 22 of the same page through line 25?

When was the first time you reviewed this complaint.

When it was mailed to me.

Can you —— do you recall the date, approximately?

A. First quarter of this year.

Q. And, your Honor, those answers were on page 11, lines 1

and 2. On page 12, lines 4 through 7?

What did he tell you.

A. He'said that he had uncovered a Crossroads patent as part

of his on going efforts and research on the filing of our own

patents.

_ Q. At line 18 of the same page?

Did he tell you what he understood to be the claims of

the 972 patent.

A. Just in very, very general terms.

Q. What did he say?

A. That it was a patent on a router, kind of a very

broad-based, general patent covering a router product line.

Q. On.page 39, line 21 through page 41, line 13, your Honor.
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Who are Pathlight's competitors.

A. Oh, Chaparral, Gadzooks, ado, San solutions, Crossroads,

CNT, Compaq, Brokade, Vixel.

Q. Reporter asks, what was the last one?

A. Vixel, V I X E«L, encore, generally speaking, that's the

-- that's group.

Q. All right. If you had to define the market that you're in

what —— how would you define it?

A. This market that we sell to or the market that we operate

in because it's kind of different. That market right there

that group of companies is the same infrastructure market.

They provide San infrastructure pieces so I don't know if

that's your question or if the question is something else.

Q. What's the narcotic that you operate in?

A. I'll say that market.

Okay. The San infrastructure pieces?
Yeah.

What's the market that you sell to?

We sell to the server and storage market.

Q. Within a market that described relating to San

infrastructure pieces who within that market sells products

that you regard as competitive to your San router or San

gateway products? All of them?

A. All of them. That's why I put them in there, yeah.

Q. Okay. Who within that market sells routers?
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A. Ado, San solutions, Gadzooks, Crossroads, and depending

how you define a router, CNT and Compaq.

Q. What do you mean by that, quote, depending on how you

define a router, close quote?

A. Well, the Pathlight has gateways and routers.

Q. What's the difference between generally speaking, what's

the difference between Pathlight's gateway products and its

router products?

A. Their performance, the intercon activity and the_

functionality.

Q. Page 47, your Honor, line 23 through page 49, line 3.

As part of to understand competition, has Pathlight

ever expected a competitor's product.

A. Yes.

Q. Do you know if the lab at Pathlight has any competitor's

product in it right now?

A. Oh, yeah.

Q. What products?

A. We've got switches for many of the switch vendors,

Brokade, Vixel, Gadzooks. I think we have representative

products from all of them, not necessarily for the purpose of

inspecting from a competitive standpoint, from the perspective

of having nor compatibility testing.

Q. What about Crossroads does Pathlight's labs have any

Crossroads products in it?
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I'm not certain on that.

Do you know if it has ever had any Crossroads products in

Yes.

Which products?

It was one of the 4,000 series router products.

A 4100 or 4200?

Yeah, one of those, yeah.

What was the purpose of having it?

The purpose was to understand what its performance was.

Any other purposes?

No.

Your Honor, page 62, line 8 through page 63, line 22.

At any time between late '99 and April 2000, did any

attorney provide you with any opinion as to whether or not any

Pathlight product infringes the 972 patent.

A. No.

Q. Let me modify the question. And to ask if any attorney

during that time frame between late '99 and April 2000, did

any attorney provide you with any opinion either verbally or

in writing, as to whether or not any Pathlight product

infringes the 972 patent?

A. I don't believe so.

Q. Did you ever request that? By you I mean Pathlight. Did

you ever request such an opinion from any attorney prior to
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being sued in April 2000?

A. I'm not aware of that.

Q. Prior to April 2000, has any attorney provided you with

opinion either verbally or in writing, as to whether or

the 972 patent is valid?

Yes.

When did that occur?

When did we get the letter?

Yes, sir.

‘ The opinion letter?

Yes.

Finalized?

Yes.

It was just before we received the complaint from

Crossroads.

Q. And it's your understanding that the letter only addresses

validity, not infringement?

A. Thatfs my recollection.

Q. Which attorneys wrote that letter?

A. Mark Levy.

Q. Since being sued, has any attorney provided you with any

attorney as to whether or not any Pathlight products infringed

the 972 patent?

A. No.

Q. Have you requested such an opinion?
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Okay. Other than Chaparral, ado and Crossroads,

Pathlight have a competitor for router sales.

A.

Qt

A.

Q.

A

Q.

Well, yes.

Who?

The same ones I listed before.

Nor router sales?

Certainly.

Previously, you listed Chaparral, Gadzooks, Ado, San

solutions, Crossroads, CNT, Compaq, Brokade, Vixel?

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

than Chaparral, Crossroads and Ado,

That's right.

All of those companies sell routers?

go.

Okay. Maybe I -- let me ask it a different way.

is there another

does

Other

competitor which sells routers that competes against

Pathlight?

A. There are other products. I don't know if they are really

—- if somebody calls them routers or not, but there are other

products, other companies with products that are very similar

.in nature to routers, whether they call them routers or not,

you know, is a separate issue.

is thereQ. Based on your understanding of what a router is,

any other competitor out there other than those three that
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compete with Pathlight in their sales of routers?
A. Yes.

Q. Which are those?

Gadzooks, San solutions to name two.

And you can't --

Others.

And you can't think of any others?

Other than the ones I've already listed, yeah.

Q. Well, putting aside that list, again, my question is, are

there competitors which sell routers other than Chaparral,

Crossroads, Ado, Gadzooks and San solutions, can you think of

any other competitors which would sell routers?

A. No.

Q. Your Honoring turning to page 133, line 16 through 134,

‘line 23.

Do you know what the subjects are of any of the

Pathlight patent applications.

A. I do. Some of them, yeah.

Q. What are they?

A. One is the VPS software. One is the direct data flow

memory architecture and the product. One is a kind of broad

overall architectural approach and the fourth one, I don't

recall.

Q. Do you know if any of the applications involved with

Pathlight refers to in its publications regarding its products
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as, quote, access controls?

A. That would be a VPS.

Q. When Mr. Dewilde came to you and told you that in the

course of doing his work—related to patent applications, he

came across the 972 patent. Was that in relation to his work

on the VPS application?

A. Specifically, I'm not sure if it was that or just in

general, you know, in general terms. I don't know.

Q. Was the VPS application one of the first applications that

he was working on?

A. It was in the first round, yes.

Q. In 1999?

A. Yes.

Q. So the timing of his discussion with you relating to the

972 patent would have been coincident with his working on the

‘ VPS application?

A. I'm sorry. State that again.

Q. When he came to you, talked to you about the 972 patent,

it was about the same time that he was working on the VPS

application, correct?

A. It would have been during that time.

Q. Your Honor, we've got a handful of depositions. Do you

want me to get them all out of the way before we switch?

THE COURT: I think that would be the best way to

proceed.
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ALBRIGHT: Will --

COURT: On the same witness?

ALBRIGHT: Yes, sir, all the same witness.

COURT: You can just proceed.

MR. ALBRIGHT: Thank you, your Honor. If you would

turn to the deposition of the same gentleman, Mr. Randy hood,

dated Tuesday, December 12th, 2000, and, your Honor, I'll be

reading from volume 1. I'm on page 52, line 23 and I'm going

to read through page 54, line 7.

Q. Is the VPS option just above what we discussed earlier the

VPS software?

. A. It is.

Q. And at least as of May 2000, are you identifying that the

price for the VPS option would be $1,650?

A. That is a-created list price.

Q. And what is a created list price?

We've not sold any VPS software for that price.

What price have you sold it for?

Well, we sell it to IBM for 285 a shot.

Have you sold it to anyone else?

Yes, we have.

Who else have you sold it to?

Oh, I'd have to do research that.

For about the same amount that you're selling to IBM?

Again, for accuracy purposes, I'd have to research that,i
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but correct.

Q. And when you say OEM price list, is this the price that

Pathlight is going to sell it to the OEM for or is it the

price list that you're recommending that the OEM sell it at?

A. No. This is our pricing to the OEM for negotiating

purposes. This is what we use.

Q. And when you say for negotiating purposes, does that mean

that this is sort of Pathlight's starting offer of what they'd

like to get?

A. Sometimes it's the price, sometimes it end up being the

ultimate price that we sell it to an OEM customer for and

sometimes it's the guideline that ends up being negotiated

from.

Q. Turning, your Honor, to page 66, line 13 through page 68,

line 5.

Looking at the second page of exhibit 8, 49713 at the

bottom of the page, there's a statement from N J D L at IBM.

Do you know who that is.

A. I believe that is Nathan dick er man.

Q. ‘And he states to you, quote, on behalf of IBM, I would

like to request a quotation for the following items: One, a,

quote, use license for the source code which is referenced in

the below description. Is that the software we were talking

about earlier?

A. It is.
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Q. And this is just reflection of discussions that were going

on between you and IBM about that VPS software.

A. This is IBM's —— this is their official request for a

quotation for that use license of the VPS software.

Q. And if you look at the top of the document, it says April

25th, 2000. Does that put it in the right time frame for you?

Does that sound accurate to when these discussions were going

on?

A. Well, there's actually dates here on e—mails and things,

so that's -- must be. It's the date on here.

Q. If you'd turn to page 49718, please.

A. Okay.

Q. And who is January white?

A. January white is an IBM employee in the procurement of

IBM.

Q. When you said earlier in the quotation IBM is roughly $2

million is that made up of the two figures in the second

paragraph here?

A. It is.

Q. Then at the bottom of the page, it says, quote, not

revealed to IBM, close quote. What does that mean?

A. Those notes, those notes down there are my private notes

as to how the number was arrived at, and they did not -- those

were not attached to this document for IBM.

Q. Turning, your Honor,.to page 81, line 2 through same page,
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patent.

A. No, we didn't feel it was required.

Q. I understand. I'm not necessarily interested in what you

felt, I'm just need a yes or no. After you received the

opinion letter from Mr. Levy, did Pathlight take any other

action?

A. Not that I'm aware of.

Q. So between the time Mr. Levy produced his opinion and when

Pathlight was sued by Crossroads and you obtained notice of

the lawsuit, during that entire period of time, Pathlight took

no action with respect to the 972 patent; is that correct?

A. That's what I just said. I don't think we did.

Q. Your Honor, page 85, line 13 through line 20.

Other than getting it and I don't mean to retread this

ground. I just want to make sure. The only step that

Pathlight took between the discovery of the 972 patent and

receiving the papers that were filed in this lawsuit was you

got Mr. Levy to provide an opinion of counsel, correct, that's

the only formal step that Pathlight took.

A. Yes.

Q. Page 92, line 17 through 23.
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Was there ever any debate inside of Pathlight over

whether or not to continue to sell its San products.

A. In what period of time was this?

Q. After you had been sued and after Fulbright and Jaworski

had begun its defense of you?

A. No.

Q. Page 96, line 3, through page 96, 21.

I mean, you've testified in one of your depositions

that you believe Mr. Dewilde found the 972 patent in November.
A. Right.

Q. Of 1999?

A. That's correct.

Q. And Mr. Levy didn't get his been done, was it February of

2000?

A. February, March time frame, that's the kind of time frame.

Q. So whatever that time frame is is whatever it is. Are you

with me? I mean, between when Mr. Dewilde discovered the 972

patent and you got the Levy opinion, we know that sometime

between November and the date of his opinion, correct?

A. Whatever it is it is, yes.

Q. During that period of time, did Pathlight ever consider

terminating the sale of its San products?

A. No.

Q. Page 104, line 20 through page 109, line 8.

Now, between November of 1999 and March of 2000,
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Pathlight had no formal written opinion from anybody with

respect to the validity or invalidity of the 972 patent; is

that correct or is that not Correct.

A. Written opinion, no.

Q. And you had no formal opinion, written or unwritten, from

anybody until March of 2000? Any opinion from anybody?

A. That is not correct.

Q. And who had given you an opinion before March of 2000?

A. Or assessment internally in the company.

Q. My question, Mr. Road hood, was who had given you an

opinion with respect to the 972 patent prior to March of 2000,

that request that you give me a name?

A. Mark Dewilde and Said Rahmani.

Q. And what did Mark DeWilde do to determine whether or not

there was infringement of the 972 patent prior to March of

2000?

A. He reviewed the 972 patent claims with respect to the

Pathlight product.

Q. Anything else?

A. Well, and I recall his belief was that many of the claims

in the patent existed in the prior art and other products,

also.

Q. What other steps did he take besides what you just told

us?

A. What other step for what?
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Q. To provide you with an opinion?

A. We engaged Mark Levy to get an official opinion from

counsel.

I've heard that.

That's what we did.

What else did Mr. Dewilde do prior to March of 2000?

I don't know. You'd have to ask him.

What else did Mr. Rahmani do?

I don't'know. You'd have to ask him.

Q. Besides Mr. Rahmani will know. That's not right. You've

told us —- you've just told us that Mr. Dewilde and Mr.

Rahmani give you their opinions that there's no infringement

prior to March of 2000. How do you know that if you don't

know what Mr. Rahmani did?

A. There were discussions. Do you want me to answer this?

Q. I wouldn't have asked if I didn't.

A. All right. There were discussions internally regarding

the 972 patent and, specifically, our product, Pathlight

product, and in those discussions they were stitched in and

woven in those discussions statements of belief that the

claims in the 972 patent were likely invalid due to those

individual's knowledge of product not the narcotic that

contained features and technology relating to the claims.

Q. Other than that, did Mr. Rahmani or Mr. Dewilde do any

other investigation to form their opinions?
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A. I don't know. 'You would have to ask them that question.

Q. And so you have no independent opinion with respect to

invalidity of the patent other than what you've been told

during that period of time between -— by Mr. Levy, Mr. Rahmani
and Mr. Dewilde; is that correct?

A. Other than Mark Levy, I'm sorry.

Q. Rahmani and Dewilde?

Did I have any other independent --

Q. Reason to believe the 972 patent was invalid?

A.
I felt that there was very sufficient work that we were

supposed to be doing. Those were the responsible steps for us

to take.

Q. So the answer to my question is no?

A. And your question again is?

’Q. If you'll just listen to the question the first time. The

question is, other than Mr. Rahmani, Mr. Levy and Mr. Dewilde,

did you have any other information or basis to believe one way

or the other whether.that the 972 patent was valid or invalid?

Mr. Bahler asked prior to March 2000, I said prior to March of

2000 and the witness said --

A. No.

Q. Line 109, question begins on line 3 through line 8?

Prior to the time of being sued by Crossroads, did

that change.

A. No.
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Q. Prior to the time of retaining Fulbright and Jaworski, did

that change?

A. No.

Q. Page 122, lines 8 through 25. Has Pathlight ever done any

kind of competitive analysis that analyzed or included

Crossroads?

A. Yes.

And who would have done that on behalf of Pathlight?

There may have been a number of people.

Okay.

That at various times we might have discussions about

companies that have products similar to gateways and routers

and bridges and so the answer is yes.

Q. You never personally had conversations with Chaparral,

correct, about the infringement of the 972 patent?

A. No.

Q. Your Honor, I would now turn to the deposition, dated

December 12th, 2000, volume 2., Page 147, line 4?

Okay. Were you involved at all with respect to the

relationship between Pathlight and IBM and Pathlight's San

products? were you involved in the negotiations.

A. Yes.

Q. When did those negotiations begin?

A. 1998.

-Q. ~Who on behalf of Pathlight was involved?
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A. What do you mean involved?

Q. Who on behalf of Pathlight was involved in the

negotiations with IBM with respect to the Pathlight San

products?

A. I would say that the three primary people would be Said

Rahmani, Hank Watson and myself.

Q. Your Honor, turning to page 150, line 18 through 151, line

17. with respect to 1998, what portion of 1998 are we talking

‘about? Early or late?

A. With regard to what?

Q. With regard to the negotiations between Pathlight and IBM?

A. I believe the first visit that we made to IBM regarding

this product that ultimately became part of the contract was

in April.

Q. ‘Did Pathlight submit any offers or proposals to IBM with

respect to Pathlight San products?

A. Yes.

Q. And when did that take place?

1998.

When in 1998?

It would have been between April and the end of the year.

Do you know any more narrowly than that?

No.

When did you close the deal with IBM?

With regard to San products?
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Yes, sir.

January.

Of what?

1999.

Page 155, line 10 through line 6 of page 156.

Okay. What were the terms of Pathlight's proposal to

with respect to the San products.

What were the terms?

Yes, sir, what was the price?

The price was-that was one term. There were a number of

terms.

Q. The term I'm asking about now is what was the price that

quoted to IBM?

Oh, I can't recollect the precise number.

What was in the ballpark?

$6,700.’

-Are you still selling products to IBM, San products?

iYes.

What is the current price of those products?

I can't recollect off the top of my head the price.

Any general idea?

Yes.

I'll take it.

It's a little over $7,000.

Page 191, your Honor, line 24 through line 2, on page 195.
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And has there been any negotiations with any third

party with respect to the third party wanting to license any

of that intellectual property from Pathlight.

A. Yes.

Q. When did those negotiations take place?

A. This year.

Q. And on behalf of Pathlight —— I'm sorry. And who on

behalf of Pathlight entered those negotiations?

A. Well, I did, for one.

Q. What was that one?

A. That was a VPS. Virtual private San license.

Q. And who was the third entity or I guess in your case it

would be a second. I apologize. Who was the other entity?

A. IBM-

Q. And not to get distracted but with respect to that

particular product, what does that product, so the jury

understands, have to do with the San products that you sell to

ism?

A. It's a software option for the San gateway and San router.

Q. Is it fair to say that Pathlight thinks they have a

proprietary interest in that soft wear?

A. Proprietary?

Q. Did Pathlight design the software itself?

<A. Yes.

Q. Did they create the software?
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Yes.

Are you attempting to get a patent on the software?

A. Yes.

Q. That's what I mean by proprietary. What does it do with

respect to the products that IBM purchases, the San products

that IBM purchases from Pathlight?

A. It provides access control.

Q. What do you mean by access control?

A. It provides a capability to control access to particular

parts of the storage device that are attached to our product.

Q. Has IBM purchased that product from you? I believe you

called it a VPS product?

A. Yes.

Q. Has they purchased that product from you, the software?

Yes.

You haven't licensed it to them?

No.

is it that you sell that product to IBM?

I'm sorry. What do you mean how is it?

Q. For example, when you sell your router to them, is it part

of the operating system or software that's on a product that

you sell to IBM now?

A. It's not part of the router.

Q. Okay. So I'm asking how it is. Do you sell it as a

separate software package with the router?
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A. No, it's not part of the router product that IBM purchased

from us.

So it's a completely separate product?

It's a software option.

How does IBM buy that from you?

It's part of the gateway product that they buy from us.

Q. And how much is it for this software in round figures?

A $285.

Q. And all I'm saying is this isn't a licensed agreement with

IBM that they can use this software; this is a straight sale

of the software to IBM, correct?

A. That's correct.

Q. And you intend to get, if possible, a patent on that

software?

A. That's correct.

Q- Your Honor, I begin again on page 195, line 25, through

page -- I'm sorry, through page 196, line 15?

When did you first offer for sale VPS software just

ballparking what year.

A. 2000.

Q. With respect to any intellectual property that we've been

talking about have you attempted to license any of it or has

it all been straight for sale?

A. There was a request from one customer to receive pricing

for a license-
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What was the product that they requested?

VPS. That's what I was talking about before.

And who was that customer?

IBM.

Page 201, your Honor, line 10 through 21.

Do you know whether Crossroads products would meet

nose new specifications.

A. I'm sorry I would.

Q. only sorry I coughed do you-think it would not?

That's correct.

What is your basis for thinking they would not?

For one they and the products again to my knowledge have.

displayed the access control characteristic that IBM now

included in their approved configuration.

Your Honor, page 207, line 5 through 23}

Mr. Hood, just so you know, if I have to go to the

Court, I'm giving you an opportunity. The question is do you

know or do you not know.whether any Crossroads's current

product, San products that are on the market meet IBM

specifications.

A. I don't believe they do.

Q. And what is your basis for making that statement?

My basis is my understanding of the specifications.

And which specific any cases does Crossroads not meet?

They're not a qualified product in the configuration that
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IBM is supporting. I don't believe they have the same depth

of San management capability that is part of the IBM

requirement and I don't believe they have specific access

control features that are part of the specification.

Q. Your Honor, page 209, line 13 through page 211, line 21.

Well, that was the thrust of my last question when you

said you told me that earlier, so let's make sure wear clear.

When we're talking earlier about IBM and your negotiation for

vthe sale of VPS software, that was in conjunction with the

sale also of path light‘s hardware, correct.

A. Would you like me to take a stab at that time clarifying

the situation for you?

Q. I would be just delighted.

A. Okay. I was waiting for you to ask me a question. We

sold the original IBM configuration without the VPS option

because the VPS option didn't ekist. We started selling that

to them at the end of quarter 1 this year.

Q. Just to make clear, you started selling the VPS software?

A. Software to IBM. It became qualified as part of their

configuration.

Q. I hate to keep interrupting you but just to make sure I

‘understand what you're saying, Q 1 of this year?

A. That's January, February, March, that's Q 1.

Q. Okay.

' A. “Sometime this year IBM started inquiring about the
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possibility of licensing all or part of the VPS software from

Pathlight completely separate from our hardware platform and

we had some dialogue and even proyided the quotation for that.

Q. And what was the quotation?

A. The quotation was for license of the VPS of a portion of

the VPS software to IBM.

Q. I apologize. My question was intended to be what was the

amount of the quote?

A. Slightly over two million.

Q. And would that have given IBM the right to use the VPS

software for as much as they wanted?

A. For a period of time.

Q. What was the period of time?

One year.

Did IBM counter that?

No.

Did they accept it?

No.

Are there still negotiations concerning the matter?

No.

Q. During what time period month more or less of 2000 did

these negotiations take place?

A. Well, it popped up a couple of times beginning the quarter
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Q. Does it seem to you that it's a dead issue as of December

of 2000?

A. It appears so.

Q. Page 213, lines 3 through 22?

I want to come flow up on a couple of things so make

sure I got your answer. Negotiations with IBM with respect to

the VPS software took place somewhere between the second

quarter and the third quarter of the year 2000 and that's with

respect to the $2 million license agreement.

A. That's correct.

Q. And there's been no other negotiations with any other

third party besides IBM with respect to that software?

A. That's correct.

Q. And'I understand in fairness to you that you've told us

that you discussed the sale of the product along with the

hardware to basically all of your customers, correct?

A. That's correct.

Q. But with respect to just a separate, distinct sale or

license of the VPS software, IBM is the only third party,

correct?

A. That's correct.

Q. ‘Your Honor, I'm turning to the deposition of Mr. Hood,

taken February 21st of 2000, page 7, line 24 through page 8,

line 3.

‘When did Pathlight begin to market VPS.
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Q 1, 2000.

Did the marketing on the sales begin at the same time?

Yes.

Page 10, line 1 through page 13, line 13.

Is the VPS software, then, on every single product,

Pathlight product that's sold and it's just the decision is

made whether or not someone is going to try and get a license

or not.

A. The components for the VPS software are there, but they

don't work. They are not activated until you buy it, receive

the license key to activate it.

Q. So every product, every router and gateway product that's

been sold since Q 1 of 2000 had the VPS software on it?

A. You mean the VPS, the components of the VPS software.

Q. Yes, sir. The components?

A. On it? Well, those products that were shipped with the

necessary version of the San director that included that, yes.

Q. When you look at the documents tomorrow, we'd be able to

point out which ones have the San director on it?

A. That's the document. Which ones have the San director on

it, I don't know what your question is.

Q. I believe you just told me that all of the products that

had San director on it had the VPS software could be enabled

if someone gave to you the serial number and you gave them the

software key?
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A. Okay. So your question is.

Q. So my question is, Mr. Garrett said earlier, he believed

that tomorrow when I have the documents with me that you would

be able to quickly point out to me which products have VPS

software on them?

A. Yes, those are the documents that you have.

Q. Okay. And you said something, though, about the San

director in your answer, and that's what I was following up

on.

A. So what's your question?

Q. Let's try it again.

A. .Yes, let's.

Q. Mr. Hood, you forgive me for apparently misunderstanding

what you were trying to tell me earlier.. Why don't you

explain to the jury what San director is.

A. San director is our overall San management product,

provides the user with variety of management tools to discover

and manage the various things that are connected in a San.

Q. And when you say San just following up so maybe the jury

will understand what it is we're talking about, when you say

it allows it to manage things, what do you mean?

A. It allows you to see what version of firm wear is

associated with the specific host adapt er card in a server.

For example, or see that a switch or what kind of switch is a

San or a hub, to see which kind of storage devices are
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connected to the server as part of the San.

Q. And the sales of San routers and San gateways is Q l of

2000, have they all contained the San director that we

discussed?

A. I believe so. It's a very, very high percentage, if not

all.

Q. And what that means is that the San director has been on a

high percentage of them, if not all, is that basically the VPS

software is on the product that's waiting to be enabled until

someone gives Pathlight the serial number so that they can

provide them with what I'm calling the software key so the

user and customer can enable the VPS software. Is that

correct?

A. That's correct. That's our chosen way of delivering

software options versus sending them a C D or something like

that.

Q. Just again to try and help the jury out here, the jury has

all probably bought a lap top or personal computer, so what

you have done is install the VPS software along with other

things, the same way that someone might install a program on

to a computer, the hardware that they sell, that the buyer

can't use the software till they provide Pathlight with a

serial number and then you all give them a code number so that

they can enable the software and use it, correct?

A. -That is correct.
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through page 22, line 19?

Does Pathlight also sell San routers to IBM.

A. Yes.

Q. I'm going to go backwards through this, just make certain

I understand. If one wanted to find out with IBM with respect

to the IBM routers which ones have the San director on them,

those would be in other documents, correct?

A. I can tell you that all IBM San routers have San director

on them.

Q. And do all IBM San routers have the VPS already activated

on them or with respect to the routers, do they have to go

through the same process of giving Pathlight the serial number

and then having the VPS activated?

A. What you said is correct.

- Q. The latter?

A. They have to go through the process of providing serial

numbers and activating the VPS software.

Q. When one gives you the serial number and you activate the

VBS software, is that an additional expense?

A. It could be.

Q. With respect to —f I'm leaving out the IBM gateways. With

respect for example to the IBM routers of OEM when would it be

an additional expense for a customer who bought an IBM OEM
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router to activate the VPS software?

A. Likely every time.

Would it be fair to say the Vast majority?

Yes.

Page 26, line 21. Through page 27, line 5, your Honor?

Question. Do you know approximately how much each San

gateway unit you sold_to IBM from March of 2000 to present had

a VPS activated on it, what the total cost of that -— what the

total cost of that gate way was with the sales price of the

gateway was to IBM per unit.

A. With VPS?

Q. My understanding is that they all have VPS?

Yes, from March on.

Yes, sir.

$6,775.

Page 37, line 16 through page 38, line 5.

_All the Pathlight products, though, contain the San

director, correct?

A. All gateways and routers. All gateways do and the vast

majority of the routers do.

Q. Let me just rephrase that. You said it well. Let me just

make sure all San gateways have the San director on it,

correct?

A. Yes.

Q. The vast majority of the San routers manufactured by
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Pathlight have the San director on it, correct?

A. Yes.

Q. And these documents will allow which company who purchased

either gate which or router activate the VPS software,

correct?

A. Yes.

Q.‘ And just using the first page of exhibit 120, Mr. Hood,

how would you go from one of the earlier exhibits we looked at

and go to this document on the invoice and find whether or not’

or find how much the VPS license key had cost, what column

would that be in?

A. This is —— this particular invoice is a —— let me back up.

This particular unit is being shipped as an Evel. It says

that right down here which means this invoice represents a

product that may or may not actually be purchased by Plasman.

It may be returned after a period of time after the evaluation

period expires. The product actually may come back to

Pathlight.

Q. Okay.

A. So what I'm saying, this isn't really a sale. This is not

a -- this is not booked as revenue of Pathlight. This is the

method we use to ship and evaluation unit to a company and

establish if they lose it or decide to keep it for some

reason, we then establish a price and so forth for it.

Q. A couple of-things on that.
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What you are saying is this isn't really necessary.

When it's an evaluation unit, it's not truly a sale?

Correct.

Q. You are simply providing this product, the San gateway to

Plasman to evaluate?

A. Correct.

Q. And for booking purposes, for accounting purposes, you

have to have some value to put on it, correct? I mean, you

have to have some dollar amount to put on it because they

might destroy it or keep it and not send it back to you,

correct?

A. Right.

Q. What are we looking at under the unit price here isn't

really the sales price because you are not necessarily selling

it to them. It's a price they're going to be charged-if they

don't return it to you, correct?

A. That is correct.

Q. And that's pretty typical that that happens in your

business, I mean, this way for sending units for evaluation

that aren't really sold.

A. Your question was I truly don't understand your question.

You said in your business, which implies, like, in this

marketing segment or something. I don't know. This is what

Pathlight does.

Q. That's what I really meant.
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A. Okay.

Q. I'm asking you if Pathlight's business, it's a standard

operating procedure, correct, to send out evaluation units

that aren't really for sale, have been booked out at a certain

price if they are not returned, but they are not really being

sold, correct, that's a standard procedure?

A. Yes.

Q. Your Honor, page 44, line 22 through page 45, line 10.

Would it be fair to say Pathlight also doesn't

consider any product that has this nomenclature on it to be a

sale either.

A. That's correct.

Q. You have a unit price down there, but that's basically

just a price that Pathlight has put down that's going to be

charged if the evaluation unit is destroyed or not returned,

correct?

A. That is correct.

Q. And would that be true with all of the invoices that have

that nomenclature? For example, there's one about three pages

later with regard to the S N I A technology center?

A. That is correct.

Q. Your Honor, page 50, line 1 through page 52, line 22, and

this is our final designation.

Question, Mr. Hood, I have handed you a document that

was introduced at your first deposition or at least I believe
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it was the first deposition. The deposition where it was

marked as exhibit No. 5. The second entry from the bottom, it

says, quote, VPS option and then has a number of prices.

Can you tell the jury what those prices represent,

please, sir.

A. Those prices, as all prices on this sheet, are general

guidelines for negotiating with our OEM customers, their final

configuration and price of that.

Q. Has Pathlight ever gotten 1,650 dollar for VPS software?

A. No.

Q. What is the most that Pathlight has ever received for

activating the VPS software?

A. I don't know for certain.

Q- Would it be more than a thousand dollars?

A. No.

Q. Would it be more than $500?

A. I doubt it.

Q. In the ballpark we know with IBM currently on gateways

it's $285. Would that be about the ballpark everyone else is

in for their activation, as well?

A. It's difficult to say because these all end up being

negotiated. Final negotiated numbers so it's actually very

difficult to make a generalized statement about the price of

the VPS.

Q; You don't believe it was ever higher than $500?
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A. We have not sold -- if we have sold an option for greater

than $500, it's the very rare occurrence.

Q. Again, we can go to the purchase orders and see what the

actual sales price was, correct?

A. That's right.

Q. Do you know who it was at Pathlight that came up with this

as an OEM price, suggested price, the $1,650?

A. It was several people in sales and marketing.

Q. Do you know coming up with a figure that was that high?

Let me try that again. I didn't mean to --

A. I do. We wanted to place as what list price, we want to

place a very high value to allow us to through the

negotiations process retain as much of the value as possible

for VPS. And that same philosophy was applied to every other

price list —— of every other price, list price on here.

Q. But in fact, if you were to, for example, get —— I'm just

saying hypothetical F you were to get a high enough price from

IBM for example, and the purchase of your gateway and San

director on it, that's all negotiable. The fact that the_VPS

was $285 is all taken up part and parcel of what the total

price of the IBM was for the gateways, correct?

A. I am not sure what you mean.

Q. It was more important for you to come to an agreement with

IBM for the total sales price of the gateway product than with

everything on it including the San director than it was to
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attempt to come to some meeting of the minds with the price

"just with regard to the IBM?

A. No.

Q. When row negotiated form example with IBM for the ways

that they had the VPS activated as part of the contract, was

the VPS price negotiated?

A. Yes.

Q. Who negotiated on behalf of Pathlight?

I did.

That's all we have, your Honor.

MR. GARRETT: Your Honor, this is from the first

deposition dated September 7th, 2000. Page 13, line 16, page

14, line 3.

MR. ALBRIGHT: Your Honor, as housekeeping, could I

move to admit the exhibits that we talked about in the

deposition?

THE COURT: You may.

MR. GARRETT} No objection, journal all exhibit 8 and

exhibit 152, your Honor.

THE COURT: Plaintiff's 8 and plaintiff's 152 are

admitted without objection. All right.

MR. GARRETT:

Q. What router product line?

A. Crossroads's.

Q. Did he make any comments about whether or not it covered
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Pathlight's router product line?

A. No.

Q. So you had a conversation with him, he told you it was a

broad-based patent, and you had no discussion at all as to

whether or not it was —- as to whether or not it covered any

Pathlight products?

"A. Well, it's a Crossroads patent, so by definition it did

not cover -— it's not a patent on a Pathlight product. The

patent was on Crossroads's product.

Q. Next, turning to page 18, at line 10 through line 20.

Now, between the time that he told you about the 972

patent and the time you gave him any instruction relative to

the 972 patent, did Pathlight consult with an attorney on the

972 patent?

A. We were in constant communications and we had an ongoing

relationship with the patent attorney. And anything that came

up relative to patents either mark's words or any other

engineer's words, researching or working on the patents and so

forth was done through that attorney which we had developed a

relationship with, you know, earlier in 1999.

Q. Turning to page 41, lines 14 to 20.

Do you include -- have you heard of the term bridge in

your industry.

A. I have.

Q. Do you include a bridge within the definition of router or
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,is that a different product?

A. That would fall within the definition of a router.

Q. Next, your Honor, turning to the deposition on December

12th, 2000, page 88, line 25 through page 89, line 12.

Did you personally have any substantive discussions

with Mr. Levy that gave you personally an opinion one way or

another as to his professional abilities?

A. There were people in the company I believe_who had worked’

with Mark Levy previously and had a good experience and felt

good about working with him, had confidence in him. Believed

he was the kind of attorney we needed to work with to help

file our patents, therefore, we developed the relationship

with him to do that. That's the basis upon the relationship.

Q. Next, page 96, line 22 to page 97, line 20.

Did anyone at Pathlight during that period of time

express an opinion that they believe that the Pathlight

products did not infringe the 972 patent, and I'm talking

about price prior to the time when you got the Levy letter.
A. Yes.

Q. ‘And who would those people have been at Pathlight?

A. Mark Dewilde and I'll leave it at Mark Dewilde.

Q. Do you remember what it was that Mark Dewilde told you why

he believed there was no infringement?

A. He believed that our products did everything referenced in

the patent prior to the time period of-the patent.‘—’
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And he thought that that --

That our product was part of the body of prior art that

exist in the market.

And what was the product number of that product?

Well, it was not a number, it had a name.

Well, what was that name?

Image agent.

Next, on page 98, line 23 to page 99, line 4.

How long did you all have that for sale.

A. I'm thinking.

Q. And if you could, tell me when you began to sell it and

when you stopped selling it?

A. It's on the order of a year, you know, something like '96

to '97 kind of time frame.

Q. Next, at page 115, lines 12 through 17.

You do have an opinion, though, as to whether the 972

patent is valid or invalid, correct.

A. Yes. I

Q- And that opinion is that it is invalid, correct?

A. That's correct.

Q. Next, your Honor, turning to the deposition on December

12th, 2000. At page 191, lines 19 to 23.

Does Pathlight have any products that they consider to

be intellectual property.

A. We have a number of.patent applications that have been
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We've established that you understand how your San

products operate, correct.-

A. Yes.

Q. We've established that you understand how Crossroads's San

products work, correct?

A. Yes.

Q. Given that you have that understanding, if Pathlight had

not sold the San products to IBM in terms of functionality,

would IBM have been able to purchase Crossroads's products?

A. I don't believe so.

Q. And why not?

A. I don't believe the performance met the specification that

was being asked for.

Q. In what regard?

A. Through put, bandwidth, mega bites per second.

Q. Let's start withdrew put. What was there about through

put where Crossroads did not meet the specification?

A. Crossroads was on the order of path of what IBM was asking‘

in terms of bandwidth.

Is bandwidth and through put the same thing?

As I'm referring to it, yes.

Next, on page 200, beginning at line 6 through page 201,
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Other than with respect to through put, bandwidth and

mega bites per second, were there other specifications that

the Crossroads products would not have metaphor IBM.

A. I believe so.

Q. And what were those?

A. The San management capabilities of the product to my

understanding.

Q. And what do you mean by San management capabilities?

A. The ability to discover, con figure and receive reports

back, discover the San environment, con figure the San

environment and receive information back on the health of the

San environment.

Q. And it's your position that Crossroads's products were not

capable of doing that up to IBM's specifications?

A. That's correct.

Q. Was that true at the time that the deal went through in,

say, January of '99?

A. That's correct.

Q. Do you know whether that would still be true today?

A. The environment has changed today.

Q. The environment of the Crossroads product or what IBM is

specifying?

A. Of what IBM is requiring and has approved for inclusion

into their systems.
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And the approximate cost of the total amount that IBM

was paying Pathlight for each -— for each gateway that they

purchased from Pathlight was approximately $285 for the VPS

software, correct.

A. Yes.

Q. And finally, page 44, lines 10 to 21. If you would turn

to page 169893, please, sir.

A.. Okay.

Q. As opposed to saying that it's being shipped for

evaluation purposes, you have something that's stated a little

bit differently. It says that all the shipped materials are

owned by Pathlight technology and alone four 09 days. Is that

also an evaluation there.

A. This one is slightly different because Convolt is a

customer who did some development work who stitched their

product together with ours so that's what this represents.

It's almost a development system.

MR.’ GARRETT: That is all.

‘THE COURT: Any further questions?

MR. ALBRIGHT: No, sir, your Honor.

THE COURT: Members of the jury, y'all haven't been

working since 9:00, but my court reporter has. So we're going

to take a 15 minutes, stretch, go outside see if it rained but
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MR. ALBRIGHT: Yes, sir.

THE COURT: So 8 is not in?

MR. ALBRIGHT: Yes, sir, that's correct.

THE COURT: You have 12 minutes left.

(Recess.)

THE COURT: Anything before we bring in the jury?

MR. ALCOCK: .No, your Honor.

MR. BAHLER: No, your Honor.

COURT: You may call your next witness.

MR. ALCOCK: Yes, your Honor. We call as an adverse

Mr. Said Rahmani.

THE COURT: Come up and be sworn, please.

(Witness was sworn.)

MR. BAHLER: Your Honor, may I request an instruction
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to the jury regarding what an adverse witness is?

THE COURT: Well, members of the jury, an adverse

witness is a determination that generally the Court will make.

It just means that the witness is on the other side of the

case. The only real difference between the witnesses who

designated as adverse or any other witness is that the lawyers

who questioning has a little bit leeway to ask what we call

leading questions.

In my court, that's very little leeway, but still some

what more leeway. But adverse is not anything directed to Mr.

Rahmani. '5 just a legal term meaning that I'm notifying

everybody that I don't think that Mr. Rahmani is going to be

on my side of the case.

MR. ALCOCK: Thank you, your Honor.

THE COURT: But I need to ask you my questions. State

your full name, please, and spell your last.

THE WITNESS: Sure. Said Rahmani Khezri, R A H M A N I

hyphen, K H E Z R I.

THE COURT: You may proceed.

DIRECT EXAMINATION

’BY MR. ALCOCK:

Q. Where do you work, sir?

A. Pathlight technology.

Q. You presently also an employee of ADIC?

A. Yes, sir..
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And what is your position at ADIC?

I'm in charge of the research and product development.

What is ADIC?

Could you be more specific?

What is it? What does the company do so, sir?

It is a company in the storage, library, business.

"Q. Okay. Just so the jury is clear, essentially what happens

is Pathlight was a company and it's now merged into ADIC so

now you work for ADIC instead of path liability; is that

right?

A. Sorry. I missed that question. I was trying to fix this.

Q. I'm just trying to get terminology square.

THE COURT: I tell you what. Mr. Mace, come up here

and work this: It's kind of like a trained animal.

THE WITNESS: I'm not used to this.

THE COURT: That's all right T more you work with it

the worse it's going to get. All right. If the jurors cannot

hear you, all you have to do is raise your hand and we'll

adjust.

MR. ALCOCK:

Q. I was just trying to make sure everybody is on the same

page. Pathlight was merged or bought by ADIC, so you were an

employee of Pathlight and now you're now an employee of ADIC.

Is that basically how it worked?

A; yes.
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Q. Okay. So you were with Pathlight from the very beginning;

is that right, sir?

A. Yes, I was one of the founders of Pathlight technology.

Q. Okay. When Pathlight started out, it didn't make the San

gateway or the San router that everyone's heard so much about:

is that right?

A. Not when it started, no, sir.

Q. Right. It was in something called SSA, serial storage

‘architecture; is that right? You were making products in that

area, correct?

A. The SSA technology also is available, would be available

in San gate and San router. So the technology that we used at

the beginning of this product have no relationship with each

other in a sense.

Q. I'm not getting that complicated. I'm just saying that

the beginning you were making products under this SSA

technology, is that right?

A; To start with, we used SSA technology, yes-

Q. Okay. And then, later on, you worked on Fibre Channel

products; is that right?

A. Yes.

Q. And you discontinued all your SSA products around about

1999; is that right?

A. Yes, that's =— I think 1999, actually it was probably

about 2000.
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Q. Okay. A couple of housekeeping items, Mr. Rahmani.

You'll see before you the first two documents in a stack,

exhibits 22 and 23. I don't believe there's any objection to

these. Are these the San gateway installation and users guide

and the San router installation and users guide?

A. Yes, they are.

Q. Okay. I'll take those away from you so that you're not

burdened with paper. Next housekeeping item is in front of

you is exhibit 227. i believe there's no objection to that

either. That is financial records of Pathlight. Could you

just take a look, if you peel back the top page.

A. Just the first paoe?

Q. Yes. Is that what they appear to be, sir?

A. Yes, they appear to be financial statements.

Q. Okay, your Honor, at this point, we'd offer exhibit 22,

223 and 227 into?

MR. BAHLER: In objection to 22, 23 let me take a look

at 227.

ALCOCK: Yes, sir.

BAHLER: No objection to 227, your Honor.

COURT: All right. 22, 23 and 2927 are admitted.

BAHLER: That's 227, right?

ALCOCK: Yes .

COURT: 227, yes excuse me.

ALCOCK:
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Q. Okay. Now, let me place before you exhibits 136 first and

exhibit 24 second. Now, 11m going to ask you questions about

those in just a couple of moments. Now, ADIC, ADIC currently

sells the San gateway; is that correct?

A. I am not sure.

Q. Could you take a look at the front page of exhibit 136?

_A. I wouldn't be surprised if they do.

Q. Okay. Take a look at the front page of 136. Is that the

ADIC web site?

A. Sure, yes.

Q. Okay. Could you take a look at a page about a few pages

It's 64422. Offer 136 into evidence, your Honor.

MR. BAHLER: 136, right?

MR. ALCOCK: Yes.

MR. BAHLER: Okay. No objection.

THE COURT: It's received.

What page? I'm sorry.

MR. ALCOCK:

On the bottom it says 64422?

Yes.

And is there a discussion there of the San gateway?

can I take a look?

res. You can look at the screen if you want.

Sure, yes.

And it says the San gateway supports exclusive
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technologies including virtual private San, VPS, and virtual

private map. Powerful access security control services that

provide protected connections between multiple hetero genius

hosts and multiple hetero genius storage. Is that correct?

A. It is a correct marketing statement.

'Q. Okay. Well, is it a correct statement of what the

products do?

A. I wouldn't argue it is incorrect.

Q. Okay. And so, the purpose of this VPS software is to

provide secure access between work stations and between remote

storage devices; is that right?

A. That's one of the functions that VPS can provide, but

that's not the purpose of VPS, the system.

Q. And without VPS, the San gateway does not allow secured

access of storage to a host; is that right?

A. That's not necessarily correct, no.

Q. Let me hand you your deposition, and I'd like you to take

a look at page 44. It's the volume 1, 9-28, 2000, lines 1

through 9. Tab at page 44, lines 1 through 9.

A. Page 44?

Q. Page 44, I've tabbed it for you.

A. There are a few tabs ahead of it.

Q. And it's lines 2 through 9. Questions but if we're just

talking about a storage network with a San gateway in it,

without running the VPS software, does the San gateway allow
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secure access of storage to a host? Answer, without VPS.V

Question, right, without VPS. Answer, I don't believe so.

A. Right.

Q. The VPS term was not the first term -— a VPS originated

with Pathlight, not with ADIC; is that right?

A. Yes. i

Q. But the first term that you used for VPS technically at

Pathlight wasn't VPS. VPS is the name that came later; is

that right?

A. Yes, that's correct.

Q. The first name that you used was access controls, right?

A. It is correct, yes.

Q. So the name access controls was the first thing you called

it at Pathlight; is that right?

A. Yes.

Q. Now, let's take a look —— do you have exhibit 24 before

you? And I'm only interested -- offer exhibit 24 in evidence,

your Honor. It's the Pathlight —— it's the Pathlight web

site.

BAHLER: This is the condition an one we talked

MR. ALCOCK: Yes.

MR. BAHLER: Your Honor, counsel and I have an

agreement about the conditionally using this and I'll let you

know fully on Monday morning but I have no:problem with what
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he's going to do with it.

MR. ALCOCKE Essentially, your Honor, we've discussed

the pages I'm going to refer to today. Counsel will check

over the other pages to see there's a problem.

THE COURT: All right.

MR. ALCOCK:

Q. And I'm going to direct your attention to page 91, which I

believe I've tabbed for you there.

A. Exhibit 24?

Q. Yes.

Page?

91 of tab 4, I believe.

There is no page number.

Here, let me help you.

It should be the first page there.

Right. There you go.

Thanks.

Q. There you go. So this is the_Pathlight web site, and this

also discusses the VPS in connection with the San gateway; is

that right, sir?

A. Yes, that's right.

Q. Now, I notice here that it mentions that access control is

an absolute necessity for multi-host San solutions. Is that

an accurate statement?

‘A. If_weFre-resource sharing in’a network, sure.
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Q. Okay. Now, the way these products are sold, you sell the

hardware, the gateway product. Without software, does that

run?

A. No computer runs without software.

Q. Right. So you have to bundle the hardware with some

software in order for the product to run; is that right?

A. Yes. You have to have software.

Q. Right. And so here, if somebody wanted to buy a San

gateway with access controls, they'd pay whatever the San

gateway costs and then, they'd pay whatever the VPS cost was

together to get the access control; is that right?

A. No.

Q. What's wrong with that statement?

A. They don't pay for the VPS when they buy San gateway or

San router or M H S or any of our previous products. They

don't pay for VPS software.

Q. They don't pay for the software?

A. They can pay for it separately. They can buy that

capability as a separate option, software option like you

would buy a application separately if you pie your PC, you can

buy an application to do other things with your PC.

Q. Right, but it also can come bundled with the San gateway

product, right?

A. Only if -- see, if you have a class of customers like OEMS

that they go through negotiations and they say that this is a
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product they wanted and they said the software they can

install on it, they can install on it for them to make it easy

like, you know, you buy a bundle PC sometimes with certain

softwares. We don't do that generically. We don't bundle.

Q. Okay. And isn't that the situation that Pathlight had

with IBM, certainly as of the early part of 2000?

A. As of after the first quarter of 2000, that was the

situation with IBM they wanted that to be there. They

couldn't -- they didn't know how the handle license fees, that

was too complicated. They wanted to make it simple.

Q. So with IBM, the gateway, the price for the VPS kind of

was bundled into the price for the gateways; is that right?

A. As you heard in the previous depositions, that is correct

at that point.

Q. Okay. Let's turn to IBM. Let me hand you exhibit 49.

-MR. BAHLER: What exhibit number, counsel?

MR. ALCOCK: Exhibit 49. I've got a copy for you,

"counsel.

MR. BAHLER: Oh, great. Thank you.
MR . ALCOCK:

Q. Who is Mr. —— Mr. Hood was the president of Pathlight; is

that right?

A. CEO and president, yes.

Q. Okay. And he handled some of these negotiations with IBM

for these San gate way products?
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A. He liked to handle the pricing stuff.

Q. Okay. Offer exhibit 4- and exhibit 49 is a fax from Mr.

Hood to Hank Watson and then attached to that is a fax from

Mr. Hood to someone at IBM; is that right?

A. Yes.

Offer exhibit 49 into evidence, your Honor.

MR. BAHLER: No objection, your Honor.

THE COURT: Received».

MR. ALCOCK:

Q. And looking at exhibit -- the second page of exhibit 49,

there's a message to this person at IBM, and I want to ask you

a couple of questions about that.

A. Sure.

Q. This is November 24th of 1999. Had you already closed a

contract with IBM as of this point?

A. Yeah, we competed in 1998 to win that business.

Q. Okay.

A. And we had already had the business for a year almost.

Q. Okay. And IBM, in order to execute on that contract, gave

purchase orders to buy products} is that right?

A. Yes, like any other company, they have to issue purchase

orders, yes.

Q. Right. And here, in November of 1999, you were trying to

get IBM to accelerate, that is, to send you more purchase

orders) is that right?
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Were we?

Yes.

A. I don't know. I mean, I really don't see that from this.

Q. Okay. Let me ask you on your recollection. Your

recollection was -— is your recollection that in the latter

part of 1999, the early part of 2000, you were making an

effort at IBM to get them to order more of these San gateway

products?

A. I don't know if there was a specifically to that period of

the time in our life. I mean, any company you work with, you

try to increase your purchase order, you increase your

revenue, so I'm sure we were doing that for the last six and a

half years that I've worked at Pathlight. So I cannot say

that's wrong in that period of time, I'm sure we were doing

the same.

Q. Very good. And so around that time, the VPS option

started to -- you started to finish developing the VPS option;

is that right?

A. Around this time yeah, we had finished.

Q. And here, do you remember discussions with IBM where you

were telling them that this VPS option that provided access

controls was a competitive necessity for them in selling their

product?

A. I remember a lot of times during this time, I was trying

‘to climb inside IBM, the people at IBM I was in contact with,
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it was a good thing for them, and they kept —— you know, it

was pretty tough one to do because, you know, we obvious lie

like to increase our value, you know, have a new option sold

to tour existing customers. And I remember they had —- I had

a pretty tough job convincing them because they continuously

thought that they don't need it. I continuously tried to

convince them it's a good thing to have because of X Y Z
reasons.

And I remember this discussion still went on for a

while- I still haven't succeeded through today.

Q. Okay. So you and others at Pathlight were pushing this

VPS option with access controls to increase your sales to them

here around the ends of 1999, fair to say?

A. Not only that, a number of other software options that we

had developed which we thought to sell to IBM. It's good to

have software option to increase your revenue, so we tried to

do -- push those, as well., So I had continuous, you know,

every few months meetings with IBM to do that.

Q. Okay. The date on this is November 24th of 1999. When

did you learn about the Crossroads patent that brings us here

today?

A. Do you want me to be exact?

Q. What's your best recollection?

It was 18 November 1999.

Okay. 'let me hand you a series of exhibits.‘ For the
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All of that.

It will go pretty quick.

A. Okay.

Q. Let's start with exhibit 68. This is an e-mail from Mr.

Dewilde to, among other people, you, dated November 15th,

1999; is that right, sir?

A. Yes.

Q. Offer exhibit in evidence, your Honor.

MR. BAHLER: No objection, your Honor.

THE COURT: Received.

MR. ALCOCK:

Q. So on November 15th, Mr. Dewilde sent you a e-mail that

contained a zip file with images of the patent. Hold on one

second. There we go. Thanks. Now, did you —- when you say

images of the patent, that meant the pages of the patent so

you could review and analyze them, is that right?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. Now, the first thing that he says is that it

impacts heavily, it impacts P T 109 and'P T 107 heavily as

well as P T I-106. Those are patent applications that

Pathlight was working on for this VPS software, weren't they?

A. No, sir.

Q. They were patent applications, were they not?

A. They were patent applications, but none of them had
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anything to do with VPS. That's right.

Q. Okay. And then, it goes on to saying other things about

the Crossroads patent being an obvious derivative of the

market product. Now, what did you do with this information?

A. Well, that's a good question. As soon as I saw that

e—mail, I noticed that the addressee and the e—mail, the copy

list, there is a patent, one says patents if you look at this

evidence or exhibit. So patents right there is the e—mail

address to our patent lawyers.

So when I saw that, I realized that Mr. Dewilde had

done the right thing, not only did he immediately inform me,

also, he informed our patent lawyers at the same time.

Q. Okay. Can I move to exhibit 69, which is the next exhibit

in order? And this is an e—mail --

A; Sure.

Q. From you to a number of folks. Offer exhibit 69, your

Honor?

MR. BAHLERi No objection, your Honor.

THE COURT: Received.

MR. ALCOCK:

Q. And this exhibit is a letter to mark. Is that Mark Levy,

the company patent attorney?

A. Yes, Salzman and Levy, Mark Levy is the main partner.

Q. Okay- And, in addition, so you want them to do two things

in this e—mail. You want them to know -- you want them to
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advise you on this letter and that matter is the Crossroads

972 patent; is that right?

A. Absolutely, yes, sir.

Q. Okay. And then, the second is to clarify current patents

and make sure they are valid and enforceable. What was the

relationship between the Crossroads 972 patent and your own

patents?

A. Oh, as you can see my depositions when I was asked what do

I think about what was my first reaction to 972 patent, I

thought it was invalid as a person, as somebody who has some

experience in this field. And we at Pathlight, they're very

careful about spending money. I had to really discuss patent

stuff with my --

Q. Excuse me, Mr. Rahmani. My question was very simple. My

question --

A. I apologize.

Q. What was the relationship between the 972 patent?

A. Right.

Q. And the current Pathlight --

A. I understand your question. I apologize for going off for

a while. I didn't want to spend our money, 10, $15,000 and

get a patent which somebody else will find invalid or

unenforceable. That was my mind at realizing our patent

lawyers or my technical staff which were copied on it that

please do not waste our money trying to get an invalid or
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unenforceable patent.

That was my advice to the team. So I was asking for

their opinion about the patent, the 972 patent, what should we

do about it and, also, giving them direction not to do

anything, any patent like that.

Q. Very good. So did you then met with Mr. Levy sometime in

the latter part of December of 1999; is that right?

A. Pardon?

Q. You met with Mr. Levy sometime in the latter part of

December of 1999?

A. Yes, actually, in my e-mail, I encouraged him to attend to

this as soon as he can. I think we met towards the end of,

you know, that year.

Q. Okay. And at that meeting, he agreed to analyze the

situation and provide you something in writing; is that right?

A. Honestly it was the first time I had come across this

situation. I asked our patent lawyer what we should do and he

said that he should investigate this and inform us in writing.

Q. Okay.

A. What he thinks.

Q. So the answer to my question is yes, at that meeting, he

agreed to investigate the situation and send you a letter on

the subject; is that right?

A. Yes.

"Q. Okay. So that's late December 1999. Did you get a letter
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in January?

A. "I don't think so.

Q. Did you get a letter in February?

A. I don't remember when was the exact time that I actually

got a written opinion from him. I was in regular Contact with

him, trying to make sure that that progressed.

Q." Okay. Could you take a look at exhibit 75. Offer in

evidence, your Honor. This is an e-mail to mark and Dave from

"you.

MR. GARRETT: No objection, your Honor.

THE COURT: It's received.

MR. ALCOCK:

Q. So this is an e-mail from you on February 25th, 2000 at

2:40 a.m. in the morning to you mentioned earlier that that

patents group included Mr. Levy; is that right?

A. Yes, patent, yes.

Q. So this was an e-mail to Mr. Levy as well as others at

Pathlight; isn't that.right?

A. It's Mark Dewilde and Dave.

Q. Right. And what had happened is mark had put together a

bunch of information for Mr. Levy to look at; is that right?

A. Yes, sir.

Q. And if you look at the bottom of this e-mail, there's an

indication that Mr. Dewilde had sent that to him on February

24th at 6:02 in the afternoon; is that.right?
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A. Yes.

Q. Okay. So on February 24th, some information went to Mr.‘

Levy and on February 25th at 2:45 a.m., you were asking from

Mr. Levy when he could complete the report based upon the

information that he had just got; is that right?

A. Do you want me to read my e—mail to answer that question?

Q. Yes, sir.

A. Sorry.

Q. Okay. So you met in December 23rd -— in December of 1999,

he was sent some information on February 24th of 2000, and now

you're asking him when his report can be completed; is that

correct?

A. That is correct as long as it's not exclusive to the

statement that we did send a lot of information within those

two dates.

Q. Okay. And we'll be talking with Mr. Levy next week to see

exactly what that was.

A._ Sure.

Q. On the bottom of the e-mail, you also indicate that

who's that Greg Prestus?

A. Greg Prestus, yeah.

Q. Right. He's trying to complete his write-up on the

patent. Is the VPS patent the patent that was going to

the VPS software?

A. Yes.
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Q. Okay. And so, Mr. Levy at the same time as he was

analyzing the 972 patent was also working on a write-up of the

VPS patent; is that right?

A. Well, I really don't know if he was doing it at the same

time or different people as they were doing their jobs. I

really can't comment. M

Q. Okay. But at least from the point of view, you, the

client, you're telling him to work on those two things, and

you're telling him that there is some business urgency to

getting that VPS patent application done; is that right?

A. Yeah, we had a number of patents that salesman and Levy

was working as applications to complete, and yes, I said that

there is, you know, there is business urgency.

Q. Very good. Now, do you have exhibit 70 up there, sir?

Should be the last one in the package. It's the letter from

Mr. Levy, dated April 4th, 2000.

A. 7?

Q. 70. The last one in the package, sir. Right.

A. It has two numbers, 70 and 81.

Q. Right. Deposition exhibit. Offer exhibit 70 into

evidence, your Honor?

MR. BAHLER: No objection.

THE COURT: It's received.

MR. ALCOCK:

Q.’ So here is the letter that you got from Mr. Levy and it's
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dated April 10th of 2000; is that right?

A. This whole document, yeah we got from them.

Q. Okay. And this is the letter that you said you relied on

to keep selling the San gateway San router and VPS router; is

that right?

A. It was the whole opinion I was waiting for, not just the

cover letter.

Q. I understand, but obvious/-1 didn't mean just the first

page but the whole letter; is that right?

A. Yes, the whole opinion.

Q. Okay. Now, Mr. Levy's letter doesn't say that the

Pathlight products lack any elements of the claims of the 972

patent; is that right?

A. I really can read the conclusion for the jury if you want

me to read it instead of interpreting what it says. It does

not say.

Q. Well, forget about the document for a moment. You had

talked over with Mr. Levy on multiple occasions between

December and April of what to do with this 972 patent; is that

right?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. And at the end of the'day, his opinion letter deals

with invalidity and invalidity only. It doesn't say that the

products don't infringe; is that right?

A. He based his opinion on anticipation and obviousness.» I
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think that they're prior arts. There's so many prior arts

during this part. So that was his opinion.

Q. Right. Not that your products didn't have the elements of

the claims?

A. No. I think he concentrated on the obviousness and

anticipation of the prior arts. _

Q. Okay. And so-one of the things that he'determined was

that this access control feature was old, not new, and it was

ifound in the prior art; is that right?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. And if you could take a look at, for example, it's

page 18 of the letter. I'll put it up on the screen for you.

There's a chart at the end that kind of compares top patent to

pieces of the prior art, and Mr. Levy is setting forth where

in the prior art various elements of the claims are found; is

that right?

A. I believe that was the intention, yes.

Q. Right. And so here, Mr. Levy is telling you that there

are one, two, three different pieces of prior art that have

this access control feature, that is, Crossroads didn't invent

it, that this was old. At least by these pieces of prior art;

is that right?

A. Not exactly.

Q. Okay. What's your understanding?

A. On the left, it says to maintain a configuration for the
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SCSI storage devices that maps between Fibre Channel and SCSI

storage devices. We never felt this was our opinion and our

patent lawyer's opinion that that had anything to do with

access control, for example. And our products like the SSA

SCSI, image agent one in 1996, '97, they're always doing that.

So that part has a reference by itself and the access

control which is the next sentence that implements access

controls for storage space, that has another reference.

Q. That's what I was getting to that the implement access

controls feature of the Crossroads device Mr. Levy is telling

you is old based upon these references; is that right?

A. Yes.

Q. And you believe that and it was on the basis of that

belief that you went forward?

A. I went forward on the basis of this hole opinion and what

our legal attorney said, not just that statement.

Q. I understand. But you don't disagree with this statement?

A. No, I don't.

Q. In fact, Mr. Rahmani, three days before you got this

letter, you filed a patent application that stated that access

controls were an invention and they were your invention; isn't

that right?

A. No, sir.

Q. Let me hand you exhibit 231 and 232. Could you identify

exhibit 231, sir?
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It's a letter from Salzman and Levy to Mark DeWilde.

And it's dated February 8, 2000?

A. February 8, 2001.

Q. And it reference es —- I'm sorry. And it references a

docket No. P T I-108?

A. Yes.

Q. And it says the above identified patent application was

filed on April 7th, 2000. Do you see that?

A. Yes, April 7th, 2000.

Q. Okay. Now, if you could turn to exhibit 232, there's a

cover letter from Mark Levy to Mark Dewilde dated October 4,

2000?

A. Yeah.

Q. And if you turn the page, there's a application for United

States letters patent, and it has a docket No. P T I-108 on

it, do you see that, sir?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. Offer exhibits 231 and 232 into evidence, your

Honor.

MR. BAHLER: No objection, your Honor.

MR. ALCOCK:

And if you look down, there are inventors listed there?

Yes.

And you're one of the inventors, right?

Yes.
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Q. And when you file one of these patent applications, you

have to sign an oath saying that what's in the application is

true and correct; is that right?

A. Yes.

Q. Could you take a look at page 20 and I'm going to direct

your attention to around about lines 9 through 15. Do you see

that, sir?

A. Yes.

Q. End to end access control. That's access control between

a work station and a remote storage devices; is that right?

A. Yes.

Q. And you're saying to the Patent Qffice that this is one of

the most significant advantages realized by the instant

invention. This is the patent application on the VPS

software, right?

A. No, sir.

Q. This patent application has nothing to do with the VPS

software?

A. Do you want me to explain this to the jury?

THE COURT: Just answer the question.

A. So what is the answer —- question, sir?

MR. ALCOCK:

Q. The question is whether or not this patent application

covers the VPS software or at least some aspects of it?

5A.‘-Some aspects of it?
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Q. Yes, sir.

A. Absolutely does implementation of the VPS access as you

refer here, it says complete end to end across control with no

performance degradation. It's an implementation matter. It is

implementing access control without degradation. That is not

access control itself.

Q. I have no further questions, your Honor.

A. Sure.

MR. BAHLER: Your Honor, subject to calling Mr.

Rahmani in our case, I have no questions at this time.

THE COURT: All right. You may step down, sir. You

may call your next witness.

MR. ALBRIGHT: Ma} we approach the bench?

THE COURT: Sure.

(At the bench, on the record.)

MR. ALBRIGHT: Your Honor, our next witness we'd offer

is a gentleman named Kenneth Kuffner, who's the patent

attorney, and we would call him to testify about a couple of

things. We'd like him to do a tutorial and that the Patent"

Office does. We think that that was'called into question by

the opening argument. We will also have him testify with

respect to what the standard and care Mark Levy used in

preparing his invalidity opinion. We're not going to have him

do any definitions. We're not going to have him tell the jury

for example what access control is or whether these products
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‘infringed that. We simply want him to let the jury know the

standard of care that the patent office uses and the standard

of care with respect to what a patent attorney does in giving

an opinion.

They're going to be allowed to call Mr. Levy to tell

the jury what he did, we ought to be able to put that into

proper context for the jury.

MR. GILLETTE: We have several different problems with

that." Three of those problems are raised in the motion in

limine that your Honor denied that I'll address those first.

But we've also got some separate and apart from those. There

are three problems: Number one, Mr. Kuffner‘s report has an

extensive, extensive, maybe half of it, at least, is

discussing what case law should be applied.

MR. ALCOCK: We're not going into that.

THE EOURT: That's hearsay.

MR. GILLETTE: Not his report, but I'm concerned that

they're going to ask Mr. Kuffner why he think Mr. Levy's

opinion's bad and he's going to cite a case. I can't

cross-examine Mr. Kuffner by saying, well, here's what the

Circuit decided last week and the Circuit decided this week.

THE COURT: We'll cut him off at the least on that.

MR. GILLETTE: Number two problem --

THE COURT: As long as you can stand up and object

like a lawyer, you're not going to have a problem with those
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things. What's your number two?

MR. GILLETTE: Number two is this is based on what we

found in Mr. Kuffner's report. He has got a lot of statements

that hearsay testimony --

THE COURT: He's not going to --

MR. GILLETTE: I understand that, but we filed a

motion in limine to prevent Mr. Kuffner --

-THE COURT: Y'all filed over as close to I figure

2,000 pages of motions in limine and I overruled them because

I'm not going to read them. Now --

MR. BAHLER: I think with respect to -— I don't think

we're going to have a problem with that at all.‘ I think if

Mr. Albright stays within bounds that he's represented and the

stuff that was in our motion in limine, we don't want him

talking about what he thinks about what they say.

THE COURT: I don't know what he's going to say. I

don't know what he's going to be asked. He's not going to

give any legal opinions.

MR. GILLETTE: That's fine. There's one more issue at

the risk of going too far. Number three --

THE COURT: Three strikes and you're out, so let's go

MR. GILLETTE: We're concerned that again, that Mr.

Kuffner will talk about what was argued with respect to claim

interpretation.
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MR. ALBRIGHT: We're not --

MR. GILLETTE: You're not going to do that. That's

THE COURT: See, it's so easy. All right.

MR. ALBRIGHT: Your Honor, we could call Mr. Kenneth

Kuffner.

THE COURT: Come forward, please, sir, and be sworn.

Just stand right there.

(Witness was sworn.)

THE COURT: If you'll have a seat, please. Tell us

your full name, please, sir, and spell your lastl

THE WITNESS: Kenneth Edwin Kuffner, K U F F N E R.

DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR. ALBRIGHT:

Q. Mr. Kuffner, would you tell the jury what your

professional background is, please?

A. Yes, I'm a patent attorney.

Q. And what does that mean?

A. It means that I have been -- I'm an attorney and I have

been registered, also, to practice before the patent and

trademark office in patent matters.

Q. Okay, sir. Just flush that out for a minute or two. Tell

the jury a little bit about your back grounds and expertise in

having prosecuted patents.

A. It starts out with a technical degree. I had an
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engineering degree and worked in industry as an engineer for

several years. Then, I decided to go to law school.‘ I went

to law school in Washington, D.C. and while I was going to law

school, worked at the patent and trademark office as an

examiner.

When I received my degree, I was appointed to work at

the court of appeals that hears appeals in patent matters from

the patent and trademark office, and I worked there for two

years. Following that, I came to Texas. I'd been practicing

in Houston for the last 30 years as a practicing patent

attorney.

Q. Have you ever prosecuted a patent?

A. I have.

Have you ever prepared a patent application?

I have prepared many.

Have you ever prepared any opinions with regard to

invalidity or non infringement?

A. I have prepared many. I have done that as a regular part

of my work for over 30 years.

Q. As a matter of fact, you used to be in the same law firm

for a little while with some of the folks that are in this law

firm right here, correct?

A. Yes, I say to them sometimes I taught them everything they

know.

MR. BAHLER: Objection. Move to strike.
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